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I PLAN ETARY B LESSIN GS 

)) May the power of Luna place at thy hips the silver keys of liberation from 

material conditions. 

� May the power of Mercury set upon thy shoulders the wings of thy will, 

to carry thee ever to thy intent. 

� May thy countenance be radiant with life and love in the power ofVenus, 

and the lodestone of attraction be upon thy brow. 

0 In th e power of Sol, thine  be the harp of tradition and the tr umpet of 

proph ec y. 

d May the keen sword of courage ever be ready to thy hand in the power of 

Mars. 

"4 In the power of J upiter may thy liberality of spirit be ever as a libation 

poured out before the Gods . 

"h And in the power of Saturn,  may al l blessings both temporal and spiritual 

he accomplished . 





I FOREWORD 

While m os t  of you reading this are a lready fam i liar w i th the concep t  of 

magick, for those of you who pi cked up this book because you want to be like 

Harry Potter or some m ovie or TV wizard, i t's impor tan t to know that  real 

magick-and magick is very real-is not what you see in the movies.  Magick 

(an d the "k" i s  used at the end to indicate that we're n ot describing the tricks 

performed by  people like Davi ds Blaine and Copperfield) is an ar t an d a sci 

ence to create change according to your wi l l. That "science "  par t means for 

you to be a successfu l  magician you need to s tudy and practice the techniques 

of real magick .  I can promise you that poorly mumbling imitation Latin while 

shaking a s ti ck won 't get you anything. To becom e  a real magician you nee d 

to learn a comple te s ys tem of magic .  L ike the superstructure of a skyscraper, 

that  s ys tem wi l l  suppor t  a ll of the magick that you practice to change and 

improve your life . 

Planetary Magick is e xactly this type of comple te sys tem of magick. It is as 

new as tomorrow and as old as time . I real ize this sounds li ke a contradiction , 

but it's absolutely true .  The s ys tem of magick described in this book contains 

e verything you need to work real magick. It has protecti on r i tuals ,  rituals for 

enhan cing your spiri tuality, di vinatory m ethods , techn iques for working on 

the astral p lane ,  and yes ,  powerfu l me thods for making changes in your life . 

Thi s  book alone  can h elp you become a powerful  magician . 

Wi th the exception of the pre vi ous printings of this book, the s ys tem 

described in Planetary Magick has ne ver before been published. Aspe cts of this 

s ys tem have appeared in a var iety of p laces ,  from The Greater Key if Solomon 

and The SiferYetzirah to my own Modern Magick, but nowhere has this par ticular 
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system been so clearly explained and fully delineated as in the pages you are 

about to read, including the techniques you may choose to practice. 

A s  the nam e  implies, Planetary Magick is a system that works w ith the 

influence of the p lanets. The term planets is from the Greek and means "wan

d erers. "  I t  applies to the obj ects that seem to "wander "  fastest through the 

sky from our v iewpoin t here on E arth-the Sun ,  the Moon , Mercur y, Venus, 

Mars, J upiter an d S aturn -an d, thousands of years ago, were easily visibl e 

to the unaided eye. From our terrestrial view point, these wanderers appear 

to move around the Ear th .  Today m any so-called skeptics scoff at th is ancien t 

idea, saying, "The p lanets are heliocentric. They move around the Sun!"Their  

implication , of course, is  that that the peoples of long ago, by  believing oth 

erwise, were either stupid or foolish or both. In fact, all they have don e is 

re-define the term "planet" to m eet their specifications. They have taken it out 

of its or igin al m ean ing, ignoring the fact that from our E ar thly, geocentr ic 

per spective the p lanets do appear to m ove around us. The laughter of these 

doubter s ,  once you understand E instein's theor y of the relativity of motion , 

r ings hollow. They are like the theologians who forced Galileo to recant  his 

claims,  while planetary magicians, like the great scientist as he left his trial for 

heresy, will say, "Still, they move. " 

Whenever there is a discussion of the p lan ets and their infl uence upon 

us, we are confronted w ith questions about astrology. Do the p lan ets exer t an 

unknown energy that affects us? Possibly. S ince such an energy, by definition , 

is unknown,  it is impossible to prove or disprove its existence. Do  the move

ments and positions of the planets ref1ect something that is happen ing to us in 

the deepest levels of our being?Thousands of years of observation-the very 

essence of science-allows us to answer this question easily: It is undoubtedly 

so. These questions, however, do not really concern us here because this is not 

an astrology book. You n eed not have s tudied astrology to becom e  an exp er t 

in p lanetar y magick. Be that as it may, here is a challenge to astrologers: 

Astronomy is the science that looks at the stars. 

AstroloBJ' is the science that in terprets that information . 

Planetary Magick is the sci ence that reveals how to use the 

inter pretations to improve your life and the lives of others. 
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If you have taken a ste p beyond astronomy to astrology, why not take the next 

step? 

The ancients saw that cer tain character istics relate d  to the p lane ts. For 

example, th ey associated aggressiveness  to Mars and j ov iality to Jupiter. Once 

again, many so-called skeptics imply that the ancients were stupid for b elie v

ing in these ideas and we re too naive to know any better. But is this so? True, 

they didn 't have high-speed computers or nuclear weapons so the y didn't have 

as much information as  we do. Nor cou ld they des troy a ll civilization in a 

matter of m inu tes. But  they were hard ly stupid .  Th ey bu ilt pyram id s. They 

designed Stonehenge to exp lore astronom ical  data . They built step pyramids 

in the Americas, and the C olossus of Rhodes. The y knew the secre t  heal ing 

propertie s of herbs. They lite ra lly create d  the sciences of mathematics and 

geometry and physics. So why wou ld they accept  what m odern science con

siders to  be unscientific in relation to  the p lan ets? Perhaps i t  was because 

the ancient ideas about the planets and their ear th ly correspondences were 

checke d out scientifica lly. The y would have use d the ol dest scientific me thod 

available: trial an d error combin ed w ith obser vation. From a ncie nt India , 

Sumer, and Babylon to modern tim es this information has been tested b illions 

of times. I t  works. 

Thus, the sources of Planetal)' Maaick can be dated at least as far back  as 

those ancient cultures. Before that we can only wonder. Planetal)' Maaick is a lso 

a system of ceremonial mag ick . By that I mean that it has a com ple xity in its 

prem ises (a lthough performance of the r ituals is easy) that  does not equate 

w ith what many consider to be  the e legant simplicity of natural magick-the 

magickal  techniques ofWicca , Witchcraft , and Paganism . 

But this is n ot tota lly true . If anything , Planetary Maaick is a bridge 

be tween natural magick and cere monial magick. A strong focus of natu ra l  

magick is to take into account the magickal clements-A ir, Ear th ,  Fire, Water 

and Spirit ( the  latter also know n  as Aether or Akasha)  -paying scant a tten

tion to the elaborate correspondence s  of the Qabalist. Some natura l  magi

cians use aspects of plane tary correspondences in their work . But some, after  

a superfic ial study of the subj ect, will say, "I'm not going to wait six months as  

descr ibe d in an old book to do a par ticular r itual for healing!" Obviously, such 

a point would be well taken if it we re correct-but it is not. 
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True planetary magick, such as i s  described in this book, will a llow you 

to do magick today. You do not have to wai t  si x months. What is given are the 

optimum times for performance of a r itual. These times endlessly repeat; as  

a consequence, the optimum time  for a r itual can occur three or even four 

tim es in a g iven day. If your magick i s  that impor tan t, i s  i t  not wor th wait

ing an hour or two or perhaps di sturbing your day and doing the ri tual a few 

hours earli er ?  Magick does take p lanning. Magick does take dedication .  With 

the techniques in this book you can be successful with your magick ,  whether 

you con sider yourself a cerem onial  magician or a Wiccan . You can use Plan

etary Maaick .  

E veryone has natural artistic abi lities , alth ou gh s ome be gin a t  a hi gh er 

level than those of oth ers. Since magick is a sci ence and an ar t, by tapping in to 

the powers  of the planets you will be able to enhance your innate magickal 

abil itie s beyond their curre nt le ve l. Just as  ar tists can improve the ir abilitie s 

with training and practice, so, too, can you improve your magi ck. 

In the past fifty years  m ore books have b een published on various forms of 

magick than in the previous two millennia . This has led to a rather unfor tu

nate consequence. In ear li er tim es you would have n eeded a per sonal teacher 

in order to lear n the magickal arts . Today all you need to do is pick up a book. 

In itse lf, thi s  is not bad. Problem s occur, however, when a per son reads a 

book or two and then uses hi s or her charisma and the glamour of a few mys

tical terms to take advantage of  othe rs. I am per sonally aware of many such  

unfor tunate situations and wi sh to share on e of these with you. 

A pers on of my acquaintance was the co-l eader of a rather well known 

magickal  group. A t  the tim e, he  was earning a li ving by holding "classes. " In 

the classes this per son , o s tensibly the teacher, would do nothing except assign 

students to gi \·e repor ts on the topics that  were to be  covered in the c lass. In 

other words, the stud en ts pai d for the pri vilege of searching out the informa

tion that the teacher didn't have or didn't wish to present. 

But he d id  have chari sma-oodles of i t! As a result hi s urgings, man y 

of the stud ents in his class b ecam e m embers  of the mag ickal order he co

headed. When he thought that the group was sufficiently packed w ith enough 

of h is  follower s, he  and h is cronie s  attempted to take over in a "democratic " 
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coup. But re al m agickal gro ups are not democracies. Their efficacy der ive s 

from e nergies transm itted to the physical plane from the spiritual levels  of 

the uni ver se-a "magickal current "  from higher planes .  They are not based  on 

popularity contests .  As a resu lt ,  the coup  fai led  and thi s man and his fol lowers  

immediately quit the order and se t  up  a new one of  questi onable value.  

Whe n I knew the ab ove person it  was my pe rce ptio n that he had no 

m agickal abil ity and little m agickal knowle dge .  In the interve ning ye ars he 

seems to have gaine d some knowledge , but no wisdom .  After the fai led coup 

he i nitially attacked m e  in writing, direct ly or through proxies. N ow he claim s  

m e  as  a former stu dent !  I fee l sorry for th ose w h o  have fallen prey to such a 

per son's chari sma  for they are inevitably fate d to have problems with the ir  

m agical work and del ays in  their spir i tual deve lopme nt. Am ong com puter 

programmer s there is a term:  GIGO. It stands for "Garbage in, garbage out ." 

Sad ly, th e same thi ng goes for occu lt teach ers. H owever, I gu ess that i f  it 's 

true that "when th e student i s  ready, the teacher w i ll appear," then  whe n the 

student i s  re ady to be  m isgui ded, the people who w ill misgui de the student 

will  appear. 

A t  the beginni ng of A le ister Crowley's Maaick in Theory and Practice, i t  i s  

pointed out that other occult teachers have sai d  "Believe me!" Crowley, on the 

other hand, say s "D on't believe me." By thi s  he means check out all the i nfor 

m ation for yourself. This is mirrore d in Dion For tune 's saying that "There is 

no room for authority in occu ltism ."There are many books out there in whi ch 

the m ost r idi culous i deas are pawned off as occult wisdom . For example ,  I 

know of a b ook  that cla ims te lepathy i s  possible be cause whe n you thi nk of 

something, you actually say i t  throuah your ears! Another claims that Witchcraft 

consists of evoking spirits including one who looks and talks like an archetypal 

New York taxi cab dr iver. I won't go i nto de tai ls about a secti on i n  another 

book, supposedly on Witchcraft ,  th at descri bes a type of divinati on called "tes

ticulomancy. "  Regrettably, there ar c some students who actually thi nk they're 

lear ning from these books. In reality, these books will merely lead them astray. 

Such is definitely not the case with Planetary Maaick .  

Years ago, when I was  h onore d to  spend t im e with O sbor ne Phi lips  

and the now passed  Melita D enning, I saw two pe ople who were exemplary 

re searchers, me taphy sicians, occultists and m agi cians. But don't take my 

word for it---check out everything they  have vvr itten. You w il l  find that they 
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are accurate. For e xample ,  there is a shor t  text known as "The 32 Paths of 

Wisdom ." I t  i s  a commentary on the Sefer Yetzirah and i s  attr ibute d  to Joannes 

S tephan us Ri ttange li us (although according to one of the tran s lators of the 

S�fer Yetzirah, Knut S tenr ing, the author is unkn own) .  Thus , on these page s 

you wil l  see that it is lis ted as being by Rittange lius and not par t of the Sefer 
Yetzirah per se . Since the "32 Paths" (as we ll as an other text known as the "50 

Gates of Inte ll igence " )  usua l ly appears w i th the book they  commen t upon ,  

they  are frequen tly referred to as "Yetziratic Te xts ," but they are not the Sefer 

Yetzirah . Several years ago I remember seeing more than a few b ooks that 

equate d the "32 Path s "  w i th the Sefer Yetzirah . Sometimes,  this e ven appeare d 

in books by people claiming to be Qabali s tic exper ts . But they  were in error. 

Admi ttedly, this is a small point. But i f  these o ther teachers are in error 

on one point, can you trust them on others? As the Romans said, Caveat emp

tor: "Let the buyer beware ." 

In ]e '>'·ish tradi tion i t  is believe d  that the fifth of the Ten Commandments ,  

the commandment of  hon oring your mother and your father, was not l im

i ted  to your parents .  H onor, i t  i s  fel t, should be exten ded to an y per son who 

teaches you, for teaching is an essentia l function of parenthood. For decades,  

Denning and Phillips have been teaching me , and thousands l ike me, through 

their books and ar ticle s .  It is hoped that this foreword returns to them some 

of the honor they are rightful ly owe d. 

Be fore I met them I had an inward image of what they  might be l ike .  I 

have to adm it that the reality did not fit  w ith what I had imagined. Therefore, 

I think it m ight in terest you to hear what  they were reall y l ike . 

When they were working toge ther, I found Denning an d Phillips to be 

per fectionists and tire l e s s  worker s .  The y  wanted nothing of their work to 

leave their l ong- time publishers , Llewellyn Worldwide ,  that  was n ot e xactly 

as it should be . In shor t, they had s trong fee lings and be liefs and were Uustly) 

proud of their work .  They wante d  it to be a true represen tation of themselves 

an d they  wan ted the information they presented  to be correctly an d clearly 

conn�ved to their reader s .  

Personally, they were fun to be  wi th .  They took j oy in the s imple things 

of life an d shared that  joy w ith those around them . Both had amazing s tories 

of lives filled with world travel, incredible exper iences ,  and occult work. And 

they  were both quick to tell a j oke and share a good laugh . They enj oyed and 
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cooked gourmet food and loved music. A large e lectric organ took up space 

in their apar tment. Spending time with them was always a treat as they were 

willing to share and willing to lis ten�not as the wise e lder putting up with 

the pompous si lliness of youth, but as friends who care . And you could  never 

have had better friends than Denning and Phi llips . 

You now have in your hands the key to a mar velous jour ney. This jour ney  is 

appropriate for you, whe ther you are a Wiccan, Wi tch, Pagan , or a ceremonial  

magician , whether you are young or old, well-practiced and ver sed in magic k  

o r  j us t  beginning, o r  if you're j us t  interested i n  discovering what real magick 

is all about. 

S ince this book was originally publis he d in the 1980s , it has beco me 

a c lass ic .  Co pies of reprints are se lling for as much  as ten times the original 

pri ce .  I have seen repor ts from groups who are fol lowing the techn iques an d 

doing complete cycles of plane tary magick. I t  i s  a vir tual phenomenon , a tree 

that has , in recent years , sprouted  several branches bearing r ich frui t. 

This is real maaick! You will not fi nd an ins tan t spe ll to bri ng you  wealth, 

love and fame today. To learn this system wi ll take weeks or months . I t  wi ll 

take longer to master it. But then , in the light of that mastery, you will wield 

the magic kal  powers o f  the Seven Plane tary Heavens. 

I have been a member of several magical groups . Con trary to the c la ims 

of those who hate or fear m agi ck, suc h  gro ups do not  recrui t  o uts iders .  To 

join , you have to seek them out. They don ' t  have page s on Facebook. One of 

the most frequent comments I have heard from people on joining such  groups 

was that i t  was like "coming home . "  The y realized that this is the place they 

should have a lways bee n, this is the place the y were meant to be . I have no 

doubt that many of you reading this book  will find  Planetary Magick to be the 

place where you belong. 

Welcome home!  

�Donald Michael Kraig 
Author of Modern Magick 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Not  only thro ugh th e co urse  of o ur pres ent lives , but thro ugh th e whole 

developm ent of our long evolution-through the whole developm en t  of life 

on Earth- -the lights and i nfluenc es of the cosmos have been impinging upon 

this plan et ,  all in their m easure ca lling for th developm ent, r eaction,  s ensory 

an d p sychic p erceptions. And, of all th es e infl uences non e have b een more 

potent, more intimate than those of o ur own Solar S ys tem: Sun ,  Moon , and 

those five  n earest plan ets which have b een known to humankind through the 

ages .  

Visibly to physical s ight, th e far gold of Saturn ,  th e brighter radiance of 

Jupi ter, red Mars ,  bri llian t Venus, Mercury, frequently indistinguishable from 

h er fo r intensi ty of luster, move b efore the remote cur tain of th e s tarry mul

titude; thes e planets , wi th Sun and Moon, make up our ever-near, imm emori 

ally- kno wn celestia l  family. 

Astronomy tells us of th e orbi ts and brigh tn esses of th es e seven lumi 

nari es, o f  their constituents and atmospheres .  Astrology tells us of the etfects 

upon us and upon our li ves of the var ying and blending light reflected visi bly 

and radiati ng invi sibly from their surfaces . And Magick  tells us that, in ad di 

tio n  to all thi s, origi nating, em powering and  acting through th e luminar ies ,  

are great creative im pulses , t h e  archetypes o f  the D ivin e  Min d. 

Thi s  is b y  no m eans to deny the deep-reaching and subtle powers of the 

more distant and more recently recognized plan ets of our s ys tem ;  nor that of 

the s tars b eyond, whether of those which are familiar collectively in the zodia

cal sign s, or of those less known but som etimes formidable in their influence 

singly or  as  a s tar-group. However, i t  remains true now, as i t  was when first 

observed in m illennia pas t, to s ay that those celes tial bodi es whos e light and 
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movemen t, relati ve to Ear th, i mpinge most strongly on our physical senses 

arc the ones to which our inn er response i s  the most plainly recognized, and 

the ones whose powers-both obj ectively and subj ecti vely manifest to us

are the most amenable, wi thin the compass  of our personal life and influence, 

to magical direction and control. 

The special and profound responsiveness of the psyche to these luminaries 

i s  due to the exi stence in i ts depths in the Deep Mind of each  individual-of 

"counterpar ts" which are reflection s, as i t  were, of the cosmic archetyp es of 

the plan ets. 

Something of the long hi story of human awareness of these counterpar ts 

i s  gi ven in thi s book. Their relationship with their cosmic originals, however, 

i s  from the magical vi ewpoint only the b eginning of the story. 

The plan etary power s of the cosmos are far b eyon d our in terven tion , 

both in magni tude and in their mode of b eing. But their coun ter par ts in the 

deeps o f  the psyc he, although they are equally "not  ours," are within our reach 

by cer tain special medi tative and r i tual methods; and when one of the coun 

terpar ts i s  thus stirred by  our action,  i t  prod uces effects of  the same charac

ter as those which  typify i ts cosmic original. Thi s  i s  the domain of Planetary 

Magick; and i t  i s  preci sely the pur pose of the presen t book to provide you  

wi th the authentic keys and  the esoteric knowledge that  you n eed in order 

to bring about these effects skillfully, con fidently an d wi th their full magical 

power. 

Because of the con tinual  reci proci ty of the di vine archetypes an d the 

plan etary coun ter par ts in the D eep Mind, Planetar y Magick i s  perennially 

exciting and in ten sely creati ve. Thro ugh i ts metho ds yo ur response to the 

plan etary powers wi ll b e  s trengthened, both for the enjoyment of the plan 

etary experi ences th emselves and for the increased vi tali ty and resonance of 

your inner being ; and yo u wi ll direc t  the force of your D eep Mind to pur 

poses of benefi t to yourself or o thers, promo ting happin ess, prosper i ty and 

all the good of life. 

Plan etary Magick i s  an ar t which has to create, ver y li terally wi thin i ts 

circle, a univer se of chosen condi tions and phenomena sui ted to the specific 

working. The fac tors  n ecessar y to make thi s syn thes i s  arc set for th in thi s 

book, wi th options which  you may choose to bui ld up a par ti cular emoti ve 

tone  or to give dimension to a special magical atmosphere. 
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Guidelines and suggestio ns to aid personal creativ ity are provided here , 

and no less than 65 long out�of�print magical rites are gi ven i n  fu ll detai l. 

Thi s book is in fac t  a complete an d self�contained system of ceremonial 

magick, and is dependent upon no other material to comple te i ts  require 

ments. It comprises many levels and types of operation, and it brings to you 

the first comprehensive exposition of the authentic art o f  Planetary Magick to 

be made in  centuries. 

I n  writ i ng thi s  book  we have drawn con siderably upon th e treasury o f  

teachi ngs of Aurum Soli s. 1 That Order has since its foundation i n  1897 
guarded and perpetuated the venerable traditions of Planetary Magick, 

putting them into practice in the Sphere-workings which are a part of 

its Second Hall program. Ideas and presentations ,  language and magical 

approaches, have b een regu lar ly reviewed and updated by the Order, 

and that procedure has continued in our hands: in this book, as a conse

quence, simplicity and directness and a contemporary tone characterize 

the various psycho-spiritual techniques and the magical processes of the 

ar t. 

To explore the i nv isible worlds, to have questions answered in dreams, to 

encounter wonderful spirit beings in beau tiful and picturesque forms, to be 

able to send good i nfluences to one's friends, to be able ritually, step by step, 

to bi nd and sea l  the achievement of one's heart 's de sire: the nee d  for these 

things i s  ever with u s-

To reach out in aspiratio n  to the i nfinite  cosmic glo ri es, and to see k  to 

raise power from the depths of the psyche: yearnings which se em intensely 

contrasted, but yet are mirror-images one of another in the striving for m atu

r ity of our inn er bein g--� 

The fulfi llm ent o f  those needs and the answer to these paradoxical yearn

i ngs arc ali ke wi thin the compass and gift of Plane tary Magick. 

1. Other aspects of Aurum Sol is  teaching and pr.Ktin· arl' presented in the other books ofThc Magical 
Philosophy series, all by thl· present authors an d publ ished by Lil'wc l lyn .  
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1 I PLANETARY FocAL PoiNTS 

Planetary Magick is the ar t of evoking, intensifying, experiencing and direct

ing the forces which der i ve from , or are associated with , one or another of 

the tradi tional seven plane ts :  Saturn,  J upi ter, Mars ,  Sol, Venus ,  Mercur y  and 

Luna . 2 Of the "ne w" plane ts, it may be recalled here that the as trologers have 

a llocated the se as "hi gher octaves"  of cer tain of the tradi tional se ven . The 

seven sti ll com prehend within their number every aspect of human life , acti v

i ty and aspiration . 

On the Tree of  Li fe ,  these forces are represen te d  b y  the seven plane

tary  Se phiroth ,  from the third through the ninth :  Binah, Chese d, Geburah, 

Ti phare th ,  Netzach , Hod andYesod corresponding to the plane ts in the order 

given . P lan etary Magick has , indeed, been a vi tal factor in the long evolution 

of the great Qabalistic body of mystical and magical formulations ;  one of the 

first  traceable s timuli in that evolution appearing at  an immemoria lly ear ly 

period, when the priests of Babylon adopted from Sumeria the attribution of 

the plane ts to the principal  dei ties as a basis for di vination an d propi tiation . 

The greatness of the Qabali stic sys tem however, as i t  has been developed 

and e laborated through many centuries in many lands , consis ts in i ts presenting 

a potent inte rpre tation of the uni verse at all leve ls. This interpretation, applied 

also to the human psyche, has produced an insight which in the present age 

is b ecoming more clearly apprehen ded, an d more evi denced, as non-occult 

knowledge advances into greater harmony wi th i t. 

2. Throughout this book,  "the planets" and "planetary" arc used in the sense general ly  accepted astrologi
cal ly, to indudt' the Sun of our solar sptcm , and Earth's Moon,  as wdl as the p lanets properly so 
called. 



H ere the Qabalistic concept of the four "Worlds," or le,·els of existence, 

can relevantlv be summarized. 

The highe st of the four i s  Atziluth: the World of deity transcendent, pure 

Spir it, pure d ynamic Being which mani fe sts, but i s  not lim ited by, attributes  

of divini ty as  humanly apprehe nded. I n  par ticular, thi s  li vi ng Reali ty exi sts in  

those te n "modes" or "voices" of b eing, which are  the Sephiroth in  Atziluth: 

the ten primal, arc hetypal Sephiroth. Of these ten, eac h  one-imageless, 

formless, all- potent-is no less di vine than any other; each one is as entirely 

an d complete ly di vine as the Ke ther of A tzi luth from which the re st in bal

anced progression emanate .  

Among those ten primal Sephiroth of Atziluth-a pattern of  in terre lated 

archetypes 1 which remain an integral par t of the Divine Mind-are the seven 

w hich we designate as "planetary," and which are the par ticular s ubj ect  of this 

prese nt study. In  b oth the H ebrew and the Greek Qabalah, they are charac 

ter ized  in abstract terms as Understanding (Sphere of Satur n) , Magnificence 

(Sphere of Jupi ter) , S trength (Sph ere of Mars) ,  Beauty (Sphere of the Sun) , 

Victory (Sphere of Venus) , Splendor (Sphere of Mercury) ,  and Foundation 

(Sphere of the Moon) : title s which give only a suggestion of their rich  impli 

cations, and of the mighty and multifor m power of each arche type . I n  these 

we find the power-source of every impulse of our live s, a nd the fount of all 

practica l Magick. 

Below Atziluth extends the World of Briah, of Mind. I ts forces, emanated  

from those of A tzi luth , a re  altogether a replica of the Atziluthic but are more 

accessible to human contact. I n  Briah the archetypes are more recognizable 

to us. A lthough in themselves they are focal center s of pure mental force in 

their individua l Sephirothic modalities, their power is c lothed in high and 

noble imagery of human formulation. Bor n of whatever human culture, only 

those concepts which correspon d truly to the di vine arche types can attach 

to them and thus find place in the World of Briah: spontaneously, wi thout 

consci ous reference to Qabalistic phi losophy, we apply such terms  as "sub-

3. Philo (I st century) and Augustine (5th century) discern the archetypes as creatin· modal ities in the 
Divine Mind. C.G. Jung discerns them as powerfu l l v  and creat ivel y present to the depths of the hu
man ps�-che, without be ing constituents of it; see  for example Structure Et  Dynamics of the Psyche, 
throughou t .  The Poimandres of Hermes Trismegistus (probabl;· 2nd century) clearly regards the ar
chetypes as of d iYinc origin, but places their action in the World of Mind (Briah) ,  whence i t  is carried 
to fruition in the lower Worlds by other agencies. 
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I. '"' It I ""1 f " h Wh h · h d Ime , exa ec , o ty, to t ose concepts. et er we envisage t em as go s, 

archangel s, or "Briatic images" simply, the se great "archetypal images"-more 

tr uly, "image d archet ypes"-- -for m a necessary li nk i n  our contact w ith the 

d ivi ne power-sources. 

Below th e World of Briah and emanated from it is the richly colorful, 

dive rsifie d, soul-stirring World ofYetzirah, the "Astral Light. " Here human 

perception and imagination can ru n riot among innumerable Sephirothic and 

elemental actual iti es as well  as among its own creations: without close mental 

discipl ine or del iberate  magical action there is no guarantee of the archetypal 

"rightness" and v iab ility of any astral formulation. 

Be low the World of Ye tzirah again is the World of Assiah, the mate 

rial universe. Th is is so d irectly em anate d from Yetzirah , and so influenced 

by i t ,  that the A stral Worl d is often ter me d  th e Causal World in relati on to 

the mate rial. Here the lasting sp iritual influ ences, and the trans itor y ones of 

lower orig in, are all made manifest in the greatest confusion. 

We need not and should not be victims of this confusion. The Fou r 

Worlds just enumerate d are present and should be re alized i n  every per son: 

taking bod y  and psyche together, we are nat ive to every level of ex istence . To 

be  aware and "alive" at e very level of our be ing, and to b ring about and enjoy 

the harmonious interaction of those level s-that is true holism, and that is 

th e principal secret of mag ical power. 

In Qabalist ic thought ,  the Div ine Flame which is the ce nter and sum

mit of each b eing i s  th e Yec hidah: a nu cleus in the D iv ine Mind in Atziluth, 

at once th e orig in and the goal of the individual ex istence . (Completing with 

the Yechidah, the inmost spiritual life and inspiring force within the psyche 

are two othe r archety pal components, wh ich however d o  not conce rn us  

directly in the scop e of the present study: t he  Chiah and the Neshamah, cor

respond ing to th e Sephirah Chokmah and the supernal asp ect of Binah . )  Sent 

forth from the d ivine nucleus is the mind, the Ruach, native to the World of 

Briah. The Nephesh, which is the emotional instinctual leve l of th e psyche and 

is emanated from th e Ru ach, is of th e astral stuff ofYetzirah . So likewise the 

physi cal body, the i nstrument of th e N eph esh and of the who le p syche,  i s  

nat ive to, and an integral part of, the material universe .  

To every level of the individu al person therefore , just as to every leve l of 

the universe at large, the Sephi roth ic archetypes are present . As a similitude we 
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can say that in every random sample of water that may be gathered-whether 

taken as vapor from the clouds , or r un from a cit y  faucet , or chopped solid 

from an ic eb erg, or dipped from a mountain caver n-no matter what els e  

may be  present, the underlying hydrogen- oxygen compound wil l b e  constant .  

Even thus ,  throughout the fabric of be ing, the Te n Sephiroth are pres ent : 

even in any one Sephirah , say Qabalists , exist the ten. They are pres ent in the 

divine power of the central Flame of our being, they are present in the mind

action of our Ruach, they are present in the fabric and the workings of our 

phys ical  body. They are present in a very powerful and remarkable manner to 

our N ephesh ; and here two important facts converge: 

1 .  Vital though th e non- planetary archet ypes are in the development 

and integration of the psyche, the arc het yp es which re late to  the 

p lanetar y S ephiroth are thos e  which gover n ever y impulse of our 

lives and provide the fount of all practical magick. 

2 .  Whi le  the act ion and power of ever y l evel of a person is needed i n  

magical worki ng, it i s  the Nephesh, with its immeasurable power t o  

stir the creative Astral Light , which makes the action truly magical . 

From the ancient times  it has been recognized that each of the planetary pow

ers b estows a correspondi ng "imprint , "  or evokes a corresponding "counter

part ," in th e ps yche . For example , Franz Cumont writes in The Mysteries if 

Mithra: 

The most potent of these s idereal  de ities , thos e  whic h 

were most often invoke d and for which were reserved  

th e r ichest offer ings , were th e P lanets . C onfor mably t o  

astrological  th eories , the planets were endowed with v ir

tues and qualit ies for which it is frequently difficult for us 

to d iscover ad equate reasons .  Each of th e planetary bod

ies pres ide d over a day of th e week, to each some one 

metal  was consecrate d, each was ass oc iate d with some 

one degree in the initiation, and their number has caus ed 

a special relig ious potenc y  to be attr ibut ed to the number 

s even. I n  descending from the e mpyrean to the earth,  the 
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souls, it was thought , successively received  fro m  the plan

e ts their pass ions and qualities . 4 

We know fro m  their  i nit i atory gr ades that the Pers i an fo llo wer s o f  the 

Mithraic  M yster i e s, in common do ubtle ss with other s of  their time and 

regio n, place d the planetar y  power s i n  just the same sequence as that which 

is intr insic to  the Qabal ah. The purpose of these Myster ies was , in fact, to aid 

the initiate in master ing successively, fro m  the lowest-Luna-to the high

e st---Satur n-the planetary i nfluence s to which at hi s i ncar nation he had 

been subjected . 

Such rites have never been regarded as acti ng sole ly upon the conscious ,  

rationally-co ntrol led areas o f  the ps yche of the recipient: were the y s o  l im

ited in effect, they would be l ittle needed and of l ittle wor th. The importance 

of the Nephesh i n  i niti atory and magical workings i s  that it will give access , 

granted the appropri ate key stimuli , not only to the conscious emotions and 

to the i nstincts associated with bodi ly wel l-be ing,  but also to the Deep M ind: 

that unconscious regio n  of the emotio nal - instinctual nature whose caver ns 

desce nd through and beyond the personal life , i nto the mysterious deeps of 

the CollectiYe U nconscious. 

It i s  within the depths of the psyche that every person, no matter what hi s 

or her i ndividual temperament and character, has a "focal point" corresponding 

to each of the planets. U ndoubtedly these "focal poi nts" or "counterparts" tend 

to re spond to, and interact with, the i nflue nce s of their correspo nding lumi

narie s; but it i s  as "reflections "  of their great archetypes i n  Atzi luth that they 

function within the Nephesh as mighty sources of magical power. 

Thus Her me s  Trismegistus ,  whose philosophy may be ter me d  the well 

s pr ing of the Wes ter n Myster y Tradit ion, decl are s in o ne of the s urv iv i ng 

"Excerpt s" of hi s work: 

"SeYen wanderi ng star s  are there which move i n  sphere s 

before Ol ympus ' gate . . .  To these stars  the human race is 

committed: we have wi th in us Me ne , Zeus, Are s, Paphie ,  

Kro no s, Helios ,  Her mes. By thi s  me ans are we de st ine d  

t o  draw from the l i Y ing aether o f  the Ko smos our tear s, 

4 .  The J1ysteries ojA1irhra by franz Cumont (Dover 1 956) ,  p. 1 20 
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mir th ,  anger, our paren thood, our converse , our s leep and 

every desire ." (Excerpt 29 , from the book Isis to Horus.) 

The percepti on of these planetar y arche types as mirrore d deep wi th in  the 

ps yche is precisely the "old v iew" of which  Carl J ung, i n  his book , Mysterium 

Coni unxionis, makes a c learly pos itive ackn owledgeme nt: that  the psyche com

prises a "conste llation" of functions corresponding to the p lane tary powers . 

This "old vie w" has survive d  through millennia because i t  corresponds 

to reali ty. A contemporary author, Thomas Moore , shows that this same rea l

izati on is take n  as understood i n  the work of Mars i li o  Fici no, the fifteenth

cen tury Fl orentine whose con tribution to European thinking is so great and 

so bas ic  that unti l  re cen tly  few scholars have b een able to focus their minds 

upon i t. Thomas Moore says of Fici no's astrological tex ts ,  "The p lane ts cor

respond, the n, to deeply fe lt movements in the soul . . . Mars is not simply 

a surface tende nc y to anger, nor is Ve nus the trappi ngs of body aware ness . 

These p lane tary centers are deep i n  the ps yche , generati ng many complexes,  

fantasies , and behav iors ."5 

The p lanets i n  the heavens ,  and the high arche typal forces which they 

transmi t, thus act upon us through the reciproci ty of their i ntense ly creative 

counterpar ts i n  our Deep Mi nd. The a rc he typal reflecti ons which  are thus 

prese nt to the unconscious depths of the psyche are, li ke all archetypes and 

archetypal i mages ,  "seminal" i n  nature : that  is to say, the i mpulses ,  con cepts 

an d attitudes which they  e nge nder wi ll multiply and proliferate their kind, 

thus i nfluencing the fee li ngs ,  thoughts and acti ons of the person to a consid

erable exte nt. 

H owever, not only those counterpar ts ,  b ut the whole of the Deep 

Mi nd i tself i s  creative-most pote ntly creative-to an exte nt, and wi th a 

rea li ty, which many doctors ,  ps ychologists ,  c lergy and other observers are 

only jus t now begi nni ng to c omprehend. Whate ver s ugges ti ons the Deep 

Mind accepts ,  from whatever source, i t  wi ll seek  to  bri ng to fulfi llment: not 

only inwardly, but i n  the outer world. Further, i t  has a ver y mys teri ous and 

5 .  The Planets U'irhin: .llarsilio Fiona's Astroloyical Ps_,vchoiO[JJ, by Thoma-; Moore (Bucknell Unh·ersity Press, 1 982) ,  p. 
1 26 .  This lxxJk is thoroughly recommended to those who wish to investigate the historical de,·clopmcnt of 
Wcstem Planetary Magick and its underlying psychology. 
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unmeasured power to achieve it s purposes. This is a truth which is both ter

rible and wonderful. 

It is te rrible b ecause , as many instances hav e  demonstrated, the D eep  

Mind can accept suggesti ons which are likely to br ing about thi ngs we nei 

ther desire nor need i n  our li Ye s: sugge stions which , remai ning in the uncon

sci ous, are not weede d out by the rati onal mind, or which in some cases were 

accepted in childhood before personal j udgment was developed. 

But it is also most wonderful because, with knowle dge and understand

i ng,  we can i mplant or m ake fruitful in our D eep M ind those sugge stions 

which we do w ant to see achieved .  This i s  true eve n for such ge ner al psy

chic actiYities  as psychokinesis or creative visualization; while , for any magical 

project which has a planetary affinity-healing a specific disorder, advancing 

in a specific occupation, making a talisman for a definite purpose, etc. , as well 

as for more general aims such as well-being, or healing abi lity, prosperity and 

the like- Planetary M agic k  provides  a swift,  sure method of stimulating the 

D eep Mind into the appropri ate activit y. Because of the reflection within the 

psyche of the planetary archet ypes , linked constant ly with their divine and 

cosmic originals, and because of the D eep Mind's readines s of respons e to 

these inner counterparts, to bring any one of them into play is  a m ost potent 

means to fulfi ll the magical purpose . 

For the inner life of the practitioner, the benefits of P lanetary Magick  can 

be imme nse . In the contemporary culture , where for many people the choice 

lies between a formalistic e xoteric worship and no worship at all, the psyche's 

powers of response to the diY ine archetypes are ne arly starved of awareness, 

of activity, of nourishment . The range of life e xperience which falls within the 

domain of the traditional Seven Planets comprises, in broad terms ,  the whole 

of our existence in this world. If, within the psyche itself, the living counter

parts of those planetary powe rs are p inched and diminished  by ne glect , the y 
can respond but feebly to their celesti al originals, allowing us to live with only a 

fraction of our natural potential to feel, to know, to will and to direct our lives. 

As Crowley declares in Magick in Theory and Practice, 

"Each element of oneself i s  . . .  ster i le and without meani ng, 

until it fulfills i tse lf, by  ' love under wi ll' , i n  its counterpart 

in the Macrocosm." 
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Ficino's doctrine of care for the soul is based upon that same conviction. 

To re-establish awareness of, and in, these i nner focal points; to enhance 

their reciprocity  with thei r  cosmi c originals; to control and direct within the 

psyche the influences of the seven luminaries, or to pro ject their impel ling 

force upo n the external universe in order to bring creative purpose to tangi

ble result : these are fruits within the compass of Planetary Magick. Its meth

ods- meditation, ritual , drama, every way of formulati ng earth ly or  astra l  

em·iro nments in attunement to the influe nce to be  evo ked-have grown 

through many centuries of observation and experiment , in many lands. 

Co nsidering th e tremendous access to arch et ypal  and cosmic power 

which can be gai ned through Planetary Magick, it is not surprisi ng that it has 

become the basi s u pon whi ch the mai n  structure ofWestern magical proce 

dure rests. The Paths  of th e Tree of Life open great doors inwards, and give 

approaches to traverse the psyche's boundless realms; but the Spheres estab

l ish potent and v ital contacts with the illimitable deeps and glorious cosmic 

forces beyo nd the psyche. 

Thi s  book i s  designed to take the reader through both simple and elabo

rate usages of Planetary Magi ck. Thus the underlying unity of method may 

become apparent , and at the same time the wide spectrum of intents and 

purposes which are suited to Planetary Magick may be demonstrated. Plan

etary Magick represents both a journey of adventure, and a homecoming: as  

a joyous  and thri ll ing exploration it l eads its practitio ners, i n  reality, through 

essential phases of spiritual and magica l  progress, yet ,  just as truly, the plan

etary powers themselves are, have been, and remain, an i ntegra l part of our 

b eing. Fo r we are, surely and unalterably, throughout our whole fabric of 

body and psyche, children of our solar system, our home i n  the Cosmos. 
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2 I P LAN ETARY CHARACTERS 

A Legacy of the Ancient World 

Three ce nturies before the present era, and probably e arlier, the Greeks, to 

whom we owe the very name of astrology, had give n that art a far wide r and 

more magical co nnot ation than it had previ ou sly possessed . Extending the 

ancie nt pri nci ple whe reby ce rtai n  objects and quali tie s were he ld sacre d to 

certain deitie s-a pri nciple we ll e stabli shed in Greco- Egyptian magic k  for 

instance-the y set afoot the concept of planetary corresponde nces, Symbola, 

in every area of i nterest or i nqui ry know n to them. Livi ng creatures, parts of 

the hum an body, minerals , drugs an d the ai lm ents ame nable to them, coun

trie s, cities, colors, numbe rs and perfumes-- everything was, and i s, allocated 

to one or other of the seven plane ts, in accord with the afllnity of its nature or 

of its effect. Arab and Je wish practi tioners and scholars of Art Magick quickly 

p ercei ve d  the logic,  coge ncy and powe r of the concept; and the cor respon

dence s, c lassified accordi ng to  planetary or sephi rothic affi nity, became an 

integ ral part of the ex panding structure of the Q abalah. Subse que ntly, too, 

the zodiacal and elemental correspondences were formulated. 

Two millennia, at any eve nt ,  i s  a re asonable average age to give for the 

d e,·e lopmen t of the main concepts con cerning th e symbol a, as well as for many 

of the corre sponde nces themselves whi ch are sti ll e mploye d in P lane tary 

Magick; while through succe edi ng ce nturie s furthe r attributi ons have bee n  

e stablished by the Ne oplatonists, the Pe rsian Magi, the Alchemists, the Her

met ists and many others. 
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The Medieval Picatrix 
In the e leventh centur y, a most i nfluential expone nt of the use of corre spon

dences  i n  Planetary Magick was Maslamah Ibn Ahmad al-Majriti (of Madrid) , 

who,  drawing upon Gree k  and Arabic sources, lai d  heav y e mphasi s  on  the 

needful attunement of the magician to the Sphere of the proposed  working. 

Going into seclusion so as  to be untroubled by other influences, the magician 

was reco mmende d to fast duri ng a pre li mi nar y period; b ut the n, i n  direct 

preparation for the rite itse lf, he was bidden to choose hi s food according to 

the corre spondences of the p lanet whose Spirit he i ntende d  to i nvoke , and 

to use for the rite appropriately colored garments, with the corre sponding 

i ncense and perfume s. Somewhat later i n  the Middle A ges, a l-Majriti 's work 

was translated i nto Lati n under the name of Picatrix, and the manifest appeal 

of its i deas to astro logers, a lchemi st s  and magicians spread the fame of those 

ideas through literary E urope . 

A Contemporary Perspective 
Interestingly, various branches of social psycholo gy at the prese nt day, in their 

re searches upon environmental influences, are making some productive stud

ies  on the effects of previously di sregarded factors upo n  mental and emo

t ional state s, react ions a nd consequent perfor mance. Their c lassificat ion of  

their findings i s, obviously, not Qabali stic ;  but the potent emotive and behav

ioral effects of color s, odors, and specific types of music for i nstance-effects 

which stir the Deep Mind in modes which may r un contrary to the subject 's 

conscious per spective -arc confirmed without question. 

The Magical Process 
In Plan etary Magick, where the synthesiz ing of a harmonious environment i s  

an essential basi s  o f  the work, the correspondences  p erfor m a vital function; 

for from the m i s  bui lt up that requi site frame work of symbolism whereby 

the unique character of the intended Sphere of operation is de li neated and its 

ambience establi she d. 

This ambience , while hav ing its own objective dynamism i n  the external  

earthly and astral worlds, i s  operative also upo n  and within the p syche of 

the magician. For the i nfl uence s of both the physical and the astral corre

spondences- -sound, co lor, gesture, symbo lic shapes, o dors, etc . ,  eve n the 
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manner and tone of th e pract it ioner personally -- are carried via the sensory 

and autonomic nerves to th e D eep  Mind of the pract itio ner, presenting it 

w ith a synthesis of  so me essential attributes of the relevant Sphere. Th e Deep 

Mind being thus stirred to echoic activ ity, the planetary counterpart with in is 

spontaneously stimulated and acc essed to the mighty powers of  its cosmic and 

archetypal originals. 

With in this "planetary matrix ," whose intrinsic potency is immeasurably 

greater than th e sum of effects of th e indiv idual symbol a composing it, the pro

cesses of the rite are blended and brought to fruition of resolve, as within an 

alchemica l crucible, conformably to th e bounds of th e chosen working. 

Holographing the Powers 

The correspondenc es are no t the w hole of Plane tary Magick, but they are 

an essential part of its machinery. C ertainly the practitioner should develop 

a familiarity w ith th em as they ex ist in tabulated form , reflecting upon them 

freely and frequently so as to develop an imaginat ive  perception of th e pow

ers which are charact erized th ereby; but, pre- eminently, th ey w ill be made 

rea l and \· ita! to th e psyche by th eir actual employment in th e workings of 

Art Mag ic k. Th is familiarity and use will bond the m for th e student to the ir 

planetary modalit y by the j uxtaposit ion and re iteration of  patterns of wo rds 

and ideas, and ,  too,  by all the coding mechanisms by which th e bonds of  asso

c iation can be reinforced, to impress engrams on astral as well as on bra in-cell 

c ircuits. The us e of  the correspondences w ill thus b ecome, as it sho uld be, an 

act of the consc ious and unconscious levels in unity. 

The fo llowing table s  of  correspondenc es, th en, are intended to serve 

bo th as a referenc e guide to the symbolism of the Spheres and as a practi

cal tool  for th e actua l workings of Art Mag ic k. These lists are by no means 

exhaustive, and valid alt ernat ives in each case may well suggest themselves to 

th e student and to the experi enced practi tioner. I ndividual style and creative 

initiativ e in mag ical  working are object ive s to b e  prized; and when once  th e 

underly ing principles of the Spheres and of their corresponde nces have been  

grasped, improv isation-particularly for a specific working and its spec ific 

purpos e--can great ly enhance th e quality and power of a particular rite. 
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3 I CoRRESPONDENCES oF S ATURN 

PLANETARY S IGN 

I .  n. 

PLANETARY N AME 

2 .  In English: Saturn 

3 .  In Greek: Kronos 

4. In Hebrew: Shabbathai 

PLANETARY PROFILE 

5 .  Lofty, autocrati c, co ld, som eti mes mo urnfu l or  brooding. The forces 

o f  co nst rict ion and cry stall i zation. Has an affi nity with the land 

and the depths of the Earth, with advancing age and lo ng passage 

of time ;  but also with artisti c  creativ i ty, the bri nging of i deas i nto 

material form . 

TITLE OF SEPHIRAH 

6 .  In Hebrew: Binah 

7 .  In Greek: Sophia6 

8 .  In English: U nderstanding 

TEXT FROM THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM7 

9 .  The third Path is the Consecrating Intelligence: i t  is the 

u nde rlying principle of the Wis dom of the Beg inning , which is 

6. ·rhl' feminine aspect of Hoi)· Wisdom . 

7. A . S . translation of the work hy Joannes Stephan us Rittangel ius  ( 1 642 ) .  For our commentary and notes, 
Sl't' Appendix A .  
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named the Pattern of Faith and is its root , Affirmation (Amen) .  It is 

the parent of faith , for from its essential nature faith proceeds. 

ELEMENTAL AFFINITY OF PLANET 

I 0. Earth 

SYMBOLS AND MAGICAL IMPLEMENTS 

I I .  Specific to Sphere: Scythe ,  Keys ,  Hourglas s ,  Drawing Com

passes ,  Astrolabe . Cauldron ,  Mural Crown,  Starry Robe, Double 

Axe (as symbols of the Great Mother) . Suitable, but having 

other magical use: The Black Cloak. Ears of Corn or Barley. 

The Grail (as symbol of the Great Mother) . 

PRESIGILLA 

1 2 .  Planetary :  Supernal : 

* 

"'UMBER AND GEOMETRIC FORM 

I 3 .  Qabalistic number: 3 

1 4 . Medieval number: 8 

I 5 .  Plane figure: Triangle 

1 6 . Star: 3 -pointed star 

QUALITIES OF DESIGN 

1 7 . Abstract designs based on natural shapes , concentric circles and 

geometric designs suggesting spatial perspective . 

COLORS 

1 8 .  In Atziluth: Dove grey 

1 9 . In Briah: Indigo 

20 .  In Yetzirah: Soft red -brown 

2 1 .  In Assiah: Grey with fulvous shades 

2 2 .  Ptolemaic color: Grey 
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MUSIC FOR PLANETARY MOODS 

2 3 .  Ideal qualifies: Brooding, transformative, mystical , obscure . 

24 .  Selected examples: Finlandia (Sibelius) . Pavanejor a Dead Irifanta 

(Rave l ) . Saturn (The Planets, Holst) . Symphony No. 8 in D Minor 

(Ralph Vaughan Williams) . 

SUITABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SOUND EFFECTS 

2 5 .  Tambura . Deep-toned gong. Wood blocks . Ticking clock . Strident , 

clangorous sounds .  Recorded ocean sounds. 

ANIMALS AND MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS 

26 .  Ass . Goat . Antelope . Goose. Peacock . Cuckoo. Dove . Seamew. Bat . 

Spider. Goat- Fish . Chimaera . 

TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION 

27 .  Trees: Yew. Elm . Cypress. Mountain Pine. Ebony. Acacia .  Pome

granate . 

2 8 .  Herbs: Violet . Tri l l ium . White l i l ies (a l l  types) . Opium poppy. 

Nightshade (Bel ladonna) . Horsetail . Amaranth ( Love-lies-bleeding) . 

Mullein . 

2 9 .  Incenses, Perfumes, etc. :  Myrrh . Spikenard . Guiac wood (Lig

num Vitae ) .  Tamarind . Cass ia .  Patchouli . 

GEMSTONES AND OTHER MINERALS 

30 .  Metals: Lead . Antimony. 

3 1 . Gemstones: Diamond . Jet . Black Onyx . 

3 2 .  Other minerals: Basa l t .  S late . Anthracite . Geodes . Asbestos . 

Obsidian Pumice . Glass (smoked or clear) . 

THE PLANETS AND HEALTH 

3 3 .  Physiological functions: Formation and maintenance of skin ,  

bone structure , teeth and cartilage . Governance of the spleen , the 

skeleton generally and the knees in particular, the glands general ly 

and the ductless glands in particular. 

34 .  Pathological effects (bodily) : Skin afll ictions such as leprosy, 

scurvy, eczema. RestrictiYe afflictions such as impeded circulation , 

rheumatism , ankylosed joints , atrophies ,  spinal maladies . Maladies 
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of congelation and solidification such as arteriosclerosis , phlebi 

tis , stone , gravel .  Chronic health problems generally, including 

organic and nerve deafness . 

3 5 . Pathological effects (psychic) : Apathy, depression or over

mastering fears , possibly sapping the natural powers of recupera

tion , causing afflictions of the skin ,  or inhibiting normal glandular 

action . Excessive care of material resources ,  which may prevent 

the taking of early or adequate curative measures. 

PLANETARY GESTURE 

36 .  The Gesture Pater (Father), accomplished as follows: 

I st point, "the Wand ."Erect stance, arms at sides . 

2nd point, "Orante." Arms are raised forwards ,  elbows flexed , 

until upper arm is horizontal and forearm raised to about 45°  

above horizontal ; palms are forwards ,  fingers not separated . 

3rd point, "Attis."ln one flowing movement, the left arm swings 

downwards to the left side and somewhat away from the body, 

palm upwards ,  balancing the right arm which is raised aloft and 

maintained with the cupped palm upwards ,  fingers to the back . 

The head meanwhi le is raised to look towards the r ight hand ,  

and the r ight foot is advanced , toes resting l ightly on  the ground 

and heel raised , completing the balance of the entire figure . This 

changes smoothly to : 

4th point, "Cybele ."Right arm is brought down and forward to 

about horizontal . The palm is upwards ,  forefinger and middle fin

ger are extended together, the third and little finger are closed but 

not tightly. Left palm is turned downwards ,  the arm raised to the 

horizontal but not rigid . The head turns to look along the left arm . 

At the same time, the right foot is brought back beside the left .  

5th point, "Upl!ftinB the World." Head forward , both hands sweep 

around slowly in incurving crescent movements to reach a sym

metrical position , arms raised forward , elbows bent and pointing 

down , palms upwards and held on high, as if raising (for instance) 

a sheaf of wheat or similar offering which lies across the forearms .  

6th point, "the Wand."Erect stance , arms at sides. 
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MAGICAL IMAGES O F  THE SPHERE 

37. Celestial Queen: A powerful and maternal female figure with a 

face of unutterable sweetness and high spiritua l i ty is seated upon 

a massive throne .  Upon her head is a mural crown of gold , from 

beneath which her hair descends ,  framing her face in long dark 

tresses ,  adorned with sparkling points of si lver l ight . The throne 

is of lustrous black stone , l ike pol ished jet, and has a si lver step or 

foot rest :  it i s  fi rmly and steadi ly establi shed upon luminous dark 

blue water which gently swel ls .  In the distance towards the horizon 

the sky is bright , but above it is dark , with a single large multi 

pointed star shining high over the head of the seated figure . She 

wears a long and ample robe of l uminous whiteness, which is open 

in front to disclose a garment of deep black beneath . Her robes 

conceal her feet .  Her right hand is raised in blessing, while in her 

left hand she holds up a triangular prism . From this prism arcs a 

rainbow, its seven bands of bri l l iant color spreading wide as they 

descend into the waters. 

3 8 .  The Ancient: An aged male figure with beard and shoulder

length hair of grey is seated on a low outcrop of rock in leve l ,  

ferti le ground . This rock stands between two ancient yew trees , 

whose dark foliage and pale sinewy branches are densely interwo 

ven so as to form an arch above the seated figure . Beyond this dark 

arch can be seen a sunlit orchard . The figure wears a draped gar

ment, dusky in color with highl ights of gold :  this covers the lower 

part of his body to the ankles and passes over the right shoulder, 

leaving his arms and part of his chest bare . Upon his brow is a 

threefold burst of splendor, emitting rays of bril l iant l ight . On the 

upper part of both arms are heavy barbaric bracelets of gold : his 

bare feet rest upon the Earth . In the palm of his upraised left hand 

he holds a large faceted diamond , which emits a dazzling radiance : 

his right arm supports a sheaf of corn . 

MICROCOSMIC KEYWORDS OF THE SPHERE 

39 .  Quality in Ruach: Fulflllmen ' 

40 . Responsive Ruach functions: Inspiration , Renewal 
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4 1 . Quality in Nephesh: Stabi l ity 

42 . Responsive Nephesh functions: Reverence , Endurance 

AURUM SOLIS DIVINE AND ARCHONTIC NAMES 

4 3 .  Supernal Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Turana 

44. Planetary Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Ialdabaoth 

45 . Archon (Briah ): Menestheus 

46 . Power (Yetzirah) :  Ascherias 

47 . Intelligence (Yetzirah) :  Aschia 

48 . Spirit (Yetzirah) :  Abethes 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SONG OF PRAISES 

49 . Stanza XXXII, Tau: 

Thine i s  the Sign cif the End, Being fulfilled 

Sum if existences: 

Thine is the ultimate Door opened on Night 's 

unuttered mystery: 

Thine, the first hesitant step into the dark 

if those but latterly 

Born to the Labrinth! 

OLYMPIC PLAN ETARY SPIRIT 

50 . Spirit of Saturn: Aratron 

5 1  . His Sigil: 

5 2 .  Yetziratic manifestation of Spirit: A tal l ,  l arge -framed but 

thin male figure with dark grey hair and beard . He is dressed in 

a ful l - skirted robe completely encrusted with metall ic crystals , in 

which continually flashes a cold fire . On the feet of this figure are 

dark sandals s imilarly ornamented .  The countenance of Aratron 

is austere but benign , with a look of latent power and authority. 

The eyes are deep-set , dark , bril l iant and steadily gazing. The thin 

hands , heavily ringed , are raised in a gesture of greeting and bless

ing. Without moving, he awaits the magician 's wi l l . 
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HEBREW DIVINE AND ANGELIC NAMES 

5 3 .  Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Yahveh Elohim or Yahweh Elohim or 

Yod Heh Vau Heh Elohim orTetragrammaton Elohim 

54. Archangel (Briah) :  Tzaphqiel 

5 5 .  Angelic Chora (Yetzirah ) :  Aral im,  "the Thrones ." 

5 6 .  Planetary Angel (Yetzirah) :  Kassiel 

5 7 .  Sigil of Planetary Angel: 

5 8 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah) :  Agiel 

5 9 .  Spirit (Yetzirah) :  Zazel 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SEVENFOLD AFFIRMATION� 

60 .  Therefore through the worlds is he acclaimed:  he is mighty. 

Therefore is he praised , who has the patience of ages ;  Anger 

passes ,  times go by, his truth is unchanging: Those who come in 

trust to him , to new life he bringeth . 

Therefore most exalted he , and through the worlds of Life his 

name is glorious ! 

NEOPLATONIST DIVINE NAME 

6 1 . Supernal Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Hagios Athanatos ,  "Holy 

Immortal One" 

62 . Planetary Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Aionos Kyrios , "Lord of 

the Ages" 

SACRED VOWEL OF GREEK QABALAH 

6 3 .  0 (the letter Omeaa) 

VOWEL TONES OFTHE COSMIC HARMONY 

64 . Contemporary Magical Mode: 

S.  A hymn extol l ing the Di \' inc 'iaturc,  adapted from the lexl  of the tenth century AMRV LALHIM of 
Kalonvmos. Aurum Solis Translation . 
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65 . Greek Gnostic Mode: 

17 

r r J J g 
DEITIES 

66 .  Greek Deities 

66 . a .  Hera. 

Her epithets: The Concealed One. The Revealed One. 

Queen of Heaven .  Al l -powerfu l  Mistress . The Chaste . The 

Ox-eyed . The Luminous Bride .  The Virgin Mother. The 

Young Mother. The Widow. The Purposefu l  One . Lady of 

Flowers .  Bringer to Birth . Bringer to the Day. Helper of 

Women.  Helper of Heroes .  

Her A ttributes: The d iadem of Star s .  The Torch (as  

patroness of marriage and as  the flame of divine percep

tion i l lumining the Earth) . The Pomegranate . The Stand

ing Stone .  The Monolith . The Pi l lar of Wood . Cuckoo. 

Peacock. Cow. 

66 .b. Kronos. 

His epithets: Lord of Primal Innocence . Lord of the 

Golden Age . Father of Gods. Devourer. The Great One.  

The Ancient Ore .  Dweller in Shadows .  Father ofTime .  

Father of Al l  Things . Maker of Seasons. The Reaper. 

His A t tr ibutes: The Sickle .  The Throne . The Dark 

Robe . Chariot drawn by Winged Serpents . 

66 . c .  Aphrodite Ourania. 

Her epithets: The Al l -Holy. The Undying Light . Celes

tial Beauty. Mother of Gods and Men . Mother of the 
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World . Mother of Life .  Queen of Love . The Starry One. 

Lady of the Deeps. Sovereign Protectress. The Victorious 

One . 

Her attributes: The Crown . The Sphere (upon which 

she is represented , as indicating her ascendancy over all 

things mutable) . The richly broidered vestment. The Gir

dle .  Swan . Poppy. 

67 . Roman Deities 

67 . a .  Iuno. 

Her epi thets: Queen of Heaven . Saturn i a .  Lady of 

Childbirth . Preserver. Lady of the Shades of the Dead . 

Bringer to Light . 

Her character: !uno is the powerful and universal ruling 

Goddess. She is patroness of all women ; likewise the per

sonal Holy Guardian of each individual woman is cal led , 

in Roman style ,  her !uno. The Goddess ' most ancient 

aspect, and the meaning of her name, is probably as The 

Maiden ; but as invoked goddess of weddings and guardian 

of marriage she is usually represented as a youthfu l ,  digni

fied matron . Equal ly, she is anciently the female counter

part of Janus the Gatekeeper, who is the God of January. 

!uno herself is in a special sense the Guardian of the gates :  

she was celebrated at Rome on  the day o f  the New Moon 

eYery month , and as !uno Lucina she opened the gates of 

life for eYerv child . 
J 

Her attributes: The Crescent Diadem . The Matron 's 

Robe . The Scepter. Chariot, Arms and Armor (as Pre 

server) . The Marriage Torch . The Throne . The Goose . The 

Cuckoo. 

Attendant : Iris (Goddess of the Rainbow) , her mes

senger 

67 . b. Saeturnus. 
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His epithets: The Sower. Divine Abundance . The Bare

headed One.  Ruler of the Golden Age . The Old One .  

Lord of Peace . 

His character: Saeturnus is from ancient t imes an 

agr icu l tural deity of sowing and har vest , fert i l i ty, 

peace and plenty. The name of his consort Ops signifies 

"Abundance ," but sometimes he is partnered with Lua 

("Destruction ," "Fire") as indicating the clearing away 

of the debris of past seasons .  Besides being the God of 

Saturday, he presides over the Winter Solstice festival of 

the Saturnalia ,  December 1 9  through 26 .  This is the great 

midwinter celebration with feasting, drinking and gift 

giving, the traditional gifts being candles and dol l s .  Above 

al l ,  Saeturnus is ruler of the Golden Age , the time which 

is looked back upon nostalgically when the Earth brought 

forth her abundance without toi l ,  when the climate was 

totally genial , and when war was unknown . The joy of that 

era l ingers in the character and worship of Saeturnus. 

His attributes: The Billhook . Ears of Corn . Fruit-laden 

branches. 

68 . Etruscan Deity 

68 . a .  Uni: Queen of Heaven . Sky-mother, or Al l -mother, con

sort ofTinia . Supreme female deity. Crown . Pomesranate. 

Violet . 

69 .  Babylonian Deities 

69 . a .  Ea. 

His epi thets: Princely Antelope . Lord of the Earth . 

Lord of Wisdom . Lord of the sacred Eye. God of Mighty 

Power. 

His Character: Primarily Ea is Lord of the Water Deep, 

the Apsu , the mighty and unfathomable river of fresh 

water which is conceived of as encompassing or support

ing the Earth . Giving the Water Deep its mystical mean

ing, Ea is enthroned upon that Abyss of darkness which 
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keeps concealed the Supernal Mysteries . Worshiped with 

his consort Damkina as givers of counsel and of oracles ,  

and as defenders of humankind against non-material 

foes ,  Ea is particularly the patron of all who work in gold 

and gems ,  stone ,  clay and wood . Sometimes he is repre

sented as the Antelope - Fish (now the Goat- Fish symboliz

ing zodiacal Capricorn) ;  sometimes in human form with 

streams of water springing from his shoulders ,  or from a 

vessel which he carries . 

69 . b. Ish tar. 

Her ep ithets: Lady of Starry Heaven . She whose seat 

is on high . Queen of the Gods . Queen of the Mountain . 

Mother of Al l .  

Her Character: I shtar 's name i s  a translation of the 

older Sumerian name-lninni , Lady of Heaven - -of the 

supreme Mother Goddess . A long with her association 

with the planet Venus ,  I shtar remains always in character 

the Saturnian "Great Mother," comprising and transcend

ing the nature of al l  seven Planetary Spheres .  This is the 

significance of a famous episode in the story of her love 

for the divine youth Tammuz . To rescue him , she braves 

the descent through the seven adverse spheres .  As she 

goes , she pays forfeit of one of her adornments at each 

gate ; final ly, as her unvei led supernal self, withstanding 

triumphantly the deepest malice of the underworld . The 

Saturnian Ishtar appears wearing a crown , enthroned , and 

holding the Ring of Divinity; or standing with both hands 

raised in blessing, or as Mother of Al l  offering her breasts . 

70 . Hindu Deities 

70 . a .  Parvati . 

Her epi thets: The E levated One .  Dwel ler upon the 

Height . The Great Goddess. Mother Goddess of the World . 

Power of Shiva . The Shining One . The Abiding One .  

Encompassing Protection . She who Del ights in Blessing. 
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The Generous One.  She who brings to Birth . Perfection 

of Bliss. The Enthroned One. Mistress of the Plav of Real-
' 

ity. The Pure Spirit . Celestial Light . 

Her Attributes: Beautiful and meditative countenance . 

The Tiara . Rich earrings , necklaces ,  bracelets and anklets . 

The Goddess is seated upon a dais. Her right leg is folded 

horizontally before her. Her left leg is extended down

wards off the dais .  Her right hand is raised in blessing. 

Her left hand is extended , palm upwards , conveying a 

sense of "the touch of the divine" which lifts one out of 

the self into supernal ekstasis . 

70 . b. Kali (the dark aspect of Parvati) .  

Her epithets: The Dark One .  The Dark Mother. Power 

of Shiva. Drinker of Blood . She in whom is seen all holi

ness. The Irresistible One. She who Nourishes the World . 

The Devourer. She to whom Life pays its due .  Mother 

Goddess of the World .  Taker and Giver of Life .  Awesome 

Beauty. Mother of Freedom . The U ltimate Desire . 

Her A ttributes: Two ,  four or six arms .  Dark skin . 

Red eyes and palms of the hands .  Bloodstained face and 

breasts .  Protruding fangs and tongue . Disordered hair 

(sometimes imaged as intense rising flames) . The Neck

lace of Skul ls .  The Girdle (composed of human hands or 

of a serpent) . The Noose . The Sword . The Goat (as her 

sacrificial animal) . 

70 . c .  Shiva (as Supernal Nataraja). 

His epithets: Lord of the Dance . The Great God . Prin

ciple of Change.  Principle of Dissolution .  The Divine 

Dancer. He whose Whirl ing calls forth the ferment of 

creation. Enchanter of Demons. Transformer of Demons. 

Lord of Ecstasy. Lord of Entrancement . Master of Clear 

Vision . He whose Footfall disperses i l lusion . God of the 

Dance ofTruth . He who draws all beings to Himself. God 

of the Trance of Perfection . He who is Manifest in the 
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circling Worlds . He who rings the Worlds with Whirling 

Fire . He of the Fiery Nimbus. Swift Flame of Frenzy. Vor

tex of Oblivion . He who Dances within the Heart . 

His attributes: The Third Eye . The Serpent Necklet .  

Many arms ,  expressing mudras or holding flames or var

ied emblems of his div inity. The encircl ing N imbus of 

Cosmic Fire . 

70 . d .  Brahma. 

His epi thets: Dweller in the Waves . He of the Four 

Faces .  The Golden Womb. The Witness .  Mountain of 

Crystal . Sea of Nectar. The Highest Truth . The Change

less. Creator of All Things from Himself. He who Creates 

by Meditation . Originator of A l l .  Possessor of Nothing. 

The Beloved . The Impartial Judge . Light-giver. The Sacred 

Presence . 

His attributes: The Goose , the Swan or the Peacock 

(upon which he rides) . Appearing four-armed , the God 

holds the Vedas in one hand and in the other three a 

Rosary, a Lustral Vessel and a Libation Spoon . 

7 1  . Egyptian Deities 

7 1 . a .  Net (Neith) .  

Her epi thets: She -who - i s .  Mystery. The Se lf-born . 

The Se lf- existent One .  The Everlasting Goddess . The 

Concealed One .  Mistress of the Spindle and the Loom . 

Mother of the Gods .  First Mother. Powerfu l  Mother. 

Mother- Father. Lady of the Heavens .  Lady of the West . 

Lady of Sais .  She who Opens the Paths . She who ties the 

magical knots of protection . Weaver of the Veil . 

Her lmaae: The Goddess wears the Red Crown ; or she 

is adorned with the Old Kingdom headdress surmounted 

by the symbol of the Shuttle .  She carries the two crossed 

Arrows (her most ancient token) and the Bow ; or she 

bears the Ankh , and either the Papyrus Scepter or the 

Ouas (the Scepter of Peaceful Authority) . 
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7 1 .b .  Ptah. 

His epithets: Celestial Artificer. First Father. Primal 

Power. Father of the beginnings . The Ancient One, the 

Dwel ler on the Horizon of Everlastingness .  He whose 

youth is constantly renewed .  God of the Shining Eyes .  

Fashioner of the Firmament . Fashioner of the Pattern 

of Sun and Moon . Master of Metal s .  Divine Craftsman . 

Architect of al l that is .  Establisher of Maat . He whose 

Feet are upon the Earth . He whose Head is in the Heav 

ens. Lord of Stability. Opener of the Mouth . 

His Image: Seated upon his throne , or standing, the 

God wears the ceremonial beard , and an encircling band 

upon his bald head . His body is tightly enswathed (signi 

fying his character as the spirit which moves within the 

wrappings of form) . He bears the Ankh-and the Ouas . 

He carries also the Tet-symbol , or this may be upreared 

behind his throne (in either instance signifying his nature 

as "Lord of Stability") . 
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4 I C oRRESPONDENCES oF juPITER 

PLANETARY SIGN 

1 . '4 

PLANETARY NAME 

2 .  In English: Jupiter 

3 .  In Greek: Zeus 

4. In Hebrew: Tzedeq 

PLAN ETARY PROFILE 

5 .  Majestic , expansive ,  organizing, optimistic . Has an afTinity with the 

blue sky and the sea ; an overview of the unity of l ife gives a sense of 
responsible concern . Religious and civic leadership. Al l  that is con 

ducive to health , prosperity and advancement. Justice interpreted to 

fulfil l  the needs of those involved . Benevolent power. 

TITLE OF SEPHIRAH 

6 .  In H ebrew: Gedulah, also Chesed 

7. In Greek: Doxa 

8 .  In English: Majesty, also Loving Kindness 

TEXT FROM THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM 

9.  The Fourth Path is the Measuring, Col lecting or Receptive Inte l 

l igence : so named because it holds within it a l l  the high potencies , 

and from it issues forth all the successive modalities of spirit in their 



highest being, each emanated from another through the power of 

the first Emanation , Kether. 

ELEMENTAL AFFINITY OF  PLANET 

1 0 .  Water 

SYMBOLS AND MAGICAL IMPLEMENTS 

I I .  Specific to Sphere: Oak- leaf crown .  The j upiterian Cup (as 

symbol of abundance ) .  Cornucopia .  Royal Scepter. Shepherd 's 

Staff. Trident (Oceanic Chesed) . Thunderbolt . Suitable, but hav
ing other magical use: Aspergil. Gavel. 

PRES! GILLUM 

1 2 . � 
NUMBER AND GEOMETRIC FORM 

I 3 .  Qabalistic number: 4 

1 4 . Medieval number: 4 

I 5 .  Plane figure: Square 

1 6 . Star: 4-pointed star 

QUALITIES OF DESIGN 

1 7 . Regular rhombic and rectangular forms , squares ,  parallelograms ,  

intersecting lines. 

COLORS 

1 8 .  In Atziluth: Lilac 

1 9 . In Briah: Blue 

20. In  Yetzirah: Light royal blue 

2 1 . In  Assiah: Nacreous green-blue merging into shel l -pink 

2 2 .  Ptolemaic color: White 

MUSIC FOR PLANETARY MOODS 

2 3 . Ideal qualities: Majestic ,  joyfu l ,  uplifting 
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24 .  Selected examples: "Air on a G String" (Bach) . "Symphonic Vari

ations Op. 78" (Dvorak) . "The Moldau" (Vltava, Smetana) . "Fingal 's 

Cave" (Mendelssohn ) .  

SU ITABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SOUND EFFECTS 

2 5 .  Cel lo .  Double bass . Saxophone .  Bass drum . Conch she l l . Hand

clapping. Recorded electrical storm . 

ANIMALS AND MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS 

26 . Eagle .  Owl (Widsom aspect) . Swan . Whale .  White bul l .  Centaur. 

Hippogriff. Unicorn . 

TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION 

27. Trees: All true Oaks . Cedar. Pine . Olive .  Juniper. Hickory. Sassafras. 

Maple. Chestnut . Horse chestnut .  Lime . Sycamore . 

2 8 .  Herbs: Flax . Borage . Brookl ime. Liverwort . Green Ti plant . Agri 

mony. Purple Betony. Sages general ly. 

2 9 .  Incenses, Perfumes, etc . :  Nutmeg. Pine gum . Clove . Sarsapa

rilla . Hyssop. 

GEMSTONES AND OTHER MINERALS 

30 .  Metals: Tin . Zinc. Antimony. 

3 1 .  Gemstones: Sapphire . Lapis I azul i .  Amethyst . Turquoise . Labra

dorite . Aquamarine .  

3 2 .  Other minerals: Porphyry. Tektites. Any substance charred or 

fused by l ightning. 

THE PLANETS AND HEALTH 

3 3 .  Physiological functions: Maintenance of cellular development . 

Integration and preservation of the soft tissues of the body, the 

intestines in particular with the l iver and the digestive processes : 

the region of the hips and thighs : the arteries :  the feet . 

34 .  Pathological effects (bodily) : Afflictions of the heart and 

l iver, high blood pressure , varicose veins , apoplexy, stroke . Excess 

weight . Fatty degeneration . Diabetes .  Pleurisy. Disorders of the 

teeth . 
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3 5 .  Pathological effects (psychic): Heedless self- indulgence , par

ticularly in matters of food , drink , and indolence , so as to impair 

the body 's powers of resistance : however, those powers where 

there is an overabundance of Jupiterian inf1uence will also tend to 

be unusually robust . 

PLANETARY GESTURE 

3 6 .  The Gesture Heliodromos, (Path of the Sun ) , accom

plished as follows: 

I s t  point, "the Wand."Erect stance , arms at sides. 

2nd point, "the Thunderer." Left arm is raised upwards and back 

to "hurling" position , the fingers curved as if  grasping a thunder

bolt ;  at the same time right arm is raised straight forward , hori

zontally from shoulder, left foot stepping back . 

3rd point, "Chesed." Right arm is drawn back from above posi

tion , to rest palm on left shoulder. At the same time, left foot is 

brought forward to standing position beside right foot . The left 

arm is lowered to rest horizontally across the front of the body. 

4th point, "Kaph."Elbows to sides ,  both forearms are raised for

ward horizontal ly. The left hand turned palm upwards ,  cupped : 

the right hand turned palm downwards, flat ,  with fingers straight . 

5th point, "the Wand ."Erect stance , arms at sides . 

MAGICAL IMAGE OF THE SPHERE 

37 .  Priest King: A mature male figure , majestic but benign of coun 

tenance , is seated upon a throne of lapis lazul i . This throne , with 

its dais of four steps , is securely established in the bright blue fir

mament . The figure has l uxuriant dark hair and beard , his head 

crowned with a simple gold circlet which is set with square -cut 

sapphires. He wears a purple robe,  square-necked and extending 

to his ankles ;  this robe has a single narrow vertical stripe, centrally 

placed ,  of electric blue . The sleeves are ful l  and simple .  Upon his 

feet are sandals . In the right hand of this figure is a scepter, the 

head of which is in the shape of an eagle with outstretched wings . 

The left hand , raised high and out to the side, holds a massive gob-
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let . From the four quarters of this goblet there spring up and over 

the l ip , fountain - wise , streams of clear liquid : these four streams 

fal l  vertical ly, without touching either the figure or the throne .  

Upon the lowest o f  the four steps of the dais rests a cornucopia, a 

Horn of Plenty with ripe and beautiful fruits spil ling out from it . 

MICROCOSMIC KEYWORDS OF THE SPHERE 

3 8 .  Quality in Ruach: Breadth of Purpose 

39 .  Responsive Ruach functions: Benignity, Moderation 

40 . Quality in Nephesh: ElcYation 

4 1 . Responsive Nephesh Functions: Compassion , Responsib i l ity. 

AURUM SOLIS DIVINE AND ARCHONTIC NAMES 

42 . Divine Name (Atziluth) : Zaraietos 

43 . Archon (Briah) :  Orthoter 

44 . Power (Yetzirah) : Kapaios 

45 . Intelligence (Yetzirah) :  Zathanat 

46 . Spirit (Yetzirah):  Demoros 

PLA'-J ETARY STANZA FROM THE SONG OF PRAISES 

4 7 .  Stanza XXI, Kaph: 

Cup that receives and bestows, aenerous palm 

aarnerina. scatter ina. 

Thine are the bountiful rains, thine is the fount 

purpled and perilous: 

Thine is dominion to cast down to the pit, 

thine to si �·e sanctuary-

Yea, to 9ive liberty!  

OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT 

48 . Spirit of Jupiter: Beth or 

49 . His Sigil :  

tp l  
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50 .  Yetziratic manifestation of Spirit: A male figure of medium 

height and robust physique. The beard is ful l ,  dark and glossy, the 

eyes are large , bright and widely spaced , and the face has a genial 

but thoughtful expression . The attire is a rich and flowing robe of 

white brocade ,  patterned with deep blue arabesques ,  and pointed 

shoes of the same fabric. He wears a gold turban , on the front of 

which is a sapphire aigret with a peacock feather. On his left hip , 

through a sash of heavy white silk is thrust a short ,  curved sword , 

the scabbard of which is of varied metals patterned like a bird 's 

plumage , and adorned with shining blue gemstones ;  the pommel 

of the sword i s  carved in the form of an eagle 's head . The aspect of 

Bcthor is commanding but entirely peaceable . In his left hand he 

grasps a long-necked metal vase, from which streamers of many

colored smoke swirl and rise . 

HEBREW DIVINE AND ANGELIC NAMES 

5 1 . Divine Name (Atziluth) :  El 

5 2 .  Archangel (Briah): Tzadqiel 

5 3 .  Angelic Chora (Yetzirah): Chasmalim,  "Brilliant Ones." 

54 .  Planetary Angel (Yetzirah): Sachiel 

5 5 . Sigil of Planetary Angel:  

56 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah): Yophiel 

5 7 .  Spirit (Yetzirah): Hismael 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SEVENFOLD AFFIRMATION 

5 8 .  Kingly is h i s  throne established , founded in j ustice , 

Righteousness , magnificence, and wisdom of j udgment . 

Earth and sea are in his hand,  the world and the heavens ; 

All he doth sustain , and all in equity ruleth .  

Therefore most exalted he , who nurtureth the souls that long 

for justice . 
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NEOPLATONIST DIVINE NAME 

59 .  Divine Name (Atziluth) :  l'antokrator, "All-Mover" 

SACRED VOWEL OF GREEK QABALAH 

60. Y (the letter Upsilon) 

VOWEL TONES OFTHE  COSMIC HARMONY 

6 1 . Contemporary Magical Mode: 
2j. 
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62 . Greek Gnostic Mode: 
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DEITIES 

6 3 .  Greek Deities 

63 . a .  Zeus. 

His epithets: Father-Mother. A l l -powerfu l .  A l l -know

ing. King of Heaven . Sovereign of the Deathless Ones .  

Divine Fire . Radiant Immortal Head . Wielder of the Stars. 

Mover of the Forces of Heaven . Zeus of the Starry Beard . 

King of Earth . Sustainer of Earth . Glory of the Deep Cav

ern . Lord of Bright Day. Thunderer. Gatherer of Storms. 

Splendid Swan of Heaven . M ighty White Bu l l .  G iver 

of abundance . Gi ver of Shining Dew. G iver of Golden 

Rain . Liberator. Counselor. Zeus the Friend . The J ust 

One. Everlasting Fountain of Justice . Lord of Boundar

ies . Champion of Supplicants . Protector of Companions. 

Patron of Strangers. He who brings to achievement. 
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His attributes: The Thunderbolt .  Lightning. The Cup. 

The Throne . The Scepter. Eagle .  Oak . 

6 3 . b. Athene. 

Her epi thets: Parthenos (the Maiden) . The Grey-eyed . 

Bearer ofVictory. Daughter of the Firmament . Daughter 

of Justice . Giver of Wisdom . Giver of the Arts of Peace . 

Bountifu l  Giver of the O l ive . Mistress of the Loom . 

Builder of Ships . Dweller before the Shrine . Lady ofWarm 

Brightness. Keeper of Hidden Mystery. Guardian of the 

Innocent . Champion . The Active One. 

Her Attributes: The Aegis (Breastplate with the head of 

Medusa) . The Helmet. The Spear and Shield . The Peplos. 

The Image of Nike (the Winged Victory, held in her right 

hand) .  O live branch . Owl . Cock . Serpent (related to the 

Corbis ,  the "basket of holy things" which lies sometimes 

at her feet) . 

6 3 . c . Poseidon. 

His epithets: Ruler of Ocean . Blue-haired Poseidon . 

Commander ofTempest. Giver of Calm Seas . Leader of 

the Nymphs. Guide of Seafarers .  Poseidon of the Head

lands . Preserver. Healer ofTenos. Bull -Poseidon . Grasper 

of Earth . Earth Shaker. Lord of Horses. 

His Attributes: The Trident . The Chariot. The Sacred 

Spring. The Ship. The Horse. The Dolphin . Pine tree . 

Wreaths of pine. 

Attendents: Nymphs . Naiads . Nereids . 

64 . Roman Deities 

64 . a .  luppiter. 

His ephithets: Best and Greatest . Bright Father. Ruler 

of the Celestial Assembly. Sender of Light . God of Day. 

Sender of Lightning. King of Gods and Men . Father. 

His Character: As Sky -father, luppiter is invoked not 

only in matters relating to the weather, but in matters 

relating to rectitude and "the l ight of conscience ." He is 
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the supreme divine witness of solemn oaths , lofty and 

moral in character, and inspirer of "the sense of duty." 

His temples are most often on hil ltops . Nights of the Full 

Moon are sacred to him ; so also are places ( includ ing 

trees) which have been struck by l ightning. As "Sender of 

Lightning" he had at Rome an altar on the Field of Mars. 

The cultivation of the vine is in his care . 

His attributes: Eagle .  Serpent . Oak and Pine trees. The 

Thunderbolt (sometimes represented by ancient worked 

flints ) .  

Attendants: The D i i  Consentes (the Twelve Consenting 

Gods ) .  

64 . b. Minerva. 

Her epi thets: Wisdom Victor ious .  Minerva of the 

Spear. The Strong One. Guardian of the Ski l l fu l . The Vir

gin Spirit . 

Her Character: This Goddess forms a trine with luppi

ter and I uno, both of whom have , at least , strong affinities 

with their Etruscan counterparts Tinia and Uni . Minerva 

herself is entirely Etruscan in origin , her earl ier name 

being Menrva . Her principal temple in Rome became a 

recognized meeting place for guilds of artists , craftspeo

ple and actors , Minerva being patroness and protector of 

all professions and artistic occupations . Her name signifies 

"Mind"; she exemplifies mind dominating and expressing 

itself through matter. She is the warrior aspect of Wis

dom . Minerva is a tal l and stately woman wearing a long 

robe with helmet , breastplate and spear of Athene . Like 

Athene too she may carry the winged image of Victory, 

which holds aloft the laurel wreath . 

Her attributes: Helmet . Breastplate . Spear. The Screech 

Owl . 

65 . Etruscan Deities 

65 . a .  Tinia: The Thunderer. Sky -father, lord of all cl imatic 
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manifestations . In agreement with other leading deities ,  

he is control ler of human destinies .  Thunderbolt. Scepter. 

Eagle. 

65 .b .  Menrva: Faithfu l  Wisdom . See Minerva (entry 6 1 b  in 

this table) . Note however that the Etruscan Menrva i s  

winged . 

65 . c .  Nethun: This deity, l ike Poseidon , represents the aquatic 

aspect of Chesed . Originally a divinity of fresh water, in 

particular the deep springs which do not fai l in summer's 

heat : only later, as the Roman Neptune, is he associated 

with ocean . Horse. Winged Horse . Hippocamp (forequarters of 

horse, with fish tail) .  Bull. Pine tree. 

66 . Babylonian Deities 

66 . a .  Marduk (Amar-Uduk, Merodak) .  

His epithets: Light of  his Father. Young Steer of Day. 

King of Heaven . Glorious Word of Power. 0Ycrsecr who 

is good . Guardian of the Four quarters .  Lord of Life .  

Citadel o f  Prayer. Shepherd o f  the Gods. Shepherd o f  the 

Stars . Master of Magick . Restorer of Joy to Humankind . 

His character: To Marduk , son of Ea and Damkina , the 

planet Jupiter is assigned . He is however one of the most 

widely powerfu l  of the Babylonian deities , and assumes 

on occasion the function of almost every other deity in 

the pantheon . Early seen as the bestower of green plants 

and ripe harvests through the beneficent influence of 

the sky-forces ,  he is later, through the mm·ements of the 

l uminaries , the arbiter of each person 's destiny. He is 

"Shepherd of the Gods," keeping justice among them as 

wel l  as rul ing the four quarters of the world . When he 

speaks , fire blazes from his mouth . The gemstones owe to 

him their luster; with that gift he rewarded their loyalty 

to him , at a time when half the world of nature had risen 

against his l aws . In a special way he is Master of Magick : 

particularly with regard to the banishing of demons , and 
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to the many positive energies which can be conveyed by 

the magical uses of water. In one aspect Marduk , in nor

mal human form ,  wields a curved sword , often in com

bat against a winged dragon . H i s  attributes , hmvcver, vary 

widely in the various aspects of his divinity : he carries ,  

as appropriate , spear, scepter, bow and quiver, thunder

bolt , club, or the magick net which restrains doers of 

evil . Upon his head is the crowned helmet , and upon his 

hand a royal signet ring. He may appear as a winged bul l 

centaur, 9 or in colossal human form with multiple eyes 

and ears. Essentially, in al l aspects he is a being of heal

ing, regenerative light , shimmering in rainbow colors , in 

whose glory his form is scarcely visible . 

66 . b. Adad 

His epithets: Thunderer. Lord of Storms. Lord of Pre

vision . 

His Character: Thunder, l ightning, howl ing winds 

and lashing rain are at the command of Adad : but so 

are the gentle l ifegiving showers and the flooding riv

ers which renew the fruitfulness of dry Earth . Into the 

mind , likewise, Adad can pour the light and the fruitful 

dew of insight which br ings a perception of the future . 

Adad stands upright with one foot on the back , one on 

the head , of a running bul l .  In each hand he wields a thun

derbolt .  He wears a cylindrical crown , and his garment is 

adorned with golden stars. 

67 . Hindu Deities 

67 . a .  Indra 

His epithets: Great Indra . King of Heaven . The Incom

parable One. The Immense One . Thunderer. Master of the 

Thunderbolt (Vaj ra) . C loud Rider. The Mighty One . Aid 

ofWarriors . Kind Provider. He who delights in the Soma.  

9 .  :'\ o t  t o  h e  confused with t h e  human-headed winged h u l l  guardians, who arc tutelary spirits of a lesser 
order. 
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Hero. Regent of the Movable .  Regent of the Immovable .  

He who Succours .  Opener of the Clouds . Giver of Rain . 

He who Revels in the Tempest .  Maker of Ri\·er-channels. 

Dweller upon Meru .  

His Attributes: The Vaj ra ( itse lf a magical entity, which 

the God can send to give humans such help as accords 

with its nature) . The Bow. The Chariot . The Horse or the 

Elephant (as his mount) . 

67 .b .  Sarasvati. 

Her epithets: The Abundant Waters . Reservoir of Life .  

Goddess of Wisdom . The Transcendent One . Power of 

Brahma . Brahma Herself. The Eloquent One. The Gentle 

Light . Giver of the Sacred Script . Mother of the Vedas .  

Breath of the Poets . Maker of Music .  She who Inspires .  

Light of the Sages . The Living Meditation . 

Her attributes: Beaut iful countenance . Radiant and 

graceful form . The Tiara . The Necklace . Bracelets . The 

Garland .  The Rosary. The Scripture s .  The Vina (her 

stringed instrument) . The Lotus (which she extends in 

offering) . 

6t\ . Egyptian Deities 

68 . a .  Hapi. 

His epithets: The Vast One. The Unsearchable .  Lord of 

the Celestial River. Father of the Gods. He who Makes to 

Live. Sustainer of Li fe .  Giver of Abundance . Giver of the 

Fertile Waters. Source of Joy. Creator of Blessings . Aegis 

of the People .  The Nourisher. Giver of Peace . Father of 

Increase . Lord of the Papyrus . Lord of the Lotus .  Foun 

tain of Divine Power. 

His image: The God wears headdress , col lar and 

girdle .  His form is male but with pendant breasts . In his 

hands he bears the Lotus and the Papyrus. As Lord of the 

Two Ni les the God may appear in double image : as Hapi 

of the South his adornments are white and he is crowned 
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with Lotus ,  as Hapi of the North his adornments are red 

and he is crowned with Papyrus. 

68 . b. Maat. 

Her epithets : That which is True .  Perfect Measure . 

Maat the Beautiful . Law. Justice . Truth . The Good Gift .  

Sustainer o f  the Sun . Tracer o f  the Course o f  the Sun . The 

Changeless . The Undeviating. Twofold Truth . Lady of the 

Hall of Judgment . Lady of the Heavens .  Queen of Earth . 

Directress of the Underworld .  The Measure of the Heart .  

Right Order. 

Her imaae: This dignified and stately Goddess may 

appear winged . She bears the Ankh and the Papyrus Scep

ter. She wears a deep collar, and upon her Old K ingdom 

headdress is bound the single Feather ofT ruth . 

6 8 . c . Amun-Ra. 

His epi thets: The Hidden One .  The Only One . The 

First . The Peerless. The Sacred God . King of the Gods .  He 

who Lives by Right and Truth . Creator of all that i s .  Cre 

ator of al l  that is to  be .  Lord of Infinite Space . Upholder 

of the Universe . King of Kings. Primal Might . G lorious 

Flame .  Light of the World . Governor of the World . Lord 

ofTime, Master of Eternity. Provider. Mighty Bull of his 

Mother. The Ram . The Great Cackler. Lord of the Double 

Plumes . He whose Heart is rejoiced by adoration . He who 

appoints the Sun to be his Envoy. Inviolate Essence ever 

concealed amid his manifestations .  The Beloved . Protec

tor of the Beloved of his Heart .  He who desires the Good . 

He who comes in Power. He who grants eternal l i fe .  He 

whose statutes endure forever. 

His imaae: The God appears wearing kilt , corselet and 

collar. He has the ceremonial beard , and his flat-topped 

helmet is surmounted by the Double Plumes (each plume 

having se\·en sections divided vertically) ,  or by the Solar 

Disk and the Plumes. In his right hand he bears the Ankh, 
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in his left the Ouas (the Scepter of Peaceful  Authority ) .  

H e  may be  Ram-headed , bearing the Ankh and the Ouas , 

and wearing the Old Kingdom headdress surmounted by 

Disk and Plumes ; or he may appear in the full form of the 

Ram with curling horns . 



5 I CoRRESPONDENCES oF M ARS 

PLANETARY SIGN 

t . d 

PLA!\!ETARY NAME 

2 .  In English: Mars 

3 .  In Greek: Arcs 

4. In Hebrew: Madim 

PLANETARY PROFILE 

5 .  Dynamic energy, enthusiasm and resolution . The flame and heat 

of fire are its elemental expessions .  Courage , strength of body and 

acuity of mind all typify the character of Mars . Besides these pri

mal connotations, this is the sphere of fraternal comradeship ,  as of 

brothers in arms who have shared many peri l s .  This is the sphere 

also of engineering, and all work in iron or steel ; and of the voice 

of the people, since the day of Mars was anciently the day of public 

assemblies. 

TITLE OF  SEPHIRAH 

6 .  In Hebrew: Geburah 

7. In Greek: Dynamis 

8 .  In English: Strength 



TEXT FROM THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM 

9. The fifth Path is the Root Intel ligence, so named because it is itself 

the essence equaling the Unity. It is l inked with Binah ,  the inte l 

l igence which emanates from the unfathomed deeps of Wisdom , 

Chokmah . 

ELEMENTAL AFFINITY OF  PLANET 

1 0 . Fire 

SYMBOLS AND MAGICAL IMPLEMENTS 

I I .  Specific to Sphere: Lance . Shield . Scourge . Helmet . Suitabl..:, 

but having other magical use: The Magick Sword . The Krater 

(chafing dish) . Body paints. 

PRES! GILLUM 
.. 

1 2 . 

NUMBER AND GEOMETRIC FORM 

I 3 . Qabalistic number: 5 

1 4 .  Medieval number: 9 

I 5 .  Plane figure: Pentagon 

1 6 . Star: Pentagram 

QUALITIES OF DESIGN 

1 7 . Zigzag and pointed forms.  

COLORS 

1 8 .  In Atziluth: Amber 

1 9 . In Briah: Red (spectrum red) 

20. In Yetzirah: Fiery Red 

2 1 . In Assiah: Mingled pale yellow and cerise : green-blue tinge 

2 2 .  Ptolemaic color: Red (fiery red) 
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MUSIC FOR PLANETARY MOODS 

2 3 .  Ideal qualities: Powerfu l ,  warlike, dominating 

24 .  Selected examples: "Ride of the Valkyrie" (Wagner) . "Mars" (The 

Planets, Holst) . "Sword Dance" (Khachaturian) ,  "Sousa Marches" (as 

preferred) . Gaelic and Celtic war-songs generally. 

SUITABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SOUND EFFECTS 

2 5 .  Trumpet . Side drum . Bagpipes. Stamping feet .  Steel striking upon 

steel or iron .  Recorded sounds of raging fire, of volcanic eruption , 

or of battle . 

ANIMALS AND MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS 

26 .  Ram . Wolf. Woodpecker. Vulture . Scorpion . Serpent . Wasp. Hel l 's 

Angel . Basi lisk . Salamander. Werewolf. 

TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION 

27 .  Trees: Ash. Mountain Ash (Rowan) . Holly. Pepper tree .  White Fig. 

Mountain Mahogany. Arbutus . 

2 8 .  Herbs: Thistles general ly. Cacti general ly. Dandelion . Snapdragon 

(Antirrhinum) .  Stinging nettle .  Arrowroot . H igh John Conqueror. 

Bloodroot . Wild Ginger. Bamboo. 

2 9 .  Incenses, Perfumes, etc. :  Opoponax . Dragonsblood . Nicotiana .  

Peppermint .  Mustard . Cumin . Asafoetida .  Turmeric. Sweet Wood

ruff. Galangal . 

GEMSTONES AND OTHER MINERALS 

30 .  Metals :  Iron . Al l  Steels .  N ickel . Strontium . Magnetized iron fil

ings . 

3 1 . Gemstones: Ruby. Garnet . Red Agate . Bloodstone .  Rhodochro 

site . 

3 2 .  Other minerals: Red Jasper. Lodestone . Flint (worked flints par

ticularly) . 

THE PLANETS AND HEALTH 

3 3 .  Physiological functions: Development and well -being of l imbs 

and external organs (the nose, the ears as regards their health and 
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safety, the external sexual organs) ; the excretory systems ;  the gall 

bladder ;  the red corpuscles of the blood ; the motor nerves ;  the 

region of the face . Regulation of metal l ic trace elements in the sys 

tem , and of energy levels .  

34 .  Pathological effects (bodily) :  Inflammation of accidental 

inj uries . Hemorrhage . Smallpox and eruptive maladies general ly. 

Infectious and contagious sicknesses generally ; those in particular 

which produce acute fever. Neuralgia. Hyperactivity. Hypertension . 

3 5 .  Pathological effects (psychic): Anger, obstinacy, excitabil ity, 

frustration , can be sufficient to cause malfunction in the nervous and 
glandular systems , thus opening the way to injury or to infection . 

PLAJ\' ETARY GESTURE 

36 .  The Gesture Persis (the Persian), accomplished as fol

lows: 

I st point, "the rt<mJ."Erect stance , arms at sides . 

2nd point, "Gradi rus." ln one movement , step forward and left 

with left foot; then , in one movement , step forward and right with 

right foot . (Feet are thus firmly planted astride) . 

3rJ point, "Q.uintus." ln one movement , both hands are brought 

up to shoulders and t1ung out sideways ,  so that arms arc horizontal 

and the five digits of each hand are spread wide . 

4th point, "Paratus."Upper torso is twisted to left.  

5th point, "Anhur."Both fists being clenched meanwhile ,  upper 

torso is twisted vio lently to right : as the torso is twisted to the 

right , the left fist is moved to the breast and the right fist is raised , 

right upper arm horizontally out sideways from shoulder, forearm 

raised vertical ly, as if about to hurl a spear. 

6th point, "the WanJ."Erect stance , arms at sides. 

MAGICAL IMAGE OFTHE SPHERE 

3 7 .  Warrior: A mighty male figure stands in an iron chariot, in the 

midst of a dark and lurid sky of roil ing clouds which smolder 

with inner fire .  Each of the chariot wheels has five spokes , and 

a long, curved blade projecting from the hub. The rider is clean 
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shaven , and wears a helmet with a high , flowing horsehair crest, 

and a gleaming breastplate over a scarlet undertunic .  With his right 

hand he holds a spear poised horizontally above his shoulder as if to 

hurl it. With his left hand he holds ,  effortlessly, the reins of the two 

chestnut roan horses drawing the char iot : of these , the r ight hand 

one is rearing erect in mettlesome impatience , while the other, 

with head held low, is moodily pawing at the stormy vapor. 

MICROCOSMIC KEYWORDS OF THE SPHERE 

38 .  Quality in Ruach: Judgment , Decision 

3 9. Responsive Ruach functions: Purification 

40 . Quality in Nephesh: Elevation 

4 1 . Responsive Nephesh Functions: Courage , Cooperation 

AURUM SOLIS DIVINE AND ARCHONTIC NAMES 

42 . Divine Name (Atziluth): Sabao 

4 3 .  Archon (Briah): Doryxenos 

44. Power (Yetzirah) : Kasartes 

45 . Intelligence (Yetzirah): Zostheme 

46 . Spirit (Yetzirah): Nazir ias 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SONG OF PRAISES 

4 7 .  Stanza XXVII ,  Peh:  

Play r:f the  Breath and the  Word, Life and the Law, 

counterchanae intricate 

Wem·inB the around of our days: this is our strenath, 

this is our jeopardy. 

Spirit oracular, tell: knowledae and lo1'e, 

will they keep unity 

Or, opposed, shatter us? 

OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT 

48 . Spirit of Mars: Phalegh 

49 . His Sigil: 
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I I '  t I I '  
50 .  Yetziratic manifestation of Spirit :  A muscular, wel l - pro

portioned male figure, wearing a sleeveless tunic which covers 

the trunk but leaves the legs bare . This garment is of heavy cloth , 

bright red , projecting above the shoulders in pointed epaulets : it is 

girt with a wide leather belt ornamented with studs of steel and of 

red gold .  Behind the wearer 's left shoulder is s lung a massive cir

cular shield . Phalegh 's head and body, including his gleaming hair 

and beard , are entirely of living, flexible but invulnerable bronze . 

His head and feet are therefore uncovered . His eyes are deep sl its 

of flame. On both his arms ,  at the wrists and above the elbows are 

heavy bracelets of red gold . His r ight arm is extended sideways ,  to 

hold with point aloft along sword , the upper part of the blade rich 

with fantastic designs in inlaid metals and enamels .  His left arm is 

extended at a lower leve l ,  to hold a dagger whose wavy serpen

tine blade points vertically down . The formulation of this figure 

of Phalegh being completed , the inward ear is at the same time to 

apprehend the distinct sound of a single reverberating shout , joy 

ous and challenging. 

HEBREW DIVINE AND ANGELIC NAMES 

5 1 .  Divine Name (Atziluth): Elohim Gebor 

5 2 .  Archangel (Briah) :  Kamael 

5 3 .  Angelic Chora (Yetzirah): Seraphim , "Burning Ones ." 

54 .  Planetary Angel (Yetzirah) :  Zamael 

5 5 .  Sigil of Planetary Angel: 

t 9 0 :::::t---o AA 
7 

5 6 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah ): Graphiel 

5 7 .  Spirit (Yetzirah ) : Bartzabel 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SEVENFOLD AFFIRMATION 

5 8 .  Powerfully doth he forge and fashion all beings ; 
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His the strength that makes them strong ; his might magnifies 

them . 

Great and terrible is he, and true in each scruple : 

To and fro beneath the sun like sparks run his Watchers .  

Therefore most exalted he austere , who forms and governs 

every creature . 

NEOPLATONIST DIVINE NAME 

59 .  Divine Name (Atziluth) : Ischyros , "Mighty One" 

SACRED VOWEL OF GREEK QABALAH 

60 . 0 (the letter Omicron) 

VOWEL TONES OF THE COSMIC HARMONY 

6 1 . Contemporary Magical Mode: 

62 . Greek Gnostic Mode: 

DEITIES 

6 3 .  Greek Deities 

6 3 . a .  Ares. 

His epithets: The Mighty One . Lord ofWar. The Con

suming Flame . The Furious .  The Strong One .  Voice of 

Power. Lord of the Fiery Field . Gi\'er of Courage . Inspirer 

of Daring Deeds . Preserver of Right . Upholder of Law. 

The Leveler. Father of Harmony. Lord of the Chariot . 
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His attribu:, s: The Iron Sword . The Shield . The Spear. 

The Burning Torch (for conflagration and katharsis) . The 

Helmet. Armor. Dog. Vulture . 

A ttendants: Deimos ( Panic) . Phobos ( Fear) . Enyo 

(Goddess ofWar) . Eris (Strife) . The Keres (Goddesses of 

Death , comparable to the Valkyren) . 

6 3 .b .  Hephaistos. 

His epithets: The Lame One .  The Outcast . Purifier 

of Gui l t . Manifestor of Holiness . The Visible Fire . The 

Divine Craftsman . The Divine Armorer. Maker of Glo

r ious  Habitations . Captor of Beauty in texture of stee l . 

Nurseling of the Sea . Divinity Manifest on Earth . Maker 

of the Ship of the Sun . 

His Attributes: Fire . The Forge . The Hammer. Pincers .  

P i los (workman 's cap) . Leather apron . The Volcano. 

64 . Roman Deities 

64 . a .  Mars (Mavors) . 

His epithets: Lord of the Measured Pace . The Warlike 

One. The Spear. The Watchfu l . The Forester. Protector of 

the Fields. Father. 

His Character: Mars is the principal deity of warfare : 

not only human warfare, but also the defense of crops ,  

herds and land against depredation and other mischance . 

He is the God of March, the month of new beginnings , 

new hope : of setting forth in every kind of activity. In  

Rome the chief organization in h i s  honor was that of the 

Sal i i ,  the warrior priests who celebrated his great pub

l ic festivals with their dancing and processions : he was 

patron also of the Arval Brotherhood , whose members 

were dedicated to safeguarding farm stock and crops 

against disease, flood , etc . The wolf is associated with him 

for its fierce spirit and for the unity of the pack : and in 

particular the she-wolf who rescued his sons , Romulus 
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and Remus . The woodpecker, Picus , accompanies him : it 

is the awakener and sounder of the alarm . 

His attributes: The Sword . The Spear. The Sacred 

Shie lds .  Helm and Armor. The Fig Tree .  Wolf. Wood

pecker. 

64. b. Volcanus. 

His epi thets: The Subduer. Lord of the Devouring 

Flame. Lord of volcanoes .  Guardian of Cities . Guardian of 

sustenance . Protector of the Hearth . 

His Character: Volcanus is the God of fire , of volca

noes and of furnaces ,  of the smelting and casting of met

als . As deity of fire he is associated with Vesta , the Hearth 

goddess , whose dedicated maidens tend the never-extin

guished f1ame.  As protector against the destructive power 

of volcanic eruptions and of conflagrations he is guardian 

of cities and of their stocks of grain , oil and other food

stuffs ; in these aspects he has as allies the Nymphs, who 

bring water in abundance from spring and river. Besides 

being the protector of Earth generally, he is also the mys

t ic guardian of the sacred from the profane .  

His attributes :  Tunic leaving r ight shoulder bare . The 

volcanic peak . In later times , all the attributes of Hephais

tos . 

6 5 . Etruscan Deities 

6 5  .a. Maris: The Angry One. God of War, fomentor of unrest 

and discord . Inspirer of courage . Wolf. Vulture . 

6 5  . b. Sethlans: Deity of Fire . Comparable to the primitive 

Roman Vulcan . 

66 . Babylonian Deities 

66 . a .  Ninurta. 

His epithets: Lord of the Fields .  Bringer of Ferti l ity. 

Champion of the High Gods. Mighty Destroyer of Evil . 

Divine Strength . 
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His Character: N inurta has a strong agricultural 

aspect . Following an ancient syncretistic confusion he 

is sometimes ascribed to Saturn ; but the error of this is 

manifest . He is essentially a deity of combat and pursuit .  

The club which is his characteristic weapon is sometimes 

shown as his symbol , in which case it is flanked by two 

undulating serpents . Sometimes, however, Ninurta holds 

the club in his right hand , while with his left he grasps ,  

l ike a falcon of the chase, an eagle with wings outspread . 

66 . a .  Nusku. 

His epithets: Wise Prince . Flame of Heaven . Exalter of 

the Sacred Torch . 

His character: Nusku , deity of fire , is particularly asso

ciated with the fire of the temple .  He it is who carries 

to the Gods the fragrance of incense, and the essence of 

burnt offerings and of sacred feasts . His activity is repre

sented also by the volcanic fires which raise the mountains 

into high cones ,  and by the spiritual fire which enlight

ens human darkness. He it is also who , bathed in splen

dor, hurls down from on high the meteoric fire of heaven . 

He carries a lamp of archaic form , or a shining scepter. 

"Nusku of the Bril liant Scepter" is one of his titles . 

67 .  Hindu Deities 

67 . a .  Agni. 

His epithets: Sustainer of the Cosmos . Primal Priest . 

Priest of the Hearth . Al l -powerful . He of the Two Faces .  

The Red One. The Sacrificer. The Sacrifice . The Essential 

Flame .  Heart of the Sun . The Hungry One .  Devourer. 

Purifier. Guardian . Intermediary between Heaven and 

Earth . Divine Oracle .  Giver of Abundance . The Benefi

cent One .  The Violent One .  

His A ttributes: Two faces . Three legs and seven arms 

(representing the asymmetrical forms of fire) . Flames 

springing from his mouths. Wood . Torch . Fan . Axe. The 
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Spoon for making priestly l ibations. The Brahmanic Cord . 

The Ram (upon which he rides) . 

67 .b. Durga. 

Her ep i the t s :  The Unapproachabl e .  The Ca lmly  

Invincibl e .  Radiant in Battle . Virgin Power. Patroness of  

Multitudes. Slaver of Demonkind . Victorious in  War. Pro-' 

tector of the Just . She whose Beauty is Unchanging. The 

Dangerous One. 

Her A t t r ibu tes :  The Tiara . Serene and beaut i fu l  

countenance a t  a l l  times . The Sword ; the Bow ; the Spear ; 

many arms wielding Swords or other weapons of war. The 

Lion (upon which she rides) . 

68 . Egyptian Deities 

68 . a .  Heru-Bchutet (Horus of Edfu) .  

His ep i thets : Great One. Son of the Sun . The Mighty 

Guardian . Remover  of the Head of Sutekh . He who 

enchains the forces of darkness . The Hawk upon his Col

umn . Restrainer of the Serpent .  The Master Ironworker. 

Patron of Ironworkers .  Lord of the Forge . He whose 

Splendor consumes. He whose Light purifies . The winged 

Disk whose Uraei flame forth terror. Furious in the Com

bat . The Victorious One. Thrice-crowned Lion . 

His imaae: Of Hawk-headed human form ,  the God 

wears the Skhemti (the conjoined crowns of Upper and 

Lower Egypt) upon his Old Kingdom headdress . He is 

garmented in kilt, battle corselet and collar. He bears the 

Iron Mace, the Spear or the How. 

68 . b. Sekhet (Sekhmet). 

Her epi thets: Great Goddess . The Sacred One. The 

Powerful One. The Vehement One . The Red -garmented . 

She \vho Dominates .  The Mighty Flame . Flame of Pro

tection . Flame of Retribution . Eye of Ra . Uraeus of Ra. 

The Greatly Beloved One. Strength . Mighty in Heaven . 
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Mighty among the Gods .  The Pre-eminent . She who 

Purifies . Guardian of Souls. 

Her image: Lioness-headed female form . Of immense 

dignity, the Goddess bears the Papyrus Scepter and the 

Ankh . Her Old Kingdom headdress is surmounted by 

the Solar Disk and encircling Uraeus , or by the Disk 

and Horns of Hathor superposed upon two tal l multi 

sectioned plumes , or by the Uraeus alone , upreared in 

power. The Goddess may appear standing or she may be 

enthroned .  
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6 I CoRRESPONDENCEs o F  SoL 

PLAN ETARY SIGN 

1 . 0 

PLANETARY NAME 

2 .  In English: Sun 

3 .  In Greek: Helios 

4 .  In Hebrew: Shemesh 

PLANETARY PROFILE 

5 .  Authoritative, creative , equable ;  courage and leadership without 

aggressiveness .  Attuned to abundance , healthfulness and spiritual 

i l lumination . The l ife-g iving warmth and l ight of day express its 

impartial action . Direction and distribution of energies and materi

als , and the giving of wise counsel ,  even prophetical ly. Equilibrium . 

TITLES OF SEPHIRAH 

6 .  In Hebrew: Tiphareth 

7. In Greek: Kalon 

8 .  In English: Beauty 

TEXT FROM THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM 

9 .  The Sixth Path i s  the Intell igence of the Mediatory Influence : it is 

so named because therein is gathered the influx from all the Emana

tions , so that it in turn causes the mediatory influence to flow into 

the founts of each of the benign Powers, with which they are linked . 



ELEMENTAL AFFINITY OF PLANET 

1 0 . Air 

SYMBOLS AND MAGICAL IMPLEMENTS 

I I .  Specific to Sphere: Solar Diadem . Breastplate . Tripod of Proph

ecy. Sunburst . Solar Sacramental Cup (symbol of Ruach as recipient 

of Supernal draught of inspiration) .  Suitable, but having other 

magical use: Topaz Lamen . Thyrsus . Holy Oil . The Alchemical 

Crucible .  

PRES! G ILLUM 

1 2 �• 

NUMBER AND GEOMETRIC FORM 

1 3 . Qabalistic number: 6 

1 4 . Medieval number: I 

I 5 .  Plane figure: Hexagon 

1 6 . Star: Hexagram 

QUALITIES OF DESIGN 

1 7 .  Radial forms , swirling spirals .  

COLORS 

1 8 .  In Atziluth: Pale Greenish-yellow 

1 9 . In Briah: Yel low 

20 .  In Yetzirah: Pale golden yel low 

2 1 .  In Assiah: Intense yellow-white , rayed scarlet 

2 2 .  Ptolemaic color: Gold 

MUSIC FOR PLANETARY MOODS 

2 3 .  Ideal qualities: Noble ,  generous, spiritually inspiring. 

24 .  Selected examples : "Emperor Concerto" (Beethoven) . "The 

N inth" (Beethoven) .  "Magic Fire Music" (Wagner) . "Concierto de 

Aranjuez" (Rodrigo) . 
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SUITABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SOUND EFFECTS 

2 5 .  French horn .  Brazen gong. Lyre . Autoharp. Recorded heartbeat or 

dawn-song of birds. 

ANIMALS AND MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS 

26 .  Lion . Tiger. Panther. Leopard . Bul l  (sacrificial) .  Hawk. Birds of Par

adise . Bantam . Salmon . Golden Carp. Bee . Griffin . Egyptian Sphinx . 

Phoenix . Winged Horse . Winged Serpent . 

TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION 

27.  Trees: Pine . Walnut tree .  Date palm . Oaks generally. Witch hazel . 

Mimosa . Acacia .  

28 .  Herbs: Sunflower. Chamomile. Yellow rose. Chrysanthemum. Mari

gold . Eyebright. Larkspur. Pineapple. Mistletoe. St . John's Wort. Laurel .  

29.  Incenses, Perfumes, etc. :  Cinnamon . Frankincense . Saffron . 

Vani l la .  Hel iotropin . Cashew nuts . Copal . 

GEMSTONES AND OTHER MINERALS 

30 . Metals: Gold . Al l  yel low and lustrous alloys . 

3 1 .  Gemstones: Tiger eye . Topaz . Goldstone . Zircon (blue or white ) .  

Citrine .  Chrvsobervl .  
' ' 

3 2 .  Other minerals: Yellow Jasper. Phosphorus . Any rock or pebble 

showing a concentric eye- like banding. 

THE PLANETS AND HEALTH 

3 3. Physiological functions: Governance of the heart ,  the eyes as 

regards their health and safety (traditionally, the right eye in males 

and left eye in females) ; the upper region of the back, the circula

t ion of the blood and the distribution of all vital fluids .  Generation 

and maintenance of l ife energy ; the growth of children and young 

people .  

34 .  Pathological effects (bodily) : Just as the vis ible and mea

surable radiations of the Sun can , by their intensity, harm in the 

l iving organism the very faculties and qualit ies which they have 

nurtured , so do the Sun 's occult powers act s imilarly. Disorders 

of the heart 's action , whether of the nature of simple palpitations 
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or angina . Spinal afflictions ,  particularly those affecting the upper 

back. Bilious ailments and those affecting the spleen . Ills affecting 

the eyes , other than simple optical maladjustments . Fevers produc

ing delirium . 

3 5 .  Pathological effects (psychic) : Superabundnace of vital ener

gies can disorganize the structures and rhythms of their physical 

vehicle : or powerful inner vision may turn the psyche away from 

earthly seeing. 

PLAN ETARY GESTURE 

36 .  The Gesture Leo (Lion), accomplished as follows: 

1 st point, "the Wand."Erect stance, arms at sides . 

2nd point , "Calathus." The forearms are raised vertical ly in  

front of the chest, with their undersides touching each other from 

elbow to wrist . Maintaining this position , the two hands are bent 

backwards until their palms are as nearly horizontal as possible ,  

the fingers bent to  suggest a shallow cup shape. 

3rd point, "Flamma."From this formulation , the arms are raised 

with an outward curving motion , until the hands curve inwards 

al lowing fingers and thumbs to formulate a fire triangle � at 

maximum height overhead . 

4th point, "Cat in us."The arms form the Psi position \f. At the 

same time, the right foot steps back and the body inclines back

wards ,  head thrown back .  

5th point, "/gnis ."R ight foot is restored to normal standing posi 

tion , body restored to vertical , while the hands again formulate 

the fire triangle but this time on breast . 

6th point, "the Ho{y."Left foot is advanced , body bends forward , 

middle fingers touch floor in front of feet .  

7th point, "the Wand."Erect stance , arms at sides . 

MAGICAL IMAGES OF THE SPHERE 

37 .  Solar King: A strong and beautifu l  male figure , as  of an athlete, 

is clad in a short white tunic which is clasped about his waist by 

a broad bel t :  this belt is patterned with hexagrams and hexa-
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gons ,  each hexagon being set with a central topaz . Over the tunic ,  

a cloak of bright blue bordered with gold is flung back from the 

shoulders .  Upon the shining hair of this figure is a golden crown 

with seven outward-pointing rays , and upon the breast of the tunic 

is a golden winged disc in the center of which sparkles a large deep 

ruby. The figure stands astr ide, holding in his left hand the mighty 

orb of the Sun , resplendent in the intense radiance of its golden 

light . His r ight hand is raised high , palm forward in blessing. The 

whole figure , including the bright solar orb, is seen within a sphere 

of bril l iant light , continually flashing and pulsating, which emanates 

from the figure itself. 

3 8 .  Puer Aeternus (The Eternal Child) : A boy of about seven 

years of age , strong and graceful , stands with feet astride upon the 

summit of a rock .  His arms arc extended sideways, hands sl ightly 

above shoulder level : with his right hand he grasps a thyrsus, with 

his left he holds up a cup of wine, which he ti lts so as to pour 

forth its contents . Amid his thick curling dark hair a serpent is 

enwreathed , raising its head between the budding bull -horns above 

his forehead . His  only garment is a scarlet square cape,  fastened 

upon his right shoulder with a heavy gold brooch set with a single 

large topaz : this cape leaves bare his right arm and fal ls diagonally 

to his left side . Behind him is the glorious orb of the r ising Sun, 

surrounding him with its splendor. 

M ICROCOSMIC KEYWORDS OF THE SPHERE 

39 .  Quality in Ruach: Integration 

40 . Responsive Ruach function: Sincerity 

41 . Quality in Nephesh: Leadership 

42 . Responsive Nephesh function: Organization 

AURUM SOLIS DIVINE AND ARCHONTIC NAMES 

43 . Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Onophis 

44 .  Archon (Briah) :  Pyloros 

45 . Power (Yetzirah): Agamanos 

46 . Intelligence (Yetzirah): Baltha 
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4 7 .  Spirit (Yetzirah ): So bias 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SONG OF PRAISES 

48 . Stanza XXX, Resh: 

Rise in thy splendor, 0 Kingf-glorious brow 

gaze on thy governance 

Gladdening all who behold! Soaring as song, 

rule and illuminate: 

Crysoleth gleaming thy crown, rise and inspire, 

Lion-gold, Falconjlight, 

joyous, ambrosial! 

OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT 

49 . Spirit of Sol: Och 

SO.  His Sigil. 

5 I .  Yetziratic manifestation of Spirit :  A vigorous male fig

ure , youthful but not boyish ,  rides upon a magnificent red l ion . 

The rider is resplendent in a robe of metallic gold which fal ls in  

heavy folds and which has , scattered over i t ,  sparkl ing clusters 

of green , blue and violet gems .  Upon the head of this figure is a 

golden crown too bright to look upon . Beneath the wide sleeves 

of the robe of gold are inner sleeves of a sky-blue silken gauze , 

gathered to the wrist ; while wide Oriental trousers of the same 

sky -blue appear below the hem of the robe.  Golden shoes with 

long upturned points complete the rider 's attire . The aspect of 

Och is intensely vital , noble and generous. As he raises his hands 

in a superb gesture of greeting, rays of golden l ight stream from 

them towards the magician , even though the specific wil l  of the 

magician may not yet have been uttered . 
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HEBREW DIVINE AND ANGELIC NAMES 

5 2 .  Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Yahveh Eloah V ' Daath or Yahweh 

Eloah V ' Daath or Yod Heh Vau Heh Eloah V ' Daath or Tetragram

maton Eloah V ' Daath 

5 3 .  Archangel (Briah): Raphael 

54. Angelic Chora (Yetzirah):  Malekim , "Kings." 

5 5 .  Planetary Angel (Yetzirah): Mikael 

5 6 .  Sigil of Planetary Angel: 

5 7 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah): Nakiel 

5 8 .  Spirit (Yetzirah): Sorath 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SEVENFOLD AFFIRMATION 

59.  Reckoning of days and years unceasing he maketh ; 

He to all existence giveth times , giveth seasons , 

Sending glory forth amid the High Lords assembled , 

Giving mind of knowledge clear to hearts that love wisdom . 

Therefore most exalted he ,  beneath whose burning gaze the 

rocks are parted . 

NEOPLATONIST DIVINE NAME 

60 . Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Theios Nous , "Divine Intelligence" 

SACRED VOWEL OF GREEK QABALAH 

6 1 . I (the letter Iota) 

VOWEL TONES OF COSMIC HARMONY 

62 . Contemporary Magical Mode: 

6 3 .  Greek Gnostic Mode: 
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DEITIES 

64. Greek Deities 

64 . a .  Apollo. 

His epithets: Lord of Light . Far-Shooter. Slayer of Dark

ness . Lord of Delos .  Phoebus (the Bright One) . Healer. 
Prophet. Leader of the Muses. Shield against evi l .  Purifier. 

Champion of Right . Apollo of the Song ofT riumph . 

His attributes: Lyre . The Silver Bow. The Prophetic 

Tripod . The Golden Throne ofT ruth . The Laurel Wreath . 

Wolf. Roe deer. Mouse . Hawk . Griffin . 

Attendants: The Nine Muses (Ki io ,  Euterpe , Thal i a ,  

Melpomene, Terpsichore , Erato , Polyhymnia ,  Ourania ,  

Kalliope) . 

64.b. Dionysos. 

His epithets: Son of the God . Nobly-born .  Twice-born . 

Son of Heaven 's Fire . Son ofTwo Mothers . Mystery. The 

Many-formed . Lion of Light . Serpent-crowned . Moun

tain Bul l .  Wild Goat of the Heights . The Youthful Victim . 

The Noisy One. Priest of the Night . Lord of the Chorus 

of Night . Bringer of Ecstasy. Divine Intoxication . Divine 

Madness . Leader of Frenzy. Lord of the Dance . He whom 

the dancing fires of heaven obey. 

His attributes: The Ivy Wreath . The Thyrsus. The Bas

sara (the long robe) . The Kantharos (the drinking cup) . The 

Timbrel . The Drum . The Vine . The Phallos .  Lion . Snake . 

Goat . Panther. Bul l .  Tiger. 

His attendants: Satyrs .  Maenads. Bassarids . 

64 . c .  Helios. 
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His epithets: The Al l -Seeing Sun . The Exceedingly Bri l 

liant One. The Undying Flame . Far-riding. Giver of Light . 

Healer giv ing sight . Lord of the Hours . Witness of the 

Oath . 

His attributes: The Quadriga (chariot drawn by four 

horses ) .  The many- rayed Crown . The Sun- orb. The 

Golden Ship of the Night Journey. 

65 . Roman Deity 

65 . a .  Sol (Nomius). 

His epithets : The Wandering Herdsman . Inspirer of 

Prophecy. Seer of H idden Truth . Bestower ofVital Force . 

Mighty Helper. The Invincible Sun . 

His character: Crowned with effulgent rays and tra

versing the heavens in a chariot drawn in early times by 

white swans ,  but later by four powerfu l  steeds ,  glorious 

Sol is imaged by the visible Sun . He surveys al l that is in 

the tangible and the hidden worlds ,  and those whom he 

inspires can proclaim truths which were before unknown . 

The rays of his crown arc seven in number, for his own 

l ight and that of the other wandering luminaries is, in 

essence, one . In his aspect as healer this is significant : mal 

aclies governed by every planetary influence are under his 

healing and vitalizing over- lordship. Spiritual ly, Sol exem

plifies for us an unconquerable power :  daily we see him 

set and rise again ,  and from Winter he reappears in l ife 

giving brightness every Spring. In thi s ,  as some mystics 

have perceived from ancient times , Sol shows forth for us 

not merely that round of birth and death in which spir i 

tual evolution proceeds only slowly. Rather, what is sug

gested is the immortal triumph of the H igher Self, which 

is to flood us with an il lumination enduringly greater and 

more wonderful than our brightest previous noonday l ife :  

true regeneration .  
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Attributes: The crown of seven rays. Cornucopia . Dol

phin .  Swans .  Horses (or Horses ' heads) . Ripe fruits . The 

Laurel . 

66 .  Etruscan Deities 

66 . a .  Catha: The Radiant One. The solar deity as giver of light 

and l ife .  The Solar Chariot. Ripefruits and ears �j'grain .  

66 . b. Hercle: The solar force as strong hero , neither quite 

Herakles nor yet Hercules .  Garment cif lion skin .  Mighty 

Club. 

67 .  Babylonian Deity 

67 . a .  Shamash. 

His epithets: Mighty Lord of Light . Lord of Al l  Living. 

Judge of Heaven and Earth . Lord of Judgment . 

His character: The solar deity, named Babbar, "Shin 

ing One," is better known by his title of Shamash , "Sun ." 

He i s characterized by courage , j ustice and energy. Bri l 

l iant beams of golden l ight spring from his shoulders and 

sides , and he carries the key of the Gate of the East . In 

the chariot of the Sun he traverses the sky to the Gate of 

the West by day, returning by night through the under

world . Al l - i l luminating and al l - seeing, he is  j udge of al l ,  

and giver o f  knowledge through divination . Besides astro

logical computation and the ancient practice of exam

ining the liver of a sacrificed animal , the soothsayers of 

Babylon employed another divinatory system which was 

sacred to Shamash . After prayers to him for revelation of 

the future , oil was poured on the surface of water and 

the shapes thus formed were interpreted .  Sharnash is 

represented in his chariot ,  or mounting the eastern hil l  

with the key in his hand; or enthroned as j udge, holding a 

scepter and the Ring of Divinity. 

68 . Hindu Deity 

68 . a .  Vishnu. 
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His epi thets: The Preserver. Principle of Continuance . 

The Active One . The Se lf- existent . The A l l -pervad

ing Light . Ocean of Bl i s s .  Ocean of Majesty. He  whose 

Beauty claims the Heart .  He whose Sweetness intoxicates 

the Soul . He who Descends . He who Manifests . Savior. 

Helper of Evolution . Upholder of the Universe. Life of 

the Universe .  Captor of Souls .  Liberator of Souls .  The 

Blue One. The Mighty God . Ce lestial Refuge . He who 

Loves . The Beneficent One. Lord of Fortune .  Vanquisher 

of Demons .  He who Moves upon the Waters .  He who 

Rests upon the Waters . 

His attributes: The Tiara . Large and prominent ear

rings . The Breast-whirl . The White Lotus (as his throne ) .  

The  Golden K i t e  Garuda ( a s  h i s  mount) . The  Seven 

headed Serpent Ananta- Sesha (upon which he  sleeps dur

ing 'The Night of God ," the periods of cosmic inactivity) .  

Appearing four-armed , the God holds the conch ,  the 

Lotus ,  the Mace and the Disk . 

69 . EGYPTIAN DEITY 

69 . a .  Ra. 

His epithets: Great One. Old One . Self-generator. Cre

ator. Breath of Life .  Exalted Power. Father of the Gods. 

Lord of Light . Divine Love . Radiant of Face . Winged Splen

dor. The Disk . He who Advances . The Strong Youth . Lord 

of Bright Beams. The Enthroned One. King of Heaven . He 

whose Uraeus sends forth mighty flame .  Prince of Eter

nity. Governor of the World . Lord of the City of the Sun . 

lndweller of the Lofty Shrine .  Truth . The Beautifu l  God . 

He who Goes Forth in the Boat of the Morning. He whose 

Heart is rejoiced by the winds. Golden Glory of the Day. 

He to whom the planets chant in praise. He who Proceeds 

in the Boat of the Evening. He whose G lory the unsetting 

stars extol . Manifestor of the Invisible .  Master of Inexo

rable Words . Avenger. Slayer of Darkness. 
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His imaae: The Hawk-headed One wears the Solar 

Disk and Uraeus upon the headdress of the Old King

dom . In  his right hand he holds the Ankh , in his left he 

grasps the Ouas (the Scepter of Peaceful Authority) . 



7 I CoRRESPONDENCES OF VENUS 

PLANETARY SIGN 

I .  � 

PLANETARY NAME 

2 .  In English: Venus 

3. In Greek: Paphie 

4.  In Hebrew: Nogah 

PLAN ETARY PROFILE 

5 .  Joyous, benign . Good luck with love or with money. Kindl iness and 

affection . A l l  that makes for concord . The beauty and vitality of the 

natural world ,  and all artistic and congenial surroundings , express 

the influence of this sphere . Mus ic ,  dancing, happy love and all 

reconci liation of differences .  Harmony, synthesis .  

TITLES OF SEPHIRAH 

6 .  In Hebrew: Netzach 

7. In Greek: Nike 

8 .  In English: Victory 

TEXT FROM THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM 

9 .  The Seventh Path is the concealed Intell igence , so named because i t  

is the dazzling resplendence of al l the qualities of Mind , which are 

discerned by intel lectual vision a. - 1  by the gaze of faith . 
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ELEMENTAL AFFINITY OF PLANET 

1 0 . Fire 

SYMBOLS AND MAGICAL IMPLEMENTS 

1 1 .  Specific to Sphere: The Mirror. The Necklace . The Gird l e .  

Seashel l s .  Suitable, but  having other magical use: Sistrum . 

Flaming torch . Garland . 

PRESIGILLUM 
• 

1 2 8 
NUMBER AND GEOMETRIC FORM 

I 3 .  Qabalistic number: 7 

1 4 . Medieval number: 6 

1 5 .  Plane figure: Heptagon 

1 6 . Star: Heptagram 

QUALITIES OF DESIGN 

1 7 . Branching forms; flowing, harmonious l ines ;  arabesques . 

COLORS 

1 8 .  In Atziluth: Greenish blue 

1 9 . In Briah: Green 

20 .  In Yetzirah: Light turquoise 

2 1 .  In Assiah: Luminescent greenish-white 

2 2 .  Ptolemaic color: Saffron 

MUSIC FOR PLANETARY MOODS 

2 3 .  Ideal qualities : Sensuous , passionate , fiery, playfu l .  

24 .  Selected examples : "VenusbergTheme" (Venus and Tannhauser, Wag

ner) . "Barcarolle" (Tales cif Hcjfmann, Offenbach) . "0 Fortuna" (Car

mina Burana, Orff) .  "Concerto a Due Chori" (F 1 . ,  No. 60, Vivaldi ) .  
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"Allegro Moderato" (from Violin Concerto in D Major, Op. 3 5 ,  Tchai 

kovsky) . Flamenco guitar general ly. 

SUITABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SOUND EFFECTS 

2 5 .  Clarsach (Celt ic harp) . C lassical guitar. Viol i n .  Castanets .  Zi l l s .  

Sitar. Tambourine. Gently flowing or fal l ing water, humming bees, 

nature 's voices of the day. 

ANIMALS AND MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS 

26 .  Lynx .  Cat (Felis domesticus) . Rabbit . Seal . Dolphin . Porpoise. Tortoise . 

Flamingo. Dove . Sparrow. Bee . Fauns . Mermaids . Sirens. 

TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION 

27.  Trees: Apple and Pear trees. Lemon . Lime . Orange . Sweet Cherry. 

Cinchona . Beech . Elder. Common Fig. 

2 8 .  Herbs: Red Rose . Hawthorn . Venain . Myrtle .  Columbine . Wild 

Anemone . Strawberry. Periwinkle .  Cyclamen . Hyacinth . Foxglove . 

Tulip. H ibiscus .  

29.  Incenses, Perfumes, etc . :  Siamese Benzoin . Red Storax . Red 

Sandalwood . Vetivert .  Valerian . Geranium . Licorice . Tonka Beans. 

Cardamom . Spearmint . Lemon Verbena .  

GEMSTONES AND OTHER MIN ERALS 

30.  Metals: Copper. All Bronzes . 

3 1 .  Gemstones: Emerald . Malachite . Peridot . Jade (green , pink , white) .  

Rose Quartz . Amazonite . 

3 2 .  Other minerals: Coral . Amber. Pearl shel l .  Sandstone .  Sea Salt . 

THE PLANETS AND HEALTH 

3 3 .  Physiological functions:  Governance of the internal sexual 

organs general ly, the kidney s ,  the veins general ly ; the mouth , 

throat and sinuses , the neck general ly, the lower region of the back. 

The lymphatic system . The skin as regards its functions in breath

ing, absorption and exudation . The nerves and muscles generally as 

regards tone and relaxation . Health and well-being of scalp and hair. 
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34 .  Pathological  effects (bodily) :  Tonsi litis , goiter, ailments of 

the throat general ly. Maladies affecting the kidneys or the lym

phatic system . Fibrositis of neck and shoulder. Lumbago. Cramps 

general ly. Venereal ailments generally. 

3 5 .  Pathological effects (psychic) :  The reality of health may be 

neglected while its appearance is cultivated . Strong emotions may 

disrupt the regimen , in particular through a "compensating" indul

gence . 

PLANETARY GESTURE 

36 .  The Gesture Miles (Soldier), accomplished as follows: 

I st point, "the Wand ." Erect stance , arms at sides. 

2nd point , "Denial." Right palm i s  placed on left shoulder. 

Then , right arm , with palm now turned out, sweeps vigorously 

around in a semicircle ,  upwards and over to rest extended hori

zontally from right shoulder, palm forward . 

3rd point , "/ aspire! " Left hand is raised , cupped , overhead with 

slightly flexed elbow to allow the cupped palm to take a horizontal 

position . The eyes fol low this action of the left hand .  

4th point, "Acthe Repose ." Hands crossed , right over left ,  on 

breast .  

5th point, "Dedication." The left hand is lowered in front of the 

body, palm down and horizontal , while the right hand signs the 

Sigi l lum Tau on the brow. 

6th point, "Passive Repose ." Hands placed on breast , left over 

right . 

7th point , " Victory." In one simultaneous movement, the arms 

are raised in the Psi position \f, the head is thrown back, and the 

right foot is advanced to stamp once . 

8th point , "the Wand." Erect stance , arms at sides. 

MAGICAL IMAGE OFTHE  SPHERE 

37 .  Flame of the Sea: A luminous and graceful female figure stands 

upon a sandy shore , upon which seashel ls are scattered : the ocean , 

from which she has arisen , is behind her. She is nude but for a 
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girdle ,  richly j eweled with pearls and emeralds , which encircles 

her waist . It is early morning. The Sun has not yet appeared , but the 

sky is br ight with opalescent colors whose reflections change and 

shimmer in the dancing waves .  The waves run in , sparkling, to the 

shore : they break into ripples about the feet of the lovely radiant 

figure , then flow back into the sea, only to return . Her long, luxu 

riant hair, in golden tresses ,  streams out upon a warm but vigor

ous sea breeze . In her right hand she holds out a green sprig upon 

which blooms a five -petaled rose , emblem of the gifts she brings 

to the Earth : her left hand is lowered towards her vulva, which she 

indicates with the extended middle finger. 

M ICROCOSMIC KEYWORDS OFTHE SPHERE 

3 8 .  Quality in Ruach: Creativity 

39 .  Responsive Ruach functions: Artistic perception , Intuition 

40 . Qualities in Nephesh: Vital ity, Reciprocity 

4 1 . Responsive Nephesh function: Candidness 

AURUM SOLIS DIVINE AND ARCHONTIC NAMES 

42 . Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Albaphalana 

4 3 .  Archon (Briah) :  Zothalm ios 

44 . Power (Yetzirah): Amerophes 

45 . Intelligence (Yetzirah): Anaitos 

46 . Spirit (Yetzirah ) : lzethos 

PLAN ETARY STANZA FROM THE SONG OF PRAISES 

4 7.  Stanza XIV, Daleth: 

Doorway of 1·ision Ju!filled, bringer of dreams 

forth to adrenturing, 

Sacred to thee are the red portals of dawn, 

sacred the emerald 

Gates of the jubilant spring, Mother of deeds 

mamfest, multiform-

Mother of destiny '  
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OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT 

48 . Spirit ofVenus: Hagith 

49 . Her Sigil: 

50. Yetziratic manifestation of Spirit :  A beautifu l ,  gracefu l  

female form,  warmly attractive and winning but  with a sense of  

great dignity and power. A garland of roses , red and yellow, encir

cles the dark and undulating hair whose profusion descends over 

her shoulders . Sparkling jewels adorn the ears , neck and arms. 

Apart from these adornments , the figure i s  nude to the waist . 

The lower part of the figure is covered by a long, saffron colored, 

sheathl ike skirt ,  held closely around the hips by a wide scarf of 

sea green patterned with small flowers of many hues , the center 

of each flower being randomly a small pearl or a stud of coral , 

amber or turquoise . This scarf is knotted in front so that its long 

fringed ends swing at the wearer 's ankles .  Sea green sl ippers are 

upon the slender feet .  In her right hand Hagith holds a slender 

leafy spray fashioned of copper. "She, the Holy" raises it to her lips 

and breathes upon it ,  and bright flames run from the tips of the 

shining l eaves to shimmer in the air before ris ing and vanishing 

away. Then she breathes upon it again and thrusts the base of the 

stem into the Earth . The whole spray is turned to l iving green . 

Its tip swel ls  to a large bud , which bursts open , and a white bird 

springs from it to soar upwards and disappear in turn . Hagith folds 

her arms and regards the magician . 

HEBREW DIVINE AND ANGELIC NAMES 

5 1 .  Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Yahveh Tzabaoth o r  Yahweh Tzabaoth 

or Yod Heh Vau Heh T zabaoth or Tetragrammaton T zabaoth 

5 2 .  Archangel (Briah) :  Haniel 

5 3 .  Angelic Chora (Yetzirah): Elohim , "Gods." 

54 .  Planetary Angel (Yetzirah): Anael 

5 5 .  Sigil of Planetary Angel: 
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56 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah): Hagiel 

57 .  Spirit (Yetzirah):  Qedemel 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SEVENFOLD AFFIRMATION 

5 8 .  Designate is he the chief of multitudes holy, 

Glorious before them all , and al l -overcoming; 

His the portal of the shrine, within which his path l ies ,  

He acclaimed of holiness the Triumph, the Beauty ! 

Therefore most exalted he ,  whose pathway l ies within the 

shrine supernal ! 

NEOPLATONIST DIVINE NAME 

59 .  Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Charis ,  "Grace ." 

SACRED VOWEL OF GREEK QABALAH 

60 . E (the letter Eta) 

VOWEL TONES OFTHE  COSMIC HARMONY 

61 . Contemporary Magical Mode: 

62 . Greek Gnostic Mode: 
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DEITIES 

6 3 .  Greek Deity 

63 . a .  Aphrodite. 

Her epithets: The Most Holy One. The Victorious One. 

Adonia . She who is to be adored . Ruler of the world. Queen 

of Love . Chryse (the Golden One) . Anadyomene (the Foam

born ) .  The Kyprian . The Beauteous One. The Amorous 

One . Mother of Passion . Mother of Peace . The Preserver. 

She whose touch gladdens the Earth. She whose footfall is 

music . She of the flower-laden breath . Lady of the Myrtle 

Grove . She who unites. Maker of Joy. Goddess of the unex

pected glance . Giver of blessing. Giver of Rapture . 

Her Attributes: The Girdle. The Mirror. The Necklace of 

Pearls , The Diadem . Rose . Myrtle. The Dove . The Delta . 

Attendants: The Charites (Aglaia , Euphrosyne, Thalia) . 

Eros. 

64. Roman Deity 

64 . a .  Venus. 

Her epithets: The Adored One. Ruler of Al l . Lady of 

Gardens . Protectress of the Vine . Giver of Life .  Giver of 

Delight . Queen of Love and Beauty. 

Her character: The name of Venus has become with

out doubt the most widely renowned of al l  names of the 

Queen of Love and Beauty. Init ial ly she is mistress and 

guard ian of the beauty of Nature : not , as Artemis ,  of 

that beauty unadorned, but the carefu l ly tended beauty 

of the classical garden with its shaded walks , its f1ow

ers and fruits , its water courses and its sacred shrine . As 

goddess of beauty and love in  human l i fe ,  her worship 

has customarily been celebrated in gardens and in other 

scenes of beauty. The arts by which all objects of charm 

and elegance , great or smal l ,  are produced are within her 

domain , with music and dancing, laughter and happy love , 
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that the del ight which is the truest devotion to her may be 

complete . 

Her attributes : Rose . Apple and other fruits .  Myrtle 

bush . Dove . Sparrow. Ram . Dolphin . 

Attendants: Cupid . The Three Graces .  The Seasons .  

65 . Etruscan Deity 

65 . a .  Turan: Lady of Love . The Queen of Beauty and of Love , 

usual ly represented recl in ing and contemplating her 

reflected lm·eliness . Mirror. 

66 .  Babylonian Deity 

66 . a .  Ishtar. 

Her epithets: Lady of Heaven . Queen of the morning 

and the evening. Divine Lover. Giver of Life .  Lady of Bat 

tles . Goddess Most Courageous .  Giver ofVictory. 

Her character: Even in her Venusian aspect , this most 

dominant Goddess appears in two di stinct characters .  

She i s  the supremely powerful deity of love : not only 

the div ine inspirer of passion , but herself a mighty lover 

among both G ods and men . Her other Venusian charac

ter, which has come down to us in Qabalistic and magi

cal indications, is that of Lady of Battles . In that character 

she rides forth , bow in hand and carrying also the Ring of 

Divinity, in a chariot drawn by se\-cn l ions ; or she stands 

armed in the midst of a battle scene,  one foot resting upon 

a crouching lion . She gives courage, with something of her 

own indomitable nature : the confident attack which leads 

to Yictory, be the situation one of physical or of moral con

frontation . She is planetary Venus as "Lady Luck ." 

67 .  Hindu Deities 

67 . a .  Ushas. 

Her epithets: Lady of Dawn . Virgin of Dawn . Daugh

ter of Heaven . The Gracious One. Bountiful Splendor. Light

bringer. Life-giver. Revealer of Night 's Treasures . Bringer 
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of Health and of Hope. Renewer of Love 's Ardor. Youth 

Immortal . Awakener of the Breath of Life .  Awakener of the 

Virtuous. Mother of the Sun . She who is heralded by singing 

birds . She who abides from aforetime. Giver of Abundance . 

Irresistible Loveliness. She who confers blessings . 

Her Attributes: Many-colored flowing draperies . Jew

e l s  and garlands  in profusion . Blossoms and budding 

stems. Her glittering Chariot , drawn by Red Heifers. 

67 . b. Lakshmi. 

Her epithets: The Radiant One. Born from the Waters 

(of the Sea of Milk) . Gift of the Waters .  The White -robed . 

Daughter of the Lotus . She who is revealed within the 

Lotus . Power of Vishnu . Beloved of Heaven and Earth . 

Beloved of Al l . She who breathes forth all sweetness . She 

whose Hands are rosy buds of Lotus . The Exquisite One . 

The Perfumed One. The Golden One.  Bcstower of Love . 

Bestower of Good Fortune .  The Blessed One .  The Fickle 

One. The Self- luminous. She who smiles . Bountiful God

dess. She whose Hands shower coins of gold . 

Her attributes: Divine beauty of form,  showing every 

perfection of womanhood . Many necklaces and gems. Large 

and prominent earrings . The Lotus ,  upon which she stands 

or is seated . Sometimes the Goddess is attended by ele

phants , who sprinkle her with the waters of Mother Ganga . 

68 . Egyptian Deities 

68 . a .  Hat-herut (Hat'hor) . 

Her epithets: House of Heaven . Mother of Light . 

Mother of Life .  Mother of A l l  the Gods . She who is 

adorned with stars . The Golden Goddess . Throne of Peace . 

Bearer of the Sistrum . Bearer of Joy. Mistress of Gladness . 

Inspiration of Delight . Graceful Power. Milk of Life. Face of 

Beauty. Maker of Festival . Bringer of Prosperity. Lady of the 

Tomb. Lady of the Sycamore of the South . Benefactress of 

Souls . Nourisher of Souls .  Divine Goodness . 
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Her imaae: Appearing in human form of superb beauty, 

the Goddess may be enthroned or standing. She wears the 

festal collar and the Menat (representing the joy of union) . 

Her Old Kingdom headdress is surmounted by Horns 

and Disk, and upon her brow is the uraeus ;  or she may be 

adorned with the Vulture headdress surmounted by uraei 

and l otus-blossoms .  Sometimes her human face has the 

ears of a cow and is framed by luxuriant hair. She bears the 

Ankh , and the Papyrus Scepter or the Ouas (the Scepter 

of Peaceful Authority) . The Sistrum is especially sacred to 

her : it is her herald and her secret voice . 

68 .b. Bast. 

Her epithets: The Blessed One .  Lady of the East . Eye 

of Ra . Flame of the Sun . Protector of Kings . Life of the 

Heart of Kings . Most Powerful Mother. Enkindler of New 

Life .  Lady of the Springtime .  The Green-robed . Beloved 

Lady of Bubastis .  She who rejoices the people .  Dweller in 

the High Temple. Dweller in the Grove -encircled Temple . 

The Concealed One. 

Her image: Appearing in human form with the head 

of a Cat ,  the Goddess bears the Sistrum and the Shield of 

Protection (upon which is the head of a Lioness) . Some

times she bears also the Corbis (the woven basket of "hid

den and holy things") . When appearing in the fullness of 

her tutelary power with the head of a Lioness , the God

dess wears the Old K ingdom headdress surmounted by 

the Uracus ,  and bears the Ankh and the Papyrus Wand . 1 0 

Her ancient form is entirely that of a Cat; when in this 

form she is adorned with rich col lar and earrings and 

upon her breast is the Eye ofTahuti (symbolizing her vigi

lance and power during the night hours) . 

I 0. The Jjoness-hcaded manifestation of Bast resembles one of the forms of Sekhet, save that Bast 
is robed in green, Sckhct in red. 
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8 I CoRRESPONDEN CEs OF  MERCURY 

PLANETARY SIGN 

I .  � 

PLANETARY NAME 

2 .  In English: Mercury 

3 .  In Greek: Hermes 

4 .  In Hebrew: Kokab 

PLANETARY PROFILE 

5 .  Intel l igent , communicati \·c , discursive and divisive ; un-rcsting, dual 

or even multiple in aspect , but expressive of truth . Travel ,  calcu la

t ion , analys i s ,  learning and teaching arc among the expressions 

of the nature of this Sphere . The invisible and changeful force of 

the wind is an apt symbol . Gifts of Mercury are often freakish or 

"chance" happenings . 

TITLES OF SEPHIRAH 

6 .  In Hebrew: Hod 

7 .  In Greek: Lamprotesis 

8 .  In English: Splendor 

TEXT FROM THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM 

9 .  The E ighth Path i s  cal led the Absolute or Perfect I nte l l igence , 

he cause it is the instrument of the Primordial , which has no root by 
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which it can hold fast or abide save in the hidden regions of Gedu

lah ,  Magnificence , which emanate from its own nature . 

ELEMENTAL AFFIN ITY OF PLANET 

1 0 . Water 

SYMBOLS AND MAGICAL IMPLEMENTS 

1 1 .  Specific to Sphere: The Winged Staff. The Hermetic Scroll .  The 

Stylus .  Suitable, but having other magical use: The Hood . 

Sacred Tomes. Sandals .  The countercharged vestment . Lustral ves

sel . Bel l .  

PRESIGILLUM 

NUMBER AND GEOMETRIC FORM 

1 3 . Qabalistic number: 8 

1 4 . Medieval number: 5 

I 5 .  Plane figure: Octagon 

1 6 . Star: Octagram 

QUALITIES OF DESIGN 

1 7 . Segmented forms;  countercharged patterns ; mirrored images . 

COLORS 

1 8 .  In Atziluth: Yel low ochre 

1 9 . In Briah: Orange 

20 .  In Yetzirah: Light apricot 

2 1 .  In Assiah: Yellowish-white merging into greenish-white 

2 2 .  Ptolemaic color: Shimmering opalescence (as mother of pearl ) 

MUSIC FOR PLANETARY MOODS 

2 3 .  Ideal qualities: Well -ordered, gracefu l ,  intellectual 
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24 .  Selected examples: "Canon in D Major" ( Pachelbel ) . "Bolero" 

(Ravel ) .  "Brandenburg Concert No. 6" (Bach) . "Eine Kleine Nach

tmusik" (Mozart) . 

SUITABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SOUND EFFECTS 

2 5. Xylophone . Vibraphone .  Electric guitar. Tabla . Pan pipes. G Iocken 

spiel . Bel l .  Human voices. Recorded sounds of rushing wind . 

ANIMALS AND MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS 

26 .  Fox . Girafle. Zebra . Cheetah . Gazelle. Baboon . Jackal . Platypus. Mule. 

Ostrich . Carrier pigeon . Magpie. Swift . Butterfly. Greek Sphynx .  

Wyvern . 

TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION 

27 .  Trees: Birch . Aspen . Almond . Mulberry. Lombardy poplar. Pista

chio. Magnolia . 

2 8 .  Herbs: Marjoram . Lavender. Ferns general ly. Medicinal herbs 

generally (as an alternative to their individual attributions) . Castor 

palm . Angelica .  Mandrake . Parsley. Stillengia .  

2 9 .  Incenses, Perfumes, etc. :  Mace. Star Ani se .  Mastic .  Gum Ara

bic. Yel low Sandalwood . Spikenard (for Hermes psychopompos) . 

Orange . Bergamot .  Styrax ( Liquid Storax) . Lemongrass .  Walnut . 

Fennel oil . La,·endcr oil . Clove oil . 

GEMSTONES AND OTHER MINERALS 

3 0 .  Metals: Quicksih-cr. Aluminum . Aircraft alloys . Lanthanum . 

3 1 .  Gemstones: Fire Opal . Carnelian . Cairngorm. Sard . Banded Agate . 

3 2 . Other minerals :  Chance - found small coins or other artifacts . 

Curious pebbles ,  particularly variegated ones. 

THE PLANETS AND HEALTH 

3 3. Physiological functions: Governance of cerebrospinal nervous 

system and to some extent the sympathetic systems ;  the organs 

of respiration and speech , the cars as regards hearing : nervous 

and muscular coordination . Hands and arms generally ; the tactile 

sense ; gesture as communication . The thyroid gland w ith its various 
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functions . The region of the waist . The functioning of the brain 

mind faculties , as  memory, association , deduction , etc . 

34 .  Pathological effects (bodily) :  Maladies associated with the 

nerves , as neurasthenia , amnesia, asthma, speech disorders .  Bron

chitis .  Laryngitis . Abnormal conditions of the thyroid . Shingles. Any 

accident or condition affecting hands, arms or waist . Nervous tic. 

3 5 .  Pathological effects (psychic) : Somnambulism , talking in the 

sleep. Periods of intense study may cause or increase problems 

relating to digestion or respiration . 

PLAN ETA RY G E ST U R E  

36 .  The Gesture Kryphios (the Concealed) , accomplished as 

follows: " 

1 st point, "the Wand ."Erect stance , arms at sides . 

2nd point, "Priest if Babylon . "Forearms are held horizontally so 

that hands are palm to palm in front of the solar plexus , right hand 

palm down over left hand palm up. The fingers of both hands are 

closed , each hand enfolding the fingers of the other. The thumbs l ie 

closely alongside the forefingers. 

3rd point, "Herald ."Right foot is advanced with knee Hexed . At 

the same time , right arm is raised forward to horizontal , left arm 

raised backwards to horizontal . Left heel is raised , body inclines 

forward in straight line with left leg. 

4th point ,  "the Hidden One." Both hands are raised s imul 

taneously to draw the hood swiftly over the face .  Then , head i s  

bowed , forearms are crossed in front of head , left arm on outside, 

palms forward . 

6th point, "the Wand."Erect stance , arms at sides (hood sti l l  cov

ering face) .  

7th point , "the Revealed ."Both hands simultaneously throw back 

hood . 

I I .  A hood is worn lor this gesture, initially thro"n back upon the shoulders. 
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MAGICAL IMAGES OFTHE SPHERE 

37 .  The Hermit: The figure of a mature man , grey of hair and beard , 

wise of countenance ,  but robust , powerfu l  and very luminous , 

stands in the darkness of night . He  wears a ful l  cape, which shim

mers with all the v iv id and changeful hues of a pearly shel l : as he 

moves ,  this cape parts to show a long dark robe , girt with a belt 

which i s  patterned with alternated octagons and e ight -petaled 

flowers .  Upon his feet are sandals. In his right hand this figure holds 

aloft a naming torch which he swings slowly above him , half turn 

ing his body to left and to right , so as to i l lumine the dark land 

scape . Now rocks , now trees ,  now gleaming water, now a pathway, 

Hash momentarily into sight as he moves the torch . The vivid Hames 

are reflected also in the pearly sheen of his enfolding cape, adding a 

quality of swiftly scinti llating fire to its shimmering colors . 

3 8 .  Divine Messenger: A youthful male figure , so del icate as to 

appear somewhat effeminate , is gl iding through the air. His hair is 

short and dark He is nude but for the sandals on his feet and a 

belt about his waist , patterned with alternate octagons and eight

petaled flowers. Springing from his shoulders are great sweeping 

wings , outspread for fl ight ,  with countercharged black and white 

plumage . His body is inclined forward not more than about 30° 

from the vertical , in a graceful posture with his r ight foot l i fted 

slightly more than his left .  In his left hand he carries a rolled scroll , 

with his right hand he extends before him the short staff which is 

the ancient token of the herald :  from its head flutter two white 

ribbons .  This figure seems to be approaching through a tunnel of 

many-colored l ight , which because of his swift movement is seen 

as streaming away in the opposite direction , in long changeful darts 

and flashes of prismatic radiance . The face of the figure is alert , and 

communicates something of the high importance of the message 

which is contained in the scrol l .  

MICROCOSMIC KEYWORDS OFTHE  SPHERE 

39 .  Quality in Ruach: Intellection 

40 . Responsive Ruach functions: Magical acumen, Analysis 
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4 1 . Qualities in Nephesh: Cognition , Mobility 

42 . Responsive Nephesh function: Communication 

AURUM SOLIS DIVINE AND ARCHONTIC NAMES 

43 . Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Azoth 

44. Archon (Briah) :  Anaxephydrias 

45 . Power (Yetzirah ) : Haberophes 

46 . Intelligence (Yetzirah): Astaphia 

4 7. Spirit (Yetzirah ): Psarchias 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SONG OF PRAISES 

48 . Stanza XII, Beth: 

Bearing thy truth in thy heart, opal}ired sealed 

deep and inviolate, 

Over the seven-hued bridge pass to the worlds, 

share in their variance. 

Hail to the voice if thy power, speaking all tongues, 

many in purposes, 

One in di vinity! 

OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT 

49 . Spirit of Mercury: Ophiel 

50. His Sigil: 

� 
5 1 .  Yetziratic manifestation of Spirit: A youthfu l  male figure, 

attired in a flowing robe which fal ls beltless from throat to ankles .  

The shining whiteness of this robe is varied with vertical bands of 

changeful hue, delicate and gleaming as the colors in mother-of

pearl . Upon the head of this figure is a tall cone- shaped helmet ,  

deep blue in color, from the sides of which r ise wings covered with 

tawny plumes. These wings stir and quiver continually, making a 

sound like del icate wind bells and an Aeol ian harp, representing 

the essential thoughts of Ophiel in a mystical language of ethereal 
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harmonies .  His  feet are bare . He stands upon a smal l rug which is 

of the proportions of an Oriental prayer rug and patterned with 

geometrical designs in black and orange . In his right hand Ophicl 

holds a slender rod of  br ight si lver which tapers to a poin t .  By 

holding out this rod he directs the rug to travel as he wil ls .  

HEBREW DIVINE AND ANGELIC NAMES 

5 2 .  Divine Name (Atziluth): Elohim Tzabaoth 

5 3 .  Archangel (Briah ) : Mikacl 

54 .  Angelic Chora (Yetzirah): Tarshishim ,  "the Seas ." 

5 5 .  Planetary Angel (Yetzirah): Raphael 

5 6 .  Sigil of Planetary Angel: 

_J 9+ 0 � 
57 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah):  Tiriel 

5 8 .  Spirit (Yetzirah ) :  Taphthartharath 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SEVENFOLD AFFIRMATION 

59 .  Builded in  the heavens are his high habitations , 

Steeps of Splendor whence he sendeth rain on the mountains ! 

Even they within the deeps , the Fal len , he knoweth : 
Knower of al l  deeds is he and Lord of the Record . 

Therefore most exalted he , who foundeth in the deeps his hab

itation . 

NEOPLATONIST DIVINE NAME 

60. Divine Name (Atziluth) :  Alethes Logos , "True Word" 

SACRED VOWEL OF GREEK QABALAH 

6 1 . E (the letter Epsilon) 

VOWELTONES OFTHE COSMIC HARMONY 

62 . Contemporary Magical Mode: 
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6 3 .  Greek Gnostic Mode: 

DEITIES 

64 . Greek Deity 

64 . a .  Hermes. 

His epi thets : The Gracious One .  The Great One . 

Exalted Herald .  Divine Messenger. The Protector. Guide 

of Man . Hermes of the Cloak of Night . Psychopompos 

(Guide of Souls) . Bringer of Dreams. Bestower of Good 

Gifts . Help in War. Lord of the Games. Lord of Oracles .  

He who gives light to the mind . The Swift One.  Divine 

Shepherd . Lord of the Radiant Staff. 

His attributes: The Caduceus .  The Winged Sandals .  

Helmet o f  Invis ibi lity. Petasos (the traveler 's hat ) . The 

Cithara .  The Hermes Pil lar. The Ram . 

65 . Roman Deity 

65 . a .  Mercurius. 

His epi thets: Divine Messenger. Guide of  Heroes .  

Guide of Souls .  Keeper of the Roads .  The Sapient One .  

The Multipl ier. Giver of Gifts .  Giver of Signs .  Guide of 

Dreams. The Encourager. 

His character: Guardian of flocks, herds and the pro

duce of the Earth ; patron of trading and of al l  activities 

requir ing calculation ; patron of astronomy, medicine ,  

music , of astrology, magick and the prophetic chant 
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Thus Mercur ius assumes the character and attributes 

of Hermes. Unlike Hermes , however, who in h is  more 

ancient representations appears as a mature , bearded 

man , Mercurius is always the young, swiftly moving and 

sometimes tricky divinity. He is typified by bri l l iance of 

mind and quick wit ,  the unexpected response, the chal 

lenging enigma , the paradox . Al l  forms of divination are 

in his care . Traditionally, he may be invoked to j udge of 

a projected enterprise, the questioner throwing dice and 

rating the outcome according to the score . He is patron 

of those who pursue the arts and sciences ,  especial ly in 

the magical or occult aspects ; patron of travelers and mes

sengers of whatever kind ; patron of those in business if 

they are wil ling that their dealings should be spiced with 

an element of luck . 

His attributes: The Palm Branch .  The "Herald 's Staff." 

The Winged Cap. Cock. Goat . 

66 .  Etruscan Deities 

66 .b. Turms: Lord of Magick .  Guardian of measure in its mag

ical aspects . Boundary stone and threshold are sacred to 

him . The Staff Traveler 's hat. 

66 . c .  Cilans: Guide of the Souls of the Dead . Comparable to 

Hermes Psychopompos. 

67. Babylonian Deity 

67 . a .  Nabu. 

His epithets: Supreme Messenger. Herald of the Gods. 

Div ine Scribe .  Director of the World . Wielder of the 

Wand of Divination . Opener of the Wel ls .  Far Traveler. 

His character: Nabu , son of Marduk and grandson of 

Ea ,  i s  by origin a water divinity. His power over human 

existence is immense . He engraves the destiny of each 

person , as the Gods together have decided it, on the 

tablets of the sacred record ; and he himself can increase 

or diminish, at wil l ,  the length of any person 's l i fe span . 
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Nevertheless , this divine messenger is a deity worthy 

of grateful  devotion . He and his  consort Tashmetum 

together invented wr iting and bestowed it  upon the 

world ;  also, as his titles imply, he i s  lord of the arts of 

d ivination , and particularly of the discovery of water by 

means of dowsing. He is patron of all learning, both overt 

and occult .  H is emblems arc the stone tablet and writ

ing chisel , and the winged dragon which is init ial ly his 

father 's .  He wears a cap adorned with curving horns of 

power, and stands with hands clasped before him in the 

ancient gesture of priesthood . 

68 . Hindu Deity 

68 . a .  Ganesha. 

His epithets: Lord of Wisdom . Sixfold in Honor. He 

who is crowned with Wisdom . Elephant Face . The One

Tusked . Giver of Good Counsel . Teacher of Prudence . 

Serpent-girdled Lord of Discernment . Friend of Schol 

ars . Friend of A l l . God of Writings . Divine Scribe .  God 

of Riches. Bringer of Abundance . Helper of Commerce . 

Tamer of Demons. Inaugurator of Prayer. He who pros

pers new ventures .  He who confuses the way. He who 

makes clear the way. Mighty Mm·er of Barriers. 

His attributes: The Directing Wand . The Rosary. The 

Bowl of P lenty. The Detached Tusk .  The Tiara or r ich 

Head trappings . The Snake (which adorns his upper 

body) . The Rat (as his mount) . 

69 .  Egyptian Deities 

69 .a .  Tahuti (Thoth). 

His epithets: The One . Maker of Himself. Twice Great

est . Thrice Greatest . Divine Scribe . He who Measures .  

Lord of the Sacred Texts . He who numbers the Stars .  He 

who knows the boundaries of the world .  Master of Knowl

edge . Mighty in Magick. He whose Words live. Witness of 

Equil ibrium . Arbiter of Night and Day. Glowing Heart of 
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Ra. Ibis of Power. Divine Peacemaker. The Persuasive One. 

Leader of Souls. Bestower of Eternity. 

His image: The Ibis-headed One wears the ki l t  and 

headdress of the Old Kingdom , the collar and the trans

verse sash . Characteristically, he bears the Tablet and the 

Sty lus .  In other of his aspects , his headdress is adorned 

with the Lunar Disk and Crescent .  

69 .b. Sefekh (Seshat) . 

Her epithets: Lady of Sevenfold Power. Daughter of 

Heaven . Consort ofTahuti . The Great Archivist . Keeper of 

the Book of Life .  Maker of Everlasting Words .  She who 

inscribes the term of l ife .  She who inscribes the duration 

of eternity. Maker of the Celestial habitation of the Soul . 

Establisher of the Celestial Al ignment of the Houses of the 

Gods. Mistress of the Sacred Characters .  She who studies 

the patterns ofTime . She who remembers in Eternity. 

Her image: The Goddess is robed in a panther skin . 

Her O ld Kingdom headdress is surmounted by a bri l l iant 

Seven -rayed Star framed by an inverted Lunar Crescent .  

In her hands she holds the Tablet and the Stylus . 
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9 I CoRRESPONDENCEs o F  LuNA 

PLANETARY SIGN 

1 .  )) 

PLANETARY NAME 

2 .  In English: Moon 

3 .  In Greek: Mcne 

4 .  In Hebrew: Levanah 

PLANETARY PROFILE 

5 .  Intense ,  passionate yet intrinsical ly cold ,  changeful . Glamor and 

dreaming, sudden ad\·enture , chi ld l ike wonder and del ight . This 

Sphere has an affinity with the fluctuating tides of ocean , which 

the Moon governs , and to the ever- varying waves .  The impulse of 

the moment , the work of caprice, the transient pleasure are typical 

manifestations of the Moon force ; but there is also a strong cleansing 

and purificatory aspect . Further, the dreams of the Moon sphere arc 

the potential realities of Earth . 

TITLES OF SEPHIRAH 

6 .  In Hebrew: Yesod 

7. In Greek: Asphaleia 

8 .  In English: Foundation 
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TEXT FROM THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF WISDOM 

9 .  The Ninth Path is called the Pure Intel l igence , because it purifies 

the manifestations of the Sephiroth : it proves and governs the for

mation of their similitude, and disposes in exact measure the unity 

which is intrinsic to them , not lessened nor divided . 

ELEMENTAL AFFINITY OF PLANET 

1 0 . Air 

SYMBOLS AND MAGICAL IMPLEMENTS 

I I . Specific to Sphere: Si lver sickle . The Brid le .  The Bow. Silver 

Vei l .  Appropriate, but having other magical use: Mask . 

Transparent robe. Crystal bal l .  

PRES! G ILLUM 

1 2 .  

NUMBER AND GEOMETRIC FORM 

1 3 . Qabalistic number: 9 

1 4 . Medieval number: 2 

1 5 .  Plane figure: Nonagon 

1 6 . Star: Enneagram 

QUALITIES OF DESIGN 

1 7 . Circular, el l iptical and mazelike forms. 

COLORS 

1 8 .  In Atziluth: Red-Purple 

1 9 . In Briah: Violet 

20. In Yetzirah: Lavender 

2 1  . In Assiah: Pale lemon yellow, flecked white 

2 2 .  Ptolemaic color: Silver 
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MUSIC FOR PLANETARY MOODS 

2 3 .  Ideal qualifies: Dreamlike, e lfin ,  mysterious , disturbing 

24 .  Selected examples: "Clair de Lune" (Debussy ) .  "La Valse" (Ravel) . 

"Symphonic Pathetique" (Tchaikovsky) .  "Adagio in E Major" (from 

Piano Concerto No. I ,  Op. I I , Chopin) .  

SUITABLE INSTRUMENTS AND SOUND EFFECTS 

2 5 .  Cymbals . Delicate bells. Mandolin . Gourd rattles . Flute . Triangle .  

Harp. Oboe .  Vina . Celesta . Wind chimes . Recorded night-voices of 

nature . 

ANIMALS AND MYTHOLOGICAL BEINGS 

2 6 .  Bear. Horse. Elephant . Cat (Felis cattus). Hare . Deer. Camel . Dog. 

Bul l .  Cow. Hyena . Pig (all kinds) . Owl . N ightjar. Raven . Vulture . 

Minotaur. Winged bul l .  Ram-headed Serpent . Harpy. Hydra . 

TREES AND OTHER VEGETATION 

27. Trees: Al l  Wil lows . Coconut palm .  Bay. Haze l .  Papaya .  Carob. 

Laburnum . 

2 8 .  Herbs: Al l  white or purple l i ly -flowered plants , including hya

cinths and irises . Narcissus . All gourds (squashes ,  cucumbers , mel

ons , etc . ) .  Peas . Beans . Lenti l s .  Vetches. Turnip. Yam . 

29. Incenses, Perfumes, etc . :  Camphor. Orris root . Galbanum .  

Artemisia . Wintergreen . Eucalyptus oi l . Jasmine o i l . Aromatic 

seeds general ly. Ylang-ylang. 

GEMSTONES AND OTHER MINERALS 

30 .  Metals: Silver. Platinum . Yttrium . 

3 1 .  Gemstones: Beryl . Moonstone. Alexandrite. 

3 2 .  Other minerals: Rock Crystal . Fluorspar. Alabaster or other 

white translucent rock . Mirror glass .  

THE PLANETS AND HEALTH 

3 3 .  Physiological functions: Secretion and uti l izations of fluids : 

tears ,  saliva , digestive fluids ,  sexual secretions and impregnation , 

the processes of birth . Governance of all l ife rhythms .  The substance 
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of the brain . The sympathetic nenous systems .  The uterus .  The 

stomach and the alimentary canal . The lungs . A l l  mucous surfaces . 

34 .  Pathological effects (bodily): Maladies relating to accumu

lation of body t1uids : abscesses , tumors , etc . Women 's disorders .  

Afflictions of the stomach . Chest colds and coughs . Pneumonia . 

Allergies. Epilepsy. Recurring ailments general ly. 

3 5 .  Pathological effects (psychic): Irrational fears ,  obsessions (in 

the psychological meaning of the word ) ,  prejudices of any kind ,  

i f  dwelt upon , may prevent a fu l l  exercise of l i fe 's healthfu l  and 

healing potentials . Cond itions such as anorexia nervosa can give 

the imagination dominance , not only over the rational mind but 

also over the body-related instincts . Depression and pessimism , if 

al lowed to prevai l ,  can lower the body 's resistance to infection . 

PLANETARY GESTURE 

36. The Gesture Korax (Raven), accomplished as follows: 

1 st point, "the Wand." Erect stance , arms at sides. 

2nd point, "Medean step."Left foot steps back, trunk turns to left 

comfortably. At the same time ,  arms are raised s l ightly at s ides , 

palms turned up. 

3rd point, "Callins Luna." Arms are raised in a graceful t1owing 

movement until fingers meet overhead , e lbows and wrist s l ightly 

bent to curve the arms .  Then ,  arms are lowered ,  sti l l  cuned , to 

about shoulder height ,  then raised ,  without haste , overhead as 

before . 

4th point, "Taurus."The elbows are bent decisively to bring the 

hands down to form the Bull Sign at brow, as fol lows :  the two fists 

are clenched , palms towards brow, the outer edges of the hands 

touching. The two thumbs , slightly crooked , are extended to point 

outwards and upwards at the sides . 

5th point, "the Wand." Erect stance , arms at sides . 

6th point ,  "Acti ve Repose . "  With fi ngers extended , arms are 

crossed on breast , right arm outside. 

7th point , "Lunar Pronatio." Upper arms remaining close to the 

body, the forearms arc extended downwards and slightly forward . 
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The hands are horizo ntal , palms downward , closed fingertips 

pointing forwards and thumbs extended as in "Taurus ." 

8th point, "the Wand."Erect stance , arms at sides. 

MAGICAL IMAGE OFTHE SPHERE 

37 .  Lady of Night: A tal l ,  slender female figure of austere beauty 

stands erect , her bare feet upon the rock of a mountain summit . 

It is night time, and the large disc of the Ful l Moon , ris ing behind 

her, frames her head and shou lders .  Upon her head is a diadem 

of gl ittering stones , which flash continually with every hue . From 

beneath this diadem her dark hair flows down over her bare shoul 

ders ,  for, save for a lunula -a crescent- shaped necklet� she i s  

unclothed to the waist . Around her waist is a gird le ,  clasped in 

front with a shining buckle whose shape suggests the moon-disc 

between left-facing and right-facing crescents : and from this girdle 

a skirt of fi lmy whiteness descends in deep folds to her ankles .  In 

its wide embroidered border, spiral grows out of spiral in such a 

way that each spiral is like a circular maze , but their progression 

is l ike the wan·s of the sea . The arms of the figure are extended 

forwards, both palms facing forwards in a gesture of giving. Around 

each arm from shoulder to wrist is entwined a serpent , dark in 

color, its head extended before her palm .  These serpents are ful l  

of l ife and power, for they represent the mighty astral forces which 

she controls and directs . 

MICROCOSMIC KEYWORDS OFTHE  SPHERE 

3 8 .  Quality in Ruach: Individuation 

3 9 .  Responsive Ruach functions: Aspiration , Self-respect 

40 . Qualities in Nephesh: Fecundation , Nourishment 

4 1 . Responsive Nephesh functions: Imagination , Delight 

AURUM SOLIS DIVINE AND ARCHONTIC NAMES 

42 . Divine Name (Atziluth) :  lao 

43 . Archon (Briah) :  Theonoemenos 

44. Power (Yetzirah) :  Armateon 

4 5 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah ): Kamaira 
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46 . Spirit (Yetzirah): lerochos 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SONG OF PRAISES 

4 7 .  Stanza XI I I ,  Gimel: 

Grace cf the slimmer ina niaht, beautiful pale 

camel thou journeyest 

Comely with bridle if pearl, cloth if most fair 

silrer caparisoned: 

TracinB the trackless abodes, knowinB all times, 

knowinB the numberless 

Seeds cf the firmament! 

OLYMPIC PLANETARY SPIRIT 

48 . Spirit of Luna: Phul 

49. Her Sigil: 

SO. Yetziratic manifestation of Spirit: The figure is of a warrior 

maiden , youthfu l , strong, calmly fearless and with a pale face of 

radiant beauty. She wears a tunic of silver chain-mail over an inner 

tunic and wide trousers of violet . Upon her head is a silver helmet , 

beneath which a neck-guard of sil ver chain-mail covers her dark 

blue flowing hair. In her right hand she carries a bow, a quiver of 

silver arrows hangs upon her shoulder, and from a wide belt stud

ded with pearls about her waist swings a short ,  crescent-shaped 

sword in a sheath of ivory. A long cape of brocade, si lver and rose, 

floats from her shoulders ,  and silver shoes are upon her feet .  Phul 

appears riding a winged white bul l .  The wings , l ike gigantic swan 's 

wings in shape ,  are turquoise blue, and fan forth the sweetness of 

j asmine at every movement .  Upon the hul l 's back is a black sad 

dle-doth , upon which is a mystical inscription in letters of silver 

signifying "Power over the Earth ." Upon the ivory sheath of the 

crescent sword is an inscription in letters of fire which signifies 

"Power over the Waters" ; and upon the bow which Phul bears in 
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her hand arc inscribed golden characters signi l)"ing "Power in the 

World of Dream ." 

HEBREW DIVINE AND ANGELIC NAMES 

5 1 .  Divine Name (Atziluth): Shaddai , El Chai 
5 2 .  Archangel (Briah): Gcbr ie l  

5 3 .  Angelic Chora (Yetzirah) :  Kerubim , "Strong Ones ." 

54 .  Planetary Angel (Yetzirah): Gebriel 

5 5 .  Sigil of Planetary Angel: 

5 6 .  Intelligence (Yetzirah) : Malkah b 'Tarshishim 

5 7 .  Spirit (Yetzirah ): Chasmodai 

PLANETARY STANZA FROM THE SEVEN FOLD AFFIRMATION 

5 8 .  Great is he and mighty in the infinite heavens, 

Manifest in Light is he, in Light covered wholly. 

His Geburah , his Gedulah, strength his and greatness : 

Might is his , and his dominion . Al l -Potent , Living ! 

Therefore most exalted he,  whose kingdom over a l l  things is 

extended . 

NEOPLATONIST DIVINE NAME 

59 .  Divine Name ( Atziluth ) :  Aigle Trisagia, "Thrice -Holy Splendor" 

SACRED VOWEL OF GREEK QABALAH 

60 .  A (the l etter A lpha) 

VOWEL TONES OF THE COSMIC HARMONY 

6 1 . Contemporary Magical Mode: 
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62 . Greek Gnostic Mode: 

DEITIES 

6 3 .  Greek Deities 

63 . a .  Artemis. 

Her epithets: Light Giver. Lady of Lakes .  Roamer of 

the Wilds . Sustenance of the Life of the Wilds . The Most 

Bountiful . The Chaste One. The Virgin Huntress .  She of 

the Silver Bow. Sender forth of Arrows of Light . She Who 

Binds . The Chastizer. Savior. Afflicter. Healer. Strength of 

the Young Male . The Sower. 

Her attributes: The Si lver Bow. The Quiver. The short 

robe . The Chariot drawn by hinds . Hounds of the chase .  

Stag. Boar. Bear. 

6 3 . b. Selene. 

Her epi thets: Queen of N ight . Brightness of Night . 

The Very Manifest One. She who shines for al l .  The Moon . 

Opener of the Gate . She who calls forth . The Reward of 

Dreams. She who commands the rhythmic tides . 

Her attributes: The Crescent (upon her brow) , or Si l 

ver Horns. The Silver Veil . The Silver Chariot . The Cradle. 

The Hare . 

6 3 . c .  H ecate. 

Her epithets: Ruler of N ight . Favored of Zeus. Granter 

of Heart's Desire . M ighty in Heaven , Earth and Ocean . 
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Mother of Enchantment . The Far- reaching Power. She 

who can turn back the currents . She of the Triple counte 

nance . Guardian of the Three Ways. She of Aforetime. The 

Dark One. The Many-jeweled One. 

Her attributes : The spinning Wheel and the Distaff. 

Flaming Torches . Voluminous , trai l i ng draper ies .  Brass 

sandals .  The column at the crossroads .  The Alder tree .  

Attendants: Eumenides . Empusae (Succubae ) .  Baying 

hounds. The Dead . 

64 . Roman Deity 

64 . a .  Diana. 

Her epi thets: Queen of  a l l  that l ive s .  Diana of the 

Grove . Diana of the Mountains .  Lady of Enchantments . 

Lady of the Dance . Guardian of Travelers .  Guardian of 

Maidens. Guardian of the Wilds. 

Her character: Diana is Goddess of the world of nature , 

of fertil ity and birth for all earthly beings . As Goddess of 

the Moon , she is the resplendent and mighty deity whose 

powers encompass every aspect of l i fe .  Her magical aid 

is invoked in al l contingencies : nonetheless, as one of the 

great measurers of l i fe and time, she has her own strict 

requirements of r ight deal ing. She is champion of a l l  

helpless or innocent beings : she protects the traveler by 

night from beasts of prey, but severely avenges the wan 

ton shooting of a stag. Young maidens are in her special 

care . Yet time and season are a l l . D iana it is-particu

larly in her older worship-who cal ls forth those of riper 

growth to rapturous song and dance which the moonlight 

inspires ,  in forest or on mountain ,  to rites of sacred orgy. 

But the month moves on,  and behold ! the Virgin of the 

Silver Bow is with us once more . 

Her attributes: Si lver Bow. Arrows .  The robe girt up 

for running. Hair knotted up above the brow. Garlands of 

flowers. Offerings of first-fruits . Stag. Hound . Ox .  
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6 5 .  Etruscan Deity 

65 . a .  Tivs: The Shining One .  Natural power of the moon in 

relation to animal and vegetable l ife .  Later, the character 

is that of Diana . 

66 .  Babylonian Deity 

66 . a .  Sin (Zu-En or En-Zu, Nannar) . 

His epithets: Lord of Wisdom . Brother of the Earth . 

Father of the Sun . Father of the Gods . Lord of the Diadem . 

Calf of the Skies. The Secret-Hearted , Mysterious One. 

His character: Sometimes called by his name Nannar, 

but more often by his title Sin or Zu-En , "Lord of Wis

dom ," the deity of the Moon is an old man with a beard 

blue as lapis lazuli , who usually wears an elaborate turban . 

Early in the lunar month he rides forth, wearing his tur

ban , in the s i lver boat of the crescent . Alternatively, the 

si lver crescent is at that time his crown , and he bears the 

title "Calf of the Skies" on account of its small horns .  In 

either case, he later exchanges his headgear -turban or 

crescent horns - -for the white -fire diadem of the Full 

Moon . He i s  cal led "Secret-hearted" and "mvsterious" 

chiefly on account of the enigma of the Moon 's phases .  

H e  is cal led the father of Shamash because the lunar cal 

endar is an older institution than is the solar. We can con

cur, too, in his being titled Father of the Gods; for it is 

in the astral domain ,  which the Moon governs ,  that the 

Gods are clothed in the forms by which we know them . 

Besides being a measurer of time, Sin is one of the divine 

dealers of j ustice : by night it is his bright radiance which 

deters , or detects , evil doers ,  and the shadowy blue web 

of his beard can entrap them . He is counselor to Gods and 

humankind , bestowing chiefly an inner perception of the 

interpretations of astrology. 
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67 .  Hindu Deities 

67 .a .  Varuna. 

His epithets: The Thousand -eyed . Sovereign King. The 

Almighty. The Wise One. Stabl isher of the Foundations . 

The White Man .  Guardian of the Pledged Word . Guardian 

of Right Order. Lawgiver of Heaven and the Deeps. Seer 

ofThoughts . The Omnipresent One. A l l - seeing by Night . 

Ruler of the Night Sky. Ruler of the Air. Ruler of the World 

ofWaters. Pursuer of the Lawless. King of the Dead . 

His attributes: The Lasso. The Makara (the dragon of 

the deeps upon which he rides) . The Moon . 

67 . b. Shiva (as the Great Ascetic). 

His epithets: The Beneficent One. The Great God . 

Principle of Dissol ution . Blue Throat . The Three-eyed 

God . The White One. Supreme Ruler. The Divine Wil l .  

Leader of Ascetics . Lord o f  the Lawless .  He  i n  whose 

Hair tlows the Ganges .  Moon-crowned Madman . Divine 

Ecstasy. The Space -c lad . Destroyer of I l lusion . He who 

Fascinates .  He who Draws Forth . The Great Transformer. 

The Profusely Generous .  The Wild One. Passionate Cold
ness. Inexorable Lord of the Dark Forces . 

His attributes: The Ascetic 's Hair-knot . The Crescent 

Moon (upon his hair) . The Third Eye . The Blue-stained 

Throat . The Serpent Necklet . The Double Drum . The Tri 

dent . The Deer (springing from h i s  hand) .  The White Bull 

Nandi (as his attendant or as his mount) . The Fire Tongs of 

the mendicant. 

67 . c .  Uma. 

Her epithets: The Generous One. Daughter of Hima

vat . The Devoted Ascetic .  Mother of Silence. The Bri l l iant 

One. Single-hearted . Votary of God . Mirror of Contem

plation . Power of Shiva . 
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Her character: Uma-Parvati , the maiden daughter of 

the mighty Himalayas , loses her heart to the divine ascetic 

Shiva who, entirely unheeding her existence , with fanati 

cal austerities broods like the moonlight itself among the 

eternal snows .  In no sense can she be his counterpart ,  

save in taking on an  existence a s  harsh a s  h i s  own . At  last, 

having become completely transformed to the nature of 

her deity, she ceases to pursue him and sits alone in con

templation on the heights . Then Shiva comes to find her; 

and their union crowns their inner unity. 

68 . Egyptian Deities 

68 . a .  Khonsu (Khonsu Nefer-hotep). 

His epithets: The Swift Mover. Beautifu l  in his Ful l 

ness .  He  who stirs the womb. Fountain of Ferti l ity. The 

Dwel ler in Peace . Establ isher of Times . Lord of Vital 

Fruition . Dispeller of Evil . The Great Exorcist . The Great 

Healer. The Wonder- Worker. Countenance of Light . 

Royal Child .  Virile Bul l . The Ancient . Prince of Gladness . 

The Very Mighty. Restorer ofT ruth . 

His image: The God is enthroned , and l ike Ptah he 

i s  enswathed . Character istical ly, he wears a skul l - cap 

adorned with the Uraeus and the single hair- tress of 

a prince of Egypt .  He holds the Ouas (the Scepter of 

Peaceful Authority) central ly before him ; upon the rod 

of the Ouas are displayed the Ankh and the Tet .  In addi 

tion to the Ouas he bears the Crook and Flail . As a stand

ing figure he appears wearing the ki lt and headdress of 

the Old Kingdom , the headdress being surmounted by 

the Lunar Disk and Crescent .  In other of his aspects he 

appears Hawk-headed ; or double Hawk-headed , winged , 

and standing upon two crocodiles. 

68 . b. Ta-Urt (Taueret). 

Her epithets: The Great One. Mother of the Sun . Mis

tress of the Gods .  Consort of Sutekh . She who moves 
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Destiny. Guardian ofWomcn . Powerfu l  Helper in child

birth . The Propitious One. She who abhors the Powers 

of Darkness .  Bringer of Magical Protection . Generous 
Bringer of Good Fortune .  Powerful Guardian of the Land . 

Banisher of Robbers . Slayer of Crocodiles . Kindly Guard

ian of Souls .  

Her image: The Goddess manifests in the form of a 
H ippopotamus ,  standing upr ight and having hanging 

breasts. Characteristical ly, her left hand is placed upon the 

Sa-symbol (a folded and bound rol l of papyrus denoting 

Magical Protection) and in that hand she may also bear 

the Ankh , which thus rests upon the Sa. Her right hand 

may also rest upon a Sa- symbol , or may be extended 

holding an unopened bud of papyrus . Her Old Kingdom 

headdress, the back of which has an ornamental continua

tion reaching to the ground behind her, is surmounted by 

Horns and Disk, or by Plumes , Horns and Disk . 
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I o I TIMES oF PowER 

For many types of magick a system of multiple forces has to be considered , 

to find times when our acts wi l l  produce the greatest and best results or to 

note other times which should be avoided . The reasons for this complexity l ie 

in the continual t1uctuations and changes which take place in and around us ,  

physical ly and , more important ,  astral ly : that is ,  in our Nephesh and in the 

Astral Light at large . 

P lanetary Magick is less dependent upon conditions in the external 

Worlds than are many other branches of magical art, while at the same time 

having its own immense resources of power. There is ,  for one thing, the Deep 

Mind 's mysterious and immeasurable faculty, when once it has been called 

into action , of creating its own good from existing circumstances and of 

molding to its purposes even the most unlikely conditions .  But the distinctive 

strength of Planetary Magick is its sure means of engaging the Deep Mind 

and sparking into potent l i fe the meaning and purpose of the workings : the 

immense power-source which Planetary Magick has in the inner counterparts 

of the planetary archetypes .  And these counterparts have their p lace in the 

strongholds of the Deep Mind itself, where t1uctuations of the outer levels of 

being cannot disturb them . 

It is on account of its unique nature and power, drawing directly upon 

inner rather than outer sources , that Planetary Magick has , by long tradition, 

i ts own particular methods of establ ishing t imes for its workings : methods 

which , for this type of magick, entirely supersede and replace a variety of 

considerations which are important e lsewhere . 

Of the many impulses which affect earthly existence in general at its 

material and astral levels ,  two have a partial significance in Planetary Magick :  



the Seasonal Tides, which are based upon Earth 's position in respect of the Sun , 

and the Phases t?f the Moon . In considering these two types of fluctuation , only 

the principal changes which they cause in the character of the astral energies 

are important here . 1 1  

The Seasonal Tides divide the year into four parts : 

Spring Equinox through Summer Solstice--Tide of Sowing. 

Summer Solstice through Autumn Equinox-Tide of Harvest . 

Autumn Equinox through Winter Solstice --Tide of Reflection . 

Winter Solstice through Spring Equinox-Tide of Overturning. 

The Phases of the Moon thus divide the lunar month : 

1 st Quarter-New Moon waxing through Half Moon . 

2nd Quarter-Half Moon through Full Moon . 

3 rd Quarter-Ful l  Moon through HalfWaned . 

4th Quarter- HalfWaned through Dark . 

The effective application of these Seasonal and Lunar Tides is governed by the 

type of operation to be performed . For this reason the practices given in this 

book are designated according to their required combination of these tides ,  in 

the fol lowing categories : 

Temporal Mode 1 .  Practices in this category may be pedormed during the I st 
and 2nd Q!larters rif the Moon , and during any Seasonal Tide except the Tide rif 

Overturning. 

Temporal Mode 2. Practices in this category may be peiformed during the 2nd 

Q!larter rif the Moon, and during any Seasonal Tide except the Tide ?/Overturning. 

Temporal Mode 3 .  Practices in this category may be pedormed during any Phase 

rif the Moon except the 4th Q!larter, and during all jour Seasonal Tides. 

Within the general and beneficent confluence of astral currents ensured by 

selection of the appropriate Temporal Mode, Planetary Magick requires also 

a specific and potent focusing ofTime in accordance with its own intrinsic 

attributions. This will now be considered . 

1 2 .  For other aspects of the Tides, i n  relation t o  the magical art general ly, sec The .\"·ord and rhe Serpent 
( Llewel lyn 's "The Magical Phi losophy" series, dl) .  
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Planetary Days and Hours 

Works of Planetary Magick invariably have been , and are , begun during a 

planetary hour dedicated to the luminary which is the subject of the working, 

and , for maximum efficacy, on the day Clfthe week which is ruled by that same 

luninary. 

The p lanetary attributions of the days of the week are : Sunday, the Sun. 

Monday, the Moon . Tuesday, Mars. Wednesday, Mercury. Thursday, jupiter. Friday, 

Venus. Saturday, Saturn . The planetary "Seven" is built into our very concept of 

the week. 

If  you wish to trace the origins of the names of the days ,  the English lan

guage gives a remarkably unimpaired planetary sequence ; but in any Euro

pean language you wil l  find the same overal l  pattern and sequence of attri 

bution with , usual ly, one  or two historical ly interesting avoidances where 

ancient popular loyalties were considered too strong to be safe .  This basically 

unanimous sequence of the seven planetary powers as associated with the days 

of the week i s ,  for the whole of Western culture , imprinted as a powerful 

egregor in the Astral Light and in the deep levels of the human psyche . 

The order in which these planetary powers are so unanimously given 

seems at first sight arbitrary, and certainly it has no mythological bas is .  In 

fact it is not arbitrary at al l , but fol lows with simple mathematical inevitabil 

ity from the descending order o f  the Seven Planetary Sephiroth of the Tree 

of Life .  As a starting point, al l  that needs to be accepted is that it is the first 

hour of each day- that i s ,  the hour fol lowing sunrise -which gives the day 

its attribution . Taking the planets in their sephirothic order-Saturn , Jupiter, 

Mars , Sun , Venus , Mercury, Moon -in rotation , on Sunday we must begin 

therefore with the Sun . The twenty-four hours for that day, then , work out in 

this way : 

1 .  0 7 .  d 
2 .  � 8 .  0 

3 .  � 9 .  � 

4 .  )) 1 0 .  � 

5 .  n. 1 1 .  )) 

6 .  "4 1 2 . n. 

1 3 .  "4 
1 4 . d 
1 5 . 0 

1 6 . � 
1 7 . � 
1 8 .  )) 

1 9 . n. 
2 0 .  "4 
2 1 .  d 
2 2 .  0 

2 3 .  � 
24 .  � 
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The next planetary power on our rotating list is I I , which arrives just as it 

should to be Hour I on Monday. 

These attributions of the days and hours are integral to P lanetary 

Magick. A planetary working, harmoniously planned as regards its other cor

respondences and taking place upon the day, and beginning in the hour, of the 

planet of its dedication , is an operation of vital and glorious power, a living 

l ink in an ages-old , mighty tradition . 

Because of the deep responsiveness of the psyche to the planetary arche 

types ,  such a working is dynamic not only in its cosmic effectiveness ,  but also 

in the inward joy and inspiration of those who participate , knowing and pro

foundly feel ing that al l  i s  r ightly and fittingly done . 

The next requirement , then , in deciding when an intended planetary 

working shall take place , is to determine when feasible hours of the planet 's 

attribution will occur. To avoid the labor and complexity of setting out the 

twenty-four hourly attributions singly for each day of the week, the planetary 

hours are summarized for ease of reference in the fol lowing chart : 

Key to Planetary Hours 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Hours ruled by indicated planet 

)) (J � 4 � n. 0 1 , 8 , 1 5 , 2 2  

n. 0 :» c:J lj1 4 � 2 ,  9 ,  1 6 , 2 3  

4 � n. 0 )) c:J lj1 3 ,  1 0 , 1 7 , 24 

(J � 4 � n. 0 )) 4 ,  1 1 , 1 8  

0 )) (J lj1 4 � h 5 , 1 2 , 1 9  

!j! 

lj1 

n. 0 :» c:J lj1 4 6 ,  1 3 , 20 

4 !j! h 0 :» (J 7 ,  1 4, 2 1  

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF THE "KEY TO PLANETARY HOURS" 

The chart shows that on each day of the week , the hours of the ruling planet 

of that day are the 1 st ,  8th, 1 5 th and 2 2nd . For each planet, the greatest 

power for a working is to be gained by performing a working on its own day 

and in one of those hours .  To do this ,  however, is not always feasible .  The fol -
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lowing examples relate to the use of the planetary hour alone, which is sti l l  

very potent where it occurs on other days . 

1 .  I f  you wish to know what hours are ruled by the Moon through
out the week , find the Moon symbol in the vertical column for each 

day successively. The information in the final column shows that the 

Moon rules the 1 st ,  8th ,  1 5 th and 2 2nd hours on Monday, the 5th, 

1 2th and 1 9th hours on Tuesday, the 2nd,  9th , 1 6th and 2 3rd hours 

on Wednesday, and so on . 

2 .  Supposing you wish to perform a ritual ofVenus , but you are only 

free to do so in the I 9th or 20th hours ; on what days of the week 

can you perform your ritual ? Finding the number 1 9  in the final col

umn , trace back horizontally to the Venus sign in the same line ; this 

i s  in the vertical column for Saturday. Now, finding the number 20 

in the final column , trace back horizontally to  the Venus sign in that 

l ine .  This is in the vertical column for Monday. You can , therefore, 

perform your ritual ofVenus in the hour ofVenus , in the 1 9th hour 

on Saturday or in the 20th hour on Monday. 

3 .  Supposing you have unexpectedly to take an important journey on 

a Saturday morning; you wish therefore to perform a ritual of Mer

cury, for safety and a good outcome, on the previous day, Friday. 

In the vertical column for Friday you find the Mercury sign , then 

from this trace horizontally to the final column .  This tel l s  you that 

the hours of Mercury on a Friday are the 2nd ,  9th , 1 6th and 2 3rd ; 

four to choose from .  

I n  al l cases i t  should b e  noted that i f  a working i s  t o  take more than one hour, 

or if you cannot begin your working unti l the hour of its attribution is partly 

spent , there is no problem . The important thing i s  that the working begins 

during the hour of its attribution , no matter what may be the attribution of 

the hour it proceeds into : just as the day itself has the attribution of its first 

hour. Here, however, another question must be answered :  How long is a magical 

hour? 

MAGICAL HOURS AND PLANETARY HOURS 

Hours in Planetary Magick are not hours of the mechanical clock . There are 

twelve hours from sunrise to sunset , and twelve from sunset to sunrise, so the 
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hours of day and night wil l only be equal to each other (and to 60 minutes) 

twice in the year, on the days which for that reason are called the Equinoxes . 

At the Solstices of summer and winter, the difference of duration of day and 

night is most extreme, the extent of that difference depending upon your dis

tance from the Equator. Al l  you need to know in order to make your neces

sary calculation, however, is the time of sunrise and of sunset on the intended 

day of your working. If you wish to do this on a regular basi s ,  to make your 

calculation once a week should be sufficient . 

Generally you will not need to work out the magical hours for both day 

and night in planning for your working. However, to show the simplicity of 

the whole thing, the calculations for a specimen day and night fol low here . 

F INDING THE PLANETARY HOURS-AN EXAMPLE 

Let us suppose that on the day in question the sun rises at 6 :  I I  a .m . ,  and sets 

at 7: 3 5 p .m .  If this day is before the Summer Solstice the next sunrise wil l  in 

fact be fractionally earlier, but for practical purposes we can assume this night 

wil l  extend from 7 : 3 5 p .m .  to the next 6 : I I  a .m .  

Our period o f  daylight , from 6 :  I I  t o  7 : 3 5  consists o f  1 3  hours and 24  

minutes ; that i s ,  804 minutes . Dividing this number by  12 ,  we find each mag

ical hour of daylight is 67 minutes long ; that i s ,  67 minutes are given to each 

planetary attribution in turn . 

We can at once conclude from this that each of the magical hours of 

night is 5 3  minutes long; but this can easily be confirmed , i f  desired ,  s ince 

the period from 7 : 3 5 p.m .  to 6: I I  a .m .  is 1 0  hours and 36 minutes ,  or 6 36  

minutes ,  which if divided by  1 2  gives 5 3  minutes . 

Fol lowing from this simple calculation , a complete table of the clock

t imes for the beginning of each magical hour of day and night can now be 

made out , beginning at 6 : I I  a .m .  (sunrise) , adding 67 minutes for each of the 

twelve magical hours until sunset , and thereafter adding only 5 3  minutes for 

each of the twelve magical hours until sunrise. But , to complete the example, 

let us suppose our specimen day to be a Monday, and give to each magical 

hour the attribution which will make it a true Planetary Hour : 

Specimen Chart Of Magical Hours 
(Sun rising at 6 :  I I a .m.  and setting at 7 : 3 5 p. m .  on a Monday) 
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DAY HOURS 

Number of Clock time of Planetary 
Magical Hour Hour's beginning Attribution 

I 6 : 1 1 am . Moon 

2 7 : 1 8  Saturn 

3 8 : 2 5  Jupiter 

4 9 : 3 2  Mars 

5 1 0 : 39 Sun 

6 I I  : 46 Venus 

7 1 2 : 5 3  p.m .  Mercury 

8 2 : 00 Moon 

9 3 : 07 Saturn 

1 0  4 : 1 4  Jupiter 
I I  5 : 2 1  Mars 

1 2  6 : 2 8  Sun 

N IGHT HOURS 

Number of Clock time of Planetary 
Magical Hour Hour's beginning Attribution 

1 3  7 : 3 5 p. m .  Venus 

1 4  8 : 2 8  Mercury 

I S  9 : 2 1 Moon 
1 6  1 0 : 1 4  Saturn 
1 7  I I  : 07 Jupiter 

1 8  1 2 : 00 Mars 

1 9  ! 2 : 5 3 a .m .  Sun 

20  I : 46 Venus 

2 1  2 : 39 Mercury 

2 2  3 : 3 2 Moon 

2 3  4 : 2 5  Saturn 

24 5 : 1 8  Jupiter 

F!fty-three minutes later, at 6 : 1 1  a .m . ,  the day ?f"Mars (Tuesday) 

will beain at sunrise with the hour of Mars. 
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The preceding example is not , of course , meant to be used as it stands .  The 

degree of latitude at which you are , as wel l  as the exact time of year, wi l l  

affect the re lative times of sunrise and sunset and thus the proportions of day 

and night . In the period from Autumn Equinox up to Spring Equinox , the 

magical hours will be shorter during the day than during the night , and the 

dav hours wil l  be shortest of all around the Winter Solstice . 

To make the appropriate chart for your working, therefore , proceed as 

fo l lows : 

I .  Find the true times of sunrise and sunset for the day of your 

intended working. ( I f  you are practicing Planetary Magick regularly, 

do this once a week . )  

2 .  Calculate the number o f  hours and minutes in the day and in the 

night . 

3 .  Oi,·ide each of these numbers by twelve to find the length of a mag

ical day hour, and of a magical night hour. 

4. Beginning at the time of sunrise , add on the length of a day hour to 

find the beginning time of magical day hours 2 through 1 2 . Number 

the hours as you list them . I f  your calculations are right , when you 

add the length of a day hour to the beginning time of Hour 1 2 ,  you 

wi l l  find it gives the time of sunset . 

5 .  That time of sunset is the beginning of Hour I 3 ,  your first magical 

hour of the night. So add to it the length of a night hour, to find the 

beginning of Hour 1 4 .  Proceed with the night hours through Hour 

24. I f  your calculations are right, adding the length of a night hour 

to the beginning of Hour 24 should bring you to the same time of 

sunrise that you used for this day. 

6 .  Starting with the planet of the day 's attribution , put in the names 

or signs of the planets in rotation (that is, in recurring sephirothic 

sequence) . Or, simply by looking at the Key to P lanetary Hours ,  

you can see which hours are attributed to  the planet of your work

ing for the day of the week you have chosen . 

7 .  If you wish to work out the night hours only, the bottom line but 

one of the Key to Planetary Hours gives you the planetary attribu-
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tion for Hour 1 3-that is , the magical hour which begins at sun

set --for every day of the week . 

In summary, it is to be observed that due to the direct l ink which Planetary 

Magick has with the great inner resources of the psyche , there are very few 

outer-world conditions to be complied with when choosing a time for a plan

etary working. Those which are taken into account--- the Seasonal and Lunar 

Tides-are for the purposes of this book systemized in the three Temporal Modes. 

Specific reference to these is made for every practice of Planetary Magick 

giwn in this book . 

Within the compass of the appropriate Temporal Mode the student needs 

only to establish the distinctive focusing of time by calculating a Planetary Hour 

suitable to the working. 

A l l  requirements for Times <?f Power in Planetary Magick are thereby ful 

fi l l ed .  





P a r t Tw o 
Your Place of Working and Equipment 





1 I THE PLACE oF WoRKING 

On many occasions the practitioner of Planetary Magick will wish to fol 

low the example of h i s  spiritual forebears in  the Art ,  by  conducting particu 

lar workings in specific locales : a rite of Jupiter upon a hil ltop or within the 

secret domain of an oak wood ; a rite of Venus upon the seashore or in the 

del icate surroundings of an enclosed formal garden . A place of secluded and 

awesome natural beauty may be his choice ; or he may seek out an ancient 

sacred site wherein to make adoration and invocation of the power to which 

he aspires .  Again ,  he may be moved to celebrate his planetary ritual during the 

night hours , in open country, bathed in the light of the Full Moon or with the 

planet of the working exalted in living splendor among the stars .  Such occa

sions are unforgettably precious ; they hold a sense of sublime mystery, a char

acter of special and profound magick which is born of their unique confluence 

of time, place and purpose . 

For the generality of planetary workings , however, beauty, rightness 

and effectiveness arc to be sought within an established temenos: that is to 

say, within a place made sacred by the regular and accustomed practice of 

the Magical Art. It matters little whether this chosen place be a lofty hal l ,  a 

basement , a gazebo, the garage or the spare bedroom ; whether it be with

out mundane furniture , or whether the furniture be, for a ritual occasion , 

removed or put aside . On every occasion of magical use , with th(' interaction 

of the various levels of bdng which is engendered thereby, the place of work

ing is imbued with the particular dignity and resplendence of the sphere of 

operation and is suffused with a vibrancy which sustains the whole unqualified 

potential of that sphere . It thus becomes truly a Place cj Light, and its nature 

utterly transcends the mundane em·ironmcnt .  When , moreover, this temenos 
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is the place of regular magical working it wil l ,  in course of t ime, become an 

astro -physical locale of power, a nexus between the worlds ,  and herein the 

forces of abundant l ife will progressively, and ever more readily, respond to 

invocation . 1 3  

For each working of Planetary Magick, the equipment and arrangement 

of the place of working can be as simple or as elaborate as may be desired . 

The magician may choose to build up, by means of symbol s ,  implements , 

colors , sounds and so on from the appropriate Table of Correspondences ,  as 

exact a representation of the Sphere as possible . A l ternatively, by a few vital 

indicators drawn from the same source , an instant "portrait" of the sphere 

may be ca l led up irresist ibly in the imagination . The choice must depend 

upon the nature and purpose of the rite, the character of the planet and the 

wi l l  of the magician ; for neither of these methods ,  nor one of the moderate 

choices which lie between them is in itsel f  to be preferred above the rest . 

The directions given regarding ritual equipment in the rest of this book , 

even where recommendation for specific appurtenances is made, should not 

be taken as deciding the question of elaboration or simplicity, for in no case 

are they intended to show more than a basic setting for the specified rite .  

The Correspondences offer the possibil ity of introducing many accessories 

beyond these indications ; which, if any, of such additional accessories shall be 

used must remain a matter of individual taste and initiative . 

Two items of equipment are , however, constant factors in the furnishing 

of the place of working: the Barnas and the Symbol ?J the Spiritual ideal. These 

will now be considered . 

The Bomos 

This is the typical altar of the Western Mystery Tradition , and its form recalls 

the upright altar of the ancient world . 

I l .  If the place of working has on occasion to be used for mundane purposes --a lounge or l iv ing room,  
for instance, or that spare bedroom-a sensitive \'isitor is likely to be aware of a latent magical 
dynamism . The..· latent ambience, however, is neutral and unconditioned,  and the erstwhile place of 
working wi l l  simply be fdt to have atmosphere. In  such circumstances the magical forces are entirely 
i n  ahc:�·ancc bct\n·en work ings and will only bc..·come operative again upon invocation . If  magical 
working is discontinued in such a place for a considerable period of time, the nexus w i l l  dissolve.  

B) ·  contrast , it may he observed that the nexus formed by the due and potent consecration of a 
magical temple is stronger and more lasting, and although here too the ambiem:e is latent between 
workings, the guards of protection and the specific consecratory links remain operative at a l l  t imes. 
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Some ancient Middle Eastern altars ,  carved from marble or other rock, 

have "horns of power" shaped at the four upper corners , whil e  the vertical 

faces of Greek examples show beautiful emblematic designs in low relief. The 

modern magical tradition favors natural wood , however, with the emphasis on 

design and proportion rather than on adornment . 

Tradit ional ly, the Bomos is proportioned as one cube resting upon 

another. The lower cube represents the visible light of the world of mundane 

l ife ,  the upper represents the concealed splendor of the spiritual world ;  the 

whole being a statement of Hermetic dictum "As above , so below."To empha

size this significance , the lower cube of the altar is sometimes colored white, 

the upper cube black . This recal ls the deeply venerated banner of the Knights 

Templar, which similarly showed a black square above a white square . How

ever, the knowledge of this mystery does not need to  be manifested in paint

ing, and the beauty of natural materials has a rightness which is suited to al l 

occasions. 

For the signi ficance of the altar can validly be re- interpreted according 

to the varying circumstances of time, place and purpose : It is the Column of 

Power, symbol of the Father. 

It is the Hearthstone of the World , sacred to the Mother. 

It is the Boundary Stone , standing between the realms of Gods and Men. 

It is the Fruitful Rock from which springs Mithras , Light of Inspiration . 

It is a representative part of al l Earth , as if it were a mound , chosen by 

the magician in a wilderness yet not losing its oneness with all the surround

ing environment . 

It is a symbol of the Material World , which in itself is the receptacle of all 

the forces of the universe , yet which is subject to the magician and resonant to 

the gavel of his will . 

It is the World Ash ; it is the prophetic Oak of Zeus; and it is the Tree of 

Crystal wherein Tammuz shines as flame. 

I t  is a symbol of the magician himself, and thus i t  betokens the great 

secret of Alchemy : that whatever we do in ,  or to, the outer world is done also 

within ourselves . For truly, it is upon the altar of our inner being that a l l  our 

works of power arc performed . 

This altar, then ,  is to be established in the place of working: this Bomos, 

among whose mystical titles arc "Ark of the Perfect Light," "Lodestone of Infinite 
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Power," and "The Anvil ." The magician may choose that in his temenos its form 

should be the "Altar of the Double Cube," whether of natural wood or col 

ored in symbolic black and white ; or another form may be preferred . 

The simple norm for a magical altar, as established by antiquity, esthetics 

and functional utility, is that it should be upright-that is, of a width less than 

its height-of convenient dimensions for practical working, and , preferably, 

symmetrical in form.  Any kind of pedestal may be chosen : the upper surface 

may be square , polygonal or circular. One magician might for instance have a 

tiered pyramid, l ike the curio stand chosen as an "Altar of Nature" by Goethe 

in his boyhood : another might del ight in a modern pedestal in the form of 

an inverted cone upon a basal disk . The essential is that the individual mage 

should sec that altar as "right" in the temenos, and should be physically and 

emotionally able to work harmoniously with i t .  

The Symbol of the Spiritual Ideal. 

In a wav which may not be obvious until the matter is considered at some 

depth , one 's magical work needs a sufficient overall purpose and tension to 

give it validity. We might indeed say, "to give it reality"; for without a deep 

sense of tension , an unfailing awareness of a need which must be fulfilled , it is 

to be doubted whether a true magical act is possible .  To cover the whole span 

of one 's magical work , therefore-that which one may resolve upon in the 

future as well as that of past and present-no less a purpose will sufllce than 

the "highest common denominator" of all the motives of one 's l ife ,  the one 

ultimate aspiration towards which , whether impl icitly or explicitly, all one 's 

minor aspirations tend : that divine reality-no matter how obscurely one 's 

l ife may adumbrate it-which lies at the heart of all being. And this objective 

of one 's aspirations is necessari ly-again , whether implicitly or explicity

the ultimate objective of all one's magical work . 

Fittingly, therefore , to put us in mind of it and to give precision and 

force to our magical wil l , at every working there should be present upon the 

Bomos a symbol to represent to us this central divine reality, either in its own 

nature simply or as fusing with the earthly l ife which aspires to it .  

This symbo l ,  once chosen , should not lightly be changed :  as t ime passes 

it will become, with use and familiarity, progressively more meaningful and 
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more precious . It can be a three-dimensional object or a two-dimensional rep

resentation . It need not be complex .  

The Aurum Sol i s  uniformly employs a "Tessera ,'* a square tablet of  

natural wood with two interlaced squares inscribed upon it ,  one  in red 

outline and the other in white , the diagonals of the one sharing a com

mon center with the diagonals of the other but being turned from them 

at an angle of forty -fin .. degrees .  This simple symbol denotes the closely 

interwoven unity of the material and spiritual levels of existence , whose 

balance and reciprocity show forth the perfection of each . 

The Triangle ,  the Eye within the Triangle ,  the s imple eight-rayed Star 

which was the emblem of godhead in Babylonia , the Mobius or Infinity Curve 

of modern physics and medieval Islamic mathematic : al l are venerable tokens 

of the divine nature as conceived of in itself. Symbols expressing the interrela

tion or the fusion of temporal and eternal , on the other hand , include the Ser

pent upon the Tau Cross (representing the divine nature entwining with and 

vivifying material being) ; the Pyramid upon the Cube (matter crowned by the 

fire of Spirit) ; the Hexagram ( the holy symbol of "the Everlasting Arms ," the 

upward and downward pointing triangles of the glyph indicating respectively 

in this context the divine power per se, the "right hand of God ," and that power 

as it acts through the causes and effects of the contingent world , the "left hand 

of God" traditionally so cal led ) .  

Again , the symbol may be  a photograph of a spiral nebula ,  symbol izing 

the Sephirah Kether, power-source of creation . It may be a statue or other 

representation of the Greek Sphynx , winged, with woman 's head and breasts , 

l ion 's body, and tail formed of a serpent ; this being an ancient emblem of the 

Great Mother in her universal aspect , combining within herse l f  all leve ls  of 

being from the divine to the material . 

Spiritual reality is unchanging, but the symbols by which we express it in 

this age may take forms altogether contemporary. A computer abstract , for 

instance , may represent the presence of infinity in the finite by suggesting 

boundless perspectives within its small plan . 

14 . For further information on the Ti.'ssera and i ts  sign i ficance in Aurum Sol is  pract ice, sec Mystenu 
Mag�eu ( Volume 3 The Mawcal Phi losophy ,  llewel lyn Publ ications ) .  
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These are , however, only a few of the innumerable possible ways of 

symbolizing the Spiritual Ideal . The vital symbol may present i tse lf from 

the realms of nature , of art, of science , of philosophy. Everywhere there is 

imagery suggesting the action of unseen forces , and there is beauty and order 

where chaos might have been expected . I t  is for the magician to choose, as 

he wil l s .  



2 I TH E LAMEN 

The Lamen is a form of pentacle or medall ion ,,· hich is worn only on the 

occasion of a magical working. In assuming the Lamen , the magician affirms 

the basis of his magical authority and the context in which that authority is to 

be exercised : a signal directed not only to his subl iminal facult ies ,  to engage 

their attention and to ensure their coope;-ation , but also to the forces of the 

external uniYerse , to announce his "power in presence" and to in Yoke their 

\\·itness . 

Ideal ly, the Lamen for Planetary Magick should symbolize a harmonious 

unity and interaction of the Seven Planetary Powers , together with a central 

dnice representing the higher directing faculties of the psyche . The fol lowing 

diagram i l lustrates a Lamen fulfi l l ing these requirements , and traditional for 

rites of P lanetary Magick in the Order Aurum Sol i s .  
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The des ign of this Lamen itself shows forth the reason why only the one 

Lamen need be, or should be, employed for whatever rites of Planetary 

Magick arc performed within the system given in this book . Certainly in 

a rite of Planetary Magick a single planetary power is invoked ,  but always 

within the context of the balance and harmony of the whole ,  both cosmic 

and microcosmic. An unbalanced force tends to be an uncontrolled force, and 

only from the strength of one 's inner harmony is any force controllable . No 

matter, therefore , whether in a program of inner development we perform 

rites of each planetary power in rotation , or whether we perform a significant 

number of rites of one planet consecutively for a special purpose , the use of 

this composite Lamen expresses-and keeps us in mind of-our underlying 

aim to maintain our l ife and our personal universe in wholeness , equilibrium 

and the invincible power of the Light . 

The major design of the Lamen is formed by the seven-pointed star, 

signifying the planetary powers in their spiritual and cosmic aspects . 

This figure is defined by one continuous interlace , a reflection of the 

fact that the planetary powers are , in essence , modifications of one 

original power, whether we consider this at the spiritual or at the cosmic 

leve l .  The interlace is colored white , representing that radiance of the 

Divine Mind which infuses and sustains all the planetary emanations . 

This interlace may be outlined delicately with black to ensure clear 

definition of the design . 
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Within the rays of the heptagram the Presigi l la of the planetary powers 

(Entry I 2, Tables of Correspondences) are shown in Briatic colors 

(Entry 1 9 , Tables of Correspondences) , each against a background of its 

complementary color : 

1 .  Presigil lum of Saturn ,  indigo (or black) on white . 

2 .  Presigillum of Jupiter, blue on orange . 

3 .  Presigillum of Mars , red on green . 

4 .  Presigillum of Sol , yel low on violet . 

5 .  Presigil lum ofVcnus , green on red . 

6 .  Presigi l lum of Mercury, orange on blue . 

7 .  Presigi l lum of Luna, violet on yellow. 

These Presigi l la are characteristic "signatures" of the planetary forces at astral 

level , pragmatically establ ished as potent whether to represent or to awaken 

the forces in question . Their use is integral to the system here set forth ; and 

in addition to their depiction upon the Lamen they are employed as signs to 

be "cut" or traced in the air in some instances of the actual invocation of plan

etary forces . 

The sections numbered 8 through 14 on the key diagram form a smaller 

and inverted seven-pointed star within the major heptagram . In context , 

this lesser star signifies the microcosmic aspect of the planetary powers , 

their reflection in the Deep Mind , contingent to the spiritual and cosmic 

aspects and nurtured by them . Each of these sections is fil led with the 

Briatic color of its planetary attribution , as fol lows : 

8 .  Indigo or black (for Saturn) . 

9 .  Blue (for Jupiter) . 

1 0 . Red (for Mars) . 

1 1 . Yellow (for Sol ) .  

1 2 . Green ( for Venus) . 

1 3 . Orange (for Mercury) . 

1 4 . Violet (for Luna) . 
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Within the heptagon , numbered I S  on the key diaaram, at the center of the 

whole figure , is depicted the Sian if the Qyintessence. The Quintessence 

is a concept of medieval philosophy which signifies at once the l ight 

of the heavenly bodies as their perfected disti l late, and the singular 

resplendence of the "personal Star of Destiny," that special "nucleus" 

in the Divine Mind which is both one 's origin and goal . In our Lamen , 

the Sign of the Quintessence is colored gold , the heptagon which forms 

its background being colored silver; this signifying the manifestation 

of the positive Divine Fire of the Higher Self in and through the pure 

receptive matrix of the Sou l ,  to the consequent ordering and right 

governance of the faculties of the aware and integrated individual . 1 ;  

The surrounding circle of the Lamen is colored black , carrying a 

suggestion of the unmanifest from which all manifestation comes forth, 

of that cosmic womb wherein al l  powers are quickened to birth , of 

mystical night which is the domain of the Wandering Stars .  

For making the Lamen , a thin disc i s  needed, about I I  em . in  diameter. A bass 

wood plaque, such as may be found in craft stores, is ideal for this purpose . Bass

wood can easily be sanded , dra\\'Il and painted upon , and varnished if desired , 

and a small screw-eye can easily be inserted into the rim for suspension . 

When the Lamen is to be worn , it should be suspended about the neck 

by a gold tone or si lvertone chain , of length sufficient to let the Lamen hang 

comfortably upon the sternum. 

The practical making of the Lamen should be performed during the re l 

evant planetary hours ,  and within the ambit ofTemporal Mode I .  As may 

prove convenient , the practitioner is free to choose different hours of the 

appropriate planet for different parts of the work: for instance a background 

color may be appl ied during one of the hours of the planet of attribution , 

then the symbol may be added during another hour of that same planet . A 

procedure which takes a longer time than one p lanetary hour, however, in 

accord with accepted practice need only be begun during the hour of its plan

etary attribution , and can be continued into a succeeding hour. 

1 5 .  It mav lw noted that the use of gold on s ih·er is a particular medieval de,·ice, in which the heraldic 
rules of tincture were del iberately set as ide,  to symbolize the unique marn·l of Divine Energ} 
infusing Creation . 
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For the different parts of the Lam en, the planetary hours to be employed 

are as follows : 

Sanding and general preparation of the material , drafting/ tracing the 

design -Hour C?[Saturn . 

Depicting the interlaced Star (white and black lines)-- -Hour C?f Saturn. 

Section 1 5  of the design (Sign of the Quintessence on-si lver ground)-

Hour C!fSacurn . 

Sections I and 8 of the design- - -- Hour cf Saturn . 

Sections 2 and 9-Hour cf jupiter. 

Sections 3 and 1 0--Hour ?f Mars. 

Sections 4 and 1 1-Hour ?f Sun . 

Sections 5 and 1 2-Hour ?JVenus. 

Sections 6 and 1 3-Hour ?fMercury. 

Sections 7 and 1 4----Hour ?fMoon. 

The enclosing black circle- Hour cf Saturn. 

The finishing operations , varnishing, affixing the screw-eye , etc . - Hour 

cf Saturn . 

The above guidelines for the design and making of the Aurum Solis Lamen 

having been given , it remains to be said that for the purposes of Planetary 

Magick the individual practitioner who so wishes is at liberty to change or to 

adapt the design , or the method of making, according to his or her personal 

ingenium . If  you have the necessary facil ities you might desire for example to 

make the Lamen of glazed and fired ceramic .  Or you might desire to make 

the Lamen exactly as we have detai led , but using the famil iar planetary signs 

in place of the Presigi l l a .  Again ,  you might wish to place a different symbol 

in the center to represent the spiritual control l ing force . Or you might feel 

inspired to create an altogether different design for the Lamen. This would be 

altogether in order for your personal workings , providing only that the design 

should of its nature perform the same function as ours in respect of Planetary 

Magick . If it is to serve you for this purpose ,  it must by whatever imagery 

represent a harmonious synthesis of the planetary powers , and should indicate 

the inner spiritual being of yourself, the magician , as control ling and directing 

those powers. 
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3 I MAGICAL APPAREL & CoLOR CHARGE 

Within the place of working various objects are brought together to char

acterize the magical ambience , the planetary pov.·cr of the working, or the 

identity of the magician . Such arc the robes, the altar covers and the planetary 

l ights . These principal adjuncts of a magical working, with their options ,  are 

now to be considered . 

The Robes of Art. 

Clothing in magical usage should differ from ordinary attire so as to fulfill two 

main purposes :  first, it is a proclamation to the external universe and , more 

particularly, to the subliminal faculties of the operator, that a special work is 

to be accomplished ; and , secondly, it is to convey to the wearer that his or her 

ever)·day personality has given place to the Magician, the Person of Power who 

is now to perform this special work . 

There are two essential modes of denoting the planetary dedication of 

a working in one 's attire . The first is to keep on all occasions to one neutral 

basis ,  and for each specific working to add for the occasion an appropriate 

color charge . The second is to have a set of seven robes ,  one for each planetary 

power. 

For the "neutral basis" there arc various possibi l ities : 

I . In the magical context, to be prepared for the work as regards cloth

ing can mean predominantly to remove the e\·eryday attire . The neu

tral basis could thus be validly interpreted as going Skyclad . 

2 .  It may be a white or cream -colored robe , perhaps of the popular 

"traditional" style ,  fu l l length and with wide sleeves. Or it may have 
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cuffed sleeves , or be sleeveless , or it may be a short tunic. Whatever 

its style ,  however, two qualities are essential : it should be gener

ously cut so as to al low for those dramatic gestures of power which 

are needful in certain operations of Planetary Magick; and it should 

be so designed as not to distract the wearer's attention during the 

working. 

3 .  Planetary Magick is essentially practical, and is ever young in spiri t .  

The magician is entitled to complete freedom of movement not 

only to make sweeping ritual gestures but even to dance according 

to the mode of the planet of the working. The truly modern magi 

cian may therefore wish to conduct his or her Planetary Magick 

in the superb and eminently suitable neutral basis of a white out

fit designed for the Martial Arts , a form of physical and spiritual 

magick which has been much neglected in the Western world since 

the end of the Age of Chivalry, which was also an age of most potent 

magick . One of the great re -discoveries of this present age is the 

profound effectiveness in all l i fe 's activities of the way of thinking, 

feel ing and directing the body associated with the Martial Arts tra

ditions , and something of this may fittingly be absorbed into the 

spirit of Planetary Magick . 

A color charge for a specific working can be given to the neutral basis by the 

addition of a secondary article of attire . Some possibi l ities are : 

A cord or belt .  

A stole or long scarf. 

A tabard . 

A hood , worn thrown back upon the shoulders .  

In each of the above articles ,  simple Briatic color (Entry 1 9 , Tables of 

Correspondences) may be used throughout . 

To vitalize and highlight the effect of the main color charge , the comple

mentary may be employed in edging or ornamentation . The amount of the 

complementary color used should not exceed 30% of the whole area of the 

article, lest it tend to negate the impact of the main color charge instead of 

fulfil ling its rightful purpose of enhancing and vivifying it .  
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It may here be remarked that in regard to working Skyclad , the effect of 

belt or cincture in the planetary color is wholly dynamic .  There is however a 

special option for the Skyclad : that of using body paints for adornment with 

appropriate designs in the colors of the working. 

Planet Color Charge Highlight (optional ) 

Saturn Indigo, Black White 

Jupiter Blue Orange 

Mars Red Green 

Sun Yel low Violet 

Venus Green Red 

Mercury Orange Blue 

Moon Violet Yel low 

For the set of seven planetary garments, the simplest is one in which the robes 

arc made in an uncomplicated and uniform style, one in each of the planetary 

( Briatic) colors . To enrich these ,  as suggested above for the color charges ,  

ornamentation o r  edging i n  the complementary color wil l b e  very effective so 

long as it is not excessive . 

The set of seven planetary garments need not, however, be uniform ,  for 

an outfit could be devised in keeping with the character of each planet . Each 

of these costumes can be entirely different from the others ,  if so desired ,  in 

sty le ,  historic suggestion , and fabric :  the magician might desire to perform 

a rite of Jupiter in a classically draped linen garment , a rite of Mercury in a 

Space Age outfit of metallic fabrics . 

In magical attire of this kind , adherence to the planetary colors would not 

be essential , since the nature of the costume would itse lf constitute the corre 

spondence to the Sphere . An eurhythmic dancer ofVenus need not , therefore , 

he in green , nor need a warrior of Mars be clothed in red . 

To some students these ideas may provide an added dimension and incen

t ive in  magical working. The designing and making of a collection of costumes 

of this kind can add to one 's personal fee l ing of kinship with the planetary 

powers which they interpret ; but , above al l ,  to wear them and thus to per

form the appropriate workings in garments expressi ve of some aspect of the 

nature of the Sphere is a wonderful way to lift one 's whole nature into a swift 
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rapport with that Sphere . The set of seven planetary garments thus offers a 

rich field for personal creativity, and for that experience of planetary qualities 

which embodies both the play and the deep significance of Art Magick .  

When a magical working involves more than one person-and in Plane

tary Magick there may well be a whole group of people-the question arises 

as to what should be worn by those taking part ,  other than the leader of the 

working. 

The magician , the leader of the working, the principal , alone wears the 

Lamen : strictly, there is no need of any distinction other than that . How

ever, when several people are participating it may be a good idea to have a 
greater difference in attire, not only so the leading figure can be at once dis

tinguished amid the movement of the rite, but also to save the group collec

tively from unnecessary expense and time-consuming preparations. Thus the 

whole group might be robed in the planetary color, or alternatively the prin

cipal only might wear a robe of the planetary color, while the other members 

might wear a simple cord or belt of that color over neutral attire . There is no 

rule in the matter, nor need a particular group of people always fol low the 

same procedure . The practical detai ls of this are a matter for taste , judgment 

and the specific needs of the occasion . 

Altar Covers 
A set of seven drapes in the planetary colors may be provided for the Bomos : 

whether to cover its top, or to hang at the sides , or to cover the Bomos com

plete ly. Each drape may be of its planetary color simply, or may be edged 

with the complementary. 

This can give a strong focal point for the color of the working ; but since 

that color will be worn by the magician and any other participants , and may 

appear also elsewhere in the place of working, it may be felt that the covering 

upon the Bomos is not needed to fortify it. In such a case a plain white drape 

can be used , or, if the Bomos has a beautiful and worthy appearance , no cov 

ering may be needed . 

A balanced and harmonious effect in the place of working is a main con 

sideration , but the requirements and the spirit of each working should govern 

the way this is to be achieved . 
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Planetary Lights. 

For some of the workings given in this book , a single lamp or candle of the 

appropriate planetary color is required ; for others ,  the full planetary number. 

Where no such specification is given , the operator has the option whether to 

use the one l ight or the planetary number. 

Saturn--three indigo or smoked glass lamps or black candles . 

Jupiter-four blue lamps or candles . 

Mars---five red lamps or cand les . 

Sun-six yel low lamps or candles .  

Venus- -seven green lamps or candles .  

Mercury-eight orange lamps or candles .  

Moon- -nine violet lamps or candles . 

Should it prove impossible to complete the number of lights in a given color, 

then plain white lamps or cand les can be used instead . One could not for 

instance make up the planetary number with some colored and some white 

l ights , since the magical unity of the number would be broken . When only 

vvhite lights are employed , however, a colored cover upon the Bomos becomes 

necessary in order to re inforce the color charge of the working. 

In all workings where a single l ight is employed this must be of the plan

etary color without exception , since its correspondence to the power of the 

working is not reinforced by the use of number. 

The placing of the planetary lights is important too. When a single l ight 

is used it is displayed prominently, upon the Bomos or in a suitable place of 

honor; but when the planetary number of l ights is used , these should be dis

posed regularly around the place of working as if forming the points of the 

corresponding l inear figure (Entry 1 5 , Tables of Correspondences) and orien

tated to the East . 

Working within "the Star of Lights" is a venerable tradition of Planetary 

Magick , and is a practice having an intrinsic power whose catalytic action 

upon the ambience and within the psyche is profound and wel l - attested . 

Besides , it feels good ! 

It remains only to say a word as to the kinds of lights that can be used . The 

small colored "votive l ights" often used for domestic table decoration are very 

good but cannot always be had in true, bright colors . Candles are acceptable 
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for use instead of lamps : although giving only white l ight they themselves are 

often available in every color of the spectrum , and when i l luminated by their 

glowing flame they do have reasonable color-presence . An excellent choice 

for the modern magician however is to have small electric battery lamps pro

vided with colored shields or filters . If these shields are interchangeable ,  only 

a total of nine lamps is needed . Bright , vivid l ight is thus available with maxi 

mum safety and convenience, and the planetary rites can be liberated into a 

vibrant world of true prismatic beauty. 

The kinds of electrical l ighting devices and the purposes ,  both decora

tive and scientific ,  for which they are designed ,  increases continually. Thus 

the magician can with advantage explore what is new, what is coming from 

research and technology, to discover what can best be employed in the ser

vice of Art Magick. 
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4 1  INCENSE 

Incense i s  traditionally used i n  Planetary Magick a s  a means o f  infusing the 

del icate web of the atmosphere with a distinctive quality, and , through the 

subtle interaction of bodily sense and psychic apperception , thus to attune 

the mind and consciousness of the magician to the corresponding planetary 

modal ity. 

The use of incense is not , however, an essential requirement of magical 

practice : such effects as it is capable of inducing within the astral ambience of 

the place of working and within the psyche of the operator can equally wel l  be 

promoted by the vibrations of l ight and sound , or by dramatic action and ges

ture . For the rites given in this book , therefore , the use of incense is entirely 

optional , and the magician may forego its use for any (or for al l) ceremonies 

contained herein . 

To those who feel a need or a desire for the use of incense , besides its 

intrinsic value as one of the great sensory correspondences , there is the won

der of the aromatic gums and resins, woods, oils and herbs which are its ingre

dients , the music of their names ,  the antiquity of their traditions ,  and the 

almost alchemical fascination of their blending. These things , with the fact that 

the finished incense is the magician 's own work, carry a glamor which is near

kindred to the true magick in which it will participate . 

Recommended incense materials wil l  be found under Entry 2 9  of the 

Tables of Correspondences . On occasion the magician may prefer to use a 

single favorite substance rather than a blend as a planetary incense . He might 

choose for instance the pure gentle bitterness of Myrrh for Saturn ,  the gener

ous masculinity of Cedar for Jupiter, the sultry smoldering fire of Opoponax 

for Mars ; for Sol he might choose the hot , sweet flame of Cinnamon ,  for 



Venus the mysterious vibrancy of Red Storax , for Mercury, Mastic 's shy 

and sw i ft - w inged elus iveness , and for Luna the l i ving,  penetrating dark 

green odor of Galbanum . 

When a blend is to be used , it may appropriately be prepared during the 

corresponding planetary hour. The fol lowing Aurum Solis recipes for blended 

incenses have been selected to offer a potent but uncomplicated suffumiga

tion for each Sphere : 

Incense rj Saturn 

Mvrrh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I oz . ; 

Cassia buds ,  crushed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yz oz .  

Oi l  of violet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 drops 

Incense rj jupiter 

Juniper berries , crushed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y2 oz. 

Cedar wood , fine shavings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y4 oz. 

Pine gum , small grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y4 oz. 

Oil of Cedar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 drops 

Oil of Clove . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 drops 

Incense of Mars 

Opoponax , small grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I oz .  
Dragonsblood , powdered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Y6 oz. 

Galan gal , crushed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ys oz. 

Oil of Nicotiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 drops 

Oil of Peppermint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 drops 

Incense rj Sun 

Cinnamon bark , small fragments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I oz. 

Frankincense , powdered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  114 oz. 

Heliotropin crystals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y3 oz . 

Oi l  of Cinnamon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 drops 

Oil of Frankincense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 drops 
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Incense cifVenus 

Siamese benzoin , small grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I oz. 

Dried red rosebuds, pounded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y4 oz . 

Lemon Verbena leaves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ys oz. 

Oi l  of Rose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 drops 

Oil of Sandalwood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 drops 

Oil of Lemon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 drops 

Incense c:fMercury 

Mastic grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I oz. 

Gum Arabic , grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 oz . 

Lavender flowers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ys oz . 

Oi l  of Lavender . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 drops 

Oil of Anise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 drops 

Incense if Moon 

Galbanum , small grains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  % oz. 

Orris root , powdered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  % oz . 

Bay leaves ,  crushed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 

Oil of Jasmine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 drops 

Oil of Narcissus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 drops 

Oil of Camphor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 drops 

In every rite contained in this book , the point at which incense may be intro

duced is noted . 

When it is decided to employ incense , the requirements for this should be 

placed in readiness in the place of working. The thymiaterion (a standing vessel 

of metal or ceramic in which to burn incense) should be placed upon a trivet or 

tile upon a small table or pedestal positioned conveniently, or upon the Bomos 

if this be desired and feasible .  In either case , with the thymiaterion should be a 

tablet of charcoal , to be ignited at the beginning of the working, and the incense 

which is at the indicated moment to be cast upon the glowing charcoal . 1 6  

1 6 .  For thosL' who w ish t o  han.· incenses w ithout needing t o  prepare them or to use charcoal ,  commcr
cia l lv  manufactured incense sticks and COOl'S oflt.·r an alternative. These should l ikewise be burned in 
the �hymiatcrio n ,  which can be ti l led with sand to accommodate them . 
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5 I THE BATTERY 

The battery is an audible signal . I ts usc may mark simply the beginning and 

ending of a rite ; frequently it also marks division into sections of the magical 

action . 

By tradition , the battery consists (as its name also implies) of a series of 

distinct percussive or other wel l -defined sounds .  Their total number should 

be significant, and by the introduction of pauses this can be divided into lesser 

groups . These may have symbolic value themseh·es ,  or may serve simply to 

endow the whole battery with balance and symmetry, with solemnity, force, 

or other desirable quality. A battery of distinctin· pattern , if employed con 

s istently on every occasion of a particular type, has also the advantage of 

being recognized at multiple levels of the psyche, so that its message is easily 

accepted : as for instance with the special battery sounded at the close of a 

working, to recall the consciousness of participants to outward phenomena . 

As to the number and pattern of sounds composing a battery, in each rite 

in this book these detai ls wil l be given wherever a battery should occur. There 

is another aspect of the matter, however, on which the decision rests with the 

magician and upon which only guidelines and suggestions can be gh-en here . 

This concerns the quality oj"sound with which, in any specific working, the bat

tery shall be given . 

There is an important magical opportunity here . It is of the very nature 

of a battery to claim instantly the attention of the hearer, as well as impinging 

upon the carefully formulated ambience within the place of working. It fol 

lows that a sound which is intimately associated with the sphere of the work

ing will help focus the attention of the hearer thereon , and will additionally 

strengthen the planetary ambience . 
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In the Tables of Correspondences ,  Entry 2 5 ,  though it also has other and 

larger purposes ,  can provide valuable indications for sounding the battery. 

For the Sphere of Saturn , for instance , a "deep-toned gong" might be sounded 

in the slow, even measure associated with a large chiming clock, although for 

some workings the heavy and hollow sound of wood-blocks struck together 

might stir the air more eloquently. 

For the Sphere of Jupiter, the magician might choose for the battery the 

sound of a bass drum, a gavel ,  or, where the character of the rite warrants it ,  

the sonorous cal l of a conch trumpet . For many rites , however, the authorita

tive clapping of the magician 's hands might be most effectively jupiterian . For 

the Sphere of Mars ,  the clash of steel on steel , or the resounding stamp of the 

foot, would be appropriate choices. 

The instruments for the Sphere of the Sun offer glorious and resonant 

possibil ities. The thri l l ing, shimmering sound of lyre and autoharp are suited 

to more mystical batteries than could be sounded upon French horn or brazen 

gong, and again the nature of the rite- -for healing or for prophecy perhaps , 

or for celebration of solstice or equinox-would help determine suitabi lity. 

The lovely and joyful music of the Sphere of Venus ,  too , has its sounds of 

deeply-felt authority : classical guitar and tambour, notably, can utter majestic 

and inescapable rhythms , whi le on occasion the gentler tones too will have 

their place . For the Sphere of Mercury, the swift sounds of the musical instru

ments named in the Correspondences , or the ringing of an etherial ly-toned 

bel l ,  could fittingly be adapted as a "battery" in a rite of that planet ; while for 

the Sphere of the Moon above all it must be said that the diversity of types of 

musical sound must match the diversity of moods possible to the rites . 

So the Correspondences yield their secrets of magical power as they are 

scrutinized . The magician who is attached to the use of one particular instru 

ment for sounding the battery-a favorite gavel or bel l ,  perhaps- -may feel 

that in that accustomed sound his magical authority flourishes and is fortified , 

no matter what the rite. But in such an argument something of the essential 

nature of Planetary Magick could be missed . It is not in the famil iar practices 

and sensations of our Earth- Sphere that we find our strength in this magick, 

but in a l iteral ekstas is ,  a l ifting out of ourselves , even though we may not 

recognize it as such : a state in which the consciousness , detached from its 

fami liar data, and conditioned by the modality of the working reaches out , 
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not to its daily persona but to the archetypal counterpart in the Deep Mind 

vvhich corresponds most nearly to that modality : that of the planet of the 

working. In that power, by whatever means we make contact with it, true 

Planetary Magic is wrought . 





P a r t  T h rBB 
Planetary Magick i n  Action and Result 





I PRELIMINARY NOTES 

I .  Standard Requirements 

The robes of the magician and of any other participants , as well as the cover

ings for the Bomos , will not be referred to further in this book . It is assumed 

they will be chosen within the range of options indicated in Part Two ;  also, 

that on every occasion the Symbol of the Spiritual Ideal wi l l  be present upon 

the Bomos , and the magician will wear the Lamen . Similarly, no further refer

ence wil l be made to materials or vessels which may be needed for burning 

incense , nor to any instruments for sounding the battery. It is the responsibi l 

ity and priv i lege of the magician to decide upon these things and , if they are 

required, to ensure they are ready in the place of working before the rite begins. 

I I .  The Words of Power 

Throughout the planetary rites in this book , whenever divine names are to be 

employed , they are given in sets of three, thus : 

( I )  Hebrew Name I (2) Aurum Solis Name i ( 3) Neoplatonist Name 

The names are invariably given in this order. I t  is not however intended that 

more than one of the three should be employed in a working, for each repre 

sents the planetary archetype, the pure essential reality of the planetary force 

existing in ,  and as part of, the World ofAtziluth , the Divine Mind . 

Each series of di\· ine names is commended by a particular aptness of tra

dition or meaning. The first series comprises the famil iar names of Hebrew 

Qabalah ; the second ser ies comprises the Atzi luthic magical formulae of 

the Order Aurum Solis upon whose teachings this presentation of Planetary 



Magick is based ; while the third se: ·es comprises the beautiful divine epithets 

of Neoplatonist tradition . 

Init ia l ly, a definite choice of the first , second or third series of names 

should be made; and that series should be faithful ly employed by the student 

in exploring the various rites of Planetary Magick here following. When she 

has worked with these names to a degree of proficiency at which they are an 

intimate and potent part of her magical l ife ,  then she may, if she wishes ,  adopt 

another of the three series of names and work with it similarly. Thereafter she 

is li-ce, at her discretion, to employ whichever of the two-or even three---

series of names she has inaugurated . 

In each of the rites of Ascent and Vision , a set of three Briatic names is 

also introduced . These are set out in the same sequence as the divine names. 

Since the divine names are Atzi luth ic ,  the Briatic names are subordinate 

to them , and the student will select the first , second or third Briatic name 

according to her choice of the divine name.  

III .  The Ritual Program 

Apart from certain requirements of practice which are indicated where nec

essary, the choice and order of the rituals of Planetary Magick is open for the 

individual or the group to decide . 

A working program suited to the proficiency and aspiration of the indi 

vidual or group may be arranged according to the fol lowing guidelines : 

As a first step, the Rite of Preparation , which is intended 

to precede every working in this book , should initially be 

practiced by itself and brought to a stage of proficiency. 

As the second step, the series of seven Rites of Approach 

should be undertaken in ascending order. 

As the third step, the series of seven Rites of Contact should 

be undertaken in ascending order. This completes the essential 

groundwork if Planetary Magick and establishes the student in 

rapport with the cosmic and microcosmic power-sources. 

After the completion of the Rites of Approach and of 

Contact , the student, while proceeding with the ongoing 

program of Planetary Magick , should return to perform 
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those groundwork rites often ; whether in ascending sequence , 

or selected individually as desired . Thus the necessary 

channels of power, once establ ished , will be kept open . 

When al l  members of a group have completed the groundwork 

as individual s ,  they may together undertake the group ritual s .  

Initial ly, to create a group aura and to bond themselves as a "magical family," 

the group should undertake Creating the Elixir ofVirtue . For this purpose , 

the complete series of seven rites may be employed in ascending sequence 

or, valid ly, the Solar rite for Creating the Elixir, which has a natural quality of 

harmonious balance , may be employed . 

Fol lowing this intial bonding, there is no limitation whatever upon the 

use of the Elixir rites ,  and they may be employed in sequence or individually 

as desired . At this stage too , the rites of Ascent and Vision in the Spheres may 

he introduced into the program , as may the rites for Beneficent Sendings . 

Even when it is desired to work one or another of these series in its 

entirety, this need not preclude the working of other rites before the chosen 

series has been completed : just as individual repetition of the groundwork rit

uals is permissible whatever the program . Thus a group might undertake the 

working of all the El ixir rites in ascending order, and after completing Moon 

and Mercury they might be cal led upon to perform the Beneficent Sendings 

rite in Jupiter on behalf of a friend . Or a group might undertake the Elixir 

rites as a weekly project , and at the same time begin the rites of Ascent and 

Vision as a monthly project .  

When a new member i s  t o  be  brought into the group, that 

person should complete the groundwork-the Rites of 

Approach and of Contact-and should thereafter be bonded 

with the group by Creating the Elixir ofVirtue . 

The individual student, whether participating in group activity or not , 

should continue to develop her personal program after completion 

of the groundwork . Thus the Rites of Attunement should next be 

undertaken and , when occasion arises ,  Planetary Tarot Divination . But 

she should prefer to develop considerable confidence and familiarity 

with the planetary forces before proceeding to The Sevenfold 

Rite of the Heart 's Desire and Olympic Evocation of Dreams. 
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To maintain a balance of magical energies in working with 

planetary forces ,  two principles are worthy of note . First , ascending 

sequences of workings are intrinsically self-balancing, for they 

establish "the Music of the Spheres ," ,  their cosmic harmony of 

vibrations. Secondly, a generous mixture of the seven planetary 

forces employed in the workings , a vital and frequent stirring 

of those forces ,  is the surest and most natural safeguard of 

balanced energies both cosmic and microcosmic in origin . 



I I PREPARIN G THE PLACE OF LIGHT 

(How t o  Open Your Planetary Working) 

This simple hut potent rite is intended to precede every operation of Plan

etary Magick given in this book . 

If you have a favorite and customary r itual opening -such as a Golden 

Dawn Banishing Ceremony, the Aurum Solis Setting of the Wards or a Wic

can Circle-casting-then feel free to usc that in p lace of the procedure here 

given . 

Our present rite is designed to be used by one person only, whether for 

an individual working or for a group working. The first part of this formula

Purification -has a threefold virtue : it provides an initial empowerment for 

the operator, it delineates and protects the intended area of magical activity, 

and it effectively banishes ad\·erse forces from the place of working. The sec

ond part-Affirmation r:f the Septenary-establishes a beneficent astral ambi 

ence, and a harmonious chord of planetary vibrations within which a specific 

planetary power wil l  be identified and cal led forth in the course of the subse

quent working. 

Rite of Preparation 

PURIFICATION 

I .  Standing at the center facing East, 1 7  imagine above your head a globe 

of bril l iant white l ight . Know this to be a symbol of that Supernal Liaht 

1 7 .  I f  the Homos i s  stationed at the center, stand just West o f  center facing East across the Romos. 
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which is the inmost life if your psyche, and which is a true part �� the 

Divine Mind. 

2 .  Now imagine a continuous spiral of white l ight descending from the 

globe , whirling counterclockwise around you and disappearing into 

the ground at your feet . 

3. Feel the warmth if this downward whirling light: draw from it health, bless

ing and inspiration . 

4 .  Allmv the whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness , but keep 

awareness of the globe above your head . 

5 .  Raise both arms to a loosely vertical position , palms facing for 

wards .  With arms thus ,  and with awareness of the globe above your 

head , turn counterclockwise through 360° on the same spot . As you 

turn , visual ize a wall of light , white with golden sparkles ,  spreading 

as your hands move so that it encircles the place of working. Con

clude facing East again ; then fold your arms upon your breast, right 

over left .  Be aware of the globe above your head, and of the wall of light 

encompassing your place of working. 
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6 .  Lower your arms ,  and turn about counterclockwise to face West . 

Raise your arms again overhead , palms forwards ,  and keeping them 

thus ,  stamp once with your right foot (to assert your dominance 

over the forces of chaos) ,  then proclaim the banishing charge : 

Procul Este, Profani! ' "  

7. As you utter the charge, know that in the power if your Higher Self (symbol

ized by the globe above your head) you are banish ing all unbalanced forces 

from within your circle if light. 

8 .  Fold your arms upon your breast , right over left .  In imagination hear 

the echo if a clear space wi thin your circle, all impure or inept.forces being 

gone from it .  

AFFIRMATION OFTHE SEPTENARY 

9 .  Lower vour arms to vour sides and turn about counterclockwise 
J J 

to face East . Again raise your arms overhead , palms forwards ,  and 

with awareness of the globe above your head turn clockwise through 

1 8 .  "Begonl' afar, unholy ones": the massin·ly powerfu l  banishing chargt• of the Ausonian Mysteries of 
ancient Lati u m .  Its sanctity made tht: phrase famous through classical and post-classical times. 
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360° on the same spot . As you turn ,  visualize a wall of l ight , mist

blue with s i lver sparkles ,  spreading as your hands move so that it 

encircles the place of working. Conclude facing East again ,  and fold 

your arms upon your breast, right over left .  Keep awareness if the wall 

if blue light encompassing your place if working, 19 but now let the globe 

above your head jade from your consciousness. 

1 0 . Lower your arms to your sides , having your hands sl ightly away 

from your body with palms upcurved . Standing thus ,  proclaim:  

1 1 .  

Thee we invoke, the Secret Flame that abideth in holy and 

luminous silence. 

Thee, the Lisht if the Great Gods and the Life !!fche'vl'orlds. 

Thee, the Mishty and Shining One, whose Spirit jilleth all 

things and whose holy Fire is ini'Oked in every sancturary if the 

hem·ens! 

3 
6 

5 4 

7 2 

Having completed this invocation ,  with your right 

hand now trace clockwise before you the sign of the 

heptagram ; and with the tracing of each line, utter the 

appropriate vowel of Greek Qabalah , as fol lows :  

1 to 2 :  Q (Omega, pronounced as "o" in only) 

2 to 3 :  Y (Upsilon , as German u) 
3 to 4: 0 (Omicron , as "o" in hot) 

4 to 5 :  I (Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

1 9 . As you prefer, the blue-s ih-er wal l may replace awareness of the white-gold wal l ,  or both may· be 
held in consciousness. 
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5 to 6 :  H (Eta , as "a" in care) 

6 to 7: E (Epsilon , as "e" in set) 

7 to 1 :  A (Alpha , as "a" in father) 

1 2 . Fold your arms upon your breast , left over right . Remaining thus ,  

re-affirm your awareness of the blue-si lver wal l ,  and feel the mag

ical v ibrancy of the place of l ight wherein you stand . When you 

are ready, al low the blue-s i lver wall to fade gently from your con

sciousness. The place if working has been prepared, and you are strong to 

achieve in acts if mystery and wonder. 

Chanting the Vowels 

In Section 9 of the Rite of Preparation above , direction is given for the utter

ance of the Greek Vowels .  If  desired these may be chanted ,  as the heptagram 

is traced , according to the Vowel Tones of the Cosmic Harmony (See Entries in 

the Tables of Correspondences) . Either series of tones may validly be employed , as 

fol lows : 

!' i ! �? «;! 0 �0 0 

n T 0 I H E A 

I' :: = � � ;; 0 0 

A superb effect is achieved here if the chosen sequence of tones is sounded , 

in unison with the chanted vowels ,  by a companion playing a musical instru

ment . 
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2 I APPROACHING THE ARCH ETYPES 

The Rites o f  Approach given here arc for individual working. They afford a 

means of affirming and strengthening the bond which exists between the 

psyche of the magician and the archetypal forces of the external cosmos. They 

arc an essential foundation for the works of Planetary Magick , and will assist 

towards a permanent invigorating of the psyche 's natural rapport with the 

planetary powers. 

Initial ly, you should work the series of Rites of Approach in ascending 

planetary order--mounting the steps of "The Ziggurat of Light" from Luna 

through Saturn-putting all you can into each rite and drawing all you can 

from it. 

Thereafter you may return to them as you wil l : whether to repeat the 

ascending sequence , or to select specific rites to supplement or enhance your 

ongoing program . I t  is only recommended that you should perform them 

often : for here is a reservoir of magical vital ity and a fountainhead of joyful 

refreshment . 

With the completion of the first ascending series you wil l have opened 

the primary "Gateways of Power," and you wil l have begun to develop the abil 

i ty to enter effectively into the magical ambience of the planetary spheres .  For 

this reason , a l l  seven Rites of Approach should be accomplished before you 

undertake the further works of Planetary Magick given in this book . 

Rite of Approach in Luna 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time Day and Hour of the Moon 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 



Liahts :  1 Violet Light upon the Bomos 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery : 9 .  

3 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . 

4 .  Visual ize yourself encompassed by an ovoid (an auric shape) of violet 

l ight and , maintaining this in awareness, proclaim : 

l will pass throuah the veil rf the ShininB Liaht to accom

plish the works rj. Yesod. 

With my highest mind and with all my being 1 will raise 

my inward gaze to the di vine resplendence in the Sphere 

rj' Luna, ever more clearly to know and to apprehend that 

livina alory. 

5 .  Vibrate the chosen divine name of the sphere : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

and as you do so visualize the ovoid changing to red-purple 

l ight .  

6 .  Keeping awareness of the red-purple light surrounding you , pro

claim the adoration of the divine force of the Sphere of Luna : 

0 shining and sure guide through the i llimitable realm if 

dreams, most aracious opener rf the way to those who venture 

into worlds unseen ! Thou maker and destroyer rf lllusion, thou 

who knowest the tides �� ocean, the furthest distances �� the 

mind and the dark places if unreason : hail to thee! 

7. Sti l l  keeping the red-purple ovoid surrounding you , mentally intone 

the divine name (as in 5 above) over and over, and with each men

tal utterance visualize the red-purple becoming brighter and more 

luminous while maintaining the shape of the ovoid . Continue in this 

essential practice for as lana as you will,jilling your consciousness with the 

di vine name and with the red-purple light, avoiding discursi ve thouaht . 

8. Ceasing mental utterance of the divine name, keep for a while lon

ger your awareness of the red -purple light; then visualize the ovoid 

changing to violet l ight . 
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9 .  Maintain the violet ovoid for several minutes , then allow it to fade 

gently from your awareness . 

I 0 .  Sound the battery : I .  

I I .  Now utter the fol lowing orison of aspiration : 

May I be sure ?f rry course and percepti ve ?f vision in the 

uncharted realm r:fdreams, and may the way ever be open when 

I seek the rea ions ?f the unseen . May that ecstatic liaht which 

9i ves inspiration to Lover and poet be ever mine, not as rul

ina my life but as respondin9 to my command so that at will 

I may step in to i ts holy enchantment. May the miaht of that 

force which aoverns all arowina thinas. the /i vins power of the 

ruler 1 the t ides and the knower 1 the hidden deeps, be mine 

to aid me in ascendin9 the stair of the planetary powers, both 

outer and inner: to the fulfillment of my maaical destiny and 

the realization of my true will . So may it be, in the name 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Approach i n  Mercury 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mercury 

Position of Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: I Orange Light upon the Bomos 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing j ust West of center facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery : 8 .  

3 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . 

4. Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of oranae l ight and , 

maintaining this in awareness , proclaim :  

I will pass throuah the  vei l of the  Shin ina Liaht t o  accom

plish the works of Hod. With my hiahest mind and with all my 

bein9 I will raise my inward aaze to the divine vibrancy in the 
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Sphere rif Mercury, ever more clearly to know and to apprehend 

that wondrous glory. 

5 .  Vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

and as you do so visualize the ovoid changing to yellow ochre 

l ight . 

6 .  Keeping awareness of the yellow ochre l ight surrounding you , pro 

claim the adoration of the divine force of the Sphere of Mercury : 

0 thou swift and unconstrained traveler in the ways between 

the Worlds, di vine importer rif secret tidings to gods and to 

humankind, bountiful bestower rif aid in Art Magick!-knowl

edge and skill, rite and high result are thine to impart! Thine 

are the Tongues and the Numbers, thine the Signs and the Sig

ils and the words if Power. Thine it is to heal, and to teach, and 

to watch upon the way. Hail to thee! 

7. St i l l  keeping the yel low ochre ovoid surrounding you , mentally 

intone the divine name (as in 5 above) over and over, and with each 

mental utterance visualize the yellow ochre becoming brighter and 

more luminous while maintaining the shape of the ovoid . Continue 

in this essential practice.for as long as you wi ll,_[illing your consciousness 

with the di vine name and with the yellow ochre light, amiding discursi ve 

thought . 

8 .  Ceasing mental utterance of the divine name, keep for a while longer 

your awarenesss of the yellow ochre l ight ; then visualize the ovoid 

changing to orange l ight . 

9 .  Maintain the orange ovoid for several minutes , then allow it to fade 

gently from your awareness . 

1 0 .  Sound the battery : 1 .  

1 1 .  Now utter the following orison of aspiration : 

Swift be my onward passage in the ways rif knowledge!

sw!ftly and joyfully may I recei ve the bright illuminations 

whi ch are g i ven hiddenly upon that journey. May my mind 

be borne upon wings �[ inspiration to overpass all di visions 
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between truth and truth, and may I rejoice in the tw�jold 

maaick which abides in erery comprehension : the maaick �r 
the realization, and the magick of its sowingjor a new har

vest. May the potentforce which mmkens all understanding, the 

great wind that sweeps the sno•nfrom the uplands and the dead 

leaves from the jorest holl01rs, be with me to clear the inner skies 

if my perceptions, so that erel)' luminal)' may pour its radiance 

into my whole being. And when with art I inmke the celestial 

Powers, swift, 0 swift be the event! So may it be, in the name 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

1 2 .  Sound the batten· : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
-

Rite of Approach in Venus 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetal)' Time: Day and Hour ofVenus 

Position �fBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Green Light upon the Bomos 

I . Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery : 7 .  

3 .  If you desire , now activate incense . 

4 .  Visual ize yourself encompassed by an omid of green l ight and , main

taining this in awareness , proclai m :  

I will pass through the veil of the Shining Lisht to accom

plish the works of Netzach . With my highest mind and with all 

my being I will raise my inward gaze to the di vine ardor in the 

Sphere oj'Venus, erer more clearly to know and to apprehend 

that mystical glory. 

5 .  Vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH20TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

2 0 .  T h e  \vord Y H V H  may be ,·ocal ized a s  Yah 1·eh, a s  Yuh n·eh .  udOd / Jch l(w  J lch, or u:dCcnwrammacon , a s  the 
student prefers. 
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and as you do so visualize the ovoid changing to greenish blue 

l ight . 

6 .  Keeping awareness of the greenish blue l ight surrounding you , pro

claim the adoration of the divine force of the Sphere ofVenus : 

0 thou radiant gi ver of love, ruler of the forces of life, 

di vinely robed in light and girded with invincible beauty! Per

fect harmony and concord are as the peifumes if thy presence, 

and thou it is who dose create the rhythms whose pulsings call 

into life the sacred dance. 0 thou who ever sendest forth all 

delight, hail to thee! 

7. St i l l  keeping the greenish blue ovoid surrounding you , mentally 

intone the divine name (as in 5 above) over and over, and with each 

mental utterance visualize the greenish blue becoming brighter and 

more luminous while maintaining the shape of the ovoid . Continue 

in this essential practice for as long as you will,jilling your consciousness 

with the di 1•ine name and with the greenish blue light, avoiding discursi ve 

thought. 

8 .  Ceasing mental utterance of the divine name, keep for a while lon

ger your awareness of the greenish blue l ight ; then visual ize the 

ovoid changing to green light . 

9 .  Maintain the green ovoid for several minutes , then allow it to fade 

gently from your awareness . 

I 0 .  Sound the Battery : I .  

I I .  Now utter the fol lowing orison of aspiration : 

May I ever be filled with a joyous awe as I contemplate the 

unity if I!fe and love: a unity wherein all we love can be a 

source of spiritual life for us. Lovingly may I delight in the 

Worlds cj' Life, di vine and earthly and all that lies between ; 

mine be it to love and to rejoice in the sublime and thrilling 

lo1•eliness of the forces cj' life themselves. Thus may I be assisted 

by the di vine force which directs them: may I be guarded by the 

panoply of that invincible beauty, may I walk secure within the 

aura of that peifect harmony and concord. So may I go forward 

in that mantle of radiance, that every level of my being may be 
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empowered by the cosmic cadence of the sacred dance . So may it 

be, in the name: 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

1 2 .  Sound the battcrv : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
' 

Rite of Approach in Sol 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Sun 

Position ?J Bomos: Center of Place of Working 

Lights: 1 Yellow Light upon the Bomos 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing j ust West of center facing East across the Bomos, sound the 

battery : 6 .  

3 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

4. Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of yel low l ight and , 

maintaining this in awareness, proclaim : 

I will pass through the vei l l!f the Shining Light to accom 

plish the works ofTiphareth . With my highest mind and with all 

my being I will raise my inward gaze to the di vine vitality in 

the Sphere l!f the Sun, ever more clearly to know and to appre

hend that ijfulgent glory. 

5 .  Vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

and as you do so visualize the ovoid changing to pale greenish 

yellow l ight . 

6 .  Keeping awareness of the pale greenish- ye l low l ight surrounding 

you , proclaim the adoration of the divine force of the sphere of Sol : 

Far-riding ruler ?J days, all-seeing arbiter if the planetary 

powers! Thine is the wisdom if prophecy, the rapture if music 

and poesy, the upward surging force ?J mystical endeavor. Thine 

is the vision which sees beyond all change and chance, and the 

clear perception of. truth which dispels all shadow. In the rising 
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and in the incomparable luster if the Day-Star thou ah ·est a 

sacred imaae to maaical ascendance, even as thy power enkin

dles a slory within us and elevates us to accomplish that which 

we seek . Hail to thee! 

7 .  Still keeping the pale greenish-yellow ovoid surrounding you , men

tally intone the divine name (as in 5 above) over and over, and with 

each mental utterance visualize the pale greenish-yellow becoming 

brighter and more luminous while maintaining the shape of the 

ovoid . Continue in this essential practice for as lana as you will,fillinB 

your consciousness with the divine name and with the pale sreenish-yellow 

lisht, avoidins discursi ve thousht. 

8 .  Ceasing mental utterance of the divine name, keep for a while ion

ger your awareness of the pale greenish-yellow light ; then visualize 

the ovoid changing to yellow l ight . 

9 .  Maintain the yellow ovoid for several minutes , then al low i t  to 

fade gently from your awareness . 

I 0 .  Sound the battery : I .  

I I .  Now utter the fol lowing orison of aspiration : 

May the unconquerable flame if mystical inspiration be 

enkindled within me, that my course may be slorious in the 

aaze ?f the sublime arbiter if the planetary powers! May my 

inner perception if truth be opened to the delisht within all 

that is manifest, the rapture which is voiced in music and poesy, 

the spirit if prophecy which knows the currents if chanae and 

chance. So may my inner nature find i ts peifect equilibri um 

and i ts true fulfillment, and my maaical se!fhood and power 

arise as a star in an unclouded heaven, impartinB i ts luster 

to all it beholds; and may I walk robed in the radiance which 

shines forth from my hear t 's resplendence! So may i t  be, in the 

name 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Rite of Approach in Mars 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mars 

Position if Barnas: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Red Light upon the Bomos 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

batterv : 5 .  
J 

3 .  If you desire, now activate incense . 

4. Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of red l ight and , main

taining this in awareness , proclaim : 

I will pass through the veil if the Shining Light to accom

plish the works if Geburah. With my highest mind and with all 

my being I will raise my inward gaze to the di vine potency in 

the Sphere if Mars, ever more clearly to know and to apprehend 

that indomitable glory. 

5 .  Vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

and as you do so visual ize the ovoid changing to amber l ight . 

6 .  Keeping awareness of the amber l ight surrounding you , proclaim the 

adoration of the divine force of the Sphere of Mars : 

A ll powerful defender if j ustice and truth, thou noble 

inspirer of courage and endurance and of bold resolve! Incul

cator of loyalty, gi ver of the j oy which springs from shared 

endeamr: thou di rine patron if fruiiful debate and if good 

order, thou who dost corifirm the steacifast heart and the unfal

tering hand! Thou mighty adversary if the powers adverse, hail 

to thee! 

7. Still keeping the amber ovoid surrounding you , mentally intone the 
divine name (as in 5 above) over and over, and with each mental 

utterance visualize the amber becoming brighter and more luminous 

while maintaining the shape of the ovoid . Continue in this essential 
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practicefor as long as you will, filling your consciousness with the di vine 

name and u·ith the amber light, avoiding discursi ve thought. 

8 .  Ceasing mental utterance o f  the divine name, keep for a while 

longer your awareness of the amber l ight ; then visualize the ovoid 

changing to red l ight . 

9 .  Maintain the red ovoid for several minutes ,  then allow i t  t o  fade 

gently from your awareness. 

1 0 . Sound the battery : 1 .  

1 1 .  Now utter the fol lowing orison of aspiration : 

May strength in will and deed be mine, that what I have 

resohed I shall to the utmost do. May I seek and find wi thin 

my heart good counsel bifore the event :  then, my plan if action 

decided, may I falter not . May the guardian powers if con 

fidence and steacifastness be at all times with me, and in the 

e1·er-mrying ad1·entures if Art Magick may they bring my 

rJforts to high success. Fortitude and faithful endurance be 

mine, to wrest opposing events and conditions to good avail for 

advancement C!f' the Great Work; or, as I may deem it the better 

course, mine be the courage and power to banish that which is 

adverse. Mine be ever the keen sure blade if clear intent, and 

e1·er the glorious banner if aspiration which is the star of my 

destiny '  So may it be, in the name 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Approach i n  Jupiter 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetal)' Time: Day and Hour of Jupiter 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: 1 Blue Light upon the Bomos 

1 . Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery : 4 .  
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3 .  If you desire, now activate incense . 

4 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an  ovoid of  blue light and , main

taining this awareness , proclaim : 

I will pass throu9h the rei /  c:f" che ShininB Li&ht to accom

plish the works of Chesed. With my highest mind and with all 

my beinB I will raise my inward aaze to the di rine abundance 

in the Sphere if jupiter, erer more clearly to know and to appre

hend that benificent 9lory. 

5 .  Vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

and as you do so dsualize the ovoid changing to lilac light . 

6 .  Keeping awareness o f  the l i lac l ight surrounding you , proclaim the 

adoration of the divine force of the Sphere of Jupiter : 

Royal and magnanimous gi rer of abundance from a cup 

unfailing, Shepherd of the golden Stars, Lord if the tides if 

fortune! Glorious dispenser of mercy, dirine patron if paternal 

and jilial love! Thou dost bless peace and amity between all 

beings: thou great Father ofbenemlent rule and c:fpriesthood, 

and if that loving wisdom "·hich sublimates authority! Hai l  

to  thee! 

7 .  Sti l l  keeping the l i lac ovoid surrounding you ,  mentally intone the 

divine name (as in 5 above) over and over, and with each mental 

utterance visualize the l i lac becoming brighter and more luminous 

while maintaining the shape of the ovoid .  Continue in this essential 

practice for as long as you will, filling your consciousness with the di vine 

name and with the lilac light, a1·oiding discursi ve thought. 

8 .  Ceasing mental utterance o f  the divine name ,  keep for a while 

longer your awareness of the l i lac l ight ; then visualize the ovoid 

changing to blue l ight . 

9 .  Maintain the blue ovoid for several minutes , then al low i t  t o  fade 

gently from your awareness . 

1 0 .  Sound the batterv : I . J 

1 1 .  Now utter the following orison of aspiration : 
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May I be blessed with the generous spirit which both gi ves 

and attracts the bounties if all levels if existence: mine be that 

cup urifailing, ovelflowing and ever replenished by the powers 

if celestial abundance! Mine be the far vision which transcends 

the images and emotions if the moment, mine the regarciful 

love which seeks the highest good in all and for all; mine be 

i t  to dispose wi th true wisdom all matters which fall within 

my judgment. May my heart be filled with the royal freedom, 

the di vine gladness if the blue illimitable skies; and may that 

bright amplitude exalt my mind to share in i ts magnificence, so 

that my whole being may be imbued, and may give forth again 

its high peace and sublime felicity. So may it be, in the name 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Approach i n  Saturn 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Saturn 

Position if Barnas: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Indigo (or Black) Light upon the Bomos 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery : 3 .  

3 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . 

4 .  Visual ize yourse l f  encompassed by an ovoid of indigo l ight and , 

maintaining this in awareness , proclaim:  

I will pass through the  veil if the  Shining Light to  accom

plish the works if Binah . With my highest mind and with all 

my being I will raise my inward gaze to the di vine creativity in 

the Sphere if Saturn, ever more clearly to know and to appre

hend that undying glory. 

5 .  Vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 
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and as you do so visualize the ovoid changing to dove arey 

l ight . 

6 .  Keeping awareness o f  the dove grey l ight surrounding you , pro

claim the adoration of the divine force of the Sphere of Saturn :  

Sublime and shadowed one, austere awakener ?fhiah aspira

tion and mystic hope ' Thou art 9i ver ?f the silent will to endure, 

thou art patron if the spirit 's creativity and if the forces if 

preservation and of renewal. In thy keeping are alike the scythe 

?{ the reaper and the instruments if the builder in stone; thine 

too is the open scroll if the past, and thine the sealed scroll 

which holds the mysteries if the future. Hai l  to thee! 

7 .  Still keeping the dove grey ovoid surrounding you , mentally intone 

the divine name (as in 5 above) over and over, and with each men

tal utterance visual ize the dove grey becoming brighter and more 

luminous while maintaining the shape of the ovoid . Continue in this 

essential practice for as lana as you will,jillina your consciousness with the 

di vine name and with the dove arey liaht, avoidina discursi ve thouaht. 

S .  Ceasing mental utterance of the divine name, keep for a while lon

ger your awareness of the dove grey light ; then visualize the ovoid 

changing to indigo l ight . 

9 .  Maintain the indigo ovoid for several minutes ,  then allow it to fade 

gently from your awareness . 

I 0 .  Sound the battery : I . 

I I .  Now utter the fol lowing orison of aspiration : 

Constant and unswervinB be my proaress in the holy Mys

teries! Though the further distance be veiled from my present 

vision, as in the preanant darkness if an ancient shrine, still 

may I the more fenently aspire to that onward way. May my 

confidence endure and come to stronaer arowth beneath the 

holy face if that all-creati ve Niaht. May I reap in understand

ina the harvest of past action, and make a fresh sowin& if the 

seeds if my experience. May my maaical will shine forth as a 

pureJlameJrom that austere cradle; and, in the immense si lence 
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rif transcended Time, may / learn awareness rif my own heart 's 

true and inward mice! So may it be, in the name 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

1 2 . Sound the batterv : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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3 I CoNTACTING TH E PowER- D EEPS 

These Rites of Contact , l ike the Rites of Approach , are for individual working. 

Whereas the Rites of Approach look "outwards ," establishing the magi 

cian in the power of the cosmic l ife - forces , these look "inwards ," stimulating 

the inner planetary focal points to vital activity. 

In each instance , the power of the cosmic archetype which has , in the 

Rite of Approach,  already i l l umined the higher levels of the psyche , is now 

brought through its counterpart in the Deep Mind , and is  thence cal led 

upwards into consciousness. In this way it is made one 's own : supplying for 

working the vital link between cosmos and microcosmos , and carrying too an 

additional charge of magical potential from the profound treasury of the Col

lective Unconscious. 

She who in the Rite of Approach was enrobed in the l ight of the sphere 

of operation ,  and imbued with its benison ,  is here suffused with its magical 

dynamism ; and suffused with it in  a personal realization of that power arising 

within her. 

Just as with the Rites of Approach, the Rites of Contact should initially be 

worked in ascending planetary order (Moon through Saturn) . Devote yourself 

to an entire attunement with each step in its turn of "The Ziggurat of Light ," 

and complete a l l  seven Rites of Contact before you proceed with the further 

works of Planetary Magick given in this book . 

After completing the series in this way, take care , again as with the Rites 

of Approach, to keep open within your psyche the channel for each of the 

planetary powers to cultivate for yourself the effectiveness of these rites by 

frequent repetition , whether you employ the ascending sequence or select 

specific rites for your ongoing program . 



Considered together the Rites of Approach and of Contact form the 

essential groundwork for the practice of Planetary Magick . They are root 

processes whose vitality, sustaining power and magical avail increase propor

tionately with use as the magician wins proficiency and might in her art. 

Rite of Contact in Luna 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Moon 

Position if Barnas: Just East of Center 

Liahts: I Violet Light or Star of Nine Lights 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing at center facing East across the Bomos , sound the battery : 9 .  

3 .  I f  you desire ,  now activate incense . 

4 .  Visualize yourse lf encompassed by an ovoid of violet l ight , and main

taining this i n  awareness proclaim : 

I will enter into the Liaht ofYesod, and approaching the 

inmost shrine of the Foundation I will invoke the Li ving Flame 

if the First Hem·en . Encompassed by that resplendence and 

established upon the jlrst step of the Ziggurat �fLiaht, I will 

calljorth within my soul the holy powers of Luna. 

So shall the glories �fthe worlds invisible be vi vidly present 

to my inner realization and the eye of my mind, and so shall I 

be indued with every virtue of the realm if Leranah that I may 

need in the workinas �JArt Maaick . 

5 .  Visualize the ovoid changing to red-purple l ight , and maintaining this 

vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere nine times : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I IAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

6. Now visual ize the ovoid changing to violet l ight , and maintaining 

this make invocation as fol lows : 

Stainless, most luminous, miahty one! Leader of Niaht 's 

holy enchantments! The briahtness if thy triple countenance 

maddens the howlers if the wastelands: thy dominance speeds 

forth upon arrows, it rides the shininB arrows �f thy liaht .  0 
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thou who brinsest to birth, thou who callest the dreamerforth 

to freedom ! thy presence and thy power I here invoke. 0 thou 

who art ruler �j' the orb if Levanah, thou resent if nisht whose 

palace if Garen ha-Saphir  is pared with azure; thou whose 

heaven is the rei / of the skies, the rea ion of silver and pearl, 

Tebe/ Vilun Shamaim; 

0 thou di rine auardian if the sacred treaure-house: now 

open wi thin me the crystalline sates �I thy Sphere, that thy 

power may arise in li?J' soul! 

7 .  Having completed the innJCation , al low the ovoid t o  fade from 

your awareness ; then immediately proceed as follows :  

8 .  Imagine a continuous spiral o f  silver l ightn ascending from the 

ground at your feet ,  whirl ing clockwise around you and disap

pearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirl ing spiral 

in visualization ,  vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere nine 

times: 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

9 .  Having completed the vibration o f  the div ine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

I 0 .  Now, after the close of the deliberate vi sual izations , give at least 5 

or 1 0  minutes to experiencing the contact you have established with 

this Sphere . Remain passive in the jeelina of the Sphere of Luna as 

it has come to you through the visualizations and through vibrating 

the divine name;  allowing ideas and images to flow unbidden and 

unchecked through your consciousness , as if you were dreaming. 2 2  

2 1 .  This section of tht· r i h :  employs t h e  Ptolemaic color corrcspondencL'S of tht· Spheres ( Entr; 2 2 ,  
Tables o f  Currcspondcncl' .s ) .  These attributions an· imbued with the intluc!HT o f  age - long magical 
tradition and potent usage , and are marked ly appropriate where, as here, in  a planetary context the 
need is to engage tht· dct·ps of  the psyche and the mighty aid of the Col lect in· Unconscious.  

2 2 .  A t  a later time you may if  you wish rc\·iew the content of your reflect ion , comparing the correspon
dences occurring therein with the list of CorrespondcrKcs for the Planet . ror t.•ach o f  these Rites of 
Contact, this subscqw:nt n·,· iew is  rccommL'n<led . I t  gives .1 good opportunity to vcrif)' the validity 
of the correspondences occurring i n  the reflect ion ; fu rther, it may provide new insights into their 
s ign i ficance, new intl'rprctat ions of material al ready know n .  I t  i s  also l ikely, on O(Tasion , to enable 
you to add new matt·rial to your l ists of correspondences, when this impresses you as hcing com· inc
ingh- appropriate . 
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I I  . When you reach a point which you consider should end this period 

of reflection , sound the battery : 1 .  

1 2 .  Visualize yourse l f  encompassed by an ovoid of violet l ight ,  and 

maintaining this utter the closing orison : 

Ever may the Li ving Flame of the First Heaven light my 

path; and may its reverberation in Tebel Vilun Shamaim, aris

inB within my soul, increasinsly bestow upon me the bounteous 

B!fis ?f imaaination and the true perception ?[ the Foundation .  

1 3 . Al low the v io let ovoid to fade from your consciousness , then 

sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Contact i n  Mercury 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Flour of Mercury 

Position ?fBomos: Just East of Center 

Lishts: 1 Orange Light or Star of Eight Lights 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing at center facing East across the Bomos, sound the battery : 8 .  

3 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

4 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of oranae l ight , and 

maintaining this in awareness proclaim : 

1 will enter into the L isht ?[ Hod, and approachinB the 

inmost shrine ?[Splendor 1 will invoke the Wondrous Flame ?[ 

the Second Heaven . Encompassed by that vibrancy and estab

lished upon the second step ?f the Zissurat ?f Lisht, 1 will call 

forth within my soul the holy powers ?[ Mercul)'. 

So shall the slories ?f the worlds invisible be vividly present 

to my inner realization and the eye ?[my mind, and so shall be 

indued with evelJ virtue ?[ the realm ?f Kokab that I may need 

in the workinss if Art Maaick . 

5 .  Visual ize the ovoid changing to yellow ochre l ight , and maintaining 

this vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere eight times : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I A LETHES LOGOS 
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6 .  Now visualize the ovoid changing to  oranae l ight , and maintaining 

this make invocation as fol lows : 

Multiple, dual, yet aer indi visible in thy unity: thou aoest 

poweifully in liaht and in darkness! Subtle art thou as water, 

tenacious as fire. Thy power is a sure stf!ff. to the wayfarer and a 

crown if knowledae to the maae. Sw!ft must be the words that 

call thee, swift but most trenchant!-a rushina wind is the 

lanauaae ?f this my invocation. 

0 thou who art ruler ?f the orb ?f Kokab, thou protector 

and auide who dwellest in the araciful palace cfThushiah; thou 

whose chosen heaven is Reqia 'a, the prifound and splendidfir

mament itself: now let thine auspicious aaze rest upon my ear

nest explorations, and open wi thin me the hidden sates c:f thy 

Sphere, that thy power may arise in my soul! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation ,  al low the ovoid t o  fade from 

your awareness ; then immediately proceed as fol lows : 

8 .  Imagine a continuous spiral o f  shimmer ina opalescence ascending 

from the ground at your feet , whirling clockwise around you and 

disappearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling 

spiral in visualization , vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere 

eight times :  

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

9 .  Having completed the vibration of the divine name,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness. 

1 0 . Now, after the close of the del iberate visual izations , give at least 

5 or 1 0  minutes to experiencing the contact you have establ ished 

with this Sphere . Remain passive in the fee/ina of the Sphere 

of Mercury as it has come to you through the visualizations and 

through vibrating the divine name ; al lowing ideas and images to 

flow unbidden and unchecked through your consciousness , as if 

you were dreaming. 

1 1  . When you reach a point which you consider should end this period 

of reflection, sound the battery : 1 .  
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1 2 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of orange l ight, and 

maintaining this utter the closing orison : 

Ever may the Wondrous Flame �� the Second Heaven ghe 

wings to my mind; and may its reverberation in Reqia ' a, arising 

within my soul, increasingly bestow upon me the precious g!fts cJ 

magical understanding and the illuminations ?[ Splendor. 

1 3 . Al low the orange ovoid to fade from your consciousness ,  then 

sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Contact i n  Venus 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour ofVenus 

Position if Barnas: Just East of Center 

Lights: 1 Green Light or Star of Seven Lights 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing at center facing East across the Bomos , sound the battery : 7 .  

3 .  If you desire , now activate incense. 

4.  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of green l ight , and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

I will enter into the L ight !:!/ Netzach, and approaching 

the inmost shrine ?{Victory I will invoke the Mystical Flame ?[ 

the Third Hem·en . Encompassed by that ardor and established 

upon the third step ?[ the Ziggurat ?J Light, 1 will callforth 

within my soul the holy powers ?{Venus. 

So shall the glories of the worlds invisible be vi vidly present 

to my inner realization and the eye ?[my mind, and so shall I 

be indued with every virtue ?J the realm ?J Nogah that 1 may 

need in the workings of Art Magick. 

5 .  Visualize the ovoid changing to greenish blue l ight , and maintaining 

this vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere seven times : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

6 .  Visual ize the ovoid changing t o  green l ight , and maintaining this 

make invocation as fol lows : 
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Radiant and strong ally, victorious friend, sw!ft healer and 

helper!-gi rer of gladness, bathing all beings in the light c1· 

thy golden eyes! Song and sweet laughter evoke thee, and thy 

glory callsforth song and sweet laughter again . Bestower '?fl!fe, 

bestower '?]. love, my heart and soul jind ecsta� in thee. 

0 thou who are ruler of the orb of Nogah, best ower cd'bless

ing and of rapture, who dwell est in thy palace c1· the celestial 

.forest, the .festi l'e palace rf Otz Shamaim; thou who in the 

languid heaven of misty Shecheqim shinest in brilliance: now, 

in love and in peace, open wi thin me the kindly gates '?]. thy 

Sphere, that thy power may arise in my soul! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , al low the ovoid t o  fade from 

your awareness ; then immediately proceed as fol lows : 

8 .  Imagine a continuous spiral o f  sa.Jfron l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet, whirling clockwise around you and disappear

ing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral in 

visualization , vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere seven 

times : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBA PH ALANA I CHARIS 

9. Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

I 0 .  Now, after the close of the del iberate visual izations , give at least 

5 or I 0 minutes to experiencing the contact you have established 

with this Sphere . Remain passive in the .feeling of the Sphere of 

Venus as it has come to you through the visualizations and through 

vibrating the divine name ; allowing ideas and images to flow unbid

den and unchecked through your consciousness , as if you were 

dreaming. 

1 1  . When you reach a point which you consider should end this period 

of reflection , sound the battery : 1 .  

1 2 .  Visual ize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of green l ight , and 

maintaining this utter the closing orison : 
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b·er may the mystical Flame ?f the Third Heaven inspire 

joy in my life: and may its reverberation in Shecheqim, aris

ing within my soul, increasingly bestow upon me the abundant 

gifts ?fspiritual vitality and the celestialflre ?[Victory. 

1 3 . Al low the green ovoid to fade from your consciousness , then 

sound the battery : 3 -5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Contact i n  Sol 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Sun 

Position c?fBomos: Just East of Center 

Lights: 1 Yellow Light or Star of Six Lights 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing at center facing East across the Bomos , sound the battery : 6 .  

3 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense. 

4 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of yellow l ight , and 

maintaining this in awareness proclaim : 

I will enter into the light ofTiphareth, and approaching 

the inmost shrine ?J Beauty I will inmke the Fjfulgent Flame 

?J the Fourth Heaven . 

Encompassed by that ritality and established upon the 

fourth step of the Ziggurat ?J Light, I will call forth within my 

soul the holy powers ?f the Sun. 

So shall the glories ?J the worlds invisible be vividly present 

to my inner realization and the eye ?fmy mind, and so shall I 

be indued with every virtue ?[the realm ?J Shemesh that I may 

need in the workings ?[Art Magick. 

5 .  Visualize the o\'Oid changing to pale greenish-yellow l ight , and main 

taining this vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere six times : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

6. Now visualize the ovoid changing to yellow l ight , and maintaining 

this make invocation as follows : 
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Effulgent prince l!f Jay!- through thine all-gi ring and 

most potent aaze we are wrouaht of star}ire, and kin to the 

alories beyond the spheres. Th ine is the measure ifTime and 

thine to bestow are the aifis chat outpass Time: delight ?f life, 

rapture ?f life renewed! Thou art the Lore which illumines our 

lore and the Beauty which shinesforth in the beauty of erery 

being. Thou are present in a/I.-yet now above all and apart from 

all / invoke thy alorious power. 

0 thou who are ruler of the orb of Shemesh, thou tri um

phant hero who dwell est in the delightsome palace of Ratzon ; 

thou whose own hem·en is many-hued llabul, the wide reaion 

which is the resplendent dwellina of thy alory: now in thy great 

excellence, that 1 may partake in the wonder- workina benif

icence ?f thy rays, open wi thin me the luminous gates of thy 

Sphere, that thy power may arise in my soul! 

7 .  Having completed the imocation ,  al low the ovoid to  fade from 

your awareness ; then immediately proceed as fol lows :  

8 .  Imagine a continuous spiral of aold l ight ascending from the ground 

at your feet, whirling clockwise around you and disappearing above 

your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral in visualization , 

vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere six times : 

YHVH ELOAHV'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

9 .  Having completed the vibration o f  the divine name,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 0 . Now, after tht' close of the deliberate visualizations ,  give at least 

5 or 1 0 minutes to cxpcrit'ncing the contact you have established 

with this Sphere . Remain passive in the feeling of the Sphere of Sol 

as it has come to you through the visualizations and through vibrat

ing the divine name ; allowing ideas and images to flow unbidden and 

unchecked through your consciousness , as if you were dreaming. 

I I .  When you reach a point which you consider should end this period 

of reflection , sound the battery : I . 
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1 2 . Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of yellow l ight , and 

maintaining this utter the closing orison : 

Ever may the Ejfulaent Flame if the Fourth Heaven illu

mine the sanctual)' if my heart; and may i ts reverberation in 

Zabul, arisin9 within my soul, increasin9ly bestow upon me the 

most sacred sifts 1' maaical dedication and the hiah ecstasies 

if Beauty. 

1 3 . Al low the yel low ovoid to fade from your consciousness , then 

sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Contact i n  Mars 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mars 

Position if Barnas: J ust East of Center 

Liahts: 1 Red Light or Star of Five Lights 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing at center facing East across the Bomos, sound the battery : 5 .  

3 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . 

4 .  Visualize yoursel f  encompassed by an ovoid of red l ight , and main

taining this in awareness proclaim :  

I will enter into the Liaht if Geburah, and approachinB the 

inmost shrine if Strenath I will invoke the Indomitable Flame 

if the Fifth Heaven . 

Encompassed by that potency and established upon the fifth 

step if the Zi99urat if Liaht, I will call forth within my soul 

the holy powers if Mars. 

So shall the alories if the worlds invisible be vi vidly present 

to my inner realization and the eye if my mind, and so shall ! 

be indued with every virtue if the realm if Madim that I may 

need in the workinas if Art Maaick. 

5 .  Visualize the ovoid changing to amber light , and maintaining this 

vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere five times : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 
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6 .  Now visualize the ovoid changing t o  red l ight , and maintaining this 

make invocation as fol lows : 

Pure flame if valor! With ringing voice and upraised coun

tenance be thine in.-ocation made! Glory l!ffortitude, glory l!f 
achievement are in thy hand, and that inward joy of' attainment 

which lifts the heart more than the acclaim oj' trumpets. lrifuser 

if strong resolve into the blood ?f those who aspire: in courage 

and confidence I call upon thy might .  0 thou who art ruler of. 

the orb if Madim, thou intrepid champion who dwellest in the 

exalted palace oj'Zakoth; thou whose domain among the heavens 

is flame-bright Ma-on, habitation if che valorous and strong

hold cj'protection to the just : now in thy sustaining care, that 

I may advance in justice and truth , open within me the massi ve 

gates cj'thy Sphere, that thy power may arise in my soul! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation ,  al low the ovoid t o  fade from 

your awareness ; then immediately proceed as follows :  

8 .  Imagine a continuous spiral ofjiery red l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet ,  whirling clockwise around you and disap

pearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirl ing spiral 

in visual ization ,  vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere five 

times :  

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO j iSCHYROS 

9 .  Having completed the vibration o f  the divine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness. 

1 0 . Now, after the close of the del iberate visual izations , give at least 

5 or 1 0 minutes to experiencing the contact you have established 

with this Sphere . Remain passive in the feeling of the Sphere of 

Mars as it has come to you through the visual izations and through 

vibrating the divine name ; al lowing ideas and images to flow unbid

den and unchecked through your consciousness , as if you were 

dreaming. 

1 1  . When you reach a point which you consider should end this period 

of reflection , sound the battery : 1 .  
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1 2 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of red l ight , and main

taining this utter the closing orison : 

Ever may the indomitable Flame rj the Fifth Hea1·en guard 

my life and my works; and may i ts reverberation in Ma-on, aris

ing within my soul, increasingly bestow upon me the high gifts 

rj magical adventure and the unfailing corifidence rj Strength . 

I 3 .  Allow the red ovoid to fade from your consciousness , then sound 

the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Contact i n  jupiter 

Tempora/Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Jupiter 

Position rj Bomos: Just East of Center 

Lights: I Blue Light or Star of Four Lights 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing at center facing East across the Bomos , sound the battery : 4 .  

3 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

4 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of blue l ight , and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

I will enter into the Light rj Chesed, and approaching the 

inmost shrine ?]' Loving-kindness I will invoke the Ben�ficent 

Flame ?]'the Sixth Heaven. 

Encompassed by that abundance and established upon the 

sixth step rj the Ziggurat rj Light, 1 will call forth within my 

soul the holy powers if jupiter. 

So shall the glories rj the worlds invisible be vividly present 

to my inner realization and the eye rj my mind, and so shall I 

be indued with eve')' virtue rj the realm rjTzedeq that I may 

need in the workings ?]Art Magick. 

5 .  Visualize the ovoid changing to lilac l ight , and maintaining this 

vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere four times : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 
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6 .  Now visualize the omid changing to blue light , and maintaining this 

make invocation as fol lmvs; 

0 most exalted wielder of the stars, supreme in all  magnifi

cence! The immense blue and purple ?f sky and ocean declare 

the breadth oj' thy domain, the fruitful  rains qj1rm thy benia

nity. Majestic in power, compassionate in reaard, beneath thy 

protectina hand I here invoke thee. 

0 thou who art ruler ?f the orb ofTzedeq, most royal Father 

who dwellest in the beloved palace ?f white-pillared Ahabah; 

thou whose chosen reaion is the peaceful, the established place, 

the joyous realm ?f .Makon : now in thy di 1·ine liberality, that I 

may arise to greater plen itude of life, open within me the spa

cious sates ?f thy Sphere, that thy power may arise in my soul! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , al low the ovoid to  fade from 

your awareness ; then immediately proceed as follows : 

8 .  Imagine a continuous spiral o f  wh ite  l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet ,  whirling clockwise around you and d isap

pearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral 

in visual ization, vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere four 

times : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

9 .  Having completed the vibration of the div ine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

I 0 .  Now, after the close of the del iberate visual izations, give at least 

5 or I 0 minutes to experiencing the contact you have establ ished 

with this Sphere . Remain passive in the .fee/ina of the Sphere of 

Jupiter as it has come to you through the visual izations and through 

vibrating the divine name;  al lowing ideas and images to !low unbid

den and unchecked through your consciousness , as if you were 

dreaming. 

1 1  . When you reach a point which you consider should end this period 

of reflection , sound the battery : 1 .  
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1 2 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of blue l ight , and main

taining this utter the closing orison : 

Ever may the Benificent Flame if the Sixth Heaven prosper 

my spiritual development; and may its reverberation in Makon, 

arisinB within my soul, increasinaly bestow upon me the most 

excellent sifts if maanificence if spirit and the inner touch

stone if Mercy. 

1 3 . Allow the blue ovoid to fade from your consciousness , then sound 

the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Contact i n  Saturn 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Saturn 

Position if Bomos: Just East of Center 

Liahts: I Indigo (or Black) Light or Star ofThree Lights 

I . Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing at center facing East across the Bomos , sound the battery : 3 .  

3 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

4 .  Visual ize yourse lf  encompassed by an ovoid of indiao l ight , and 

maintaining this in awareness proclaim . 

I will enter into the Liaht of Binah, and approachinB the 

inmost shrine if UnderstandinB I will in voke the UndyinB 

Flame of the Seventh Heaven . 

Encompassed by that creativity and established upon the 

seventh step if the Ziaaurat ?f Liaht, I will call forth within 

my soul the holy powers if Saturn . So shall the alories if the 

worlds im·isible be vividly present to my inner realization and 

the eye if my mind, and so shall I be indued with every virtue 

if the realm if Shabbathai that I may need in the workinB if 

Art Maaick. 

5 .  Visualize the ovoid changing to dove arey l ight , and maintaining this 

vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere three times : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 
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6 .  Now visualize the ovoid changing to indigo l ight, and maintaining 

this make imocation as follows :  

August and terrible ' Thou silent, thou sublime! Through 

Time and Necessity thou dose rule us, through Mystery and the 

secret seeds of Creati ve Inspiration thou dost move us. Thou who 

bearest the scepter of elder Night, who dost govern the seasons 

of the spirit : thou Sower, thou Reaper, thou Regenerator!-thee 

now I ini'Oke . 

0 thou who art ruler of the orb l!f Shabbathai , thou ven 

erable one who dwellest in the most sacred palace of Qgdosh 

Qgdoshim; thou whose domain is the vast heaven of the glim

mering plains, remote in Araboth : now in th ine ever-heeijul 

jidelity, that I may bring my labors on Earth to their full har-

vest, open within me the adamantine gates of thy Sphere, that 

thy power may arise in my soul! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , al low the  ovoid to fade from 

your awareness; then immediately proceed as follows : 

8 .  Imagine a continuous spiral o f  grey l ight ascending from the ground 

at your feet ,  whirl ing clockwise around you and disappearing 

above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral in visual

ization, vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere three times : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

9 .  Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  al low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

I 0 .  Now, after the close of the deliberate visualizations , give at l east 

5 or I 0 minutes to experiencing the contact you have establ ished 

with this Sphere . Remain passive in the feeling of the Sphere of Sat

urn as it has come to you through the visualizations and through 

vibrating the div ine name ;  a l lowing ideas and images to flow 

unbidden and unchecked through your consciousness , as if you 

were dreaming. 

1 1  . When you reach a point which you consider should end this period 

of reflection , sound the battery : 1 .  
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1 2 .  Visualize yourse lf  encompassed by an ovoid of indigo l ight , and 

maintaining this utter the closing orison : 

Ever may the Undying Flame cif the Seventh Heaven con 

secrate my upward progress with shining benediction; and may 

i ts reverberation in Araboth, arising wi thin my soul, increas

ingly bestow upon me the wondrous gifts cif renewal in Time 

and beyond Time and the sure counsels cif Understanding. 

1 3 . Al low the ind igo ovoid to fade from your consciousness , then 

sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  



4 1  CRE ATING THE E LIXIR O F  VIRTUE 

These rites are intended for group usc . They may be undertaken in ascending 

planetary order, or from the outset they may be selected at need or wil l .  

In each instance the group conjointly prepares a magical tluid , vibrant 

with the potency of the planet of the working; and in drinking of the same, 

each is inwardly infused vvith the creative energies of the sphere of operation . 

The ongoing benefits of these rites include not only the heightened ability of 

the recipients to work in harmony with the powers of the Spheres ,  but also 

their continuing and subtly- increasing apperception of the plantetary modal i 

ties as  they operate in cosmos and microcosmos . 

As an additional good , these rites effectively promote that transpersonal 

interacti\·e process termed "magical group bonding" ; unifying the participants 

at psychic and emotional leYe l s ,  fostering the development of a group aura , 

and establ ishing a psycho - spiritual ambience wherein energy may be freely 

shared and rightly equilibriated . 

For each planetary working in this serie s ,  the wine which is to be 

employed as the materium may be appropriately chosen from the fol lowing : 

Saturn· -Retzina . E lderberry. Entre Deux Mers . Campari . 

jupiter - -Burgundy. Dubonnet . Byrrh . Ruby Port 

Mars-Ginger Wine .  Asti Spumante . Bull 's Blood . Chablis .  

Sun-Muscatel .  Claret . Commanderic St. John . Commanderia. Chianti . 

Barsac . 

Venus-Mosel le .  Rose . Sparkling Rose .  Mead . Champagne .  

Mercury--Vermouth . Old Tokay. Blanc de Blancs . Reisling. 

Moon -Liebfraumilch . Sauternes .  Syh·aner. Palm Wine. 



If desired , the dramatic effect of these rites ,  and consequently their appeal to 

the Nephesh, can be enhanced by the introduction of additional correspon

dences . For example : 

Each participant may wear a circlet of flowers or foliage upon 

the head (see Entries 2 7, 28, Tables of Correspondences) . To 

do so is an ancient tradition of the Mysteries , and emphasizes 

both the sacerdotal and the joyful nature of the celebration . 

An appropriate magical implement may be employed in 

Section I I  of each rite, for the tracing of circle and presigil lum 

(see Entry I I , Tables of Correspondences) .  For Saturn,  

perhaps an hourglass or a large key might be selected ; for 

Venus, a lighted taper or a shell of elongated form.  

In Section 16  of each rite , during the pause for meditative 

reflection , evocative music suitable to the Sphere may be 
played (see Entries 23, 24, Tables ?[Correspondences) . 

Creating the Elixir in Luna 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of the Moon 

Position ?fBomos: Center of the P lace ofWorking 

Lights: 1 Violet Light or Star of Nine Lights 

Other Requirements: A Cup with Wine upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite al l participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working : the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances t o  the West o f  the Bomos and performs the 

Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 9 .  

3 .  I f  desired , incense is now activated . 

4 .  The director begins the invocation : 

Let us open the mystic portals cif the Shrine cif Silver by 

invocation cif the sacred name, that the resplendent glory cif the 
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di vine presence may illumine us and raise our work into the 

Sphere oJYesod. 

5 .  She vibrates the chosen divine name of the Sphere once : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

All now say : 

Thou Bi t•er cif dreams, maker of all enchantments, ruler 

cif the sacred liaht whereof is wrouaht the frame cif thinas to 

be!- thou most.fait�ful in thy aovernance who art called the 

chana�ful one! As thou brinaest all thinas to birth and arowth 

and to their earthlyfulfillment , now be thy miahty power with 

us in the working cif Art Maaick. 

The director resumes her place in the circle . All link hands 

and utter the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

Hands are unlinked . 

6 .  The director advances to West of Bomos . Raising the cup in both 

hands she makes the dedication : 

0 l!fe-ai vina and potent 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

to thee we raise, in the cup of our aspiration, the wine which 

is tO be the talisman cif OUT Un ited maaical will /- askina thee, 

0 Shinina One, to recei >"e this materium of our rite into the 

liaht ?f thy presence . So as we proceed in preparation cif the 

Elixir cif the Moon, charainB the astral substance ?f this wine 

with the creati l'e eneraies of Lemnah, shall we ach ieve a true 

alchemical ferment, miahty in Yetzirah and vitalized by thy 

blessing. 

And in partakina of this fl!YStery, let there be unto us vital

ity if soul upon theJirst step if the Ziaaurat c:fLiaht, increase 

if perception and heiahtened experience of the wonders of thy 

Sphere . 
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The cup is replaced on the Bomos , and the director resumes 

her place in the circle .  

7 .  All link hands and make one complete clockwise circumambulation 

of the place of working; visual izing, as they do so, a wall of violet 

l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  This done, hands 

are unlinked and the wall of l ight is al lowed to fade from awareness . 

8 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of the 

Bomos , holds the cup at heart level with both hands , and says : 

Creature cj"Wine who art established upon the jirst step cif 

the Ziaaurat cif Liaht :  by the vital force f!f my breath, in this 

Hour f!f the Moon, I create a maaical link between thee and me 

jor the pe:fectina cif this operation cif Holy Maaick in the realm 

cif Levana h .  

The participant then breathes once upon the wine, replaces 

the cup, and returns to his place in the circle .  

9 .  Al l l ink hands and circumambulate the place of working nine times 

clockwise . This being done, hands are unlinked . 

1 0 .  The director now raises power by the Ptolemaic formula, as fol 

lows : 

She imagines a continuous spiral of silver l ight ascending 

from the ground at her feet , whirling clockwise around her 

and disappearing above her head . As she holds this whirling 

spiral in visualization , she vibrates the chosen divine name of 

the Sphere once : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  she 

allows the whirling spiral to fade from her consciousness . 

Each participant in turn, clockwise around the circle, now raises 

power by the Ptolemaic.formula, visualizina the upward whir/in& 

liaht and vibratina the di vine name. 

This being done, all link hands and vibrate once the chosen 

divine name of the Sphere : 
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SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

Hands are unlinked . 

I I  . The director leading, all now extend their hands towards the cup 

upon the Bomos , palms raised forwards ;  visualizing beams of silver 

l ight emanating from each palm and entering into the cup. 

After a few moments , the director ceases to visualize the 

beams of light and folds her arms upon her breast , left over 

right . All do l ikewise . 

Following the director, all lower arms to sides . 

1 2 .  The director advances to West of Bomos. With her right hand she 

traces in horizontal plane a clockwise circle about the cup. Then with 

her right hand she traces in vertical plane above the cup the Presigil 

lum of the planet (beginning from the point marked * ) ,  meanwhile 

vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

1 3 . The director resumes her place in the circle .  All link hands and 

make one complete circumambulation of the place of working. 

Hands are unlinked . 

1 4 . The battery is sounded : I .  

I 5 .  The director advances to West of Bomos . She raises the cup and 

proclaims: 

Behold the Elixir of the Moon, mi9hty in Tebel Vilun Sha

maim! For all and for each it is prepared ! 

Let each and all recei ve its maaick virtue! 

She drinks of the wine,  replaces the cup upon the Bomos and 

resumes her place in the circle .  

1 6 . One by one the other participants , clockwise around the circl e ,  

approach to  West side of Bomos .  Each raises the cup, makes the 
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fol lowing declaration , then drinks (the last participant draining the 

cup) : 

Be the ferment of our spiritual alchemy miahty in the cru

cible if my soul! 

Having drunk, each returns to his place in the circle .  

1 7 . After a pause for meditative reflection , the battery is sounded : 1 .  

1 8 . All l ink hands and circumambulate once . Hands are unlinked . 

I 9 .  The director utters the valediction : 

0 life-ai vina and potent 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

we who have entered into the Treasury if thy Liaht in Yesod, 

and have drunk if the miahty Elixir if the Moon, salute thee! 

And as now we close aaain from outer awareness the mystic 

portals if the Shrine !!fSill·er, arant us, 0 shinina One, to keep 

the joy of this mystery if Luna in our hearts and to feel i ts 

wonder increasinB within our souls. 

All respond : 

Thus shall it be! 

20 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Creating the Elixir i n  Mercury 
Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Mercury 

Position if Bomos: Center of the Place ofWorking 

Liahts: I Orange Light or Star of Eight Lights 

Other Requirements: A Cup with Wine upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working : the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances to the West o f  the Bomos and performs the 

Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 8 .  
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3 .  If desired , incense is now activated . 

4. The director begins the invocation : 

Let us open the mystic portals �f the Shrine if Pearl by invo

cat ion of the sacred name, that the shimmer ina a lory cif the 

di vine presence may illumine us and raise our work into the 

Sphere �{Hod. 

She vibrates the chosen divine name of the Sphere once : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

All now say : 

Thou whose domain is all sw!ftness!-sw!fter than the 

wind, sw!fter than the course cj· liaht is the jlashinB if thouaht 

wherein thou dost move. Thou who aoest ever between hiah 

heavens and fruitful earth , now as we call upon thee thou art 

with us. 

The director resumes her place in the circle .  Al l  l ink hands 

and utter the chosen divine name of the Sphere-

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

Hands are unlinked . 

5 .  The director advances to West of Bomos .  Raising the cup in both 

hands she makes the dedication : 

0 self� luminous and 1•ibrant 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I A LETHES LOGOS 

to thee we raise, in the cup of our aspiration, the wine which 

is to be the talisman of our uni ted maaical will! --askina 

thee, 0 Swift - winaed One, to recei ve this materium if our rite 

into the liaht if thy presence. So, as we proceed in prepara

tion of the Elixir �f Mercury, charainB the astral substance if 

this wine with the creati ve eneraies of Kokab, shall we achieve 

a true alchemical ferment, miahry in Yetzirah and vitalized by 

thy blessina. 

And in partakinB �f this mystery, let there be unto us vitality 

if soul upon the second step of the Ziaaurat if Liaht, increase 
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r::f perception and heightened experience cif the wonders r::f thy 

Sphere. 

The cup is replaced on the Bomos , and the director resumes 

her place in the circle .  

6. All link hands and make one complete clockwise circumambulation 

of the place of working ; visual izing, as they do so, a wall of orange 
l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle . This done, hands 

are unl inked and the wall of l ight is allowed to fade from awareness . 

7 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of the 

Bomos , holds the cup at heart level with both hands ,  and says : 

Creature ofWine who art established upon the second step 

r::J the Ziggurat r::J L ight: by the vital force r::J my breath, in 

this Hour r::J Mercury, I create a magical /ink between thee and 

me jar the perfecting of this operation cif Holy Magick in the 

realm ?fKokab. 

The participant then breathes once upon the wine, replaces 

the cup, and returns to his place in the circle .  

8 .  Al l  l ink hands and circumambulate the place of working eight times 

clockwise . This being done, hands are unlinked . 

9 .  The director now raises power by the Ptolemaic formula ,  as fol -

lows :  

She imagines a continuous spiral of shimmering opalescence 

ascending from the ground at her feet, whirling clockwise 

around her and disappearing above her head . As she holds 

this whirling spiral in visual ization , she v ibrates the chosen 

divine name of the Sphere once : 

ELOHIMTZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

Having completed the vibration of the divine name , she 

allows the whirling spiral to fade from her consciousness. 

Each participant in turn, clockwise around the circle, now raises 

power by the Ptolemaic formula, visualizing the upward whirling 

light and vibrating the di vine name. 
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This being done, al l l ink hands and vibrate once the chosen 

divine name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

Hands are unlinked . 

I 0 .  The director leading, al l  now extend their hands towards the cup 

upon the Bomos , palms raised forwards ;  visualizing beams of shim

merinB opalescence emanating from each palm and entering into the 

cup. 

After a few moments , the director ceases to visualize the 

beams of light and folds her arms upon her breast , left over 

right . All do l ikewise. 

Fol lowing the d irector, al l lower arms to sides. 

I I  . The director advances to West of Bomos .  With her right hand she 

traces in horizontal plane a clockwise circle about the cup. Then 

with her right hand she traces in vertical plane above the cup the 

Presigi l lum of the planet (beginning from the point marked * ) ,  
meanwhi le vibrating the chosen divine name o f  the Sphere : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I A LETHES LOGOS 

1 2 .  The director resumes her place in the circ le .  A l l  link hands and 

make one complete circumambu lation of the place of working. 

Hands arc unlinked . 

1 3 .  The battery is sounded : 1 

1 4 . The director advances to West of Bomos . She raises the cup and 

proclaims :  

Behold the Elixir of Mercury, mwhty in Reqia 'a! 

For all and for each it is prepared! 

Let each and all receive its maaick rirtue! 
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She drinks of the wine replaces the cup upon the Bomos 

and resumes her place in the circle .  

I S .  One by  one  the other participants , clockwise around the circle ,  

approach to West side of Bomos .  Each raises the cup ,  makes the 

fol lowing declaration , then drinks (the last participant draining the 

cup) :  

Be the.ferment rf our  spiritual alchemy miahty in th e  cru

cible of my soul! 

Having drunk, each returns to his place in the circle .  

1 6 . After a pause for meditative reflection , the battery is sounded : I .  
1 7 . All l ink hands and circumambulate once . Hands are unlinked . 

1 8 .  The director utters the valediction : 

0 se!f-luminous and vibrant 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I A LETHES LOGOS 

we who have entered into the Treasury cif thy Light in Hod, 

and have drunk rf the mi9hty Elixir rf Mercury, salute thee! 

And as now we close aaain from outer awareness the mystic 

portals cif the Shrine ?[Pearl, grant us, 0 Swift-winged One, to 

keep the JOY cif this mystery <j"Mercury in our hearts and to feel 

i ts wonder increasin9 within our souls. 

All respond : 

Thus shall it be! 

1 9 . The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Creating the Elixir i n  Venus 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour ofVenus 

Position ?fBomos: Center of the Place of Working 

Liahts: 1 Green Light or Star of Seven Lights 

Other Requirements: A Cup with Wine upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite al l  participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working: the director stationed at the West . )  
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I .  The director advances to the West of the Bomos and performs the 

Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 7 .  

3 .  I f  desired ,  incense is now activated . 

4. The director begins the invocation : 

Let us open the mystic portals C!f the Shrine if Amber by 

invocation rif the sacred name, that the radiant glory of the 

di vine presence may i llumine us and raise our work into the 

Sphere of Netzach . 

She vibrates the chosen divine name of the Sphere once : 

YHVHTZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

All now say : 

Thou who call est forth gladness and peace and beauty in 

our li ves, upon thee do we call! Thou who dose move ever to 

music heard and to music beyond all hearing, thou whose smile 

}ills the air with sparkling light and with fragrance rif a myriad 

blossoms!-now upon thee we call, that thy power may be with 

us in this rite. 

The director resumes her place in the circle . All link hands 

and utter the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVHTZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

Hands are unlinked . 

5 .  The director advances to West of Bomos . Raising the cup in both 

hands she makes the dedication : 

0 radiant and gentle 

YHVHTZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

to thee we raise in the cup rif our aspiration, the wine which 

is to be the talisman rif our united magical will!-asking thee, 

0 Loring One, to recei ve this materium rif our rite into the light 

rif thy presence. So, as we proceed in preparation if the Elixir if 

�en us, charging the astral substance of this wine with the creati ve 
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energies l!f Nogah, shall we achieve a true alchemical ferment, 

mighty in Yetzirah and vitalized by thy blessing. 

And in partaking cif this mystery, let there be unto us vital

ity cif soul upon the third step cif the Ziggurat cif Light, increase 

cif perception and heightened experience cif the wonders cif thy 

Sphere . 

The cup is replaced on the Bomos , and the director resumes 

her place in the circle .  

6 .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambulation 
of the place of working; visualizing, as they do so, a wall of green 

l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  This done , hands 

are unlinked and the wall of light is allowed to fade from awareness . 

7 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of the 

Bomos , holds the cup at heart level with both hands , and says :  

Creature cifWine who art established upon the third step of 

the Ziggurat cif Light :  by the vital force cif my breath, in this 

Hour cifVenus, I create a magical /ink between thee and me for 

the peifecting of this operation cif Holy Magick in the realm of 

Nogah. 

The participant then breathes once upon the wine, replaces 

the cup , and returns to his place in the circle .  

8 .  All l ink hands and circumambulate the place of working seven times 

clockwise . This being done, hands arc unlinked . 

9 .  The director now raises power by the Ptolemaic formula, as fol -

lows : 

She imagines a continuous spiral of sciffron l ight ascending 

from the ground at her feet, whirling clockwise around her 

and disappearing above her head . As she holds this whirling 

spiral in visualization , she vibrates the chosen divine name of 

the Sphere once : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 
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Having completed the vibration of the div ine name, she 

allows the whirling spiral to fade from her consciousness . 

Each participant in turn, clockwise around the circle, now raises 

power by the Ptolemaic formula, visualizinB the upward whirlina 

liaht and vibratinB the di l'ine name. 

This being done, al l  link hands and vibrate once the chosen 

divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

Hands are unlinked . 

I 0 .  The director leading, all now extend their hands towards the cup 

upon the Bomos, palms raised forwards ;  visualizing beams of scif

fron l ight emanating from each palm and entering into the cup. 
After a few moments , the director ceases to visualize the beams 

of light and folds her arms upon her breast , left over right . All do 
likewise. 

Fol lowing the director, all lower arms to sides .  

I I . The director ach·ances to West of Bomos. With her r ight hand she 

traces in horizontal plane a clockwise circle about the cup. Then 

with her right hand she traces in vertical plane above the cup the 

Presigi l lum of the planet (beginning from the point marked * ) ,  
meanwhile  vibrating the chosen divine name o f  the Sphere : 

* 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

1 2 .  The director resumes her place in the circle .  All l ink hands and 

make one complete circumambulation of the place of working. 

Hands are unlinked . 

I 3 .  The battery is sounded : I . 
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1 4 . The director advances to West of Bomos. She raises the cup and 

proclaims :  

Behold the Elixir <?[Venus, mighty in Shecheqim!  

For all and for each i t i s  prepared! 

Let each and all recei ve i ts magick virtue! 

She drinks of the wine, replaces the cup upon the Bomos 

and resumes her place in the circle .  

1 5 .  One by one the other participants , clockwise around the circ le ,  

approach to West s ide of Bomos .  Each raises the cup, makes the 

fol lowing declaration , then drinks (the l ast participant draining the 

cup) :  

Be the.ferment if our  spiritual alchemy mighty in the cru

cible if my soul! 

Having drunk, each returns to his place in the circle .  

1 6 . After a pause for meditative reflection , the battery i s  sounded : 1 .  

1 7 . All link hands and circumambulate once . Hands are unlinked . 

1 8 .  The director utters the valediction : 

0 radiant and gentle 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

we who have entered into the Treasury if thy Light in Net

zach, and have drunk if the mighty Elixir <?[Venus, salute thee! 

And as now we close again from outer awareness the mystic 

portals if the Shrine if Amber, grant us, 0 Loving One, to keep 

the joy if this mystery ifVenus in our hearts and to feel i ts 

wonder increasing within our souls. 

Al l  respond : 

Thus shall it be! 

1 9 . The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Creating the Elixir i n  Sol 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of the Sun 
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Position �f Bomos: Center of the Place ofWorking 

Lishts: 1 Yellow Light or Star of Six Lights 

Other Requirements: A Cup with Wine upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite al l participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances to the West o f  the Bomos and performs the 

Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 6 .  

3. if desired, incense i s  now acti Fated. 

4. The director begins the invocation : 

Let us open the mystic portals if the Shrine if Gold by invo

cation if the sacred name, that the dazzlina a lory ?f the di vine 

presence may illumine us and raise our work into the Sphere ?}. 

Tiphareth. 

She vibrates the chosen divine name of the Sphere once : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

All now say : 

Thou alorious 9i rer if liahc and l!fe, master if inward 

vision and thejlashina.flame ofprophecy! --thou 1vhose ensi9n 

fills the heavens with darts if aolden }Jre! 

Dirine bearer if healin9 and of hope, bestower of unconquer

able joy, all-seein9 Lord of Day, now be thy power with us. 

The director resumes her place in the circle . A l l  l ink hands 

and utter the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPH IS I THEIOS NOUS 

Hands are unlinked . 

5 .  The director ach·ances to West of Bomos . Raising the cup in both 

hands she makes the dedication : 

0 peerless and jubilant 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 
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to thee we raise in the cup if our aspiration, the wine which 

is to be the talisman if our united maaical will!-askina thee, 

0 Brilliant One, to recei ve this materium if our rite into the 

liaht if thy presence. So, as we proceed in preparation if the 

Elixir l?f the Sun, charaina the astral substance if this wine 

with the creati ve eneraies if Shemesh, shall we achieve a true 

alchemical ferment, mi9hty in Yetzirah and vi talized by thy 

blessin9. 

And in partakinB if this mystery, let there be unto us 

vitality if soul upon the fourth step l?f the Ziaaurat if Liaht, 

increase cj'perception and heiahtened experience cif the won 

ders if thy Sphere. 

The cup is replaced on the Bomos , and the director resumes 

her place in the circle . 

6 .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambulation 

of the place of working; visualizing, as they do so, a wall of yellow 

light whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  This done, hands 

are unlinked and the wall of light is al lowed to fade from awareness . 

7 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of the 

Bomos , holds the cup at heart len�) with both hands , and says :  

Creature c:J'!:Vine who art  established upon the fourth step 

if the Ziaaurat if Liaht: by the vital force if my breath, in this 

Hour if the Sun, 1 create a maaical link between thee and me 

for the perfectina c:J'this operation if Holy Maaick in the realm 

ifShemesh . 

The participant then breathes once upon the wine, replaces 

the cup, and returns to his place in the circle .  

8 .  Al l  l ink hands and circumambulate the place of working six times 

clockwise . This being done, hands are unlinked .  

9 .  The director now raises power by the Ptolemaic formula ,  as fol 

lows : 
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She imagines a continuous spiral <?faold l ight ascend

ing from the ground at her feet ,  whirl ing clockwise 

around her and disappearing above her head . As she holds 

this whirling spiral in visualization , she vibrates the cho

sen divine name of the Sphere once : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

Having completed the v ibration of the divine name,  she 

al lows the whirling spiral to fade from her consciousness. 

Each participant in turn, clockwise around the circle, now raises 

power by the Ptolemaic formula, visualizinB the upward whir/ina 

liaht and vibratina the divine name. 

This being done , all l ink hands and vibrate once the cho

sen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

Hands are unlinked . 

1 0 . The director leading, all now extend their hands towards the cup 

upon the Bomos , palms raised forwards ;  visualizing beams of aold 
l ight emanating from each palm and entering into the cup. After 

a few moments , the director ceases to visualize the beams of l ight 

and folds her arms upon her breast, left over right . All do l ikewise. 

1 1  . The director advances to West of Bomos .  With her right hand she 

traces in horizontal plane a clockwise circle about the cup. Then 

with her right hand she traces in vertical plane above the cup the 

Presig i l lum of the planet (beginning from the point marked * ) ,  
meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name o f  the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 
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1 2 .  The director resumes her place in the circle . Al l  l ink hands and 

make one complete circumambulation of the place of working. 

Hands are unlinked . 

I 3 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 4 . The director advances to West of Bomos. She raises the cup and 

proclaims : 

Behold the Elixir cif the Sun, miahty in Zabul! 

For all and for each it is prepared! 

Let each and all recei ve its maaick virtue! 

She drinks of the wine, replaces the cup upon the Bomos 
and resumes her place in the circle .  

1 5 .  One by one the other participants, clockwise around the circle, 

approach to West side of Bomos . Each raises the cup, makes the fol 

lowing declaration, then drinks (the last participant draining the cup) : 

Be the ferment cj' our spiritual alchemy mi9hty in the cru

cible cj' my soul! 

Having drunk, each returns to his place in the circle . 

1 6 .  After a pause for meditative reflection , the battery is sounded : I . 

1 7 . All l ink hands and circumambulate once . Hands are unlinked . 

1 8 .  The director utters the valediction : 

0 peerless and jubilant 

YHVH ELOA H V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

we who have entered into the Treasury cif thy Liaht in 

Tiphareth, and have drunk cif the miahty Elixir cj' the Sun, 

salute thee! 

And as now we close aaain from outer awareness the mystic 

portals �� the Shrine cif Gold, arant us, 0 Brilliant One, to 

keep the joy cj' this mystery �� the Sun in our hearts and to feel 

i ts wonder increasinB within our souls. 

All respond : 

Thus shall it be! 

1 9 . The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Creating the Elixir in Mars 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Mars 

Position '!f Barnas: Center of the Place ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 Red Light or Star of Fi \ e  Lights 

Other Requirements: A Cup with Wine upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite al l participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances to the West o f  the Bomos and performs the 

Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 5 .  

3 .  I f  desired , incense is now activated . 

4 .  The director begins the invocation : 

Let us open the mystic portals c:J. the Shrine ?J Garnet by 

invocation c:J. the sacred name, that the jiery glory <if the di vine 

presence may illumine us and raise our work into the Sphere ?J 

Geburah. 

She vibrates the chosen divine name of the Sphere once : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

Al l  now say : 

Steacijast gaze <if indomitable eyes, unfailing champion ?J 

just cause! A sharp spear thou dostforge from the needs ?J the 

hour. In that which here we do, Most Strong One, in power and 

presence be with us: thine arm abo�·e us, thy shield b�fore us, in 

confidence we go jorward. 

The director resumes her place in the circ le .  A l l  l ink hands 

and utter the chosen dh·inc name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

Hands arc unl inked . 

5 .  The director advances to West of Bomos . Raising the cup in both 

hands she makes the dedication : 
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0 inexorable and inspiriting 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

to thee we raise in the cup if our aspiration, the wine which 

is to be the talisman if our united magical will!-asking thee, 

0 Most Valorous, to recei ve this materium ?f our rite into the 

light if thy presence. So, as we proceed in preparation if the 

Elixir if Mars, charging the astral substance if this wine with 

the creati ve energies if Madim, shall we achieve a true alchem

icaljerment, mighty in Yetzirah and vitalized by thy blessing. 

And in partaking of this mystery. let there be unto us vital

ity if soul upon the fijth step if the Ziggurat ?fLight, increase 

?]"perception and heightened experience ?]" the wonders if thy 

Sphere. 

The cup is replaced on the Bomos , and the director resumes 
her place in the circle . 

6 .  All l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambulation 

of the place of working; visualizing, as they do so, a wall of red l ight 

whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle . This done, hands are 

unl inked and the wall of l ight is allowed to fade from awareness . 

7 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of the 

Bomos , holds the cup at heart level with both hands , and says : 

Creature ifWine who art established upon the fifth step if 

the Ziggurat ?f Light: by the vital force if my breath, in this 

Hour if Mars, 1 create a magical link between thee and me for 

the peifecting if this operation if Holy Magick in the realm if 

Madim. 

The participant then breathes once upon the wine, replaces 
the cup, and returns to his place in the circle. 

8. All  l ink hands and circumambulate the place of working five times 

clockwise . This being done, hands are unlinked . 

9 .  The director now raises power by the Ptolemaic formula ,  as fol 

lows : 
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She imagines a continuous spiral iffiery red light ascend

ing from the ground at her feet ,  whirling clockwise 

around her and d i sappearing above her head . As she 

holds this whirl ing spiral in visual ization ,  she vibrates 

the chosen divine name of the Sphere once-

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO l •scHYRos 

Having completed the vibration of the divine name, she 

allows the whirling spiral to fade from her consciousness . 

Each participant in turn, clockwise around the circle, now raises 

power by the Ptolemaic formula, visualizinB the upward whirl

inS lioht and vibratinB the di vine name. 

This being done , al l l ink hands and vibrate once the cho

sen divine name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

Hands are unlinked . 

1 0 .  The director leading, al l  now extend their hands towards the cup 

upon the Bomos , palms raised forwards ; visual izing beams ofJiery 

red l ight emanating from each palm and entering into the cup. 

After a few moments , the director ceases to visualize the 

beams of light and folds her arms upon her breast , left over 

right . All do l ikewise . 

Fol lowing the director, all lower arms to sides. 

1 1 . The director advances to West of Bomos. With her right hand she 

traces in horizontal plane a clockwise circ le about the cup. Then 

with her r ight hand she traces in vertical plane above the cup the 

Presigi l lum of the planet (beginning from the point marked * ) ,  
meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name o f  the Sphere : 

.. 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 
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1 2 . The director resumes her place in the circle .  A l l  l ink hands and 

make one complete circumambulation of the place of working. 

Hands are unlinked . 

1 3 . The battery is sounded : I .  

1 4 . The director advances to West of Bomos . She raises the cup and 

proclaims : 

Behold the Elixir C?f Mars, mishty in Ma-on! 

For all and for each i t is prepared! 

Let each and all receive i ts masick virtue! 

She drinks of the wine , replaces the cup upon the Bomos 

and resumes her place in the circle .  

1 5 .  One by one the other participants , clockwise around the circle ,  

approach to West side of Bomos. Each raises the cup, makes the fol 

lowing declaration , then drinks (the last participant draining the cup) : 

Be the_ferment tif our spiritual alchemy mishty in the cru

cible tif my soul! Havins drunk, each returns to his place in 

the circle . 

1 6 . After a pause for meditative reflection , the battery is sounded : 1 .  

1 7 . All link hands and circumambulate once . Hands are unlinked . 

1 8 .  The director utters the valediction : 

0 inexorable and inspiritinB 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

we who have entered into the Treasury cf thy Lisht in Geburah, 

and have drunk tif the mishty Elixir tif Mars, salute thee! 

And as now we close asain from outer awareness the mystic 

portals cf the Shrine cf Garnet, a rant us, 0 most Valorous, to 

keep the joy cf this mystery cf Mars in our hearts and to feel its 

wonder increasinB within our souls. 

All respond : 

Thus shall it be! 

1 9 . The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Creating the Elixir in Jupiter 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Jupiter 

Position if Barnas: Center of the Place ofWorking 

Lights: 1 Blue Light or Star of Four Lights 

Other Requirements: A Cup with Wine upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite al l participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances to the West o f  the Bomos and performs the 

Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 4 .  

3 .  If desired , incense is now activated . 

4. The director begins the invocation : 

Let us open the mystic portals of the Shrine if Alabaster by 

invocation of the sacred name, that the bounteous glory if the 

di vine presence may illumine us and raise our work into the 

Sphere if Chesed. 

She vibrates the chosen divine name of the Sphere once : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Al l  now say : 

Di vine Father if immortals, compassionate Father ?f earthly 

life! Thou who art erer with us to sustain us in being, be. with 

us now in the work ing if our art! ---thou abundance more 

liberal than light if summer skies, thou majestic power more 

potent than the surge if ocean 's deep! 

The director resumes her place in the circle .  A l l  l ink hands 

and utter the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Hands are unlinked . 

5 .  The director advances to West of Bomos . Raising the cup in both 

hands she makes the dedication : 
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0 great and benificent 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

to thee we raise, in the cup of our aspiration, the wine which 

is to be the talisman of our united magical will!-asking thee, 

0 Most Splendid, to recei ve this materi um rj our rite into the 

light rj thy presence . So, as we proceed in preparation rj the 

Elixir oj}upiter, charging the astral substance rj this wine with 

the creative energies rjTzedeq, shall we achieve a true alchemi 

cal ferment, mighty i n  Yetzirah and vitalized by thy blessinB-

And in partaking rj this mystery, let there be unto us vital

ity rj soul upon the sixth step rj the Ziggurat rj Light, increase 

rj perception and heightened experience rj the wonders rj thy 

Sphere. 

The cup is replaced on the Bomos , and the director resumes 

her place in the circle .  

6 .  Al l  link hands and make one complete clockwise circumambulation 

of the place of working; visualizing, as they do so, a wall of blue l ight 

whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  This done,  hands are 

unlinked and the wall of light is allowed to fade from awareness. 

7. Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of the 

Bomos , holds the cup at heart level with both hands, and says : 

Creature ofWine who art established upon the sixth step rj 

the Ziggurat rj Light :  by the vital force rj my breath, in this 

Hour rj jupiter, I create a magical link between thee and me 

for the perfecting rj this operation rj Holy Magick in the realm 

ofTzedeq. 

The participant then breathes once upon the wine, replaces 

the cup, and returns to his place in the circle .  

8 .  Al l  link hands and circumambulate the place o f  working four times 

clockwise. This being done, hands are unlinked . 

9 .  The director now raises power by the Ptolemaic formula ,  as fol 

lows : 
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She imagines a continuous spiral of white l ight ascending 

from the ground at her feet, whirling clockwise around 

her and disappearing above her head . As she holds this 

whirling spiral in visual ization , she vibrates the chosen 

divine name of the Sphere once : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Having completed the vibration of the divine name , she 

a l lows the whirling spiral to fade from her conscious-

ness. 

Each participant in turn, clockwise around the circle, now raises 

power by the Ptolemaic formula, visualizina the upward whirl

ina liaht and vibratina the di vine name. 

This being done, al l l ink hands and vibrate once the cho

sen divine name of the Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Hands are unlinked .  

1 0 . The d irector leading, a l l  now extend their hands towards the cup 

upon the Bomos, palms raised forwards; visualizing beams of white 

l ight emanating from each palm and entering into the cup. After a 

few moments , the d irector ceases to visualize the beams of l ight 

and folds her arms upon her breast ,  left over right . All do l ikewise . 

Fol lowing the director, all lower arms to sides . 

1 1  . The director advances to West of Bomos . With her right hand she 

traces in horizontal plane a clockwise circle about the cup. Then 

with her right hand she traces in vertical plane above the cup the 

Presigi l lum of the planet (beginning from the point marked * ) ,  
meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name o f  the Sphere : 

~ 
EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 
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1 2 .  The director resumes her place in the circle .  A l l  l ink hands and 

make one complete circumambulation of the place of working. 

Hands are unlinked . 

1 3 . The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 4 .  The director advances to West of Bomos . She raises the cup and 

proclaims : 

Behold the Elixir if jupiter, mighty in Makon ! 

For all and.for each it is prepared! 

Let each and all recei ve i ts magick virtue! 

She drinks of the wine , replaces the cup upon the Bomos 

and resumes her place in the circle .  

1 5 .  One by  one the other participants , clockwise around the circle ,  

approach to West side of Bomos . Each raises the cup, makes the fol 

lowing declaration , then drinks (the last participant draining the 

cup) : 

Be the .ferment if our spiritual alchemy mighty in the cru

cible if ll!Y soul! 

Having drunk, each returns to his place in the circle .  

1 6 . After a pause for meditative reflection , the battery is sounded : 1 .  

1 7 . All l ink hands and circumambulate once . Hands are unlinked . 

1 8 .  The director utters the valediction : 

0 great and benijicent 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

we who hare entered into the Treasury C?fthy Light in Chesed, 

and have drunk if the mighty Elixir if jupiter, salute thee! 

And as now we close again .from outer awareness the mystic 

portals f!f the Shrine of Alabaster, grant us, 0 Most Splendid, 

to keep the joy if this mystery if jupiter in our hearts and to 

.feel its wonder increasing within our souls. 

All respond : 

Thus shall it be! 

1 9 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Creating the Elixir in Saturn 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Saturn 

Position c:fBomos: Center of the Place ofWorking 

Liahcs: I Indigo (or Black) Light or Star ofThree Lights 

Other Requirements: A Cup with Wine upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

I .  The director advances to the West o f  the Bomos and performs the 

Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 .  

3 .  I f  desired , incense i s  now activated .  

4 .  The director beg ins the invocation : 

Let us open the mystic portals if the Shrine if Onyx by invo

cation if the sacred name, that the sublime a lory if the di vine 

presence may illumine us and raise our work into the Sphere if 

Binah. 

She v ibrates the chosen divine name of the Sphere once : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

All now sav :  

Thou miahty one of elder t ime!-thou whose far alory 

reveals by slow dearees the wondrous mystery if our beina!  As 

like ever responds to like, enkindle thou by inspiration the deep 

creati ve fire within our souls. Be with us now in thy power, as 

thou art ever with us in the truth oj"spirit . 

The d irector resumes her place in the circl e .  All l ink 

hands and utter the chosen divine name of the sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

Hands are unlinked . 

5 .  The director advances to West of Bomos . Raising the cup in both 

hands she makes the dedication : 
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0 vast and sublime 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

to thee we raise, in the cup if our aspiration, the wine which 

is to be the talisman of our united magical will!-asking thee, 

0 Exalted One, to receive this materium if our rite into the light 

if thy presence. So, as we proceed in preparation if the Elixir if 

Saturn, charging the astral substance if this wine with the cre

ati ve energies if Shabbathai, shall we achieve a true alchemical 

ferment, mighty in Yetzirah and vitalized by thy blessing. 

And in partaking cf this mystery, let there be unto us vital

i ty if soul upon the seventh step cf the Ziggurat ?f Light, 

increase if perception and heightened experience if the won

ders if thy Sphere. 

The cup is replaced on the Barnas , and the director resumes 

her place in the circle .  

6 .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambulation 

of the place of working ; visualizing, as they do so, a wall of indigo 

l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle . This done, hands 

are unlinked and the wall of l ight is allowed to fade from awareness. 

7. Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of the 

Bomos , holds the cup at heart level with both hands , and says : 

Creature ifWine who art established upon the seventh step 

if the Ziggurat if Light :  by the vital force if my breath, in this 

Hour if Saturn, 1 create a magical link between thee and me 

for the perfecting ?f this operation if holy Magick in the realm 

?f Shabbathai . 

The participant then breathes once upon the wine, replaces 

the cup, and returns to his place in the circle .  

8 .  Al l  l ink hands and circumambulate the place o f  working three times 

clockwise . This being done, hands are unlinked .  

9 .  The d irector now raises power by the Ptolemaic formula ,  as fol 

lows : 
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She imagines a continuous spiral of arey l ight ascending 

from the ground at her feet, whirling clockwise around 

her and disappearing abo\ e her head . As she holds this 

whirling spiral in visual ization , she vibrates the chosen 

divine name of the Sphere once : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

Having completed the vibration of the divine name,  she 

al lows the whirling spiral to fade from her conscious-

ness. 

Each participant in turn, clockwise around the circle, now raises 

power by the Ptolemaic formula, visualizinB the upward whirl

ina liaht and ribratinB the di vine name. 

This being done, all l ink hands and vibrate once the cho

sen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

Hands are unlinked . 

I 0 .  The director leading, a l l  now extend their hands towards the cup 

upon the Bomos , palms raised forwards ;  visualizing beams of arey 

l ight emanating from each palm and entering into the cup. After a 

few moments , the director ceases to visualize the beams of l ight 

and folds her arms upon her breast , left over right . All do l ikewise . 

Following the director, al l lower arms to sides . 

I I  . The director advances to West of Bomos. With her right hand she 

traces in horizontal plane a clockwise circle about the cup. Then 

with her right hand she traces in vertical plane above the cup the 

Presigi l lum of the planet (beginning from the point marked * ) ,  
meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name o f  the Sphere : 

• 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 
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1 2 .  The director resumes her place in the circ le .  A l l  l ink hands and 

make one complete circumambulation of the p lace of working. 

Hands are unlinked . 

I 3 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 4 . The director advances to West of Bomos . She raises the cup and 

proclaims: 

Behold the Elixir if Saturn, mighty in Araboth ! 

For all and for each it is prepared! 

Let each and all recei ve its magick virtue! 

She drinks of the wine,  replaces the cup upon the Bomos 

and resumes her place in the circle. 

1 5 .  One by one the other participants , clockwise around the circle, 

approach to West side of Bomos . Each raises the cup, makes the fol 

lowing declaration, then drinks (the last participant draining the cup) : 

Be the ferment if our spiritual alchemy mighty in the cru

cible if my soul! 

Having drunk, each returns to his place in the circle .  

1 6 . After a pause for meditative ref1ection , the battery is sounded : I .  

1 7 . All link hands and circumambulate once . Hands are unlinked . 

1 8 .  The director utters the valediction : 

0 vast and sublime 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

we who have entered into the Treasury if thy Light in Binah, 

and have drunk if the mighty Elixir if Saturn, salute thee! 

And as now we close again from outer awareness the mystic 

portals if the Shrine if Onyx, grant us, 0 Exalted One, to keep 

the joy if this mystery <?J Saturn in our hearts and to feel i ts 

wonder increasing within our souls. 

Al l  respond : 

Thus shall it be! 

1 9 . The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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5 I DAI LY PLAN ETARY ATTUNEM ENT 

These rites are for individual u s e .  They constitute positive personal attune

ments with the ages-old dedication of the seven days of the week to the plan

etary powers. 

Ideal ly, and as presented here , each of the rites should be performed in 

the morning of the appropriate day of the week , during the 1 st magical hour 

which begins at sunrise ; but the 8th ,  1 5 th or 2 2nd magical hours of the day 

may val idly be selected for the work as opportunity or preference suggests . 

The benefits of these rites derive from a deep, simple and therefore most 

powerful level . No matter what your day 's program , or how many varied 

forces may have a bearing upon it ,  the governing force of the planet of the 

day 's dedication is a constant, knowable, modifying influence . To place your

self consciously in a daily rapport with that influence, and within its tutelary 

power is to gain at once a great strength for inward and outward harmony, 

order, and ongoing success in your l ife .  

The essential magical act o f  each attunement i s  the formulation o f  a chan

nel for the deific force of the working. Thus the aspirant builds up in imagina

tion a Magical Image appropriate to the Sphere (automatically formulating it 

thereby in the thought-responsive substance of the Astral World) , then vital

izes this image by vibration of a relevant divine name .  Upon the inner planes 

the image flashes to l ife ,  resonating to the reality it represents and becoming 

a localized vehicle for the operation and transmission of the divine energies . 

In this sense, the aspirant truly stands "before the Presence" ; her adoration 

is directed to a specific nexus of spiritual vitality within the space-time con

tinuum , and she is bathed in the light and blessing radiating therefrom .  



In the early stages of practice the aspirant can and should enjoy the 

happiness and peace of mind of knowin9 that the daily attunement is being 

made, that the day 's activities are placed with the strong guardianship of the 

planetary power. When however the deeper awareness begins to develop of 

what is taking place spiritual ly, then that awareness will develop rapidly. The 

experience of attunement will become ever richer; the joy and confidence 

with which the aspirant knows herself to stand daily before the day 's tutelary 

power will progressively increase ; and the day thus begun in beauty, peace 

and inspiration will be thril l ingly transformed . 

Rite of Attunement for Sunday 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Sun 

Position if Barnas: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts : 1 Yel low Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

1 . Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 6 .  

3 .  Now proclaim : 

On this Day of the Sun I, true Priest �fthe Temple if Shem

esh and Servitor if the Sacred Flame if the Fourth Heaven , seek 

attunement with the spiritual power if Beauty. 

Wherifore I pass from darkness into the liaht if this li!Ystery 

by intonation if the Sacred Vowel if the Cosmic Harmony. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , v ibrate , or chant 
according to its specified tone, the vowel of the Sphere-

1 (pronounced as "ee" in meet) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the lighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre

sigillum of the planet . Then turn to face West and light the yellow 

lamp upon the Bomos .  Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East, and extinguish the taper. 
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ce. 
5 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Now make invocation , as follows : 

0 most mighty 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

triumphant chiiftain if the shining and many-colored days, 

0 di �·ine exemplar if heroes and princes, thou most benign in 

jubilation, most peaceable in sovereignty! Numberless as the 

rays if thy peerless crown are the noble and glorious beings 

who surround thee. These thou sendestjorth to bestow thy royal 

bounties, scattered at large or as particular gifts: all precious 

beyond reckoning. In thy power thy radiant emissaries endow 

with joy if spirit , and with that perception ?J beauty which is 

life 's purest gold. To thee, I!le-giving, all seeing, all beneficent, 

to thee I make this inmcation . 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes . Visualize before 

you the Magical Image of "The Solar King" or of the "Puer Aeter

nus ," as you prefer (Entries 37 and 38, Correspondences of Sun ) ;  

then , holding the image i n  your awareness , powerfully vibrate the 

chosen divine name of the Sphere to charge and vitalize it :  

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourself to feel the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9. When you are so moved , make salutation with your r ight hand ;  

then open your eyes , ceasing to  hold the image in your awareness , 

and re-center your consciousness in your material environment . 

I 0 .  Sound the batterv : I . 
� 

I I . Final ly, proclaim :  
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Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Sovereign 

Geni us if Kalan, who dose now uphold me in the light if thy 

blessing, and who dose recei ve all my works if this day into the 

harmony if thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Attunement for Monday 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Moon 
Position of Barnas: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Violet Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A l ighting taper upon the Bomos 

I .  Standing just West of Center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 9 .  

3 .  Now proclaim:  

On th i s  Day if the Moon I ,  t rue  Pri est ?f the Temple if 

Levanah and Servitor if the Sacred Flame if the First Heaven, 

seek attunement with the spiritual power of the Foundation . 

Wherifore 1 pass.from darkness into the light C?f this mystery by 

intonation if the Sacred Vowel if the Cosmic Harmony. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , vibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone ,  the vowel of the Sphere : 

A (pronounced as "a" in father) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the east side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the lighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre

sigillum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the violet 

lamp upon the Bomos . Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East, and extinguish the taper. 
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5 .  If you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Now make invocation as follows : 

0 most miahty 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I IAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

thou radiant ecstasy, manifest alory qj"the niaht!-far-rid

ina maker cif enchantment, stoopinB low above Earth tofu!fill 

thy purposes ' Thou whisperest to hidden seeds in dark qf earth, 

that they burst forth to life. Thou criest aloud to the hearts ?[ 

humankind, that they cry response to thee: the soul cries in 

yearn ina for its own areater life, in response to thee. Ever swift 

thou art to auard all yo una beinas, and to keep scife the ardent 

followinB whose hands are raised to thee. Over all these watch 

thy aentle and miahty ones with unsleepina eyes 1' liaht, the 

tall-winaed and viaorous flashinas-forth ?[thy pure brilliance. 

To thee 0 nurturin9, to thee most widely potent, 0 sorereian cif 

threifold empire, I make my invocation . 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes .  Visualize before 

you the Magical Image of "The Lady of N ight" (Entry 3 7, Corre

spondences of the Moon) ;  then ,  holding the image in your aware

ness , powerfully vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere to 

charge and vitalize it : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, al low 

yourself  to feel the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved , make salutation with your right hand ; 

then open your eyes ,  ceasing to hold the image in your awareness , 

and re-center your consciousness in your material environment . 

1 0 .  Sound the batterv : 1 . 
J 

1 1 . Final ly, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Sovereian 

Geni us cif Asphaleia ,  who dost now uphold me in the liaht cif 
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thy blessing, and who dost recei ve all my works if this day into 

the harmony if thy power. 

1 2 . Sound the Battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Attunement for Tuesday 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mars 

Position if Barnas: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: 1 Red Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

1 . Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos,  perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 5 .  

3 .  Now proclaim :  

On this Day if Mars I, true Priest if the Temple if Madim 

and Servitor cif the Sacred Flame �f the Fifth Heaven , seek 

attunement with the spiritual power if Strength . 

Wherifore I pass from darkness into the light if this mystery 

by intonation if the Sacred Vowel if the Cosmic Harmony. 

Immediately following the proclamation , vibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone , the vowel of the Sphere : 

0 (pronounced as "o" in hot) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre

sigillum of the planet . Then turn to face West and light the red lamp 

upon the Bomos . Resume your place at the West side of the Bomos, 

facing East , and extingtuish the taper . 
• 

5 .  If you desire , now activate incense. 
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6 .  Now make invocation as fol lows : 

0 most miahty 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

thou glory of valor, who dost enkindle within the soul the 

fires of energy and 1 daring !  The heart leaps in eager emula

tion 1 thy hardihood, the pulse of thy measured tread sinas in 

the blood. Not the warrior only, not alone the seeker-out ?fbold 

exploit, win thine all-poweiful assistance. For thou sendestjorth 

thy flashing cohorts, lithe and sinuous flames 1 thine own li v

inB ifJulaence: theirs i t  is to g ive enthusiasm and inspiration, 

and to quicken the fierce innocency 1 the will to ao forward, 

to prosper and to attain .  With the ardent fire of the heart and 

the steel of the mind, and the high soaring shcifts 1 quenchless 

resolre, thus do I invoke thee. 

7 .  Having completed the  invocat ion , c lose your  eyes .  Visual ize 

before you the Magical Image of "The Warrior" (Entry 3 7, Cor

respondences of Mars) ; then, holding the image in your awareness , 

powerfully vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere to charge 

and vital ize it :  

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO l •scHYROS 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence," breathing evenly and deeply, al low 

yourself to feel the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved , make salutation with your r ight hand ; 

then open your eyes , ceasing to hold the image in your awareness , 

and re-center your consciousness in your material environment . 

1 0 . Final ly, proclaim .  

Salutation a nd  thanks b e  unto thee, 0 thou Sovereign 

Genius 1 Dynamis, who dost now uphold me in the liaht 1 thy 

blessing, and who dost recei ve all my works ?f this day into the 

harmony ?f thy power. 

1 1 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Rite of Attunement for Wednesday 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mercury 

Position c:J Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Orange Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A l ighting taper upon the Bomos 

1 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 8 .  

3 .  Now proclaim . 

On this Day if Mercury I, true Priest of the Temple c:J 

Kokab and Servitor of the Sacred Flame if the Second Heaven, 

seek attunement with the spiritual power if Splendor. 

Wherifore I pass from darkness into the light ?f this mystel)' by 

intonation c:J the Sacred Vowel c:J the Cosmic Harmony. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , Yibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone, the vowel of the Sphere : 

E (pronounced as "e" in set) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the lighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre 

sigillum of the planet .  Then turn to face West and light the orange 

lamp upon the Bomos. Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East, and extinguish the taper. 

5 .  If you desire , now actiYate incense . 

6 .  Now make invocation as fol lows : 

0 most mighty 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 
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thou swift and self- luminous, whose aspect is r�freshing as 

welcome news:far-seeingjriend, sure guide, true counselor! The 

lore qf herb and gem is in thy gift, words and the charm of 

words, and the magical might of number. Thine are the bright 

ethereal messengers, gladsome asjlashing wa�·es of the sea, ever 

eager and youthful! Leader and ch iif art thou also, potent 

and subtle, among the ch ildren of High Magick :Jor the h id

den ways of l!fe and death, and qf every mystery, are alike thy 

free approaches, and thou movest scintillant but unseen between 

earth and the heavens. Here I inmke thee, I who love and vener

ate thee: 0 gi ver of knowledge, gi ver of power, thou immortal 

Energy bathed in dew of light di �·ine! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes .  Visualize before 

you the Magical Image of "The Hermit" or of "The Divine Messen

ger" (Entries 3 7a, 3 7b, Correspondences of Mercury) ;  then ,  holding 

the image in your awareness , powerfully vibrate the chosen divine 

name of the Sphere to charge and vitalize it : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourse lf to fee l  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved , make salutation with your r ight hand ; 

then open your eyes , ceasing to hold the image in your awareness , 

and re-center your consciousness in your material environment. 

I 0 .  Sound the battery : I 

I I . Finally, proclaim . 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Sovereign 

Genius qfLamprotesis, who dost now uphold me in the tight of 

thy blessing, and who dost recei ve all my works of this day into 

the harmony of thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the Battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Rite of Attunement for Thursday 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Jupiter 

Position ?[ Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Blue Light upon the Barnas (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Barnas 

I . Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery :  4 .  

3 .  Now proclaim : 

On this Day ?[jupiter I, true Priest ?[ the Temple tjTzedeq 

and Servitor ?[ the Sacred Flame ?[ the Sixth Heaven , seek 

attunement with the spiritual power ?[ Lm·ing-kindness. 

Wherifore I pass from darkness into the light ?[this mystery 

by intonation if the Sacred Vowel if the Cosmic harmony. 

Immediately following the proclamation, vibrate, or chant 

according to its specified tone, the vowel if the Sphere: 

Y (pronounced as German ii) 

4 .  Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Barnas and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the 

Presigil lum of the planet .  Then turn to face West and l ight the blue 

lamp upon the Barnas .  Resume your place at the West side of the 

Barnas , facing East, and extinguish the taper. 

~ 
5 .  If you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Now make invocation as follows :  

0 most mighty 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

thou who dost direct the illimitable powers tj the heavens, 

thou who out ?[ the.frenzy ?[the elements bringest sustenance 

for the earth ! 0 thou most magnificent :  the lightnings are 
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thine to impel, and to do thy bidding thou dost summon a mul

titude more sw!ft, more r�fulgent, more vital than thy lightnings. 

The minds C!f humankind, contemplating thy majestic splendor, 

are illuminated and empowered with the freedom clj'new visions: 

at thy hands thy chi ldren recei ve wondrous g!fts. Royal arbiter 

if justice, paternal lavisher rj' mercy, by thine ancient ti tles

Father of the Heavens, best and greatest--do 1 invoke thee. 

7 .  Having completed the invocation, close your eyes . Visualize before 

you the Magical Image of "The Priest King" (Entry 3 7 ,  Correspon

dences of J upiter) ; then ,  holding the image in your awareness , 

powerful ly vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere to charge 

and vitalize it :  

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourse lf to fee l  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are so moved ,  make salutation with your right hand ; 

then open your eyes ,  ceasing to hold the image in your awareness , 

and re-center your consciousness in your material environment .  

I 0 .  Sound the batterv : I .  J 

I I  . Final ly, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Sovereign 

Genius C!f Doxa, who dost now uphold me in the light if thy 

blessing, and who dost recei 1·e all my works C!f this day into the 

harmony C!f thy power. 

1 2 . Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Attunement for Friday 
Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour ofVenus 

Position C!fBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Green Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 
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1 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 7 .  

3 .  Now proclaim :  

On  this day ifVenus I, true Priest if the Temple if Noaah 

and Servitor if the Sacred Flame if the Third Heaven, seek 

attunement with the spiritual power cJVictory. 

Wherifore I pass from darkness into the liaht if this mystery 

by intonation if the Sacred Vowel if the Cosmic harmony. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , v ibrate , or chant 

according to its specified time, the vowel of the Sphere : 

H (pronounced as "a" in care) 

4 .  Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre

sigi l lum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the green 

lamp upon the Bomos. Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos, facing East , and extinguish the taper. 

* 

5 .  If you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Now make invocation as fol lows : 

0 most mighty 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

thou beauteous, thou aolden, who dost awaken the heart 

with inward sana. Of thy 9i vin9 is the love which draws us to 

all loveliness, whether if spirit, soul or earthly frame. Thine is 

the deep unity which binds all that is, the bond that lovers need 

no wisdom but love to discern, unitinB them in the uni versal 

joyousness if thy presence. Most wonderful thou art, and won

derful are those celestial ones who, excellinB in strenath and 
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beau0', showjorth throuah the worlds thy victorious power alike 

with thy compassion . Thou art ruler and bestower 1 the g!fts 

1 Fortune. To thee who movest all the forces C!f life, who dose 

decree all concord and.fruitjul in terplay afforce and force, I 

make invocation . 

7 . Having completed the invocation , close your eyes .  Visualize before 

you the Magical Image of "The Flame of the Sea" (Entry 3 7, Corre

spondences ofVenus) ; then , holding the image in your awareness , 

powerful ly vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere to charge 

and vitalize i t :  

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourself to fee l  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in j oyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved , make salutation with your right hand ; 

then open your eyes ,  ceasing to hold the image in your awareness , 

and re-center your consciousness in your material environment. 

I 0. Sound the Battery : I .  

I I . Finally, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Sovereign 

Geni us C!f Nike, who dose now uphold me in the light if thy 

blessing, and who dose recei ve all my works C!f this day into the 

harmony if thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Attunement for Saturday 
Temporal Mode : 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Saturn 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Indigo (or Black) Light upon the Bomos ( initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

1 .  Standing just West of Center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 
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2 .  Sound the battery : 3 .  

3 .  Now proclaim : 

On this Day if Saturn /, true Priest if the Temple c:f Shab

bathai and Servitor if the Sacred Flame if the Seventh Heaven, 

seek attunement with the spiritual power if Understandin9. 

Wher�ore I pass from darkness into the liaht if this mystery by 

intonation if the Sacred Vowel if the Cosmic Harmony. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , vibrate, or chant 

according to its specified tone, the vowel of the Sphere : 

Q (pronounced as "o" in only) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the pre

sigil lum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the indigo 

lamp upon the Bomos . Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East , and extinguish the taper . 
• 

5 .  If you desire, now activate incense . 

6 .  Make invocation as fol lows : 

0 most mi9hty 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

thou most revered, thou awesome in exaltation !-thou 

who yet art known, praised and loved in the worlds c:f life! 

Those who make and create, they know thee when they hear

ken inwardly to the roice if inspiration. Children and saaes 

are drawn to thee, and in candor if spirit they praise thee: to 

them time is not an enemy nor eterni ty a stranaer. But they if 

the Mysteries love thee, and spiritual bein9s immense in power 

9i ve thee all their alleaiance;for to these it belonas to raise 

their aaze above the many-jeweled border if thy vesture and to 
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behold the inaccessible glory ?] thy countenance. 0 dark one, 0 
silent one, with this love and derotion do I invoke thee! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes . Visualize before 

you the Magical Image of "The Ancient" (Entry 38b, Correspondences 

of Saturn) . Then , holding the image in your awareness , powerful ly 

vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere to charge and vitalize it: 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, al low 

yourself to feel the awakened current of d i \' ine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved ,  make salutation with your right hand ; 

then open your eyes , ceasing to hold the image in your awareness , 

and re -center your consciousness in your material environment . 

I 0 .  Sound the battery : I .  

I I  . Finally, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Sovereign 

Genius of Sophia, who dost now uphold me in the light ?}' 

thy blessing, and who dost recei ve all my works if this day 

into the harmony if thy power. 

1 2 . Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

The above Rites of Attunement are intended for general Qabalistic use . How

ever, some students may have a love for the deities of a specific pantheon , 

and may therefore desire to make their daily attunement with the appropriate 

deity of that pantheon . 

To i l lustrate how this can be done, we give below a series of Rites of 

Attunement dedicated to the Gods of Ancient Egypt . n Fol lowing thi s ,  you 

wil l  find an outline formula for the Rites of Attunement which you can use, 

in conj unction with the Tables of Correspondences ,  for constructing further 

works of this type . 

2 3. St·e Entries 65, Tables of Correspondences 
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Sunday: Attunement with Ra 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Sun 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Yel low Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

I . Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 6. 

3 .  Now proclaim :  

Let your faces be  towards me ,  0 Shining Ones if the Com

pany if Gods in celestial Heq-At :jor I, even I, am the First 

Servant if the Great One if Annu. 

Isis is behind me her wings protect me: 

Horus her son is bifore me in the mystery if silence: 

Nephthys is my diadem if light 

And the serpent f!fpower is upraised upon my brow. 

Wherifore let your faces be towards me, 0 Shining Ones, as 

now established in right and truth I seek attunement with the 

Dh·ine Flame if Beauty. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , v ibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone, the vowel of the Sphere : 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the lighted taper, trace in the air before you the Prc 

sigil lum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the yel low 

lamp upon the Bomos .  Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East , and extinguish the taper. 
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5 .  If you desire, now activate incense. 

6. Make invocation , as follows :  

0 miahty Ra ,  Lord of Liaht :  ha i l  to  thee! 0 Winaed Splen

dor, radiant in thy appear ina :  hail to thee! 0 Ancient One who 

breathest forth life: hail to thee! 0 Creator whose power is di vine 

love: Hail to thee! 0 Beautiful God, 0 Father rif the Gods, 0 
Kina of Heaven who art all truth : hail to thee ' 0 Lord rif Briaht 

Beams who art enthroned upon the heavens, thou to whom the 

unbounded winds brina aladness, thou whose alory the unsettina 

stars extol: hail to thee! Thou Disk, thou torch rif mighty flame 

which manifests the invisible: hail to thee! Thou hawk-headed 

Governor r:fthe World, thou Lord of the City if the Sun, dwell ina 

place r?fthe Phoenix, thou Prince if Eternity aoinaforth tri um

phant in thy sacred boat: I adore thee and thee I invoke! 

7. Having completed the invocation , close your eyes .  Visualize before 

you the form of the God ; then , holding the d iv ine form in your 

awareness , powerful ly vibrate the God's name :  

RA 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, al low 

yourself to fee l  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9. When you are so moved , make salutation with your right hand ; then 

open your eyes , ceasing to hold the godform in your awareness , and 

re-center your consciousness in your material environment. 

1 0. Sound the battery : I . 

I I  . Finally, proclaim :  

Salutation and thanks b e  unto thee, 0 thou Great One r:f 

Annu, who dost now uphold me in the light rif thy blessing, and 

who dost recei ve all my works if this day into the harmony r:f 

thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Monday: Attunement with Khonsu Nefer-Hotep 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Moon 

Position �?fBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Violet Light upon the Bomos (initially unl ighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

I .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 9 .  

3 .  Now proclaim : 

Let your faces be towards me, 0 Shining Ones rif the Com

pany 1 Gods in celestial Ouast:jor /, even /, am the First Set

rant 1 the Great One rif No-Amon. 

Isis is behind me her wings protect me: 

Horus her son is bifore me in the mystery rif si lence: 

Nephthys is my diadem rif light 

And the serpent 1 power is upraised upon my brow. 

Wherifore let yourfaces be towards me, 0 Shining Ones, as 

now established in right and truth I seek attunement with the 

Di rine Flame rif the Foundation. 

Immediately following the proclamation ,  v ibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone, the vowel of the Sphere : 

A (pronounced as "a"jather) 

4 .  Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre

sigillum of the planet . Then turn to face West and light the violet 

lamp upon the Bomos . Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East , and extinguish the taper. 
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5 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . 

6 .  Make invocation , as fol lows : 

0 mighty Khonsu, thou exceeding in might: hail to thee! 0 
thou swiftly moving one ·who art the Establisher ?[Times; hail 

to thee! 0 thou Royal Child, thou Prince of Gladness who dost 

stir the womb: hail to thee! 0 thou beautiful in thy fullness, 

thou Lord ifVital Fruition : hail to thee! 0 Virile Bull, Fountain 

if Fertility: hail to thee! 0 thou who art the Restorer �[Truth, 

thou Healer and Exorcist if ancient power: hail to thee! 0 thou 

Wonderworker, thou Dispeller of El'il, thou enthroned Counte

nance if Light :  I adore thee and thee I inmke! 

7 . Having completed the invocation , close your eyes. Visualize before 

you the form of the God ;  then , holding the divine form in your 

awareness , powerful ly vibrate the God 's name :  

KHONSU NEFER-HOTEP 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourself to feel the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and re\·erent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are so moved , make salutation with your right hand ; then 

open your eyes ,  ceasing to hold the godform in your awareness , and 

re-center your consciousness in your material environment . 

I 0 .  Sound the battery : I .  

I I . Final ly, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Great One if 

No-Amon, who dost now uphold me in the light if thy blessing, 

and who dost receive all my works of this day into the harmony 

of thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Tuesday: Attunement with Horus 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mars 

Position cif Bomos: Center of P lace ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 Red Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A l ighting taper upon the Bomos 

I .  Standing j ust West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 5 .  

3 .  Now proclaim : 

Let yourfaces be towards me, 0 ShininB Ones ?f the com

pany cif Gods in celestial Tes-Hertu :jor I, even I, am the First 

Servant cif the Great One cifTeb. 

Isis is behind me her winas protect me: 

Horus her son1"' is bifore me in the mystery cif silence: 

Nephthys is my diadem ?J liaht 

And the serpent ?f power is upraised upon my brow. 

Wherifore let your faces be towards me, 0 ShininB Ones, as 

now established in riaht and truth 1 seek attunement with the 

Divine Flame cifStrenath . 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , vibrate or chant 

according to its specified tone ,  the vowel of the Sphere-

0 (pronounced as "o" in hot) . 

4 .  Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the 
Pre sigi l lum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the 

red lamp upon the Bomos.  Resume your place at the West side 

of the Bomos,  facing East , and extinguish the taper. 

24 .  The Egyptian Pantheon incl uded a great number of Horus gods,  of major and minor stature. A l 
though throughout t h e  long growth a n d  development of Eg�·ptian re l igion t h e  functions a n d  char· 
actl'rs of these deities were at various periods reassessed , the great Horus gods retained their i n 
dividual identities a n d  attributes. Thus Horus s o n  of Isis,  w h o  is essentially solar a n d  w h o  became 
in popular imagination the tvpc of al l  the Horus gods, is to be distinguished from the m ighty and 
martial l lorm; of Edfu who is the subject of this present inYocat ion . 
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5 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Make invocation , a s  fol lows : 

0 mighty Horus, 0 Pur!fying Light: hail to thee! 0 Son of 

the Sun, inexorable guardian: hail to thee! 0 Hawk upon thy 

Column who dost restrain the Serpent :  hail to thee! 0 Great 

One furious in the combat, 0 Victorious One if devour in& splen 

dor, O Winged Disk whose uraeijlameforth terror: hail to thee ! 

thrice crowned Lion of threefold dominion, thou Flame of Ret

ribution erer adrancing, thou who smitest fire from the am·il 

of the world: hail to thee! 0 thou Glorious in Battle who dost 

enchain the jorces of. darkness: 1 adore thee and thee 1 invoke. 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes . Visualize before 

you the form of the God ; then ,  holding the divine form in your 

awareness , powerfully vibrate the God 's name : 

HERU-BEHUTET 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourse lf to feel the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are so  moved , make salutation with your right hand; then 

open your eyes , ceasing to hold the godform in your awareness , and 

re-center your consciousness in your material environment . 

1 0 .  Sound the battery : 1 . 

1 1 .  Final ly, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Great One of 

Teb, who Jost now uphold me in the light of thy blessing, and 

who Jost recei ve all my works if this day into the harmony if 

thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Wednesday: Attunement with Thoth 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mercury 

Position ofBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Orange Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

1 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 8 .  

3 .  Now proclaim : 

Let yourfaces be towards me, 0 Shining Ones if the Com

pany of Gods in celestial Un:jor I, even I, am the First Servant 

of the Great One of Khemennu. 

Isis is behind me her wings protect me: 

Horus her son is bifore me in the mystery if silence: 

Nephthys is my diadem if light 

And the serpent <j'power is upraised upon my brow. 

Wherifore let your faces be towards me, 0 Shining Ones, as 

now established in right and truth I seek attunement with the 

Di vine Flame <j'Splendor. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , vibrate, or chant 

according to its specified tone , the vowel of the Sphere : 

E (pronounced as "e" in set) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the lighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre 

sigil lum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the orange 

lamp upon the Bomos. Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East, and extinguish the taper. 
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5 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Make invocation , a s  follows :  

0 mighty Tahuti ,  Thou Alone and Maker ojThyse!f ha i l  to 

thee! 0 Thrice Greatest God, thou Master of Knowledge, thou 

Di vine Scribe whose words ever li ve: hail to thee! 0 Glowing 

Heart of Ra: hail to thee! 0 thou Arbi ter of Night and Day, 

thou who dose di vide and balance time and time: hail to thee! 

0 thou Ibis of Power who art mighty in magick :  hail to thee! 

0 thou persuasi ve one who art the Divine Peacemaker and the 

Witness of Equilibrium: hail to thee! 0 thou who dost number 

the stars, thou who knowest the boundaries of the world: I adore 

thee and thee I im·oke! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes .  Visualize before 

you the form of the God ; then , holding the divine form in your 

awareness , powerfully vibrate the God 's name : 

TAH UTI 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourself to feel  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are so  moved , make salutation with your right hand; then 

open your eyes , ceasing to hold the godform in your awareness , and 

re-center your consciousness in your material environment . 

1 0 .  Sound the battery : 1 . 

1 1  . Finally, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Great One of 

Khemennu, who dost now uphold me in the light of thy blessing, 

and who dost receive all my works of this day into the harmony 

of thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Thursday: Attunement with Amun-Ra 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Jupiter 

Position rj Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 Blue Light upon the Bomos (initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

1 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 4 .  

3 .  Now proclaim : 

Let your faces be towards me, 0 Shin ina Ones if the Com

pany if Gods in celestial Ouast:jor I, even I, am the First Ser

rant if the Great One if Ouast. 

Isis is behind me her win9s protect me: 

Horus her son is before me in the mystery if silence: 

Nephthys is my diadem if liaht 

And the serpent if power is upraised upon my brow. 

Wher�fore let your.faces be towards me, 0 Shinin9 Ones, as 

now established in riaht and truth I seek attunement with the 

Di1·ine Flame if Lo1·ina-kindness. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation, vibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone , the vowel of the Sphere : 

Y (Upsilon , as German ii)  

4 .  Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East s ide of the Bomos and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the 

Presigi l lum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the blue 

lamp upon the Bomos .  Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East, and extinguish the taper. 
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5 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Make invocation a s  follows : 

0 mighty Amun, thou holy God and king c:f all the Gods, 

who dost li ve by right and by truth : hail to thee! 0 Lord tj 

lrifinite Space, thou who upholdest the marvelous uni verse by 

thy primal might: hail to thee! 0 Hidden One: hail to thee! 0 
Creator if all that is and if all that yet shall be: hail to thee! 

0 Glorious Flame, 0 Incomparable L ight of the World: hail to 

thee I 0 thou Lord tj the double Plumes, whose heart is rejoiced 

by adoration: hail to thee! 0 Inviolate Essence, ever concealed 

amid thy manifestations: hail to thee! 0 Beloved who dost come 

in the plenitude of thy power: I adore thee and thee I invoke! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , dose your eyes .  Visualize before 

you the form of the God ;  then , holding the divine form in your 

awareness , powerful ly vibrate the God 's name : 

AMUN-RA 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourself to fee l  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in j oyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved , make salutation with your r ight hand ;  

then open your eyes ,  ceasing to  hold the godform in your aware

ness , and re-center your consciousness in your material environ

ment . 

1 0 . Sound the batterv : 1 .  

1 1 .  Final ly, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Great One of 

Ouast, who dost now uphold me in the light if thy blessing, and 

who dost receive all my works if this day into the harmony if 

thy power. 

1 2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Friday: Attunement with Hat'hor 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour ofVenus 

Position ifBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: I Green Light upon the Bomos ( initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A lighting taper upon the Bomos 

I .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 7 .  

3 .  Now proclaim :  

Let your )aces b e  towards me, 0 ShininB Ones <?f the Com

pany rj' Gods in Celestial Aah- Ta :jor I, even I, am the First 

Sen·ant if the Great One efTa-En- Tarerut. 

Isis is behind me her winas protect me: 

Horus her son is bifore me in the mystery if silence: 

Nephthys is my diadem if lis he 

And the serpent if power is upraised upon my brow. 

Wherifore let your faces be towards me, 0 Shining Ones, as 

now established in riaht and truth I seek attunement with the 

Di vine Flame '?[Victory. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation,  v ibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone, the vowel of the Sphere : 

H (pronounced as "a" in care) 

4 .  Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the lighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre 

sigi l lum of the planet. Then turn to face West and l ight the green 

lamp upon the Bomos.  Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East , and extinguish the taper. 
* 
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5 .  I f  you desire ,  now activate incense . 

6 .  Make invocation , a s  fol lows : 

0 mighty Hac 'hor, Mother if Light, Mother if Life: hail to 

thee! 0 House �fHeaven, thou who are adorned with the Scars: 

hail to thee! 0 Grac�ful Power, Beauteous Bringer if joy: hail 

to thee! Thou Golden One, thou who art bearer of the Sistrum, 

lotus-crowned Mistress if Gladness: hail to thee! 0 Maker if 

Fest i ra/, Inspiration of' Delight hail to thee! 0 Throne if peace: 

hail to thee! 0 Lady of the Sycamore of the South, 0 Di l'ine 

goodness, 0 Milk if Life: I adore thee and thee I invoke! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes .  Visualize before 

you the form of the Goddess ; then ,  holding the divine form in 

awareness , powerfully vibrate the Goddess ' name : 

HAT-HERUT 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and deeply, al low 

yourself to feel  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved ,  make salutation with your right hand ; 

then open your eyes ,  ceasing to hold the godform in your aware 

ness , and re -center your consciousness in your material environ

ment . 

I 0 .  Sound the batterv : I . J 

1 1 .  Final ly, proclaim : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Great One of 

Ta-En- Tarerut, who dose no11· uphold me in the light if thy 

blessing, and who dost recei ve all my works if this day into the 

harmony if thy power. 

12 . Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Saturday: Attunement with Neith 

Temporal Mode: 3 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Saturn 

Position ?fBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Indigo (or Black) Light upon the Bomos ( initially unlighted) 

Other Requirements: A l ighting taper upon the Bomos 

I .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , perform 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 2 

3 .  Now proclaim : 

Let your faces be towards me, 0 Shining ones if the Com

pany ?]. Gods in celestial Sap-Meh :jor I ,  even I ,  am the First 

Serrant if the Great One if Saut. 

Isis is behind me her wings protect me: 

Horus her son is bifore me in the mystery cj'silence: 

Nephthys is my diadem if light 

And the serpent if power is upraised upon my brow. 

Wherifore let your jaces be towards me, 0 Shining Ones, as 

now established in right and truth 1 seek attunement with the 

Di vine Flame if Understanding. 

Immediately fol lowing the proclamation , vibrate , or chant 

according to its specified tone, the vowel of the sphere : 

Q (pronounced as "o" in only) 

4. Kindle the taper, then proceed to the East side of the Bomos and 

face East . With the l ighted taper, trace in the air before you the Pre 

sigi l lum of the planet . Then turn to face West and l ight the indigo 

lamp upon the Bomos . Resume your place at the West side of the 

Bomos , facing East, and extinguish the taper . 
• 
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5 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

6 .  Make invocation , a s  follows : 

0 miahty Neith, 0 Mystery!-who art all that has been, 

that is and that shall be: hail to thee! Everlastina Goddess, self

existent and ever concealed: hail to thee! 0 se!Jborn, 0 Lady if 

the Heavens and Mother if the Gods: hail to thee! 0 Poweiful 

Mother, 0 Mother-Father, thou Opener if the Paths who dost 

weave the vei l  of life: hail to thee! 0 thou who art mistress of 

the spindle and the loom, thou Lady c:J. Sa is who dost tie the 

maaical knots if protection : I adore thee and thee I invoke! 

7 .  Having completed the invocation , close your eyes . Visualize before 

you the form of the Goddess ; then ,  holding the divine form in 

awareness , powerfully vibrate the Goddess ' name : 

NET 

8 .  Standing before this "Presence," breathing evenly and deeply, allow 

yourself to feel  the awakened current of divine energy and to be 

inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

9 .  When you are s o  moved , make salutation with your right hand; then 

open your eyes , ceasing to hold the godform in your awareness , and 

re-center your consciousness in your material environment. 

1 0 . Sound the battery : 1 

1 1 . Finally, proclaim : Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 thou Great 

One of Saut , who dost now uphold me in the l ight of thy blessing, 

and who dost receive all my works of his day into the harmony of 

thy power. 

1 2 . Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 . 
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Outline Formula for Rites of Attunement 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery of the Sphere . 

3 .  In terms appropriate to the chosen pantheon , proclaim yourself as 

magician , priest or prophet of the Sphere of operation , and / or as 

minister or devotee of the deity of the working; stating also that you 

seek attunement with the spiritual principle of the Sphere . 

4. Utter the sacred vowel of the Sphere to stir the astral ambience and 

to condition it with the planetary vibration . 

5 .  Trace the presigi l lum with flame, to further charge the ambience , 

then light the planetary lamp. 

6. If you desire , now activate incense. 

7. Make salutation and invocation of the deity--employing epithets, extol

ling the nature of the god , recounting the god 's deeds- -as you prefer. 

8 .  Now prepare the channel for the power of the god : 

Visualize before you the form of the god . 

Holding the form in awareness , vibrate the name of 

the god . 

9 .  Symbol and reality have , at this stage , fused into dynamic unity. 

Therefore , standing before this "Presence ," breathing evenly and 

deeply, allow yourself to feel the awakened current of divine energy 

and to be inwardly uplifted in joyful and reverent response thereto. 

I 0. Salute the god , then re-center your consciousness in your material 

environment . 

I I .  Sound the battery once, to assist the process of objective re -cen

tering. 

1 2 .  Now give thanks to the deity, and proclaim the attained objective 

of the rite . 

1 3 . Conclude with the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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6 I AscENT AND VIsiON IN THE SPHERES 

These rites are for group use ,  and from the outset may be selected at  need or 

will . 

Combining within their compass both ceremonial and meditative tech

niques ,  they provide a method of visionary exploration of the seven plane

tary modalitie s :  a method which is, by its very nature , capable of yielding 

an unl imited richness and variety of experience . In Section 9 of each rite , 

the direction is given for each participant to perform , in turn , the Planetary 

Gesture (Entry 36, Tables of Correspondences) . This procedure , when accom

plished smoothly, has the quality of magical dance ; an effect which may be 

heightened by the playing of suitable music throughout Section 9 .  

However, the main consideration i n  Section 9 i s  the vital expression of 

the spirit and feeling of the planetary force ; reproduction of the Gestures in 

their formal exactness as given in the Tables of Correspondences is not essen

tial to the working. The Gestures can be very much simplified or even altered , 

provided only that suitabi lity to the planetary force is maintained ; while in a 

group which has mastered the significance and spirit of the Gestures of each 

Sphere , participants may in this section express the planetary characteristics 

by entirely spontaneous movements . 

The essential planetary characteristics to be preserved in modified or in 

spontaneous Gestures are as fol lows : 

Saturn-�slow, deliberate , stately, with limited movement . 

jupiter- dignified, with mm·ements carefully judged but grand and sweep

ing in effect . 

Mars-forceful ,  simple ,  swinging, perhaps noisy (as of a stamping foot) . 

Sun-steady in rhythm and exact in course , going smoothly forwards . 



l'tmus-·gracefu l , unhurried ,  perhaps l anguorous ,  or employing cal l i s 

thenic movements . 

Mercury-rapid , l ight movements , with an abundance of quick, expressive 

gesture . 

Moon-gentle swaying movement , with fanciful postures suggesting the 

movement of the Moon , or the play of inner fantasies . 

For these rites an appropriate gemstone of the planet can be worn by al l  par

ticipants upon the brow, at the location of the Third Eye, the point of inner 

vision . This can be done by placing the stone within a folded headband , which 

should itsel f  be of the planetary color or white . 

Ascent and Vision in Luna 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of the Moon 

Position ?fBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 Violet Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: Chairs for participants , around place of working 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working, in front of their chairs ; the director stationed at the East . )  

1 . The director moves to the West side o f  the Bomos and faces East . 

She performs the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 9 .  

3 .  The director makes invocation , a s  fol lows : 

0 lifeai vina and potent 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

thou dweller in the secret place if Yesod: 

Let shine upon us in this hour the light if thy countenance, 

and grant us thy blessing and thine aid in this our undertak

ina. So shall we, ascendinB in the chariot if our aspiration, 

penetrate the coruscatina au!fs cfjlame, the li vina veils if the 

astral and celestial jirmaments if thy Sphere: to achieve true 

vision in the Yetziratic Heaven ifTebel Vilun Shamaim, and to 
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experience thy mystery in the Briatic Sanctuary rif Garen ha

Saphir. 

The director resumes her place in the circle . 

4 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

5 .  The director savs :  
j 

Companions in Liaht, let us awaken the vibration rif Leva

nah in this place and within ourselves. 

6 .  I f  desired , incense i s  now acti \·ated . 

7 .  All now say : 

Grace rif the alimmerina niaht, beautiful pale 

camel thou journeyest 

comely with bridle ?f. pearl, cloth of most fair 

sillw caparisoned: 

Tracin& the trackless abodes, knowin9 all times, 

knowin9 the numberless 

Seeds of the.Jirmament! 

8 .  All link hands and vibrate , or chant according to its specified tone , 

the vowel of the Sphere : 

A (pronounced as "a" in father) 

Hands are unlinked . 

9 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn steps forward and ,  facing the 

Bomos , performs the Planetary Gesture ; then resumes his place in 

the circle. 

I 0.  The last participant having resumed his place , a l l  l ink hands and 

circumambulate the place of working nine times clockwise ; visual 

izing as they do so, a wall of violet l ight whirling rapidly clockwise 

about their circle . This done, hands are unlinked and the wall of 

l ight is allowed to fade from awareness. 

I I .  The battery is sounded : I .  

1 2 . Al l  now seat themselves , and the director proclaims : Let us now 

seek the deeper mysteries of the Sephirah Yesod , the Ninth Path of 

the Holy Tree of Life .  
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I 3 .  The battery is sounded :  9 .  

1 4 . The director utters the fol lowing text from the Thirty-two Paths 

ofWisdom : 

The Ninth Path is called the Pure Intelligence, because i t  

pur!fies the manifestations if the Sephiroth : i t  proves and gov

erns the formation if their similitude, and disposes in exact 

measure the unity which is intrinsic to them, not lessened nor 

di vided. 

I 5 . The battery is sounded :  I . 

1 6 . The Ascent and Vision in Luna now proceeds, led by the director 

who guides the working at a leisurely pace by means of the follow

ing text : 

Companions in Light , close your eyes and your mind 

to outer awareness . Breathe evenly and deeply. Let 

each one of you in this working be aware only of your 

self, listening to my voice guiding you in your personal 

experience of Ascent and Vision in this Sphere . As now 

this rite proceeds , YOU are the individual focal point of 

this adventure . 

You are standing at the center of a vast circular tem

ple , upon a floor of translucent moonstone . Completely 

encompassing the temple is a s lowly swirling wall of 

bright s i lver light . The ceil ing high above you is a bi l 

lowing lavender radiance, and represents the vei led por

tal ofYesod in Yetzirah . 

As I invoke the Olympic Guardian of the Sphere 

to open the portal , give your inner affirmation to my 

words and accept the invocation as your own . 

0 luminous Phul, spirit if the moon who art mighty in the 

first heaven rjYetzirah, and who dost guard the approaches if 

the ninth path of the holy tree if life: hear the voice if my 

power and open unto me the portal if thy realm in the dh·ine 

name 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I IAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 
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That I may ascend without hindrance to the height of 

Tebel Vilun Shaman . 

The lavender radiance above you now begins to swirl 

slowly in a clockwise motion about its center. Gathering 

momentum, it runs faster and more smoothly, its center 

opening and l ifting away from you so that you are gazing 

upwards into a receding vortex of lavender radiance. 

And now you are aware of a strong attraction draw

ing you towards the vortex . You are l i fted from the floor 

of the temple ,  the attracting force acting more and 

more strongly. Suddenly, you are drawn completely into 

the vortex .  Immediately it Hashes into a new vital ity, 

enwrapping you in a whirling frenzy of lavender flame ,  

and carrying you swiftly upwards and upwards . 

As you continue to ascend , you become aware of 

the rushing and pulsating sound of the vortex ;  it is as 

though the flame itself were uttering the sacred vowel of 

the Sphere . You catch fragments of other sounds too : the 

vibrant shimmering clash of high-toned cymbals , with 

broken fragments of mystic chant uttered by unearthly 

voices in an unknown tongue.  

Now the lavender flame whirling about you seems 

gradually to decrease in velocity ; gradually too you fee l  

the intense speed of your upward movement diminish

ing. Now you arc gliding upwards ,  in a gently turning 

lavender fire which is fi l led with gradations of scinti l 

lant bri l l iance . More slowly yet you ascend , more slowly 

swirls the l ight about you . Now, with a feel ing of won

dering expectancy, you float in a peacefu l  region of 

gleaming lavender radiance . 

In this light and in this vibrant sti l lness remain with

out change until I have made the invocation which is to 

initiate your vision in Tebel Vilun Shamaim . When the 

invocation has been made ,  the light all about you wil l  

resolve itsel f  into a scene .  Let it unfold and develop in 
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the manner of a waking dream . You may travel therein ; 

or you may remain to witness what befal ls .  Should you 

desire greater clarity of vis ion , make mental utter 

ance of the sacred vowel of the Sphere . Should you be 

approached by a Being of the Sphere , mentally give i t  

greeting in the divine name of the Sphere ; then , if you 

wil l , you can accept it as your guide . Seek and explore 

as you desire ,  remembering that you have the ability to 

use astrally all your five senses .  

I wi l l  now make the invocation . As I speak the words, 

give your inner affirmation to them and accept the invo

cation as your own . Then let the l ight about you dissolve 

to reveal the wonders of this astral realm . 

Behold me,  0 bright ones of the first heaven ,  ye 

ministering spirits of the ninth path in Yetzirah : for I 

am the true child of Levanah and within me shines and 

moves the vital flame of the same your God , the l ifegiv

ing and potent 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

Wherefore , dissolve the astral ethers of this height 

and reveal to my inner perception the wonders ofTebel 

Vilun Shamaim . 

Here the director should allow a space of silence, sufficient for 

the development of individual inward vision by the participants . 

She should judge the time according to her feeling as to the prog

ress of the rite, but generally five or ten minutes wil l be ample .  As 

with sleep, some inner experiences may be curtailed by the clos

ing of the allotted period , but no harm is done : a participant wil l  

continue subsequently in dream any vis ion which is significant to 

the deeper self. 

Now your vis ion fades ,  giving place at first to a nebulous 

indistinctness which in turn is transformed once more to lavender 

l ight . Even the ground on which you stand is assimilated into this 
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l ight , so that again you are floating in a region of peaceful lavender 

radiance . 

Remain thus as I now make invocation to access the Briatic 

level of this Sphere . As I utter the words ,  give you inner affirmation 

to them and accept the inmcation as your own . 

0 glorious and mighty 

GABRIEL I THEONOEMENOS I ANAKTOR 

Thou celestial intelliaence who dost rule in the first man

sion ?f Briah and who art prince and commander ?[the spirits 

?f the Moon : behold me, and in the name of the same your God, 

whom I also worship, even the lifeaivina and potent 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

Grant me to enter into thy realm and to be established in 

garen ha-saphir. 

Now at once , for as far as you can see, the radiance in which 

you float i s  suffused with br ight violet l ight , which swirls and 

sparkles ,  fluctuating and diversi fied all about you . The swirling 

and fluctuation slowly diminish ; the new and all -pervasive l ight in 

which you are floating becomes steadied to an unvarying radiance 

of pure and intensely clear violet . 

In the profound sti l lness and peace of this region of violet l ight 

The Lady of N ight , the magical image ofYesod , manifests shiningly 

before you : 

A tal l ,  slender female figure of austere beauty stands erect , her 

bare feet upon the rock of a mountain summit .  I t  is night t ime, 

and the large disc of the Ful l  Moon , r is ing behind her, frames her 

head and shoulders . Upon her head is a diadem of glittering stones ,  

which flash continually with every hue. From beneath this diadem 

her dark hair flows down over her bare shoulders ,  for, save for a 

lunula- --a crescent- shaped necklet-she is unclothed to the waist . 

Around her waist is a girdle ,  clasped in front with a shining buckle 

whose shape suggests the moon-disc betvveen left -facing and r ight

facing crescents : and from this girdle a skirt of fi lmy whiteness 
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descends in deep folds to her ankles .  In its wide embroidered bor

der, spiral grows out of spiral in such a way that each spiral is like 

a circular maze , but their progression is l ike the waves of the sea . 

The arms of the figure are extended forwards ,  both palms facing 

forwards in a gesture of giving. Around each arm from shoulder 

to wrist is entwined a serpent , dark in color, its head extended 

before her palm . These serpents are ful l  of life and power, for they 

represent the mighty astral forces which she controls and directs . 

Keeping awareness of the shining form of the Lady of 

Night ,  listen to the invocation which I shall now make , 

and accept its words as your own . 

0 lady 1 night who abidest in Briah, thou mantle 1 the 

di vine spirit �esod, who dost impart the sacred energies 1 the 

foundation to the lower worlds: through thee I seek pleni tude 

r:f blessing and true experience r:f the mystery if Garen Ha

Saphir. wher�fore I salute thee by the tremendous most excellent 

name which is the light 1 thy life: 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

Now the figure of the Lady of N ight which stands before 

you is aureoled with a red-purple radiance . Rapidly this radiance 

extends : the figure glows with it, and bright beams of the same 

red-purple l ight dart piercingly towards you , becoming continu

ally more bri l l iant . You are aware of a swift access of gladness in 

the influence of the powerful beams .  In glorious effulgent waves ,  

more and more o f  the red-purple radiance i s  given forth from the 

luminous figure . The radiance spreads ,  then explodes flashingly 

to fil l  the whole region . You see nothing in any direction but the 

red-purple l ight itself. You feel  transformed , ecstatic ,  while there 

reverberates in your ears ,  clear and ringing, the sacred vowel of 

the Sphere . In a world of red-purple radiance you float alone and 

motionless , exultant and blissfu l .  

For a t ime the encompassing radiance in which you float i s  

al together red -purple : then swirlings of violet appear in i t .  By  

degrees the  violet l ight prevails more and more , unti l you are 
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floating altogether in a region of luminous violet . Now in this vio

let l ight appear gleams of lavender. The lavender l ight spreads al l  

about you , swirling and flashing, unti l  at last you are floating in a 

region entirely of lavender radiance . Suddenly you are floating no 

longer in a formless world of light . You are standing at the center 

of a vast circular temple, upon a floor of translucent moonstone .  

Completely encompassing the temple i s  a slowly swirling wall o f  

bright silver l ight , and the ceiling high above you i s  a bil lowing lav 

ender radiance . 
As I now speak the valediction , give your inner aH!rmation to 

my words and accept them as your own . 

0 glorious and mighty 

GABRIEL I THEONOEMENOS I ANAKTOR 

Praise and honor be unto thee for the splendor if hine 1Jice 

and the majesty ?fthy being. And with you, 0 ministering spirits 

if the ninth path in Yetzirah, as likewise with thee, 0 luminous 

Phul, be the blessing if thy God and mine, even the lifegi ving 

and potent 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

And in this same most sacred name which is the light if thy 

life, I salute thee, 0 lady if night: who art vehicle and instru

ment ?f the good, the beautiful, and the true. 

Now the temple in which you are standing fades 

from your awareness , and you are surrounded by pale 

yellow l ight ,  flecked with white . This too fades ,  and you 

become aware once more of yourself, sitting with closed 

eyes amid your physical surroundings and the other 

Companions. 

Now open your eyes .  

I 7 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 8 . At this point , if desired , there may be a discussion , led by the direc

tor, of the experience of Ascent and Vision . This is optional ; and 

even when it takes place , individual members may desist from it 
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if they wish to reserve their experiences for further meditation . 

Following discussion , the battery should again be sounded once . 

1 9 . All participants stand ,  and the director proclaims . 

Companions in Light :  in unity this rite began, in unity let 

us bring it to a close. 

20 .  A l l  l ink hands and perform one clockwise circumambulation of 

the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

2 1 .  The director now utters the thanksgiving: 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 l!fegiving and potent 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

for the virtue and inspiration wherewith thou hast endowed 

us in this operation if Holy Magick in thy Sphere ?}Yesod. 

All respond : 

Salutation and thanks. 

The director continues : 

And do thou grant to us, Most Mighty, the continuance if 

thy regard as now we goforth from this place. 

Al l  respond : 

Thus shall it be. 

2 2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Ascent and Vision i n  Mercury 
Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Mercury 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 Orange Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: Chairs for participants , around place of working 

(At the opening of the r ite all participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working, in front of their chairs ;  the director stationed at the East . )  

1 . The director moves to the West side o f  the Bomos and faces East . 

She performs the Rite of Preparation . 
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2 .  The battery is sounded : 8 .  

3 .  The director makes invocation , as follows : 

0 scintillant and lisht-bedewed 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

thou dweller in the secret place �f Hod: 

Let shine upon us in this hour the linht �[ thy countenance, 

and nrant us thy blessin9 and thine aid in this our undertakin9. 

So shall we, ascendinB in the chariot rj" our aspiration, pene

trate the coruscatinn eu!fs rfjlame, the /ivins veils rf the astral 

and celestial jirmaments rj" thy Sphere: to achieve true vision in 

the Yetziratic Heaven rj" Reqia ' a, and to experience thy mystery 

in the Briatic Sanctuary rj"Thushiah . 

4. The director resumes her place in the circle .  The battery is sounded : 1 .  

5 .  The director says : 

Companions in Lisht, let us awaken the vibration rf Kokab 

in this place and within ourselves. 

6 .  If desired , incense is now activated . 

7 .  All now say : 

Bearin9 thy truth in thy heart, opal�jire sealed 

deep and inviolate, 

Orer the seven -hued bridge pass to the worlds, 

share in their mriance. 

Hail to the mice rf thy power, speakin9 all tonnues, 

many in purposes, 

One in di vinity! 

8 .  Al l  l ink hands and vibrate , o r  chant according to its specified tone,  

the vowel of the Sphere : -

E (pronounced as "e" i n  set) 

Hands are unlinked . 

9 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn steps forward and , facing the 

Bomos , performs the Planetary Gesture ; then resumes his place in 

the circle .  
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I 0 .  The last participant having resumed his place , all l ink hands and 

circumambulate the place of working eight times clockwise ; visu

alizing as they do so, a wall of oranae l ight whirling rapidly clock

wise about their circle . This done, hands are unlinked and the wall 

of l ight is al lowed to fade from awareness . 

I I .  The battery is sounded : I .  

1 2 .  All now seat themselves , and the director proclaims. Let us now 

seek the deeper mysteries of the Sephirah Hod ,  the Eighth Path of 

the Holy Tree of Life .  

1 3 . The battery is sounded :  8 .  

1 4 . The director utters the following text from the Thirty-two Paths 

ofWisdom : 

The Eiahth Path is called the Absolute or peifect lntelli 

Bence, because it is the instrument cf the Primordial, which has 

no root by which it can hold fast or abide save in the hidden 

rea ions cf Gedulah, Maanificence, which emanate from its own 

nature. 

I 5 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 6 . The Ascent and Vision in Mercury now proceeds ,  led by the direc

tor who guides the working at a leisurely pace by means of the 

fol lowing text : 

Companions in Light , close your eyes and your mind 

to outer awareness .  Breathe evenly and deeply. Let 

each one of you in this working be aware only of your 

self, l istening to my voice guiding you in your personal 

experience of Ascent and Vision in this Sphere . As now 

this rite proceeds , YOU are the individual focal point of 

this adventure . 

You are standing at the center of a vast circular tem

ple ,  upon a floor of carnelian . Completely encompass 

ing the temple is a s lowly swirling wall of shimmering 

opalescence . The cei ling high above you is a b i l lowing 

pale tawny radiance , and represents the veiled portal of 

Hod in Yetzirah . 
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As I invoke the O lympic Guardian of the Sphere 

to open the portal , give your inner aiTirmation to my 

words and accept the invocation as your own . 

0 luminous Ophiel, spirit C?fMercury who art mighty in the 

second heaven cfYetzirah, and who dost suard the approaches 

1 the eishth path 1 the holy tree if life: hear the voice ?}'my 

power and open unto me the portal if thy realm in the di vine 

name 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I A LETHES LOGOS 

That 1 may ascend wi thout h indrance to the heisht 1 

Reqia 'a .  

The pale tawny radiance above you now begins to 

swirl slowly in a clockwise motion about i ts  center. Gath

ering momentum , it runs faster and more smoothly, its 

center opening and lifting away from you so that you are 

gazing upwards into a receding vortex of pale ,  tawny 

radiance . 

And now you are aware of a strong attraction draw

ing you towards the vortex . You are lifted from the floor 

of the temple ,  the attracting force acting more and 

more strongly. Suddenly, you are drawn completely into 

the vortex . Immediately it Hashes into a new vital ity, 

enwrapping you in a whirling frenzy of tawny flame, and 

carrying you swiftly upwards and upwards . 

As you continue to ascend , you become aware of  

the rushing and pulsating sound of the vortex;  it i s  a s  

though the flame itself were uttering the sacred vowel 

of the Sphere . You catch fragments of other sounds too : 

the thri l l ing sound of flutes singing and soaring, inter

mittently plucked away and mingled with the cry of tre

mendous winds. 

Now the tawny flame whirling about you seems grad

ually to decrease in velocity; gradual ly too you feel  the 

intense speed of your upward movement diminishing. 
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Now you are gliding upwards, in a gently turning tawny 

fire which is fi l led with gradations of scinti l l ant bri l 

l iance . More slowly yet you ascend , more slowly swirls 

the l ight about you . Now, with a feel ing of wondering 

expectancy, you float in a peacefu l  region of gleaming 

tawny radiance . 

In this l ight and in this vibrant stillness remain with

out change until I have made the invocation which is 

to initiate your vis ion in Reqia ' a .  When the invocation 

has been made , the l ight all about you will resolve itself 
into a scene. Let it unfold and develop in the man

ner of a waking dream . You may travel therein ; or you 

mav remain to witness what befall s .  Should vou desire 
J J 

greater clarity of vision , make mental utterance of the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . Should you be approached 

by a Being of the Sphere , mental ly give it greeting in the 

divine name of the Sphere ; then , if you wil l , you can 

accept it as your guide . Seek and explore as you desire , 

remembering that you have the ability to use astrally al l 

your five senses . 

I wil l  now make the invocation . As I speak the words ,  

give your inner affirmation to them and accept the invo

cation as your own . Then let the light about you dissolve 

to reveal the wonders of this astral realm . 

Behold me, 0 brisht ones if the second heaven, ye minister

ins spirits of the eishth path in Yetzirah:jor I am the true child 

if Kokab and within me shines and moves the vital }lame if the 

same your God, the scintillant and lisht-bedewed 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

wherifore, dissolve the astral ethers !!f this heisht and reveal 

to my inner perception the wonders ifReqia 'a .  

Here the director should allow a space of silence for the 

development of inward vision by the participants : it will 
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depend upon her feeling as to the progress of the rite , 

five or ten minutes generally being ample .  

Now your vis ion fades ,  giving place at first to a neb

ulous indistinctness which in turn is transformed once 

more to pale tawny light . Even the ground on which you 

stand is assimilated into this l ight , so that again you are 

floating in a region of peaceful tawny radiance . 

Remain thus as I now make invocation to access the 

Briatic level of this Sphere . As I utter the words ,  give 

your inner affirmation to them and accept the invocation 

as your own .  

0 Glorious And Mi9hty 

MIKAEL I ANAXEPHYDRIAS I STHENOS 

Thou celestial inrellioence who dost rule in che second man

sion cif Briah and who arc prince and commander cif rhe spirits 

cif Mercury: behold me, and in the name cif the same your God, 

whom I also worship, even the scintillant and lioht-bedewed 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

Granr me ro enrer inro rhy realm and co be established in 

Thushiah. 

Now at once , for as far as you can sec , the radiance 

in which you float is suffused with bright orange l ight , 

which swirls and sparkles , fluctuating and diversified all 

about you . The swirling and fluctuation slowly diminish ; 

the new and al l -pervasive light in which you are floating 

becomes steadied to an unvarying radiance of pure and 

intensely clear orange . 

In the profound stil lness and peace of this region of 

orange light The Divine Messenger, the magical image of 

Hod, manifests shiningly before you : 

A youthful male figure , so delicate as to appear some

what effeminate , i s  gliding through the air. His  ha ir  is 

short and dark . He is nud . but for the sandals on his 
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feet and a belt about his waist ,  patterned with alter

nate octagons and eight-petaled flowers. Springing from 

his shoulders are great sweeping wings , outspread for 

fl ight , with countercharged black and white plumage . 

His body is inclined forward not more than about 30° 
from the vertical , in a graceful posture with his right 

foot l ifted sl ightly more than his left .  In his left hand he 

carries a rolled scrol l , with his right hand he extends 

before him the short staff which is the ancient token 

of the herald ; from its head flutter two white ribbons. 

This figure seems to be approaching through a tunnel 

of many-colored light, which because of his swift move

ment is seen as streaming away in the opposite direction , 

in long changeful darts and flashes of prismatic radiance . 

The face of the figure is alert ,  and communicates some

thing of the high importance of the message which is 

contained in the scrol l .  

Keeping awareness o f  the shining form o f  the Divine 

Messenger, listen to the invocation which I shal l now 

make , and accept its words as your own . 

0 di vine messenger who abidest in Briah, thou mantle of the 

divine spirit of Hod, who dost impart the sacred energies c:fsplen

dor to the lower worlds: through thee I seek plenitude of bless

ing and true experience if the mystery ifThushiah. wherifore 1 
salute thee by the tremendous most excellent name which is the 

light of thy life: 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

Now the figure of the Divine Messenger before you 

is aureoled with ochre -ye l low radiance . Rapidly this 

radiance extends : the figure glows with it, and bright 

beams of the same ochre -yel low l ight dart piercingly 

towards you , becoming continually more bri l liant . You 

are aware of a swift access of gladness in the influence 

of the powerfu l  beams .  In glorious effulgent waves , 
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more and more of the ochre -ye l low radiance is given 

forth from the luminous figure . The radiance spreads , 

then explodes f1ashingly to fi l l the whole region . You see 

nothing in any direction but the ochre-yel low l ight itself. 

You fee l  transformed , ecstatic ,  while there reverberates 

in your ears , clear and ringing, the sacred vowel of the 

Sphere . In  a world of ochre-yel low radiance you f1oat 

alone and motionless , exultant and blissful . 

For a time the encompassing radiance in which you 

float is altogether ochre-yellow : then swirlings of orange 

appear in it . By degrees the orange l ight prevai ls more 

and more , until you are f1oating altogether in a region 

of luminous orange . Now in this orange l ight appear 

gleams of pale tawny radiance . The pale tawny l ight 

spreads al l about you , swirling and Hashing, until at last 

you are f1oating in a region entirely of tawny radiance . 

Suddenly you are floating no longer in a formless world 

of light . You are standing at the center of a vast circular 

temple, upon a floor of carnelian . Completely encom

passing the temple is a slowly swirling wall of shimmering 

opalescence, and the ceiling high above you is a bil lowing 

pale tawny radiance . 

As I now speak the valediction , give your inner affirmation to 

my words and accept them as your own . 

0 Glorious And Miahty 

MIKAEL I ANAXEPHYDRIAS I STHENOS 

praise and honor be unto thee for the splendor of thine 

cjfice and the majesty �f thy beina. and with you, 0 ministerina 

spirits of the eiahth path in Yetzirah, as likewise with thee, 0 
luminous Ophiel, be the blessinB of thy God and mine, even the 

scintillant and liaht-bedewed 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 
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and in this same most sacred name which is the light if 

thy life, I salute thee, 0 di vine messenger: who art vehicle and 

instrument if the aood, the beautiful, and the true. 

Now the temple in which you are standing fades from your 

awareness , and you are surrounded by yellowish white l ight , 

tinged with greenish white . This too fades, and you become 

aware once more of yourself, sitting with closed eyes amid 

your physical surroundings and the other Companions. 

Now open your eyes .  

1 7.  The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 8 .  At this point , if desired ,  there may be a discussion , led by the 

director, of the experience of Ascent and Vision . This is optional ; 

and even when it takes place , individual members may desist from 

it if they wish to reserve their experiences for further meditation . 

Following discussion , the battery should again be sounded once . 

1 9 .  All participants stand , and the director proclaims: 

Companions in L iaht : in unity this r i te beaan, in unity let 

us brina it to a close. 

2 0 .  Al l  l ink hands and perform one clockwise circumambulation of 

the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

2 1 .  The director now utters the thanksgiving : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 scint i llant and 

liaht-bedewed 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

for the virtue and inspiration wherewith thou hast endowed 

us in this operation if Holy Maaick in thy Sphere if Hod. 

All respond : 

Salutation and thanks. 

The director continues :  

And do thou arant to  us, Most Miahty, the  continuance rif 

thy reaard as now we ao forth from this place. 

Al l  respond : 
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Thus shall it be. 

2 2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Ascent and Vision in Venus 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour ofVenus 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: I Green Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: Chairs for participants , around place of working 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working, in front of their chairs ;  the director stationed at the East . )  

I .  The director moves t o  the West side o f  the Bomos and faces East . 

She performs the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 7 .  

3 .  The director makes invocation , a s  fol lows : 

0 loving and strong 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

thou dweller in the secret place r:f Netzach : 

Let shine upon us in this hour the light r:f thy countenance, 

and grant us thy blessing and thine aid in this our undertaking. 

So shall we, ascending in the chariot if our aspiration, pene

trate the coruscating gulfs of .flame, the li ving veils of the astral 

and celestial jirmaments r:f thy Sphere: to achieve true vision in 

the Yetziratic Heaven if Shecheqim, and to experi ence thy mys

tery in the Briatic Sanctumy if Otz Shamaim. 

4. The director resumes her place in the circle .  The battery is sounded : I .  

5 . The director says : 

Companions in Light, let us awaken the vibration r:f Nogah 

in this place and within ourselves. 

6 .  If desired , incense is now activated . 

7 .  Al l now say : 

Doorway if vision ju!Jilled, bringer if dreams 
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forth to adventurin9, 

Sacred to thee are the red portals ?J dawn, 

sacred the emerald 

Gates if the jubilant sprin9, Mother if deeds 

man!fest, multiform--

Mother if destiny! 

8 .  All link hands and dbrate , or chant according to its specified tone, 

the vowel of the Sphere : 

H (pronounced as "a" in care) 

Hands are unlinked . 

9 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn steps forward and ,  facing the 

Bomos , performs the Planetary Gesture ; then resumes his place 

in the circle .  

I 0 .  The last participant having resumed h i s  place, a l l  l ink hands and 

circumambulate the place of working seven times clockwise ; visu 

al izing as they do SO ,  a \Vall of areen light whirling rapidly clock

WiSe about their circle .  This done, hands are unlinked and the wall 

of l ight is al lowed to fade from awareness . 

I I .  The battery is sounded : I .  

1 2 .  Al l  now seat themselves , and the director proclaims :  

Let  us now seek the deeper mysteries ?J the Sephirah Net

zach, the Seventh Path cf the Holy Tree cf Life. 

1 3 .  The battery is sounded : 7 .  

1 4 . The director utters the fol lowing text from the Thirty-two Paths 

ofWisdom:  

The Seventh Path i s  the  concealed lntelliaence, so  named 

because i t  is the dazzlina resplendence cf all the qualities cf 

Mind, which are discerned by intellectual vision and by the 

aaze ?!faith. 

1 5 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 6 . The Ascent and Vision in Venus now proceeds , led by the director 

who guides the working at a leisurely pace by means of the follow

ing text : 
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Companions in Light , close your eyes and your mind 

to outer awareness . Breathe evenly and deeply. Let each 

one of you in this working be aware only of your self, 

l istening to my voice guiding you in your personal expe

rience of Ascent and Vision in this Sphere . As now this 

rite proceeds , YOU are the individual focal point of this 

adventure . 

You are standing at the center of a vast , circular tem 

ple ,  upon a floor of malachite . Completely encompass

ing the temple is a s lowly swirling wall of saffron l ight . 

The ceiling high above you is a billowing, pale turquoise 

radiance , and represents the veiled portal of Netzach in 

Yetzirah . 

As I invoke the O lympic Guardian of the Sphere 

to open the portal , give your inner affirmation to my 

words and accept the invocation as your own . 

0 luminous Haaith, spirit ?f"Venus who art miahty in the 

third hem·en cifYetzirah, and who dost auard the approaches ?f 
the seventh path 1 the holy tree 1 l!fe: hear the voice ?f my 

power and open unto me the portal ?f" thy realm in the di vine 

name: 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

That 1 may ascend wi thout h indrance to the heiaht 1 

Shecheqim. 

The pale turquoise radiance above you now begins 

to swirl s lowly in a clockwise motion about its cen

ter. Gathering momentum ,  it runs faster and more 

smoothly, its center opening and l ifting away from you 

so that you are gazing upwards into a receding vortex of 

pale turquoise radiance . 

And now you are aware of a strong attraction draw

ing you towards the vortex .  You are l ifted from the floor 

of the temple ,  the attracting force acting more and 

more strongly. Suddenly, you are drawn completely into 
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the vortex .  Immediately it flashes into a new vital ity, 

enwrapping you in a whirling frenzy of pale turquoise 

flame, and carrying you swiftly upwards and upwards .  

As you continue to ascend ,  you become aware of 

the rushing and pulsating sound of the vortex ; i t  i s  as 

though the flame itse lf were uttering the sacred vowel 

of the Sphere . You catch fragments of other sounds too : 

a sweet insistent rippling as of a gently flowing stream , 

interspersed with voices of birds giving their wild calls 

and sudden bursts of song. 

Now the pale turquoise flame whirl ing about you 

seems gradually to decrease in velocity ; gradually too 

you fee l  the intense speed of your upward movement 

diminishing. Now you are gliding upwards ,  in a gently 

turning pale turquoise fire which is fil l ed with grada

tions of scinti l l ant br i l l iance . More s lowly yet you 

ascend ,  more slowly swirls the l ight about you . Now, 

with a feel ing of wondering expectancy, you float in a 

peaceful region of gleaming pale turquoise radiance . 

In this l ight and in this vibrant stillness remain with

out change until I have made the invocation which is 

to initiate your vision in Shecheqim .  When the invoca

tion has been made, the l ight all about you wil l resolve 

itself into a scene .  Let it unfold and develop in the man

ner of a waking dream . You may travel therein ; or you 

may remain to witness what befal l s .  Should you desire 

greater clarity of vision , make mental utterance of the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . Should you be approached 

by a Being of the Sphere , mentally give it greeting in the 

divine name of the Sphere ; then ,  if you wi l l , you can 

accept it as your guide. Seek and explore as you desire, 

remembering that you have the abi lity to use astrally all 

your five senses .  

I will now make the invocation . As I speak the words, 

give your inner affirmation to them and accept the invo-
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cation as your own . Then let the l ight about you dissolve 

to reveal the wonders of this astral realm .  

Behold me, 0 brwht ones C?fthe third hearen,ye ministering 

spirits if the seventh path in Yetzirah:Jor I am the true child if 

Nogah and within me shines and mores the rita/ jlame if the 

same your God, the /o;·ing and strong 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

lt'herifore, dissolve the astral ethers C?fthis height and reveal 

to my inner perception the wonders C?f shecheqim. 

Here the director should al low a space of silence for the 

development of inward vision by the participants : it wil l 

depend upon her feel ing as to the progress of the rite, 

five or ten minutes generally being ample .  

Now your vision fades ,  giving place at first to a neb

ulous indistinctness which in turn is transformed once 

more to pale turquoise l ight . Even the ground on which 

you stand is assimilated into this l ight , so that again you 

are floating in a region of peaceful pale turquoise radi -

ance . 

Remain thus as I now make invocation to access the 

Briatic level of this Sphere . As I utter the words ,  give 

your inner affirmation to them and accept the invocation 

as your own . 

0 glorious and mighty 

HANIEL I ZOTHALMIOS I ALALE 

Thou celestial intelligence who Jose rule in the third man

sion if Briah and who arc prince and commander if the spirits 

of Venus: Behold me, and in the name of the same your God, 

whom I also worship, even the loving and strong 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

Grant me to enter into thy realm and to be established in 

Otz Shamaim. 
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Now at once , for as far as you can see, the radiance 

in which you float is suffused with bright green l ight , 

which swirls and sparkles , fluctuating and diversified all 

about you . The swirling and fluctuation slowly diminish ; 

the new and all-pervasive l ight in which you are floating 

becomes steadied to an unvarying radiance of pure and 

intensely clear green .  

In the profound stil lness and peace of this region of 

green l ight The Flame of the Sea, the magical image of 

Netzach, manifests shiningly before you : 

A luminous and gracefu l  female figure stands upon 

a sandy shore , upon which seashe l l s  are scattered : the 

ocean , from which she has arisen ,  i s  behind her. She is 

nude but for a gird le ,  r ichly j eweled with pearls and 

emeralds ,  which encircles her waist . It is early morning. 

The sun has not yet appeared , but the sky is bright with 

opalescent colors whose reflections change and shim

mer in the dancing waves .  The waves run in , sparkling, 

to the shore : they break into ripples about the feet of the 

lovely radiant figure , then flow back into the sea ,  only 

to return .  Her long, luxuriant hair, in golden tresses , 

streams out upon a warm but vigorous sea breeze . In her 

right hand she holds out a green sprig upon which blooms 

a five-pedaled rose, emblem of the gifts she brings to the 

Earth : her left hand is lowered towards her vulva ,  which 

she indicates with the extended middle finger. 

Keeping awareness of the shining form of the Flame 

of the Sea , l isten to the invocation which I shall now 

make , and accept its words as your own . 

0 flame if the sea who abidest in Briah, thou mantle if the 

di vine spirit if Netzach, who dost impart the sacred energies 

if victory to the lower worlds: through thee I seek plenitude if 

blessing and true experience if the mystery if Otz Shamaim. 

wherifore I salute thee by the tremendous most excellent name 

which is the light if thy life: 
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YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

Now the figure of the Flame of the Sea which stands 

before you is aureoled with a greenish-blue radiance . 

Rapidly this radiance extends : the figure glows with it ,  

and bright beams of the same greenish-blue l ight dart 

piercingly towards you , becoming continually more 

bril l iant . You are aware of a swift access of gladness in 

the influence of the powerful beams .  In glorious effu l 

gent waves ,  more and more of the greenish-blue radi 

ance is given forth from the luminous figure . The radiance 

spreads ,  then explodes flashingly to fill the whole region . 

You see nothing in any direction but the greenish-blue 

light itsel f. You feel transformed , ecstatic ,  whil e  there 

reverberates in your ears , clear and ringing, the sacred 

vowel of the Sphere . In a world of greenish-blue radiance 

you float alone and motionless , exultant and blissfu l .  

For a time the encompassing radiance in which you 

float is altogether greenish-blue : then swirlings of green 

appear in it . By degrees the green l ight prevai ls more 

and more , until you are floating altogether in a region of 

luminous green . Now in this green l ight appear gleams 

of pale turquoise . The pale turquoise l ight spreads a l l  

about you , swirl ing and flashing, unt i l  at last you are 

floating in a region entirely of pale turquoise radiance . 

Suddenly you are floating no longer in a formless world 

of l ight . You are standing at the center of a vast circular 

temple ,  upon a floor of malachite . Completely encom

passing the temple is a s lowly swirl ing wall of saffron 

l ight , and the ceiling high above you is a bil lowing pale 

turquoise radiance. 

As I now speak the valediction , give your inner affir

mation to my words and accept them as your own . 

0 alorious and mishty 

HANIEL I ZOTHALMIOS I ALALE 
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Praise and honor be unto thee for the splendor l!f thine rjfice 

and the majesty rif thy be ina. And with you, 0 ministerinB spir

i ts l!f the seventh path in Yetzirah, as likewise with thee, 0 lumi

nous Haaith, be the blessinB rif thy God and mine, even the 

lovinB and strons 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

and in this same most sacred name which is the liaht of thy 

life, I salute thee, o flame cj"the sea : who art vehicle and instru

ment rif the aood, the beautiful, and the true. 

Now the temple in which you are stand ing fades 

from your awareness , and you are surrounded by green

ish white l ight , gleaming and ful l  of brightness . This too 

fades ,  and you become aware once more of yourself, sit

ting with closed eyes amid your physical surroundings 

and the other Companions . 

Now open your eyes . 

I 7 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 8 .  At this point , if desired , there may be a discussion,  led by the direc

tor, of the experience of Ascent and Vision . This is optional ; and 

even when it takes place, individual members may desist from it if 

they wish to reserve their experiences for further meditation . Fol 

lowing discussion , the battery should again be  sounded once . 

1 9 . Al l  participants stand , and the director proclaims: 

Companions in Liaht: in unity this r i te beaan, in unity let 

us brinB it to a close. 

2 0 .  All l ink hands and perform one clockwise circumambulation of the 

place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

2 1  . The director now utters the thanksgiving : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 lavina and strona 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

for the virtue and inspiration wherewith thou hast endowed 

us in this operation rif Holy Maaick in thy Sphere rif Netzach . 
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All  respond : 

Salutation and thanks. 

The director continues : 

And do thou srant to us, Most Mighty, the continuance cif 

thy regard as now we go forth from this place . 

All respond : 

Thus shall it be. 

2 2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Ascent and Vision i n  Sol 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of the Sun 

Position cif Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

L iahts: I Yel low Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: Chairs for participants, around place of working 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working, in front of their chairs ;  the director stationed at the East . )  

I . The director moves t o  the West side of the Bomos and faces East. 

She performs the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 6 .  

3 .  The director makes invocation , a s  follows :  

0 jubilant and jar-shininB 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPH IS I THEIOS NOUS 

thou dweller in the secret place cifTiphareth : 

Let shine upon us in this hour the liaht cif thy countenance, 

and grant us thy blessing and thine aid in this our undertakinB. 

So shall we, ascending in the chariot cif our aspiration, pene

trate the coruscating gu!Js cifjlame, the living veils cif the astral 

and celestialjirmaments �{thy Sphere: to achieve true vision in 

the Yetziratic Heaven �{ Zabul, and to experience thy mystery in 

the Briatic Sanctuary of Ratzon. 

4.  The director resumes her place in the circle .  The battery is sounded: I .  
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5 .  The director says : 

Companions in Liaht, let us awaken the vibration ?f Shem

esh in this place and within ourselves. 

6 .  I f  desired , incense i s  now activated . 

7 .  All now say : 

Rise in thy splendor, 0 Kinaf-alorious brow, 

aaze on thy aovernance 

GladdeninB all who behold! Soarin9 as son9, 

rule and illuminate: 

Crysoleth aleaminB thy crown, rise and inspire, 

Lion -aold, Falcon:fliaht, 

joyous, ambrosial! 

8 .  All link hands and vibrate , o r  chant according to its specified tone, 

the vowel of the Sphere : 

I (pronounced as "ee" in meet) 

Hands are unlinked .  

9 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn steps forward and , facing the 

Bomos , performs the Planetary Gesture ; then resumes his place in 

the circle .  

1 0 . The last participant having resumed his p lace ,  a l l  l ink hands and 

circumambulate the place of working six times clockwise ; visual 

izing as they do so, a wall of yellow l ight whirling rapidly clockwise 

about thei r  circl e .  This done , hands are unlinked and the wal l of 

l ight is allowed to fade from awareness. 

1 1  . The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 2 .  All now seat themselves ,  and the director proclaims : Let us now 

seek the deeper mysteries of the Sephirah Tiphareth , the Sixth Path 

of the Holy Tree of Life .  

1 3 . The battery i s  sounded : 6 .  

1 4 .  The director utters the following text from the Thirty-two Paths of 

Wisdom : 

The Sixth Path is the lntelliaence rif the Mediatory influ

ence: i t  is so named because therein is aathered the if!flux from 
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all the Emanations, so that it in turn causes the mediatory 

irifluences to flow into the founts of each of the benign Powers, 

with which they are linked. 

I 5 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 6 . The Ascent and Vision in Sol now proceeds , led by the director 

who guides the working at a leisurely pace by means of the follow

ing text : 

Companions in Light, close your eyes and your mind 

to outer awareness . Breathe evenly and deeply. Let 

each one of you in this working be aware only of your 

self, l istening to my voice guiding you in your personal 

experience of Ascent and Vision in this Sphere . As now 

this rite proceeds, YOU are the individual focal point of 

this adventure . 

You are standing at the center of a vast circular tem

ple, upon a floor of topaz . Completely encompassing 

the temple is a s lowly swirling wall of bright metal l ic  

golden light . The ceil ing high above you is a bi l lowing 

golden yel low radiance , and represents the veiled portal 

ofTiphareth in Yetzirah . 

As I invoke the O lympic Guardian of the Sphere 

to open the portal , give your inner affirmation to my 

words and accept the invocation as your own . 

0 luminous Och, spirit cif the Sun who art mighty in the 

fourth heaven ojYetzirah, and who dost guard the approaches 

of the sixth path o{ the holy tree of life: hear the voice cif my 

power and open unto me the portal of thy realm in the di rine 

name 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPH IS I THEIOS NOUS 

That 1 may ascend wi thout hindrance to the height cif 

Zabul. 

The pale golden-yel low radiance above you now 

begins to swirl slowly in a clockwise motion about its 

center. Gathering momentum , it runs faster and more 
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smoothly, its center opening and l ifting away from you 

so that you are gazing upwards into a receding vortex of 

pale golden-yellow radiance . 

And now you are aware of a strong attraction draw

ing you towards the vortex .  You are l i fted from the 

floor of the temple ,  the attracting force acting more 

and more strongly. Suddenly, you are drawn completely 

into the vortex .  Immediately it flashes into a new vital 

ity, enwrapping you in a whirling frenzy of pale golden

yel low flame,  and carrying you swiftly upwards and 

upwards .  

As you continue to ascend , you become aware of 

the rushing and pulsating sound of the vortex ;  it is as 

though the flame itse lf were uttering the sacred vowel 

of the Sphere . You catch fragments of other sounds too : 

recurrently at measured interval s ,  sent forth in ringing 

waves of sound , the deep and musical reverberations of 

a mighty gong ; and at times ,  rising across those rever

berations , a splendid fanfare of majestic trumpets. 

Now the pale golden -ye l low flame whirling about 

you seems gradually to decrease in velocity ; gradually 

too you feel the intense speed of your upward movement 

diminishing. Now you are gliding upwards , in a gen

tly turning pale golden-yellow fire which is fil led with 

gradations of scintillant brill iance . More slowly yet you 

ascend ,  more s lowly swirls the light about you . Now, 

with a feel ing of wondering expectancy, you float in a 

peaceful  region of gleaming pale golden-yel low rad i -

ance . 

In this l ight and in this vibrant stillness remain with

out change unti l  I have made the invocation which 

is to in itiate your vision in Zabul . When the invoca

tion has been made, the l ight al l about you wil l resolve 

itself into a scene .  Let it unfold and develop in the man

ner of a waking dream . You may travel therein ; or you 
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may remain to witness what befal ls .  Should you desire 

greater clarity of vision , make mental utterance of the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . Should you be approached 

by a Being of the Sphere , mentally give it greeting in 

the divine name of the Sphere ; then ,  if you wi l l ,  you can 

accept it as your guide . Seek and explore as you desire , 

remembering that you have the ability to use astrally a l l  

your five senses .  

I wil l  now make the invocation . As I speak the words , 

give your inner affirmation to them and accept the invo

cation as your own . Then let the l ight about you dissolve 

to reveal the wonders of this astral realm . 

Behold me, 0 bright ones of the.Jourth heaven, ye minister

ing spirits cif the sixth path in Yetzirah :for I am the true child 

?f Shemesh and within me shines and moves the vital.Jlame ?f 

the same your God, the j ubilant andfar-shining 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

Wherqore, dissolve the astral ethers cif this height and 

reveal to my inner perception the wonders cif Zabul. 

Here the director should allow a space of silence for the 

development of inward vision by the participants : it wil l  

depend upon her feeling as to the progress of the rite , 

five or ten minutes generally being ample. 

Now your vision fades ,  giving place at first to a nebu

lous indistinctness which in turn is transformed once 

more to pale golden-yel low l ight . Even the ground on 

which you stand is assimilated into this light, so that again 

you are floating in a region of peacefu l ,  pale golden-yel

low radiance. 

Remain thus as I now make invocation to access the 

Briatic level of this Sphere . As I utter the words ,  g ive 

your inner affirmation to them and accept the invocation 

as your own .  

0 glorious and mighty 
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RAPHAEL I PYLOROS I ASPIS 

Thou celestial intelligence who dost rule in the fourth man

sion rj Briah and who art prince and commander rj the spirits 

rj the Sun: behold me, and in the name rj the same your God, 

whom I also worship, even the jubilant and Jar-shining 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

Grant me to enter into thy realm and to he established in 

Ratzon . 

Now at once, for as far as you can see, the radiance 

in which you float is suffused with bright yellow light , 

which swirls and sparkles , fluctuating and diversified all 

about you . The swirling and fluctuation slowly diminish ; 

the new and all-pervasive l ight in which you are floating 

becomes steadied to an unvarying radiance of pure and 

intensely clear yellow. 

In the profound sti l lness and peace of this region of 

yel low light The Puer Aeternus , the magical image of 

Tiphareth , manifests shiningly before you : 

A boy of about seven years of age , strong and grace 

ful ,  stands with feet astride upon the summit of a rock. 

His arms are extended sideways ,  hands slightly above 

shoulder leve l :  with his right hand he grasps a thyrsus , 

with his left he holds up a cup of wine, which he tilts 

so as to pour forth its contents . Amid his thick , curl

ing dark hair a serpent is enwreathed ,  raising its head 

between the budding bul l -horns above his forehead . His 

only garment is a scarlet ,  square cape ,  fastened upon 

his r ight shoulder with a heavy gold brooch set with a 

single large topaz :  this cape leaves bare his r ight arm 

and fal l s  diagonally to his left side . Behind him is the 

glorious orb of the rising sun , surrounding him with its 

splendor. 
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Keeping awareness of the shining for m  of the Puer 

Aeternus , l i sten to the invocation which I shall now 

make , and accept its words as your own . 

0 eternal chilJ who abiJest in Briah, thou mantle of the 

di rine spirit ?JTiphareth , who Jost impart the sacred eneraies 

cif beauty to the lower worlds: throuah thee I seek plenitude cif 

blessinB and true experience �fthe mystery of Ratzon . Wherifore 

I salute thee by the tremendous most excellent name which is the 

liaht ojthy life: 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

Now the figure of the Eternal Child which stands 

before you is aureoled with a primrose radiance . Rap

id ly this radiance extends :  the figure glows with it ,  and 

bright beams of the same primrose l ight dart piercingly 

towards you , becoming continually more bril liant . You 

are aware of a swift access of gladness in the influence of 

the powerful beams .  In glorious effulgent waves ,  more 

and more of the primrose radiance is given forth from 

the luminous figure . The radiance spreads ,  then explodes 

flashingly to fi l l  the whole region . You see nothing in any 

direction but the primrose l ight itself. You fee l  trans 

formed , ecstat ic ,  while there reverberates in your ears ,  

clear and ringing, the sacred vowel of the Sphere . In  a 

world of primrose radiance you float alone and motion

less , exultant and blissfu l .  

For a time the encompassing rad iance i n  which you 

11oat is altogether primrose : then swirl ings of spectrum 

yel low appear in it . By degrees the spectrum yel low 

l ight prevails more and more, until you are 11oating alto

gether in a region of luminous spectrum yellow. Now in 

this spectrum yellow l ight appear gleams of pale golden

yellow. The pale golden-yel low light spreads all about 

you , swirling and Hashing, until at last you are floating in 

a region entirely of pale golden -yellow radiance. Suddenly 
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you are floating no longer in a formless world of light . 

You are standing at the center of a vast circular temple ,  

upon a floor of topaz . Completely encompassing the 

temple is a s lowly swir l ing wal l  of  bright ,  metal l i c  

golden light, and the ceiling high above you is a billow

ing pale golden-yellow radiance . 

As I now speak the valediction , give your inner affir

mation to my words and accept them as your own . 

0 alorious and miahty 

RAPHAEL I PYLOROS I ASPIS 

Praise and honor be unto thee Jar the splendor '!f thine 

rdfice and the majesty of thy bein9. And with you, 0 minister

ing spirits ?J the sixth path in Yetzirah, as likewise with thee, 

0 luminous Och, be the blessinB if thy God and mine, even the 

lavina and strona 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

And in this same most sacred name which is the light ?J thy 

life, I salute thee, 0 eternal ch ild: who art vehicle and instru

ment of the aood, the beautiful, and the true. 

Now the temple in which you are standing fades 

from your awareness , and you are surrounded by bri l 

l iant , pale yellow l ight , with sudden sparkles of bright 

red . This too fades ,  and you become aware once more 

of yourself, sitting with closed eyes amid your physical 

surroundings and the other Companions. 

Now open your eyes .  

1 7 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 8 .  At this point, if desired , there may be a discussion , led by the direc

tor, of the experience of Ascent and Vision . This is optional ; and 

even when it takes place , individual members may desist from it 

if  they wish to reserve their experiences for fur ther meditation . 

Following discussion , the battery should again be sounded once . 

1 9 . All participants stand , and the director proclaims. 
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Companions in Light: in unity this rite began, in unity let 

us bring it to a close. 

20 .  All link hands and perform one clockwise circumambulation of the 

place of \Vorking. Hands arc unlinked .  

2 1  . The director now utters the thanksgiving: 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 j ubilant and far

shining 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

for the 1·irtue and inspiration wherewith thou hast endowed 

us in this operation if Holy Magick in thy Sphere ifTiphareth. 

Al l  respond : 

Salutation and thanks. 

The director continues : 

And do thou grant to us, Most Mighty, the contin uance if 

thy regard as now we go forth from this place. 

All  respond : 

Thus shall it be. 

2 2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Ascent and Vision i n  Mars 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Mars 

Position oj"Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: 1 Red Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: Chairs for participants , around place of working 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working, in  front of their chairs ;  the director stationed at the East . )  

1 .  The director moves to the West side o f  the Bomos and faces East . 

She performs the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 5 .  

3 .  The director makes invocation , as fol lows : 

0 flame-bearing and inexorable 
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ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

thou dweller in the secret place l?fGeburah: 

Let shine upon us in this hour the light of thy countenance, 

and grant us thy blessing and thine aid in this our undertak

ing. So shall we, ascending in the chariot if our aspiration, 

penetrate the coruscating gu!fs l?fflame, the living veils if the 

astral and cefestialjlrmamcnts of thy Sphere : to achieve true 

vision in the Yetziratic Heaven if Ma-on, and to experience thy 

mystery in the Briatic Sanctuary if Zakoth . 

4. The director resumes her place in the circle .  The battery is sounded : I .  

5 .  The director says : 

Companions in Light, let us awaken the vibration if Madim 

in this place and within ourselves. 

6 .  I f  desired, incense i s  now activated . 

7 .  Al l  now say : 

Play of the Breath and the Word, Life and the Law, 

counterchange intricate 

Hearing the ground C?four days: this is our strength, 

this is our jeopardy. 

Spirit oracular, tell: knowledge and love, 

will they keep unity 

Or, opposed, shatter us? 

8 .  All link hands and vibrate , or chant according to its specified tone, 

the vowel of the Sphere : 

0 (pronounced as "o" in hot) 

Hands are unlinked . 

9 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn steps forward and ,  facing the 

Bomos , performs the Planetary Gesture ; then resumes his place 

in the circle .  

1 0 .  The last participant having resumed his place ,  al l  l ink hands and 

circumambulate the place of working five times clockwise ; visual

izing as they do so, a wall of red light whirling rapidly clockwise 
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about their circ le .  This done, hands are unlinked and the wall of 

l ight is al lowed to fade from awareness . 

I I . The battery is sounded : I . 

1 2 .  Al l  now seat themseh-es ,  and the director proclaims : Let us now 

seek the deeper mysteries of the Sephirah Geburah , the Fifth Path 

of the Holy Tree of Life .  

I 3 .  The batterv is sounded : 5 .  

1 4 . The director utters the fol lowing text from the Thirty-two Paths of 

Wisdom : 

The Fifth Path is the Root Intelligence, so named because i t  

is i tself the essence equaling the Unity. i t  is linked with Binah, 

the Intelligence which emanates from the urifathomed deeps if 

Wisdom, Chokmah. 

I 5 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 6 .  The Ascent and Vision in Mars now proceeds ,  led by the director 

who guides the working at a leisurely pace by means of the fol low

ing text : 

Companions in Light , close your eyes and your mind 

to outer awareness. Breathe evenly and deeply. Let each 

one of you in this working be aware only of your self, 

listening to my mice guiding you in your personal expe

rience of Ascent and Vision in this Sphere . As now this 

rite proceeds, YOU arc the individual focal point of this 

adventure . 

You are standing at the center of a vast circular tem

ple ,  upon a floor of garnet . Completely encompassing 

the temple is a slowly swirling wall of fiery red l ight . The 

ceiling high aboYe you is a bi l lowing vermilion radiance, 

and represents the vei led portal of Geburah in Yetzirah . 

As I imoke the O lympic Guardian of the Sphere 

to open the portal , give your inner affirmation to my 

words and accept the invocation as your own . 

0 luminous Phalegh, spirit of Mars who art mighty in the 

.Jljih hearen ojYetzirah, and who dost guard the approaches of 
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the fifth path C?fthe holy tree C?f l!fe: hear the voice if my power 

and open unto me the portal C?f thy realm in the divine name 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

That I may ascend wi thout h indrance to the heiaht if 

Ma-on. 

The vermil ion radiance above you now begins to 

swirl slowly in a clockwise motion about its center. 

Gathering momentum, it runs faster and more smoothly, 

its center opening and l i fting away from you so that you 

are gazing upwards into a receding vortex of vermil ion 

radiance . 

And now you are aware of a strong attraction draw

ing you towards the vortex .  You are lifted from the floor 

of the temple ,  the attracting force acting more and 

more strongly. Suddenly, you are drawn completely into 

the vortex . Immediately i t  flashes into a new vital ity, 

enwrapping you in a whirling frenzy of vermilion flame, 

and carrying you swiftly upwards and upwards .  

As you continue to ascend , you become aware of 

the rushing and pulsating sound of the vortex ;  it is as 

though the flame itself were uttering the sacred vowel 

of the Sphere . You catch fragments of other sounds too : 

sometimes a great shouting mixed with the violent clash 

of steel striking upon steel ; and ever and anon , beaten 

for marching or as a signal in batt le ,  the deep voice of 

thunderous drums .  

Now the vermil ion flame whirling about you seems 

gradually to decrease in velocity ; gradually too you feel  

the intense speed of your upward movement diminish

ing. Now you are gliding upwards ,  in  a gently turning 

vermi l ion fire which i s  fil led with gradations of scin 

t i l lant bri l l iance . More slowly yet you ascend , more 

slowly swirls the l ight about you . Now, with a fee ling of 
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wondering expectancy, you tloat in a peaceful region of 

gleaming vermilion radiance . 

In this l ight and in this vibrant stil lness remain with 

out change until I have made the invocation which is to 

initiate your ,·ision in Ma-on . When the invocation has 

been made ,  the l ight all about you wi l l  resolve itself 

into a scene .  Let it unfold and develop in the man 

ner of a waking dream . You may travel therein ; or you 

may remain to witness what befal l s .  Should you desire 

greater clarity of vision , make mental utterance of the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . Should you be approached 

by a Being of the Sphere , mentally give it greeting in 

the divine name of the Sphere ; then , if you wi l l ,  you can 

accept it as your guide . Seck and explore as you desire, 

remembering that you have the ability to use astrally all 

your five senses. 

I will now make the inmcation . As I speak the words ,  

give your inner affirmation to  them and accept the invo

cation as your own . Then let the light about you dissolve 

to reveal the wonders of this astral realm . 

Behold me, 0 bri&ht ones <?fthejljth heaven, ye minister in& 

spirits if the fifth path in Yetzirah:Jor I am the true chi ld <?f 

Madim and within me shines and moves the vital flame if the 

same your God, the jlame-bearin& and inexorable 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

Wher�fore, dissolve the astral ethers <?fthis heiaht and reveal 

to my inner perception the wonders ofMa-on. 

Here the director should al low a space of silence for the 

development of inward vision by the participants : it wi l l  

depend upon her feeling as to the progress of the rite , 

five or ten minutes generally being ample .  

Now your vision fades ,  giv ing place at  first to  a neb

ulous indistinctness which in turn is transformed once 

more to vermilion l ight . Even the ground on which you 
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stand is assimilated into this l ight , so that again you are 

floating in a region of peaceful vermilion radiance . 

Remain thus as I now make invocation to access the 

Briatic level of this Sphere . As I utter the words ,  give 

your inner affirmation to them and accept the invoca

tion as vour own . J 

0 alorious and mighty 

KAMAEL I DORYXENOS I RUTOR 

Thou celestial intelliaence who dost rule in thej!fth man

sion ifBriah and who art prince and commander-if-the spirits 

if Mars: behold me, and in the name if the same your God, 

whom I also worship, even the flame-bearinB and inexorable 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

Grant me to enter into thy realm and to be established in 

Zakoth . 

Now at once, for as far as you can see, the radiance in 

which you float is suffused with bright red l ight , which 

swirls and sparkles, fluctuating and diversified all about 

you . The swirling and fluctuation slowly diminish ; the 

new and al l -pervas ive l ight in which you are Boating 

becomes steadied to an unvarying radiance of pure and 

intensely clear red . 

In the profound sti l lness and peace of this region of 

red l ight The Warrior, the magical image of Geburah , 

manifests shiningly before you : 

A mighty male figure stands in an iron chariot, in the 

midst of a dark and lurid sky of roi l ing clouds which 

smolder with inner fire . Each of the chariot wheels has 

five spokes ,  and a long, curved blade proj ecting from 

the hub. The rider is clean shaven , and wears a he l 

met with a high , flowing horsehair crest and a gleam 

ing breastplate over a scarlet undertunic. With his left 

hand he holds , effortlessly, the reins of the two chestnut 
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roan horses drawing the chariot : of these, the right hand 

one is rearing erect in mettlesome impatience , while 

the other, with head , held low, is moodily pawing at the 

stormy yapor. 

Keeping awareness of the shining form of the War

rior, l isten to the inmcation which I shall now make , and 

accept its words as your own . 

0 warrior who abidest in Briah, thou mantle 1 the di vine 

spir i t 1 Geburah ,  who dost impart the sacred energies 1 

strength to the lower worlds: through thee I seek plen itude 1 

blessing and true experience 1 the mystery 1 Zakoth . Wherifore 

I salute thee by the tremendous most excellent name which is the 

light 1 thy life: 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO [ ISCHYROS 

Now the figure of the Warrior which stands before 

you is aureoled with an amber radiance . Rapidly this radi

ance extends : the figure glows with it ,  and bright beams 

of the same amber light dart piercingly towards you , 

becoming continually more brill iant. You arc aware of a 

swift access of gladness in the intluence of the powerful 

beams . In glorious effulgent waves ,  more and more of the 

amber radiance is given forth from the luminous figure . 

The radiance spreads ,  then explodes flashingly to fill the 

whole region . You see nothing in any direction but the 

amber l ight itself. You feel  transformed , ecstatic , while 

there reverberates in your ears ,  clear and ringing, the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . In a world of amber radiance 

you float alone and motionless , exultant and blissful . 

For a time the encompassing radiance in which you 

float is altogether amber : then swirlings of red appear 

in it. By degrees the red light prevail s  more and more , 

until you are f1oating altogether in a region of luminous 

red . Now in this red l ight appear gleams of vermil ion . 

The vermilion l ight spreads al l  about you , swirling and 
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Hashing, until at last you are f1oating in a region entirely 

of Yermilion radiance . Suddenly you arc f1oating no lon

ger in a formless world of l ight . You are standing at the 

center of a Yast circular temple, upon a floor of garnet . 

Completely encompassing the temple is a slowly swirl 

ing wal l  of fiery red light , and the ceiling high above you 

is a bil lovving vermil ion radiance . 

As I now speak the valediction , give your inner affir

mation to my words and accept them as your own . 

0 glorious and mighty 

KAMAEL I DORYXENOS I RUTOR 

Praise and honor be unto thee for the splendor if thine ?!flee 

and the majesty if thy being. And with you, 0 ministering spir

i ts if the fifth path in Yetzirah, as likewise with thee, 0 lumi

nous Phalegh, be the blessing if thy God and mine, even the 

)lame-bearing and inexorable 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHY ROS 

And in this same most sacred name which is the light if thy 

l!fe, I salute thee, 0 warrior: who art vehicle and instrument if 
the good, the beautiful, and the true. 

Now the temple in which you are standing fades from 

your awareness , and you are surrounded by clear yel

low light merging into a pale sage green , with swirlings 

of bright cerise .  This too fades ,  and you become aware 

once more of yourself, sitting with closed eyes amid 

your physical surroundings and the other Companions. 

Now open your eyes . 

I 7 .  The batterv is sounded : 1 . 
J 

1 8 .  At this point , if desired , there may be a discussion , led by the direc

tor, of the experience of Ascent and Vision . This is optional ; and 

even when it takes place , individual members may desist from it if 

they wish to reserve their experiences for further meditation . Fol 

lowing discussion , the battery should again be sounded once . 
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1 9 .  All participants stand , and the director proclaims : 

Companions in Liaht :  in unity this rite beaan, in unity let 

us brina it to a close. 

20 .  Al l  l ink hands and perform one clockwise circumambulation of 

the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

2 1 .  The director now utters the thanksgiving : 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, O flame-bearina and 

inexorable 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO [ ISCHYROS 

for the virtue and inspiration wherewith thou hast endowed 

us in this operation ?f Holy Maaick in thy Sphere ?[ Geburah. 

All respond : 

Salutation and thanks. 

The director continues : 

And do thou arant to us, Most Miahty, the continuance ?{ 

thy reaard as now we ao.forth from this place. 

Al l  respond : 

Thus shall it be. 

2 2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Ascent and Vision i n  Jupiter 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Jupiter 

Position ?[ Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: I Blue Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: Chairs for participants ,  around place of working 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working, in front of their chairs; the director stationed at the East . )  

I . The director moYes to the West side o f  the Bomos and faces East . 

She performs the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 4 .  
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3 .  The director makes invocation, as follows : 

0 beniflcent and most splendid 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

thou dweller in the secret place if Chesed: 

Let shine upon us in this hour the liaht if thy countenance, 

and a rant us thy blessina and thine aid in this our undertaking. 

So shall we, ascending in the chariot cif our aspiration, pene

trate the coruscating gulfs cifjlame, the livin9 veils cif the astral 

and celestial firmaments cif thy Sphere: to achieve true vision in 

the Yetziratic Heaven cif Makon, and to experience thy mystery 

in the Briatic Sanctuary cif Ahabah . 

4. The director resumes her place in the circle. The battery is sounded : I .  

5 .  The director says : 

Companions in Liaht, let us awaken the vibration cifTzedeq 

in this place and within ourselves. 

6 .  If desired , incense is now activated . 

7 .  All now say : 

Cup that receives and bestows, aenerous palm 

garnering, scattering, 

Thine are the bountiful rains, thine is the fount 

purpled and perilous: 

Thine is dominion to cast down to the pit, 

thine to ai ve sanctuary-

Yea, to give liberty! 

8 .  All l ink hands and vibrate, or chant according to its specified tone,  

the vowel of the Sphere : 

Y (pronounced as German ii) 

Hands are unlinked . 

9 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn steps forward and , facing the 

Bomos , performs the Planetary Gesture ; then resumes his place in 

the circle. 
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1 0 . The last participant haYing resumed his place , al l  l ink hands and 

circumambulate the place of working four times clockwise ; visual

izing as they do so a wal l  of blue l ight whirl ing rapidly clockwise 

about their circle .  This done, hands arc unl inked and the wall of 

l ight is allowed to fade from awareness . 

1 1  . The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 2 .  Al l  now seat themselves , and the d irector proclaims :  Let us now 

seek the deeper mysteries of the Sephirah Chesed , the Fourth Path 

of the Holy Tree of Life .  

I 3 .  The battery is sounded : 4.  

14 .  The director utters the fol lowing text from the Thirty-two Paths of 

Wisdom : 

The Fourth Path is the Measurin9, Collectina or Recepti ve 

lntelliaence: so named because it holds within it all the hiah 

potencies, and from it issue forth all the success ive modali ties 

of spirit in their hiahcst bcin9, each emanated from another 

throuah the power of the First Emanation, Kether. 

I 5 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

1 6 .  The Ascent and Vision in Jupiter now proceeds , led by the director 

who guides the working at a le isurely pace by means of the follow

ing text : 

Companions in Light , close your eyes and your mind 

to outer awareness. Breathe eYenly and deeply. Let each 

one of you in this working be aware only of your self, 

l istening to my voice guiding you in your personal expe

rience of Ascent and Vision in this Sphere . As now this 

rite proceeds , YOU are the individual focal point of this 

adventure . 

You are standing at the center of a vast circular tem

ple , upon a floor of lapis lazuli . Completely encompass

ing the temple is a slowly swirling wall of white l ight . 

The ceiling high above you is a billowing pale royal blue 

radiance, and represents the veiled portal of Chesed in 

Yetzirah . 
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As I invoke the O lympic Guardian of the Sphere 
to open the porta l ,  give your inner affirmation to my 
words and accept the invocation as your own . 

0 luminous Bethor, spirit if jupiter who art mighty in the 

sixth heaven c:[Yetzirah, and who dost guard the approaches if 

thefourth path if the holy tree if life: hear the voice �j'my power 

and open unto me the portal if thy realm in the divine name 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

That I may ascend without h indrance to the height of 

Makon . 

The pale royal blue radiance above you now begins 

to swirl s lowly in a clockwise motion about its cen

ter .  Gathering momentum , it runs faster and more 

smoothly, its center opening and l ifting away from you 

so that you are gazing upwards into a receding vortex of 

pale royal blue radiance . 

And now you are aware of a strong attraction draw

ing you towards the vortex . You are l i fted from the 

floor of the temple ,  the attracting force acting more 

and more strongly. Suddenly, you are drawn completely 

into the vortex . Immediately it flashes into a new vital

ity, enwrapping you in a whirling frenzy of pale royal 

blue flame,  and carrying you swift ly upwards and 

upwards .  

As you continue to ascend , you become aware of 

the rushing and pulsating sound of the vortex ; it is as 

though the flame itself were uttering the sacred mwel 

of the Sphere . You catch fragments of other sounds too : 

mighty thunders ,  pealing and echoing in huge rever

berations , and stringed instruments , ful l - toned and 

resonant ,  taking up with their own amplitude the thun

der 's magnificent music. 

Now the pale royal blue flame whirling about you 

seems gradually to decrease in velocity ; gradually too 
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you feel the intense speed of your upward movement 

diminishing. Now you are gliding upwards ,  in a gently 

turning pale royal blue fire which is ll l led with grada

t ions of  scint i l lant br i l l i ance . More s lowly yet you 

ascend,  more slowly swirls the l ight about you .  Now, 

with a feeling of wondering expectancy, you float in a 

peaceful region of gleaming pale royal blue radiance . 

In this l ight and in this vibrant stillness remain with

out change until I have made the invocation which is to 

initiate your vision in Makon . When the invocation has 

been made ,  the l ight all about you will resolve itse l f  

into a scene . Le t  it unfold and develop in the  man 

ner of a waking dream . You may travel therein ; or you 

may remain to witness what befal ls .  Should you desire 

greater clarity of vision , make mental utterance of the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . Should you be approached 

by a Being of the Sphere , mentally give it greeting in 

the divine name of the Sphere ; then , if you wil l , you can 

accept it as your guide . Seek and explore as you desire , 

remembering that you have the abi lity to use astrally all 

vour five senses .  
' 

I will now make the invocation . As I speak the words, 

give your inner affirmation to them and accept the invo

cation as your own . Then let the light about you dissolve 

to reveal the wonders of this astral realm . 

Behold me, 0 briaht ones r:fthe sixth hem·en ,ye ministerinB 

spirits if the fourth path in Yetzirah :for I am the true child r:f 

Tzedeq and within me shines and moves the vital flame of the 

same your God, the benificent and most splendid 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

wherifore, dissolve the astral ethers of this heiaht and reveal 

to my inner perception the wonders r:fmakon . 

Here the director should al low a space of si lence for the 

development of inward vision by the participants : it wi l l  
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depend upon her feeling as to the progress of the rite , five 

or ten minutes generally being ample. 

Now your vis ion fades , giving place at first to a neb

ulous indistinctness which in turn is transformed once 

more to pale royal blue radiance . Even the ground on 

which you stand is assimilated into this l ight , so that 

again you are floating in a region of peaceful pale royal 

blue radiance. 

Remain thus as I now make invocation to access the 

Briatic level of this Sphere . As I utter the words ,  give 

your inner affirmation to them and accept the invoca

tion as your own . 

0 glorious and mighty 

TZADQIEL I ORTHOTER I BALEN 

Thou celestial intelligence who dost rule in the sixth man

sion ?fBriah and who art prince and commander rif the spirits 

rif jupiter: behold me, and in the name rif the same your God, 

whom I also worship, even the ben�ficent and most splendid 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Grant me to enter into thy realm and to be established in 

Ahabah . 

Now at once , for as far as you can sec, the radiance 

in which you float is suffused with bright spectrum blue 

light , which swirls and sparkles , fluctuating and diversi

fied al l  about you . The swirling and fluctuation slowly 

diminish ; the new and al l -pervasive l ight in which you 

are floating becomes steadied to an unvarying radiance 

of pure and intensely clear spectrum blue . 

In the profound sti l lness and peace of this region of 

blue light The Priest King, the magical image of Chesed , 

manifests shiningly before you : 

A mature male figure , majestic but benign of coun

tenance , i s  seated upon a throne of lap is  lazu l i . This 
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throne,  with its dais of four steps, is securely established 

in the bright blue firmament . The figure has luxuriant 

dark hair and beard , his head crowned with a s imple 

gold circlet which is set with square -cut sapphires . He 

wears a purple robe , square -necked and extending to 

his ankles ; this robe has a single narrow vertical stripe, 

centrally placed , of e lectric blue . The sleeves arc ful l and 

simple .  Upon his feet are sandals . In the right hand of 

this figure i s  a scepter, the head of which i s  in the shape 

of an eagle with outstretched wings . The left hand , 

raised high and out to the side , holds a massive goblet .  

From the four quarters of this goblet there spring up 

and over the l ip , fountain-wise, streams of clear l iquid ; 

these four streams fal l vertical ly, without touching either 

the figure or the throne . Upon the lowest of the four 

steps of the dais rests a cornucopia , a Horn of Plenty 

with ripe and beautiful fruits spilling out from it. 

Keeping awareness of the shining form of the Priest 

King, l i sten to the invocation which I shal l  now make , 

and accept its words as your own . 

0 priest kinB who abidest in Briah, thou mantle c:f the 

di vine spirit of Chesed, who dost impart the sacred cnersies of 

Iovins kindness to the lower worlds: throush thee I seek plen i 

tude c:J blessinB and true experience if the mystery o[Ahabah . 

wherifore I salute thee by the tremendous most excellent name 

which is the lisht of thy life: 

EL I ZARAI ETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Now the figure of the Priest King which stands before 

you is aureoled with a l i lac radiance . Rapidly this radi 

ance extends : the figure glows with it ,  and bright beams 

of the same l i lac l ight dart piercingly towards you , 

becoming continually more bril l iant. You are aware of a 

swift access of gladness in the influence of the power

ful beams .  In glorious effu lgent waves ,  more and more 
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of the l i lac radiance is given forth from the luminous 

figure . The radiance spreads, then explodes flashingly to 

fill the whole region . You see nothing in any direction but 

the lilac l ight itself. You feel transformed, ecstatic ,  while 

there reverberates in your ears , clear and ringing, the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . In a world of lilac radiance 

you float alone and motionless , exultant and blissfu l .  

For a time the encompassing radiance in which you 

float is altogether li lac : then swirlings of spectrum blue 

appear in it . By degrees the spectrum blue l ight prevails 
more and more, unti l  you are f1oating altogether in a 

region of luminous spectrum blue .  Now in this spec

trum blue l ight appear gleams of pale royal blue . The 

pale royal blue light spreads all about you , swirling and 

flashing, until at last you are floating in a region entirely 

of pale royal blue radiance . Suddenly you are floating no 

longer in a formless world of l ight . You are standing at 

the center of a vast circular temple ,  upon a floor of lapis 

lazul i . Completely encompassing the temple is a slowly 

swirling wall of white l ight ,  and the ceil ing high above 

you is a bi l lowing pale royal blue radiance . 

As I now speak the valediction , give your inner affir

mation to my words and accept them as your own . 

0 glorious and mighty 

TZADQIEL I ORTHOTER I BALEN 

Praise and honor be unto thee for the splendor if thine 

<?Jfice and the majesty if thy being. And with you, 0 minister

ing spirits if the fourth path in Yetzirah, as likewise with thee, 

0 luminous Bethor, be the blessing if thy God and mine, even 

the benificent and most splendid 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 
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And in this same most sacred name which is the liaht �/thy 

life, I salute thee, 0 priest kina: who art vehicle and instrument 

�f the good, the beaut!ful, and the true. 

Now the temple in which you are standing fades 

from your awareness ,  and you arc surrounded by the 

bright and changeful blue-green of abalone shel l , merg

ing into luminous and delicate pink . This too fades ,  and 

you become aware once more of yourself, sitting with 

closed eyes amid your physical surroundings and the 

other Companions. 

Now open your eyes .  

1 7 . The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 8 .  At this point , if desired , there may be a discussion ,  led by the 

director, of the experience of Ascent and Vision . This is optional ; 

and even when it takes place, individual members may desist from 

it if they wish to reserve their experiences for further meditation . 

Following discussion , the battery should again be sounded once . 

1 9 . All participants stand , and the director proclaims : 

Companions in Light in unity this rite beaan, in unity let 

us brinB it to a close. 

2 0 .  All l ink hands and perform one clockwise circumambulation of the 

place of working. Hands arc unlinked . 

2 1 .  The director now utters the thanksgiving: 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 beneficent and most 

splendid 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

for the virtue and inspiration wherewith thou hast endowed 

us in this operation �f Holy Magick in thy Sphere �f Chesed. 

Al l  respond : 

Salutation and thanks. 

The director continues :  

And do thou grant co us, Most Miahcy, the contin uance of 

thy regard as now we aoforthfrom this place. 
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All respond : 

Thus shall it be. 

2 2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Ascent and Vision i n  Saturn 
Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Hour of Saturn 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 Indigo (or Black) Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: Chairs for participants , around place of working 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working, in front of their chairs ; the director stationed at the East . )  

1 .  The director moves t o  the West side o f  the Bomos and faces East . 

She performs the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 .  

3 .  The director makes invocation , as fol lows :  

0 exalted and vast 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

thou dweller in the secret place if Binah: 

Let shine upon us in this hour the light c!f thy countenance, 

and arant us thy blessing and thine aid in this our undertak

ina. So shall we, ascendinB in the chariot cif our aspiration, 

penetrate the coruscatina aulfs cif flame, the livina veils cif the 

astral and celestial jirmaments ?J. thy Sphere: to achieve true 

vision in the Yetziratic Hem·en if Araboth , and to experience 

thy mystery in the Briatic Sanctuary cif Qg.dosh Qg.doshim. 

4 .  The director resumes her place in the circle. The battery is sounded : 1 .  

5 .  The director says : 

Companions in L iaht, let us awaken the vibration of Shab

bathai in this place and within ourselves. 

6. If desired, incense is now activated . 

7 .  All now say : 
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Thine is the Sian rf the End, Beinafu!filled 

Sum of Existences: 

Thine is the ultimate Door opened on Night 's 

unuttered mystery: 

Thine, the jlrst hesitant step into the dark 

of those but latterly 

Born to the Labyrinth ! 

8 .  Al l  l ink hands and vibrate , or chant according to its specified tone, 

the vowel of the Sphere : 

n (pronounced as "o" in only) 

Hands are unlinked . 

9 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn steps forward and , facing the 

Bomos , performs the Planetary Gesture ; then resumes his place in 

the circle .  

1 0 . The last participant having resumed his place ,  a l l  l ink hands and 

circumambulate the place of working three times clockwise ; visu

al izing as they do so, a wall of indigo l ight whirling rapidly clock

wise about their circle . This done, hands arc unlinked and the wall 

of light is allowed to fade from awareness. 

1 1 . The battery is sounded : 1 .  

1 2 .  Al l  now seat themselves , and the director proclaims : Let us now 

seek the deeper mysteries of the Sephirah Binah , the Third Path of 

the Holy Tree of Life .  

1 3 .  The battery is sounded : 3 .  

1 4 . The director utters the fol lowing text from the Thirty-two Paths of 

Wisdom : 

The Third Path is the Consecrating Intelligence; it is the 

underlyinB principle of the Wisdom of the Beainnina. which is 

named the Pattern of Faith and is its root, Affirmation. It is the 

parent ifjaith .jor from its essential naturefaith proceeds. 

1 5 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 
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1 6 .  The Ascent and Vision in Saturn now proceeds ,  led by the director 

who guides the working at a leisurely pace by means of the fol low

ing text : 

Companions in Light , close your eyes and your mind 

to outer awareness .  Breathe evenly and deeply. Let 

each one of you in this working be aware only of your 

self, l istening to my voice guiding you in your personal 

experience of Ascent and Vision in this Sphere . As now 

this rite proceeds , YOU are the individual focal point of 

this adventure . 
You are standing at the center of a vast circular tem

p le ,  upon a floor of black onyx . Completely encom

passing the temple is a slowly swirling wall of soft grey 

l ight . The ceiling high above you is a bil lowing soft red

brmvn radiance , and represents the vei led portal of 

Binah in Yetzirah . 

As I invoke the O lympic Guardian of the Sphere 

to open the porta l ,  give your inner affirmation to my 

words and accept the invocation as your own .  

0 luminous aratron, Spirit ?fSaturn who art miahty i n  the 

SCI"enth hearen ofYetzirah, and who dose auard the approaches 

of the third path of the holy tree of life: hear the voice of my 

power and open unto me the portal of thy realm in the divine 

name 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

that I may ascend wi thout h indrance to the heiaht ?J 

Araboth . 

The soft red-brown radiance above you now begins 

to swirl slowly in a clockwise motion about its cen

ter. Gathering momentum , i t  runs faster and more 

smoothly, its center opening and l ifting away from you 

so that you are gazing upwards into a receding vortex of 

soft red -brown radiance . 
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And now you are aware of a strong attraction draw

ing you towards the vortex . You arc lifted from the floor 

of  the temple , the attract ing force acting more and 

more strongly. Suddenly, you are drawn completely into 

the vortex .  Immediate ly it fl ashes into a new vital ity, 

enwrapping you in a whirling frenzy of soft red-brown 

flame, and carrying you swiftly upwards and upwards. 

As you continue to ascend , you become aware of the 

rushing and pulsating sound of the vortex ;  it is as though 

the flame itse l f  were uttering the sacred vowel of the 

Sphere . Then across this sound there falls another: a slow 

succession of deep metall ic strokes ,  strident and pon

derous ;  then complete si lence . Gradually you become 

aware again of the rushing and pulsating articulation 

of the flame;  then again the slow succession of metal l ic 

strokes ,  fol lowed by silence . Gradually once more the 

rushing pulsation of the vortex establishes itself. 

Now the soft red -brown f1ame whirling about you 

seems gradual ly to decrease in velocity ; gradually too 

you fee l  the intense speed of your upward movement 

diminishing. Now you arc gliding upwards ,  in a gently 

turning soft red -brown fire which is fi l led ,,.,·ith gra

dations of scint i l lant br i l l iance . More slowly yet you 

ascend , more s lowly swirls the l ight about you . Now, 

with a feel ing of wondering expectancy, you float in a 

peaceful region of gleaming soft red-brown radiance .  

In this light and i n  this vibrant stillness remain with

out change unti l I have made the invocation which is 

to in i t iate your v is ion in Araboth . When the invoca 

tion has been made, the l ight al l  about you wil l  resolve 

itself into a scene . Let it unfold and develop in the man

ncr of a waking dream . You may travel therein ; or you 

may remain to witness what befal l s .  Should you desire 

greater clarity of vision , make mental utterance of the 

sacred vowel of the Sphere . Should you be approached 
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by a Being of the Sphere , mentally give it greeting in 

the divine name of the Sphere ; then , if you wil l , you can 

accept it as your guide . Seek and explore as you desire, 

remembering that you have the abi l ity to use astral ly all 

your five senses .  

I will now make the invocation . As I speak the words, 

give your inner affirmation to them and accept the invo

cation as your own . Then let the light about you dissolve 

to reveal the wonders of this astral realm .  

Behold me, 0 bright ones if the  seventh heaven , ye  min

istering spirits if the third path in Yetzirah :jor 1 am the true 

child if Shabbathai and within me shines and moves the vital 

.flame if the same your God, the exalted and vast 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

wherifore, dissolve the astral ethers if this height and reveal 

to my inner perception the wonders if araboth . 

Here the director should allow a space of silence for 

the development of inward vision by the participants : it 

will depend upon her feel ing as to the progress of the 

rite, five or ten minutes generally being ample .  

Now your vis ion fades ,  g iving place at first to a 

nebulous indistinctness which in turn is transformed 

oncemore to soft red-brown l ight . Even the ground on 

which you stand is  assimilated into this l ight , so that 

again you are floating in a region of peaceful  soft red 

brown radiance . 

Remain thus as I now make invocation to access the 

Briatic level of this Sphere . As I utter the words ,  give 

your inner affirmation to them and accept the invoca

tion as your own . 

0 glorious and mighty 

TZAPHQIEL I MENESTHEUS I XAIS 
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Thou celestial intelligence who dost rule in the seventh 

mansion r:f Briah and who art prince and commander of the 

spirits of Saturn : behold me, and in the name r:f the same your 

God, whom I also worship, e�·en the exalted and vast 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

Grant me to enter into thy realm and to be established in 

Qqdosh Qqdoshim. 

Now at once, for as far as you can see , the radiance 

in which you float is suffused with indigo l ight , which 

swirls and sparkles , fluctuating and diversified all about 

you . The swirling and 11uctuation s lowly diminish ; the 

new and a l l -pervasive light in which you are f1oating 

becomes steadied to an unYarying radiance of pure and 

intensely clear indigo. 

In the profound sti l lness and peace of this region of 

indigo l ight The Ancient, the magical image of Binah , 

manifests shiningly before you : 

An aged male figure with beard and shoulder- length 

hair of grey is seated on a low outcrop of rock in level , 

ferti le ground . This rock stands between two ancient 

yew trees ,  whose dark fol iage and pale sinewy branches 

are densely interwoven so as to form an arch above the 

seated figure . Beyond this dark arch can be seen a sunlit 

orchard . The figure wears a draped garment ,  dusky in 

color with highl ights of gol d :  this covers the lower part 

of his body to the ankles and passes over the right shou l 

der, leaving his arms and part of his chest bare . Upon 

his brow is a threefold hurst of splendor, emitting rays 

of bri l l iant l ight . On the upper part of both arms are 

heavy barbaric bracelets of gold :  his bare feet rest upon 

the earth . In the palm of his upraised left hand he holds a 

large faceted diamond , which emits a dazzl ing radiance : 

his right arm supports a sheaf of corn .  
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Keeping awareness of the shining form of the 

Ancient , l i sten to the invocation which I shall now 

make , and accept its words as your own . 

0 ancient who abidest in Briah, thou mantle of the di vine 

spirit 1 Binah, who dost impart the sacred eneraies 1 under

standinB to the lower worlds: throuah thee I seek plen i tude 

rif blessinB and true exper ience rif the �stery rif Qpdosh 

Qpdoshim .  wherifore I salute thee by the tremendous most 

excellent name which is the liaht rif thy life: 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

Now the figure of the Ancient before you is  aure 

oled with a dove grey radiance . Rapidly this radiance 

extends : the figure glows with it, and bright beams of 

the same dove grey l ight dart piercingly towards you , 

becoming continually more brilliant . You are aware of a 

swift access of gladness in the influence of the powerful  

beams .  In glorious effulgent waves ,  more and more of 

the dove grey radiance is given forth from the luminous 

figure . The radiance spreads ,  then explodes flashingly 

to fi l l  the whole region . You see nothing in any direc

tion but the dove grey l ight itself. You feel transformed , 

ecstatic ,  whi le there reverberates in  your ear s ,  clear 

and ringing, the sacred vowel of the Sphere . In a world 

of dove grey radiance you float alone and motion- less , 

exultant and blissful . 

For a time the encompassing radiance in which you 

float i s  altogether dove grey : then swirl ings of indigo 

appear in i t .  By degrees the indigo l ight prevai ls more 

and more, until you are floating altogether in a region of 

luminous indigo. Now in this indigo l ight appear gleams 

of soft red-brown.  The soft red -brown l ight spreads all 

about you , swirl ing and flashing, unti l  at last you are 

floating in a region entirely of soft red-brown radiance . 

Suddenly you are floating no longer in a formless world 
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of light . You are standing at the center of a vast circular 

temple, upon a floor of black onyx . Completely encom

passing the temple is a slowly swirl ing wal l of soft grey 

l ight , and the cei l ing high above you i s  a bi l lowing soft 

red-brown radiance . 

As I now speak the valediction , give your inner affir

mation to my words and accept them as your own . 

0 alorious and miahty 

TZAPHQIEL I MENESTHEUS I XAIS 

Praise and honor be unto theefor the splendor cif thine rdflce 

and the majesty of thy being. And with you, 0 ministering spir

i ts cif the third path in Yetzirah, as likewise with thee, 0 lumi 

nous Aratron , be the blessinB r:J. thy God and mine, even the 

exalted and vast 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

And in this same most sacred name which is the liaht cif thy 

life, I salute thee, 0 ancient : who art vehicle and instrument cif 

the good, the beautiful and the true. 

Now the temple in which you are standing fades from 

your awareness , and you are surrounded by a clear grey 

l ight glinting with tan and tawny hues . This too fades ,  

and you become aware once more of yourself, sitting 

with closed eyes amid your physical surroundings and 

the other Companions . 

Now open your eyes .  

1 7 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 

1 8 .  At this point, if desired , there may be a discussion , led by the direc

tor, of the experience of Ascent and Vision . This is optional ; and 

even when it takes place , individual members may desist from it if 

they wish to reserve their experiences for further meditation . Fol 

lowing discussion , the battery should again be sounded once . 

1 9 . All participants stand , and the director proclaims : 
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Companions in Liaht :  in unity this rite beaan, in unity let 

us brinB it to a close. 

20 .  All  l ink hands and perform one clockwise circumambulation of 

the place of working. Hands are unlinked .  

2 I . The director now utters the thanksgiving: 

Salutation and thanks be unto thee, 0 exalted and vast 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

for the virtue and inspiration wherewith thou hast endowed 

us in this operation c:fHoly Maaick in thy Sphere if Binah. 

Al l  respond : 

Salutation and thanks. 

The director continues : 

And do thou arant to us, Most Miahty, the continuance cf 

thy resard as now we so jorthfrom this place. 

Al l  respond : 

Thus shall it be. 

2 2 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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7 I PLANETARY TAROT DIVINATION 

Sometimes a question to which an answer is sought through Tarot divination 

can be seen to lie within the scope and rulership of a particular planet . For 

example : 

investment , i n surance , farming ,  bui ld ing ,  peculat ion , 

retirement , divorce , for Saturn ; 

fatherhood , education , legacies , finance, legal defense, rel i 

gious matters , civic concerns ,  for Jupiter; 

bus iness re l at ionships , legal action ,  surgery, phobias , 

aggression , for Mars ; 

health general ly, loyalties , promotion and matters of reputa

tion , for Sun ; 

love , luck, romance , marriage , the home , social occasions ,  

the concerns of artists , for Venus ; 

l i terary matters, travel , communication ,  family problems ,  

for Mercury ; 

dreams,  psychism , sex, conception , children , motherhood , 

the mass media , the se lf- image , chemical problems , for 

Moon . 

In all such cases the process of divination may be conducted under the positive 

influence of that planet to enhance the querent's rapport with the true arche

typal power thereof and to intensify the focus of the area of concern . 



For Tarot readings which are to be made with this intention , the following 

rites ,  meant for individual use, provide optimum conditions. Any preferred 

spread may be employed in Section 1 6  of these rites ; however, the Tree of Life 

Spread , the Celtic Spread and the Six-pointed Star Spread are particularly 

recommended . For each of these rites the operator may, if desired , wear a 

headband containing a planetary gemstone (as described in Ascent and Vision 

in the Spheres) . 

Tarot Divination in Luna 
Temporal Mode : 1 

Planetary Time: Hour of the Moon 

Position rif Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: Star of Nine Lights 

Other Requirements: Tarot Cards , stacked face down upon the Bomos 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , sound 

the battery : 3 - 3 - 3 .  

3 .  Raise both arms in salutation , palms facing forwards , and say : 

I salute thee, 0 thou Inmost Light if the Foundation . 

Cross arms on breast, right over left and say : 

I acknowledge thy presence within me. 

Now extend your arms downward and sl ightly forwards ,  

hands horizontal with palms downwards ,  and say : 

And I call forth thy power from the deeps if my being. 

Maintaining this last position , imagine a continuous spiral of 

silver l ight ascending from the ground at your feet ,  whirl 

ing clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . 

Hold this whirling spiral of l ight in visual ization for a few 

moments , then allow it to fade from your consciousness . 

4 .  Move to the East side of the Bomos and , facing East , trace with your 

right hand the Presigillum of Luna . 
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Now trace , about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Heptagram 

of Luna as i l lustrated . 

As you trace the Heptagram vibrate the chosen divine name 

of the Sphere 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

5 .  Return to the West side of the Bomos and face East . 

6 .  If you desire , now activate incense. 

7. Make salutation with your right hand to the East ; then circumambu

late the Bomos nine times clockwise , concluding West of the Bomos 

facing East . 

8 .  With your two hands ,  palms facing forwards ,  form a triangle to 

frame the center of your forehead , thumb touching thumb, fore

finger touching forefinger. Maintaining this position , incline your 

head slightly forward towards the Tarot deck . Now visualize a seven

rayed star of bri l l iant white l ight upon your forehead , in the triangle 

framed by your hands . Suddenly fl ing your hands towards the Tarot 

deck , sl ightly separating them , and visualizing the seven-rayed star 

flying forth to enter into the deck as a burst of l ight . As you send 

forth the star vibrate the divine name : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 
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9 .  Now take up  the Tarot cards and holding them before you at 

the level of your solar plexus visual ize yourself surrounded by 

an ovoid of violet l ight . In this l ight , shuffle the cards ,  reflecting 

meanwhile upon the matter of your inquiry. When you are ready, 

al low the violet ovoid to fade from your awareness and p lace the 

cards upon the Bomos . 

1 0 . Sound the Battery : 1 .  

1 1 .  Now, with your arms at your sides , imagine a continuous spiral 

of silver l ight ascending from the ground at your feet ,  whirling 

clockwise around you and d isappearing above your head . As you 

hold this upward whirling spiral in visualization,  v ibrate the divine 

name : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

1 2 . Having completed the v ibration of the div ine name, a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 3 . Holding your hands , palms down , above the deck, state aloud the 

matter of your inquiry, beginning with the words : 

Established upon the first step if the Zissurat if Li9ht and 

sustained by the masical forces if Luna, I seek to know . . .  

1 4 .  Rap nine times upon the deck with the knuckles of your r ight 

hand .  

1 5 .  Cut the deck with your left hand,  then re-stack .  But leave the deck 

uncut if you will. 

1 6 . Now lay out the cards in the chosen spread , and proceed to the 

interpretation of the Arcana. 

1 7 . Having completed the divination , leaving the cards undisturbed 

sound the battery : 1 . 

1 8 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim : 

0 thou Inmost L i9ht cif the Foundation, I thank thee for 

thine aid whereby I have obtained knowledse and inspiration 

in this hour. May the process cif this di vination strensthen my 

inner faculties and increase my understandinB cif thy ways, and 

may i ts outcome further the lastins sood cif my entire beins. 
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1 9 . Sound the battery : 1 .  

20 .  Re-stack the Tarot deck . 

2 1 .  Final ly, holding the Tarot deck aloft in both hands , equilibrate the 

magical current you have imparted to it by uttering the Sacred 

Vowels of the Cosmic Harmony in the fol lowing sequence (which 

is that of Sun-Jupiter-Mars ; Sun-Venus-Mercury ; Sun-Saturn

Moon) :  

I ( Iota , a s  "ee" i n  meet) 

Y (Upsilon , as German ii) 
0 (Omicron , as "o" in hot) 

I (Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

H ( Eta, as "a" in care) 

E (Epsilon , as "e" in set) 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

Q (Omega , pronounced as "o" in on!J.') 

A (A lpha, as "a" in father) 

2 2 .  Replace the deck upon the Bomos . 

2 3 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Tarot Divination i n  Mercury 
Temporal Mode : 1 

Planetary Time: Hour of Mercury 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: Star of Eight Lights 

Other Requirements: Tarot Cards ,  stacked face down upon the Bomos 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery : 2 -4- 2 .  

3 .  Raise both arms i n  salutation , palms facing forwards ,  and say : 

I salute thee, 

0 thou Inmost Light cif Splendor. 

Cross arms on breast , right over left and say : 

I acknowledge thy presence within me. 
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Now extend your arms downward and sl ightly forwards ,  
hands horizontal with palms downwards ,  and say : 

And I call forth thy powerfrom the deeps ?J my being. 

Maintaining this last position , imagine a continuous spiral of 

shimmering opalescence ascending from the ground at your 

feet, whirling clockwise around you and disappearing above 

your head . Hold this whirling spiral of l ight in visualization 

for a few moments , then al low it to fade from your con 

sciousness. 

4 .  Move to the East side of the Bomos and , facing East , trace with your 

right hand the Presig il lum of Mercury. 

Now trace , about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Heptagram 

of Mercury as i l lustrated . 

As you trace the Heptagram vibrate the chosen divine name 
of the Sphere 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

5 .  Return to the West side of the Bomos and face East . 

6 .  If you desire ,  now activate incense . 
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7 .  Make salutation with your right hand t o  the East ; then circumam

bulate the Bomos eight times clockwise, concluding West of the 

Bomos facing East . 

8 .  With your two hands , palms facing forwards ,  form a triangle to 

frame the center of your forehead , thumb touching thumb, fore

finger touching forefinger. Maintaining this position , incline your 

head sl ightly forward towards the Tarot deck . Now ,· isualize a 

seven -rayed star of bri l l iant white l ight upon your forehead , in the 

triangle framed by your hands . Suddenly fl ing your hands towards 

the Tarot deck, sl ightly separating them, and visua l izing the seven 

rayed star tlying forth to enter into the deck as a burst of light . As 

you send forth the star vibrate the divine name:  

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

9 .  Now take up  the Tarot cards and holding them before you a t  the 

level of your solar plexus visual ize yourself surrounded by an ovoid 

of oranse l ight . In this light , shuffle the cards ,  reflecting meanwhile 

upon the matter of your inquiry. When you are ready, al low the 

orange ovoid to fade from your awareness and place the cards upon 

the Bomos. 

1 0 . Sound the Battery : 1 .  

1 1 .  Now, with your arms at your sides, imagine a continuous spiral 

of sh immer ins opalescence ascending from the ground at your feet , 

whirling clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . 

As you hold this upward whirling spiral in visual ization , vibrate the 

divine name:  

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

1 2 . Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness. 

1 3 . Holding your hands , palms down , above the deck , state aloud the 

matter of your inquiry, beginning with the words : 

Established upon the second step d the Zissurat �f Lisht 

and sustained by the masicalforces if MerCU!J, I seek to know . . .  
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1 4 . Rap eight times upon the deck with the knuckles of your r ight 

hand . 

1 5 .  Cut the deck with your left hand ,  then re- stack . But leave the deck 

uncut if you will. 

1 6 .  Now lay out the cards in the chosen spread , and proceed to the 

interpretation of the Arcana .  

1 7 . Having completed the divination , leaving the cards undisturbed 

sound the battery : 1 .  

1 8 . Salute the East with your r ight hand ,  then proclaim : 0 thou 

Inmost Light of Splendor, I thank thee for thine aid whereby I have 
obtained knowledge and inspiration in this hour. May the process 

of this divination strengthen my inner faculties and increase my 

understanding of thy ways, and may its outcome further the lasting 

good of my entire being. 

I 9. Sound the battery : I . 

20 .  Re-stack the Tarot deck . 

2 1  . Finally, holding the Tarot deck aloft in both hands , equilibriate the 

magical current you have imparted to it by uttering the Sacred 

Vowels of the Cosmic Harmony in the fol lowing sequence : 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

Y (Upsilon , as German ii) 
0 (Omicron , as "o" in hot) 
I (Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

H (Eta , as "a" in care) 

E (Epsilon , as "e" in set) 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

Q (Omega , pronounced as "o" in only) 
A (Alpha , as "a" in father) 

2 2 .  Replace the deck upon the Bomos . 

2 3 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Tarot Divination in Venus 

Temporal Mode: 1 

Planetary Time: Hour ofVenus 

Position if Barnas: Center of Place ofWorking 

Li&hts: Star of Seven Lights 

Other Requirements: Tarot Cards , stacked face down upon the Bomos 

1 .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery :  3 - 1 - 3 .  

3 .  Raise both arms in salutation , palms facing forwards ,  and say : 

I salute thee, 0 thou Inmost Light tj'Victory. 

Cross arms on breast , right over left and say : 

I acknowfed&e thy presence within me. 

Now extend your arms downward and s l ightly forwards ,  
hands horizontal with palms downwards ,  and say : 

And I calljorth thy power.from the deeps if my being. 

Maintaining this last position , imagine a continuous spiral of 

scdfron l ight ascending from the ground at your feet, whirl 

ing clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . 

Hold this whirling spiral of l ight in visualization for a few 

moments , then allow it to fade from your consciousness . 

4. Move to the East side of the Bomos and , facing East , trace with your 

r ight hand the Presigi l lum ofVenus . 

• 

Now trace , about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Heptagram 
ofVenus as i l lustrated . 
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As you trace the Heptagram vibrate the chosen divine name 

of the Sphere : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

5 .  Return to the West side of the Bomos and face East . 

6 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . 

7 . Make salutation with your r ight hand to the East ; then circumam

bulate the Bomos seven times clockwise, concluding West of the 

Bomos facing East . 

8 .  With your two hands , palms facing forwards ,  form a triangle to 

frame the center of your forehead , thumb touching thumb, fore

finger touching forefinger. Maintaining this position , incline your 

head s lightly forward towards the Tarot deck . Now visual ize a 

seven-rayed star of bri l l iant white l ight upon your forehead , in the 

triangle framed by your hands .  Suddenly fling your hands towards 

the Tarot deck, slightly separating them , and visualizing the seven

rayed star flying forth to enter into the deck as a burst of l ight . As 

you send forth the star vibrate the divine name :  

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

9 .  Now take up  the Tarot cards and holding them before you at the 

level of your solar plexus visual ize yourself surrounded by an 

ovoid of green l ight . In this l ight , shuffle the cards ,  reflecting mean

while upon the matter of your inquiry. When you are ready, al low 

the green ovoid to fade from your awareness and place the cards 

upon the Bomos. 

1 0 . Sound the Battery : I .  
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I I .  Now, with your arms at your sides , imagine a continuous spiral 

of sciffron l ight ascending from the ground at your feet ,  whirling 

clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . As you 

hold this upward whirl ing spiral in visualization , vibrate the divine 

name :  

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

1 2 .  Ha,·ing completed the vibration of  the div ine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 3 . Holding your hands , palms down , above the deck, state aloud the 
matter of your inquiry, beginning with the words :  

Established upon the third step 1 the  Ziggurat 1 Light and 

sustained by the magicaljorces rfVenus, I seek to know . . .  

1 4 . Rap seven times upon the deck with the knuckles o f  your right 

hand . 

1 5 .  Cut the deck with your left hand , then re-stack .  But leave the deck 

uncut if you will. 

1 6 . Now lay out the cards in the chosen spread , and proceed to the 

interpretation of the Arcana . 

1 7 . Having completed the divination , leaving the cards undisturbed 

sound the battery : I . 

1 8 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim : 

0 thou Inmost Light 1 Vi ctory, I thank theefor thine aid 

whereby I have obtained knowledge and inspiration in this hour. 

May the process �[ this di vination strengthen my inner faculties 

and increase my understanding ?[ thy ways, and may i ts out

comefurther the lasting good of my entire being. 

1 9 . Sound the battery : 1 .  

20 .  Re-stack the Tarot deck. 

2 1 . Final ly, holding the Tarot deck aloft in both hands , equilibriate the 

magical current you have imparted to it by uttering the Sacred 

Vowels of the Cosmic Harmony in the fol lowing sequence : 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

Y (Upsilon , as German u) 
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0 (Omicron , as "o" in hot) 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

H (Eta , as "a" in care) 

E (Epsi lon , as "e" in set) 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

Q (Omega , pronounced as "o" in only) 

A (A lpha, as "a" in father) 

2 2 .  Replace the deck upon the Bomos . 

2 3 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Tarot Divination i n  Sol 

Temporal Mode : I 
Planetary Time: Hour of the Sun 

Position ?f Bomos :  Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: Star of Six Lights 

Other Requirements: Tarot Cards, stacked face down upon the Bomos 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , sound 

the battery : 3 - 3 .  

3 .  Raise both arms i n  salutation , palms facing forwards , and say : 

I salute thee, 0 thou Inmost Liaht if Beauty. 

Cross arms on breast, right over left and say : 

I acknowledae thy presence within me. 

Now extend your arms downward and s l ightly forwards ,  
hands horizontal with palms downwards ,  and say : 

And I call forth thy power from the deeps if my beina. 

Maintaining this last position , imagine a continuous spiral 
of gold l ight ascending from the ground at your feet, whirl 
ing clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . 
Hold this whirling spiral of l ight in visualization for a few 
moments , then allow it to fade from your consciousness . 

4 .  Move to the East s ide of the Bomos and, facing East, trace with your 

right hand the Presigi l lum of Sol . 
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Now trace , about the Presig i l lum , the invoking Heptagram 
of Sol as i l lustrated . 

As you trace the Heptagram vibrate the chosen divine name 
of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

5 .  Return to the West side of the Bomos and face East . 

6 .  If you desire, now activate incense . 

7 .  Make salutation with your right hand to the East ; then circum

ambulate the Bomos s ix times clockwise , concluding West of the 

Bomos facing East . 

8 .  With your two hands ,  palms facing forwards ,  form a triangle to 

frame the center of your forehead , thumb touching thumb, fore 

finger touching forefinger. Maintaining this position , incl ine your 

head sl ightly forward towards the Tarot deck . Now visualize a seven

rayed star of brill iant white light upon your forehead , in the triangle 

framed by your hands. Suddenly fling your hands towards the Tarot 

deck, sl ightly separating them,  and visualizing the seven-rayed star 

Hying forth to enter into the deck as a burst of l ight . As you send 

forth the star vibrate the divine name:  

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 
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9 .  Now take up the Tarot cards and holding them before you at 

the level of your solar plexus visual ize yourse lf  surrounded by 

an ovoid of yellow l ight . In this l ight , shuffle the cards ,  reflecting 

meanwhile upon the matter of your inquiry. When you are ready, 

allow the yellow ovoid to fade from your awareness and place the 

cards upon the Bomos. 

I 0 .  Sound the battery : I .  

I I . Now, with your arms at your sides ,  imagine a continuous spiral 

of gold l ight ascending from the ground at your feet ,  whirling 

clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . As you 

hold this upward whirling spiral in visualization , vibrate the divine 

name : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

1 2 . Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 3 . Holding your hands , palms down , above the deck, state aloud the 

matter of your inquiry, beginning with the words : 

Established upon the fourth step 1 the Ziggurat 1 Light 

and sustained by the magical forces 1 Sol, 1 seek to know . . .  

1 4 . Rap six times upon the deck with the knuckles of your r ight hand . 

1 5 .  Cut the deck with your left hand ,  then re-stack . B ut leave the deck 

uncut if you will . 

1 6 .  Now lay out the cards in the chosen spread , and proceed to the 

interpretation of the Arcana . 

1 7 . Having completed the div ination , leaving the cards undisturbed 

sound the battery : I .  

1 8 . Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim : 

0 thou Inmost Light 1 Beauty, 1 thank thee for thine aid 

whereby I have obtained knowledge and inspiration in this 

hour. May the process cf this di vination strengthen my inner 

faculties and increase my understanding cf thy ways, and may 

its outcome further the lasting good 1 my entire being. 

1 9 . Sound the battery : 1 .  
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2 0 .  Re-stack the Tarot deck. 

2 1  . Final ly, holding the Tarot deck aloft in both hands, equil ibriate the 

magical current you have imparted to it by utter ing the Sacred 
Vowels of the Cosmic Harmony in the fol lowing sequence : 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

Y (Upsilon , as German ii) 
0 (Omicron , as "o" in hot) 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

H (Eta , as "a" in care) 

E (Epsilon , as "e" in set) 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

Q (Omega , pronounced as "o" in only) 

A (Alpha, as "a" in father) 

2 2 .  Replace the deck upon the Bomos. 

2 3 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Tarot Divination i n  Mars 

Temporal Mode : I 

Planetary Time :  Hour of Mars 

Position C!fBomos : Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: Star of Five Lights 

Other Requirements: Tarot Cards, stacked face down upon the Bomos 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , sound the 

battery : 2 - 1 - 2 .  

3 .  Raise both arms in salutation , palms facing forwards ,  and say : 

I salute thee, 0 thou Inmost Light ?[Strength . 

Cross arms on breast , right over left and say : 

I acknowledae thy presence within me. 

Now extend your arms downward and s l ightly forwards ,  
hands horizontal with palms downwards, and say : 

And I call forth thy power from the deeps if my being. 
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Maintaining this last position , imagine a continuous spiral of 

_fiery red light ascending from the ground at your feet, whirl 

ing clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . 

Hold this whirling spiral of light in visualization for a few 

moments , then al low it to fade from your consciousness . 

4 .  Move to the East side of the Bomos and ,  facing East , trace with your 

right hand the Presigillum of Mars . 
• 

Now trace , about the Presigi l lum, the invoking Heptagram 
of Mars as i l lustrated . 

As you trace the Heptagram vibrate the chosen divine name 
of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

5 .  Return to the West side of the Bomos and face East . 

6 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . 

7 .  Make salutation with your right hand to the East ; then circumambu

late the Bomos five times clockwise, concluding West of the Bomos 

facing East . 

8 .  With your two hands , palms facing forwards ,  form a triangle to 

frame the center of your forehead , thumb touching thumb, forefin

ger touching forefinger. Maintaining this position , incline your head 

s l ightly forward towards the Tarot deck . Now visualize a seven-
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rayed star of brill iant white light upon your forehead , in the triangle 

framed by your hands. Suddenly fling your hands towards the Tarot 

deck , sl ightly separating them , and visualizing the seven-rayed star 

flying forth to enter into the deck as a burst of light . As you send 

forth the star vibrate the divine name : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

9 .  Now take up  the Tarot cards and holding them before you at the 

level of your solar plexus visualize yourself surrounded by an ovoid 

of red l ight . In this l ight , shuffle the cards , reflecting meanwhile 

upon the matter of your inquiry. When you are ready, al low the 

red ovoid to fade from your awareness and place the cards upon 

the Bomos. 

I 0. Sound the battery : I .  

I I .  Now, with your arms at your sides, imagine a continuous spiral 

of fiery red l ight ascending from the ground at your feet , whirling 

clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . As you 

hold this upward whirling spiral in visualization , vibrate the divine 

name :  

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

1 2 . Having completed the vibration of the div ine name ,  al low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 3 . Holding your hands , palms down , above the deck , state aloud the 
matter of your inquiry, beginning with the words :  

Established upon the fifth step if the  Ziggurat if Light and 

sustained by the magical forces if Mars, l seek to know . . .  

1 4 . Rap five times upon the deck with the knuckles of your right hand . 

I S . Cut the deck with your left hand , then re-stack .  But  leave the deck 

uncut if you will. 

1 6 . Now lay out the cards in the chosen spread , and proceed to the 

interpretation of the Arcana. 

1 7 . Having completed the divination , leaving the cards undisturbed 

sound the battery : I .  
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1 8 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim : 

0 thou Inmost L ight �?[ Strength, I thank thee for thine 

aid whereby I have obtained knowledge and inspiration in this 

hour. May the process ?[ this di vination strengthen my inner 

faculties and increase 1l!f understanding ?[thy ways, and may 

its outcome further the lasting good ?[ my entire being. 

I 9 .  Sound the battery : I . 

2 0 .  Re-stack the Tarot deck . 

2 I . Finally, holding the Tarot deck aloft in both hands , equilibriate the 

magical current you have imparted to it by uttering the Sacred 

Vowels of the Cosmic Harmony in the fol lowing sequence : 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

Y (Upsilon , as German ii) 
0 (Omicron, as "o" in hot) 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

H (Eta, as "a" in care) 

E (Epsilon , as "e" in set) 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

Q (Omega, pronounced as "o" in only) 

A (Alpha , as "a" in father) 

2 2 .  Replace the deck upon the Bomos. 

2 3 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Tarot Divination i n  Jupiter 

Temporal Mode : I 

Planetary Time: Hour of Jupiter 
Position ?[ Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 
Lights: Star of Four Lights 
Other Requirements: Tarot Cards, stacked face down upon the Bomos 

I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , sound 

the battery : 2 - 2 .  

3 .  Raise both arms i n  salutation , palms facing forwards ,  and say : 

I salute thee, 0 thou Inmost Light ?[Majesty. 
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Cross arms on breast , right over left and say : 

I acknowledge thy presence within me. 

Now extend your arms downward and s l ightly forwards , 
hands horizontal with palms downwards, and say : 

And I call forth thy power.from the deeps cj my being. 

Maintaining this last position ,  imagine a continuous spiral 
of white l ight ascending from the ground at your feet, whirl 
ing clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . 
Hold this whirl ing spiral of light in visual ization for a few 
moments , then allow it to fade from your consciousness . 

4. Move to the East side of the Bomos and , facing East, trace with your 

right hand the Presigil lum of Jupiter. 

Now trace , about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Heptagram 
of Jupiter as i l lustrated . 

As you trace the Heptagram vibrate the chosen divine name 
of the Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

5 .  Return to the West side of the Bomos and face East . 

6 .  If you desire, now actinte incense . 

7 .  Make salutation with your r ight hand to the East ; then circumambu

late the Bomos four times clockwise , concluding West of the Bomos 

facing East . 
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8 .  With your two hands , palms facing forwards ,  form a triangle to 

frame the center of your forehead , thumb touching thumb, fore

finger touching forefinger. Maintaining this position , incline your 

head s lightly forward towards the Tarot deck. Now visual ize a 

seven-rayed star of bri l l iant white l ight upon your forehead , in the 

triangle framed by your hands .  Suddenly fl ing your hands towards 

the Tarot deck , s lightly separating them, and visualizing the seven

rayed star flying forth to enter into the deck as a burst of l ight . As 

you send forth the star vibrate the divine name : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

9 .  Now take up  the Tarot cards and holding them before you a t  the 

level of your solar plexus visual ize yoursel f  surrounded by an 

ovoid of blue l ight . In this light , shuffle the cards ,  reflecting mean

while upon the matter of your inquiry. When you are ready, allow 

the blue ovoid to fade from your awareness and place the cards 

upon the Bomos. 

1 0 . Sound the batterv :  1 .  
; 

1 1 .  Now, with your arms at your sides , imagine a continuous spiral 

of white l ight ascending from the ground at your feet , whirl ing 

clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . As you 

hold this upward whirling spiral in visualization , v ibrate the divine 

name : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

1 2 .  Having completed the vibration of the div ine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness. 

1 3 .  Holding your hands , palms down , above the deck , state aloud the 

matter of your inquiry, beginning with the words : 

Established upon the sixth step if the Zi99urat if Liaht and 

sustained by the maaicaljorces if jupiter, I seek to know . . .  

1 4 .  Rap four times upon the deck with the knuckles o f  your right 

hand . 

1 5 . Cut the deck with your left hand , then re-stack. But  leave the deck 

uncut if you will. 
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1 6 . Now lay out the cards in the chosen spread , and proceed to the 

interpretation of the Arcana . 

1 7 . Having completed the divination , leaving the cards undisturbed 

sound the battery : I . 

1 8 .  Salute the East with your right hand, then proclaim : 0 thou Inmost 

Light of Majesty, I thank thee for thine aid whereby I have obtained 

knowledge and inspiration in this hour. May the process of this div

ination strengthen my inner faculties and increase my understand

ing of thy ways , and may its outcome further the lasting good of my 

entire being. 

I 9 .  Sound the battery : 1 . 

20 .  Re-stack the Tarot deck . 

2 1 .  Finally, holding the Tarot deck aloft in both hands ,  equil ibrate the 

magical current you have imparted to it by uttering the Sacred 

Vowels of the Cosmic Harmony in the fol lowing sequence : 

I ( Iota , as "ec" in meet) 

Y (Upsilon , as German u) 
0 (Omicron , as "o" in hot) 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

H (Eta, as "a" in care) 

E (Epsilon , as "e" in set) 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

Q (Omega, pronounced as "o" in only) 

A (Alpha , as "a" in father) 

2 2 .  Replace the deck upon the Bomos. 

2 3 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Tarot Divination i n  Saturn 

Temporal Mode : I 

Planetary Time: Hour of Saturn 

Position qfBomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lights: Star ofThree Lights 

Other Requirements: Tarot Cards , stacked face down upon the Bomos 
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I .  Perform the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  Standing just West of center, facing East across the Bomos , sound 

the battery : 3 .  

3 .  Raise both arms in salutation , palms facing forwards ,  and say : 

I salute thee, 0 thou Inmost Light rj Understanding. 

Cross arms on breast , r ight over left and say : 

I acknowledge thy presence within me. 

Now extend your arms downward and s l ightly forwards ,  
hands horizontal with palms downwards , and say : 

And I call forth thy power from the deeps rj my being. 

Maintaining this last position , imagine a continuous spiral of 

grey l ight ascending from the ground at your feet , whirling 

clockwise around you and disappearing above your head . 

Hold this whirl ing spiral of l ight in visual ization for a few 

moments , then al low it to fade from your consciousness . 

4 .  Move to the East side of the Bomos and ,  facing East, trace with your 

right hand the Presigil lum of Saturn .  

Now trace , about the Presigil lum,  the invoking Heptagram 
of Saturn as i l lustrated . 

� 

As you trace the Heptagram v ibrate the chosen divine name 
of the Sphere : 
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YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

5 .  Return to the West side of the Bomos and face East . 

6 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

7 .  Make salutation with your right hand t o  the East ; then circumam

bulate the Bomos three times clockwise , concluding West of the 

Bomos facing East . 

8 .  With your two hands ,  palms facing forwards ,  form a triangle to 

frame the center of your forehead , thumb touching thumb, fore 

finger touching forefinger. Maintaining this position , incline your 

head sl ightly forward towards the Tarot deck .  Now visual ize a 

seven -rayed star of bri l l iant white light upon your forehead , in the 

triangle framed by your hands .  Suddenly fling your hands towards 

the Tarot deck, sl ightly separating them, and visual izing the seven

rayed star flying forth to enter into the deck as a burst of l ight . As 

you send forth the star vibrate the divine name :  

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

9 .  Now take up  the Tarot cards and holding them before you at the 

level of your solar plexus visualize yourself surrounded by an ovoid 

of indigo light . In this l ight , shuffle the cards ,  reflecting meanwhile 

upon the matter of your inquiry. When you are ready, al low the 

indigo ovoid to fade from your awareness and place the cards upon 

the Bomos . 

1 0 . Sound the battery : 1 .  

I I .  Now, with your arms at your sides ,  imagine a continuous spiral of 

grey l ight ascending from the ground at your feet, whirling clock

wise around you and disappearing above your head . As you hold this 

upward whirling spiral in visual ization , vibrate the divine name : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

1 2 .  Having completed the vibration of the divine name,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 3 . Holding your hands ,  palms down , above the deck , state aloud the 
matter of your inquiry, beginning with the words :  
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Established upon the seventh step if the Ziggurat if Light 

and sustained by the magical forces of Saturn, I seek to know . . .  

1 4 . Rap three times upon the deck with the knuckles o f  your right 

hand . 

1 5 . Cut the deck with your left hand,  then re-stack . But leave the deck 

uncut if you will. 

1 6 . Now lay out the cards in the chosen spread , and proceed to the 

interpretation of the Arcana .  

1 7 . Having completed the divination , leaving the cards undisturbed 

sound the battery :  1 . 

1 8 . Salute the East with your right hand, then proclaim : 

0 thou Inmost L ight of Understanding, I thank thee for 

thine aid whereby I have obtained knowledge and inspiration 

in this hour. May the process if this di vination strengthen my 

inner faculties and increase my understanding if thy ways, and 

may its outcome.further the lasting good r::f my entire being. 

I 9 .  Sound the battery : I . 

20 .  Re-stack the Tarot deck . 

2 1  . Finally, holding the Tarot deck aloft in both hands , equilibriate the 

magical current you have imparted to i t  by uttering the Sacred 

Vowels of the Cosmic Harmony in the fol lowing sequence : 

I ( Iota, as "ee" in meet) 

Y (Upsilon , as German u) 
0 (Omicron , as "o" in hot) 

I ( Iota ,  as "ee" in meet) 

H ( Eta , as "a" in care) 

E ( Epsilon , as "e" in set) 

I ( Iota , as "ee" in meet) 

Q (Omega , pronounced as "o" in only) 

A (Alpha, as "a" in father) 

2 2 .  Replace the deck upon the Bomos . 

2 3 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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8 I SEVENFOLD RrTE OF THE HEART's DESIRE 

This ritual combines several magical methods which , singly or together, are 

potently effective and which for this reason have been handed down from a 

considerable antiquity. 

As a main category, this is a work of Talismanic Magick: it involves the cre

ation of a magical object charged with mighty power and intended to be worn 

or carried until a particular goal is attained . Besides thi s ,  the ritual incor

porates the use of Creat ive Visualization, in itself an awesomely powerfu l  key 

to the fulfillment of one 's wil l . And , too , it is a work of Cord Magick, knot 

magick, whose paramount effectiveness l ikewise has made it a treasured art 

from remote times. 

Additionally to these factors , this is a Planetary Rite, involving the powers 

and invoking the divine names of all seven of the traditional planets to bring 

the formulated desire of the magician down through the Spheres ,  from first 

concept to real ization in material ity. This treatment of the wish is effective 

whether the "heart 's desire" be a specific  article such as a house , or a state of 

affairs such as good health , an educational project or a vacation . Nor is there a 

necessity to allocate that which is desired to a ruling planet : since in this one 

ritual the powers of all are involved . 

There are, natural ly, certain parameters which should be recognized in 

this work : the most important of which i s  that you should only employ this 

method to obtain that which is truly your heart 's desire . It should never be 

undertaken in a spirit of mere experiment : the danger of a d iscouraging fai l 

ure , or of success in winning an objective which is no part of one 's true will , 

are alike to be shunned . Apart from this ,  in magick as elsewhere it is generally 

advisable to proceed from smaller matters to greater. Practice in working with 



the powers-practice in this ritual specifically as wel l  as in magical opera

tions general ly-makes for the aptitude and ,  indeed , the right , to aspire to 

the greater rewards . Nevertheless the concentration of potent factors in this 

ritual gives it a conspicuous ascendancy against seemingly high odds . 

Of all the positive requirements for the ritual , the foremost is that before 

attempting anything you should read careful ly through these introductory 

notes and also through the text of the ritual , so as to take heed of what is 

needed . 

As the materium for the ritual a piece of slender cord should be obtained , 

white in color; it should be of sufficient length to go around the waist after 

having seven simple knots made in it ,  and to be tied in place there comfort

ably and securely. Before the rite this cord is further to be prepared by stitch

ing into it ,  at equid istant points where the knots are going to be tied , seven 

narrow bands of sewing thread in the Briatic planetary colors : 

Saturn-black 

jupiter-spectrum blue 

Mars-spectrum red 

Sun-spectrum yellow 

Venus-green 

Mercury-orange 

Moon-violet 

The yellow band , therefore , can most conveniently be located at about 

the center point of the length of cord . 

Because , as has been said , this is a rite of all seven planetary powers in 

one, special conditions apply in regard to the choice of time and appurte 

nances .  The rite is conducted on the day of Saturn , in the hour of Luna: that 

is in the 7th , 1 4th or 2 1 st magical hour on a Saturday. The lamp, drapes and 

vestments are to be white, representing the synthesis in l ight of the seven 

colors of the spectrum . If  incense is employed, it will be of solar attribution . 

Sevenfold Rite of the Heart's Desire 

Temporal Mode: 1 

Planetary Time: Day of Saturn, Hour of the Moon 

Position ?f Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 White Light upon the Bomos 
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Other Requirements: The Cord , Seven Planetary Oi l s ,  2 ;  and a l ighting taper 

upon the Bomos 

1 . Standing at the West side of the Bomos facing East , perform the Rite 

of Preparation . 

2 .  Move to the East side of the Bomos and face West . 

3 .  If you desire , now activate incense . 

(The Knot of Saturn) 

+. Sound the Battery : 3 .  

a .  Take up the cord , keeping i t  ncar the surface o f  the Bomos,  and 

grasping it with both hands ,  one at each side of the black band . 26 

b. With closed eyes , in imagination surround yourself with the 

l ight of the Sphere of Saturn :  a cool luminous indigo , with a 

sense of powerful creativity brooding within it .  

c .  In this l ight , visualize that which you desire : whether as a single 

object ,  or as the representation of a scene, as suitable .  Do not 

attempt at this stage to give it any "animation" ; consider it as "an 

image" simply, latent in the Saturnian creativity. 

d .  Holding this image in mind , raise the cord and breathe on the 

black band . 

e .  Open your eyes and tie the first knot , saying : 

I tie, tie the Knot if Power: this is the shape of my heart 's 

desire! 

f. Place the cord upon the Bomos . Light the taper, and trace there 

with the Presigil lum of Saturn vertically above the knot , mean

while vibrating the chosen divine name :  
* 

2 5 .  Select one pure oi l  t<>r each planet (see En cry 29 ,  Tahles of Correspondences) . 

26 . As you stand facing West ,  the cord should he at )'OUr left upon the Bomos. Draw it out as needed in 
the working, and al low it to coil or loop again at your right .  
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YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

g. Extinguish and replace the taper. Now lightly anoint the knot 

with the appropriate oil . 

(The Knot of Jupiter) 

5 .  Sound the battery : 4. 

a. Take up the cord , keeping it near the surface of the Bomos , and 

grasping it with both hands ,  one at each side of the blue band . 

b. With closed eyes ,  in imagination surround yourself  with the 

l ight of the Sphere of Jupiter: a strong blue radiance, with the 

expansiveness and warmth of summer skies .  

c .  In this l ight , imagine the j oy which the fulfi l lment of your 

heart 's desire wi l l  bring you . Fee l  this joy, not as something 

hoped for in the future , but as a present emotion because your 
heart's desire i s  real ized N OW. 

d .  While dwel l ing upon this joy, raise the cord and breathe once 

on the blue band . 

e .  Open your eyes and tie the second knot, saying: 

I tie , tie the Knot qf Power: in joy I win my heart 's desire! 

f. Place the cord upon the Bomos . Light the taper, and trace 

therewith the Presigi l lum of Jupiter vertically above the knot , 

meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name:  

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

g. Extinguish and replace the taper. Now lightly anoint the knot 

with the appropriate oil . 

(The Knot of Mars) 

6. Sound the battery : 5 .  
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a .  Take up the cord , keeping it near the surface of the Bomos and 

grasping it with both hands , one at each side of the red hand . 

b. With closed eyes , in imagination surround yourse l f  with the 

l ight of the Sphere of Mars : a hot red l ight which gives forth to 

you a tremendous feel ing of courage and certainty. 

c. In this l ight ,  be conscious of a l l  the longing and resolve with 

which you look forward to gaining your heart 's desire : al l the 

qualities and causes , indeed , which make it your heart 's desire . 

With courage and certainty, know that your desire wil l  prevail . 

d .  While dwel ling upon this certainty, raise the cord and breathe 

once on the red band . 

e .  Open your eyes and tie the third knot, saying : 

I tie, tie the Knot ?f"Power: by will / win my heart 's desire! 

f. Place the cord upon the Bomos . Light the taper, and trace there

with the Presigi l lum of Mars vertically above the knot, mean

whi le vibrating the chosen divine name : 
* 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

g. Extinguish and replace the taper. Now l ightly anoint the knot 

with the appropriate oil . 

(The Knot of Sol) 

7. Sound the battery : 6 .  

a .  Take u p  the cord , keeping i t  near the surface o f  the Bomos , and 

grasping it with both hands, one at each side of the yel low band . 

b. With closed eyes , in imagination surround yourself with the 

l ight of the Sphere of the Sun : a warm yel low radiance which 

envelops you in inspiring and l ife-giving power. 
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c .  In this l ight , visualize again that which you desire : much as you 

did in the Saturnian l ight , but this time as a reality with dimen

sion , color, movement . 

d .  While visual izing this vivid real ity, raise the cord and breathe 

once on the yel low band .  

Open your eyes and t ie the fourth knot , saying : 

I tie, tie the Knot if Power: 

I shall hare in truth my heart 's desire! 

e. P lace the cord upon the Bomos. Light the taper, and trace 

therewith the Presig i l lum of Sol vertical ly above the knot ,  

meanwhile  vibrating the chosen divine name : 

�. 
YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

f. Extinguish and replace the taper. Now l ightly anoint the knot 

with the appropriate oi l . 

(The Knot ofVenus) 

8 .  Sound the batterv : 7 .  J 

a. Take up the cord , keeping it near the surface of the Bomos , and 

grasping it with both hands , one at each side of the green band . 

b. With closed eyes ,  in imagination surround yourse lf with the 

l ight of the Sphere of Venus : a strong green radiance , vibrant 

with the energies of Nature . 

c .  In this l ight , review the effects the attainment of your heart 's 

desire wil l  have in your l i fe :  the changes it wi l l  make , the way 

you fee l ,  the person you wil l  be. 

d. While holding these effects in imagination , raise the cord and 

breathe once on the green band . 

e .  Open your eyes and tie the fifth knot , saying : 

I tie, tie the Knot if Power: my l!fe enweaves my heart 's desire! 
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f. Place the cord upon the Bomos . Light the taper, and trace there

with the Presig i l lum ofVenus vertically above the knot , mean

while vibrating the chosen divine name : 
• 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

g. Extinguish and replace the taper. Now l ightly anoint the knot 

with the appropriate oil . 

(The Knot of Mercury) 

9. Sound the battery : 8 .  

a .  Take up the cord , keeping it near the surface o f  the Bomos, and 

grasping it with both hands , one at each side of the orange band .  

b. With closed eyes , in imagination surround yourself with the 

l ight of the Sphere of Mercury : a cool , bright orange l ight which 

seems about to flash into electrical sparklings . 

c. I n  this l ight , imagine yourself and the fulfil lment of your wish 

rushing to meet each other, at an immense speed through Time 

and Space. Because of what you are doing and willing, the meet

ing-the fulfi l lment of your heart 's desire-is imminent . 

d .  F i l led with the sense of this immediacy, raise the cord and 

breathe once on the orange band .  

e .  Open your eyes and t ie  the sixth knot, saying: 

I tie , tie the Knot if Power: swiftly comes my heart 's desire! 

f. Place the cord upon the Bomos . Light the taper, and trace there

with the Presig i l lum of Mercury vertical ly above the knot , 

meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name : 
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ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

g. Extinguish and replace the taper. Now l ightly anoint the knot 

with the appropriate oi l .  

(The Knot o f  Luna) 

1 0 . Sound the battery : 9 .  

a .  Take up  the cord , keeping i t  near the surface of the Bomos , and 

grasping it with both hands , one at each side of the violet band .  

b. With closed eyes ,  in imagination surround yourself with the 

light of the Sphere of the Moon : an intense violet light which is 

filled equally with a deep red suggesting earthly emotions and 

enjoyment, and a strong blue quality suggesting spiritual power. 

c. In this l ight feel , rather than perceive, the fulfi l lment of your 

wish as a complete reality. The stress of longing, the exertion 

of wil l ,  are at this point no longer relevant :  that which you have 

desired has come to pass. 

d. Letting this certainty pervade your entire being, raise the cord 

and breathe once on the violet band . 

e. Open your eyes and tie the seventh knot , saying : 

I tie, tie the Knot if Power: even now ju!Jilled is my heart 's 

desire! 

f. Place the cord upon the Bomos .  Light the taper, and trace 

therewith the Presigi l lum of Luna vertically above the knot , 

meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name: 

·:n 
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SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

g. Extinguish and replace the taper. Now l ightly anoint the knot 

with the appropriate oil . 

1 1 .  Now l ight the taper and with it s lightly sear the ends of the cord . 

Extinguish and replace the taper. 

1 2 . Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

The cord should b e  tied around your waist during the first magical hour on 

the next morning (Sunday) . I t  should be worn next your skin night and day 

until your heart 's desire is fulfil led : it can in the meantime be removed , for 

example when you shower, but otherewise should be worn consistently. 

When your heart 's desire has been fulfilled , the cord should be destroyed.  

Take it off and cut it in two ,  through the central Solar knot . Then you have 

three options : whatever the day, you can cast the two halves into a river or the 

sea in the Hour of Saturn , or burn them in the Hour of the Sun , or bury them 

in the Hour of the Moon . 
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9 I BEN EFIC ENT SENDINGS 

These group workings gi\·e a method by which a beneficent charge of plan

etary power can be imparted to a person at a distance .  The recipient need 

not be a member of your group and need not have any occult training or, 

indeed , any special degree of psychic perception . The consent of the recipi 

ent is required (as for any form of action which may impinge , however 

ben ignly, upon a person 's deeds , emotions or energies) ; also a time needs to 

be arranged when , during an hour of the planet of the working, the rite can 

be performed by the group and the recipient can simultaneously sit quietly in 

a meditative and receptive frame of mind . 

For these rites ,  a photograph of the recipient should be placed upon the 

Bomos. This wil l  serve as a focal point and an aid in the necessary visualiza

tion ; any participating member who does not personally know the recipient 

should ,  therefore , make a point of looking at and studying the photograph 

before the ritual work begins .  

The sending itself wil l  be of a s imple planetary force : its adaptation to 

individual circumstances wil l be made partly by the circumstances themselves 

but also, more particularly, by the psyche of the recipient. For example : a per

son facing an important interYiew may feel the need of a special incisiveness 

in thought and communication for that occasion . If a charge of the energies 

of Mercury is sent , the total ambience of those enegies will remain latently 

present with the recipient until cal led into activity as required : when the spe

cial incisiveness is needed , then the planetary energies will become operative 

in that form .  Or a person suffering from a chronic sense of loneliness might 

receive a charge of Jupiterian energies . That person 's craving for company 

might initially receiYe the Jupiterian force in the form of a sure and comforting 
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awareness of the unity of l ife ;  but an unsuspected talent for leadership might 

also be awakened , and the resulting expansion of outlook-also Jupiterian

might cause the recipient to find opportunity to exercise benign authority for 

the general good , as in a youth club for instance . 

For the purpose of these rituals the group should certainly take pains to 

identify the planetary power most suited to the recipient 's needs : the power 

of Venus for one who requires an ambience of harmony or of artistic feeling 

(for instance) ,  the power of Mars for one who requires courage , initiative 

or maybe a palpable shield of protection ; but no attempt should be made to 

particularize the benefit which is to result . Such a particularization cannot 

effectively be made ;  and this is fortunate , since if it could , it might fal l  short 

of the recipient 's true needs and also l imit the power made available by the 

planetary charge . The outcome of this type of working can only be good , but 

factors not immediately apparent may have their rightful part to play in the 

matter. 

It \nmld be great to send a charge of the power of Saturn to one who 

was apprehensive of losing his or her job. That is the l imit of your interven

tion ; but then , if the circumstances are set for it, you may have the reward of 

beholding that stabilizing force not only securing the position , but infusing 

the recipient with the ambition , and the aura of reliability, to go on for pro 

motion ! 

Feel good about sharing the benefits of Planetary Power! 

Rite of Sending in Luna 

Temporal Mode : 1 

Planetary Time: Hour of the Moon 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: 1 Violet Light or Star of Nine Lights 

Other Requirements: Photograph of Recipient upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place 

of working: the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances t o  the West side o f  the Bomos and performs 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 
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3 .  The director proclaims : 

Companions in Light, our purpose in this hour is to transmit 

the magical energies c:fthe Moon to � that she /he may be 

encompassed by the benison of the Foundation . 

Al l  respond : 

This is our will! 

The director continues: 

Let us ther�fore preparefor this Sending by awakening the 

vibration of Levanah in this place and within our selves. 

4. The battery is sounded : 9 .  

5 .  I f  desired , incense i s  now activated . 

6 .  The director moves to the East side of the Bomos and faces West 

across it .  With her right hand she traces , above the Bomos, the Pre

sigil lum of Luna . 

·:n 
Next she traces ,  about the Presigillum , the invoking Hepta
gram of Luna as i l lustrated . 

Meanwhi le vibrating the appropriate divine name of the 
Sphere of operation : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

7 .  The director resumes her place in the West of the circle .  

8 .  The battery is sounded :  I . 

9 .  All now say : 
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Great is he and mighty in the irif/nite heavens, 

Manifest in Light is he, in Light covered wholly. 

His Geburah, his Gedulah, strength his and greatness: 

Might is his, and his dominion, All-Potent, Li ving! 

Therifore most exalted he, whose kingdom over all things 

is extended. 

I 0. All link hands and vibrate once the appropriate divine name of the 

sphere : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I IAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

I I .  Hands remaining l inked , all make n ine complete c lockwise 

circumambulations of the place of working; visualizing as they do 

so, a wall of violet light whirling rapidly clockwise about their cir

cle. This done , hands are unlinked and the wall of l ight is allowed 

to fade from awareness . 

I 2 .  The battery is sounded : 9 .  

I 3 .  The director proclaims : 

Compan i ons, upon our  homos rests the l iken ess of 
_____ , as witness of her I his participation in this rite. 

Let us now employ this likeness to establish a magical link 

between _____ and our selves in the Sphere of the 

Moon . 

1 4 . Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of 

the Bomos and takes up the photograph , holding it before him at 

heart level . The participant gazes upon the photograph for a few 

moments , then closes his eyes and surrounds himself with an aura 

of lavender l ight . In this l ight he visualizes the photograph , saying : 

Unto , shall there be blessing upon the first 

step of the Ziggurat ?fLight. 

The aura of lavender l ight is al lowed to fade from awareness , 
the photograph is replaced upon the Bomos , and the partici 
pant returns to his place in the circle .  
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1 5 .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambula

tion of the place of working. Hands arc unlinked . 

1 6 . The battery is sounded : 1 .  

1 7 . The director says :  

Let us now jormulate the Astral Plasma that will be the 

medium for the transmisison if the maaical eneraies if the 

Moon to ____ _ 

1 8 . Al l  close their eyes and visualize , standinB at the center 

of the place of working, 17 within an auric membrane of pallid white 

light .  

1 9 . When the director judges the formulation to be established , she 

utters the sacred vowel of the Sphere : 

A (pronounced as "a" in father) 

As she utters the vowe l ,  all visualize the auric membrane28 
becoming suffused with violet l ight ; so that they see it as an 
ovoid of violet l ight, within which , and bathed in its radiance , 

is the image of ____ _ 

2 0 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims : 

Let there be unto _____ , the fullness if the benison 

?]'the Foundation . 

Immediately fol lowing the director 's proclamation , a l l  raise 
their hands , palms towards the ovoid ,  and vibrate the appro
priate divine name : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

As the name is vibrated , a l l  visualize the violet ovoid becom

ing intensely brill iant, so that the image of can 
no longer be perceived therein , and flashing with highlights 
of yel low and red-purple. 

2 7 .  As the  t<>cal po int  of the  rite, is at this stage symbolical ly identified with the Bomos;and is 
accordingly visualized in the stat ion thereof. Each participant rna�·· as preferred , \·isualize __ _ 

in proll le ,  half-turned or fu l l  face. 

28. This is  the matrix of the Astral Plasma: i t  i s  specifical ly  a "membrane" of l ight , its interior not being 
as yet suffused with l ight . 
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Arms are lowered when the vibration of the name has been 
accomplished . 

2 1 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims :  

Unto _____ be the fullness if the benison if the 

Foundation now! 

Immediately, all visualize the scinti l lant violet l ight of the 
ovoid contracting rapidly and disappearing into its own cen
ter, leaving the original auric membrane empty. The auric 
membrane is then allowed to fade from awareness . 

2 2 .  The director announces :  

I t  is accomplished in power and truth ! 

All respond :  

I t  i s  accomplished. 

2 3 .  Al l  open their eyes ,  clap their hands once, cross their arms le ft 

over right upon their breast, then lower arms to sides. 

24. The battery is sounded : I .  

2 5 .  The director says : 

In the benison if the Foundation, and in the promise if this 

hour, be there unto _____ the attainment if the True 

Will. 

All respond : 

Be it so in power and truth ! 

26 .  Al l  l ink hands and vibrate once the chosen divine name of the 
Sphere 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

Hands are unlinked . 

2 7 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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Rite of Sending in Mercury 
Temporal Mode : I 
Planetary Time: Hour of Mercury 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

L ights: I Orange Light or Star of Eight Lights 

Other Requirements: Photograph of Recipient upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

I . The director advances to the West side o f  the Bomos and performs 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The batterv is sounded : I .  
; 

3 .  The director proclaims :  

Companions i n  Light, our purpose i n  this hour i s  to transmit 

the magical energies c:f Mercury to that she/he 

may be encompassed by the benison c:fthe Splendor. 

All respond : 

This is our will! 

The director continues : 

Let us therefore prepare for this Sending by awaken ing the 

vibration c:fKokab in this place and wi thin our selves. 

4. The battery is sounded : 8 .  

5 .  I f  desired , incense is now activated . 

6 .  The director moves to the East side of the Bomos and faces West 
across it . With her right hand she traces , above the Bomos , the Pre 
sigil lum of Mercury. 

Next she traces ,  about the Presigil lum , the invoking Hepta
gram of Mercury as i l lustrated . 
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Meanwhile vibrating the appropriate divine name of the 
Sphere of operation : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

7. The director resumes her place in the West of the circle . 

8 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 

9 .  All  now say : 

Builded in the heavens are his hiah habitations, 

Steeps c:J splendor whence he sendeth rain on the moun

tains! Even they wi thin the deeps, the Fallen, he knoweth : 
Knower ��all deeds is he and Lord cif the Record. 

Therifore most exalted he, who joundeth in the deeps his 

habitations. 

1 0 .  All link hands and vibrate once the appropriate divine name of the 

sphere : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

1 1 .  Hands remaining l inked , all make eight complete clockwise cir

cumambulations of the place of working ;  visualizing as they do so, 

a wall of oranae l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  

This done, hands are unlinked and the wall of l ight is al lowed to 

fade from awareness . 

1 2 .  The battery is sounded : 8 .  

I 3 .  The director proclaims: 

Compan i ons, upon our homos rests the l ikeness cif 

_____ , as witness cif her I his participation in this rite . 

Let us now employ this likeness to establish a maaical link 
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between _____ and our selves in the Sphere if the Mer-

cury. 

1 4 . Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around 

the circ le  of participants ,  each in turn advances to the West side 

of the Bomos and takes up the photograph ,  holding it before him 

at heart leve l .  The participant gazes upon the photograph for a few 

moments , then closes his eyes and surrounds himself with an aura 

of pale tawny l ight . In this light he visualizes the photograph, saying: 

Unto shall there be blessina upon the second 

step if the Ziaaurat if Liaht . 

The aura of pale tawny light is al lowed to fade from aware 
ness , the photograph is replaced upon the Bomos , and the 
participant returns to his place in the circle .  

1 5 .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambula

tion of the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

1 6 .  The battery is sounded : I .  

1 7 . The director says : 

Lee us now formulate the Astral Plasma that will be the 

medium for the transmission of the maaical eneraies if Mercury 

to ____ _ 

1 8 . Al l  close their eyes and visualise _____ , standina at the cen-

ter of the place of working, within an auric membrane of pall id 

white l ight . 

1 9 . When the director judges the formulation to be established ,  she 

utters the sacred vowel of the Sphere : 

E (pronounced as "e" in set) 

As she utters the vowel , a l l  visualize the auric membrane 
becoming suffused with oran9e l ight; so that they see it as an 
ovoid of orange l ight , within which , and bathed in its rad i -

ance , is the image of ____ _ 

20 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims : 

Let there be unto _____ the fullness if the benison 

if Splendor. 
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Immediately fol lowing the director 's proclamation , al l raise 
their hands ,  palms towards the ovoid , and vibrate the appro
priate divine name :  

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

As the name is vibrated , all visualize the orange ovoid becom

ing intensely bri l l iant , so that the image of can 
no longer be perceived therein , and flashing with highlights 
of blue and ochre-yellow. 

Arms are lowered when the vibration of the name has been 
accomplished . 

2 1 . When the director is ready, she proclaims :  

Unto be the fullness of the benison of Splen-

dor now! 

Immediately, all visualize the scinti l lant orange l ight of the 
ovoid contracting rapidly and disappearing into its own cen
ter, leaving the original auric membrane empty. The auric 
membrane is then al lowed to fade from awareness. 

2 2 .  The director announces :  

I t  i s  accomplished in power and truth ! 

Al l  respond : 

It is accomplished. 

2 3 .  Al l  open their eyes ,  clap their hands once, cross their arms left 

over right upon their breast , then lower arms to sides . 

24 .  The battery is sounded : I .  

2 5 .  The director says :  

In the benison if Splendor, and in the promise if this hour, 

be there unto _____ the attainment if the True Will. 

Al l  respond : 

Be it so in power and truth! 

2 6 .  Al l  link hands and vibrate once the chosen divine name of the 

Sphere : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 
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Hands are unlinked .  

2 7 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Sending i n  Venus 

Temporal Mode : I 

Planetary Time: Hour ofVenus 

Position cj Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: I Green Light or Star of Seven Lights 

Other Requirements: Photograph of Recipient upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

I .  The director advances to the West side o f  the Bomos and performs 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : I .  

3 .  The director proclaims :  

Companions in Usht, our  purpose in  this hour i s  to  transmit 

the masical energies �[Venus to that she I he may 

be encompassed by the benison of the foundation . 

Al l  respond : 

This is our will! 

The director continues : 

Let us ther�fore prepare for this Sending by awakening the 

l'ibration if Nogah in this place and within our selves. 

4. The battery is sounded : 7 .  

5 .  I f  desired , incense i s  now activated . 

6 .  The director moves to the East side of the Bomos and faces West 

across it. With her right hand she traces , above the Bomos, the Pre 

sigil lum ofVenus . 
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Next she traces ,  about the Presigi l lum, the invoking Hepta
gram ofVenus as i l lustrated 

meanwhi le v ibrating the appropriate divine name of the 
Sphere of operation : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

7. The director resumes her place in the West of the circle . 

8. The battery is sounded :  1 .  

9 .  All  now say : 

Desisnate is she the chi if if multitudes holy, 

Glorious bifore them all, and all-overcominB; 

Hers the portal if the shrine, within which her path lies, 

She acclaimed if holiness the Triumph, the Beauty! 

Therifore most exalted she, whose pathway lies wi thin the 

shrine supernal! 

1 0 . All link hands and vibrate once the appropriate divine name of the 

sphere : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

1 1 .  Hands remaining l inked , al l make seven complete clockwise cir

cumambulations of the place of working; visualizing as they do so, 

a wall of green l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  
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This done , hands are unlinked and the wall of l ight is al lowed to 

fade from awareness. 

1 2  . The battery is sounded : 7 .  

1 3 . The director proclaims: 

Compani ons, upon our  bomos rests the likeness cif 

_____ , as witness if her I his participation in this rite. Let 

us now emplqy this likeness to establish a maaical link between 

_____ and our selves in the Sphere if the Venus. 

1 4 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around 

the circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side 

of the Bomos and takes up the photograph , holding it before him 

at heart level . The participant gazes upon the photograph for a few 

moments , then closes his eyes and surrounds himself with an aura of 

pale turquoise l ight . In this l ight he visualizes the photograph, saying: 

Unto , shall there be blessina upon the third 

step if the Ziaaurat �� Liaht. 

The aura of  pale turquoise l ight is a l lowed to fade from 
awareness , the photograph is replaced upon the Bomos, and 
the participant returns to his place in the circle .  

1 5 .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambula

tion of the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

1 6 .  The battery is sounded : 1 .  

1 7 . The director says : 

Let us now formulate the Astral Plasma that will be the 

medium for the transmisison cif the maaical eneraies cifVenus to 

1 8 .  All  close their eyes and visualize , stand ina at the center 

of the place of working, within an auric membrane of pallid white 

l ight . 

1 9 .  When the director j udges the formulation to be established , she 

utters the sacred vowel of the Sphere : 

H (pronounced as "a" in care) 
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As she utters the vowe l ,  a l l  visualize the auric membrane 
becoming suffused with areen l ight ; so that they see it as an 
ovoid of green l ight , within which , and bathed in its rad i -

ance, is the image of ____ _ 

20 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims : 

Let there be unto _____ , the fullness if the benison 

if Victory. 

Immediately fol lowing the director 's proclamation , al l  raise 
their hands , palms towards the ovoid ,  and vibrate the appro
priate divine name:  

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

As the name is vibrated , al l  visualize the green ovoid becom
ing intensely brilliant , so that the image of can no longer be 
perceived there in ,  and flashing with highlights of red and 
greenish-blue .  

Arms are lowered when the vibration of the name has been 
accomplished . 

2 1  . When the director is ready, she proclaims : 

Unto be the fullness if the benison if'Victory 

now! 

Immediate ly, all visualize the scinti l lant green l ight of the 
ovoid contracting rapidly and disappearing into its own cen
ter, l eaving the original auric membrane empty. The auric 
membrane is then allowed to fade from awareness . 

2 2 . The director announces :  

It i s  accomplished in power and truth ! 

Al l  respond : 

It is accomplished. 

2 3 .  Al l  open their eyes ,  clap their hands once , cross their arms left 

over right upon their breast , then lower arms to sides .  

24 .  The battery is sounded : 1 .  

2 5 .  The director says : 
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In the benison �Victory, and in the promise if this hour, be 

there unto _____ the attainment if the True Will. 

Al l  respond : 

Be it so in power and truth ! 

2 6 .  Al l  l ink hands and vibrate once the chosen divine name of the 

Sphere : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

Hands are unlinked . 

2 7 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Sending i n  Sol 
Temporal Mode: 1 

Planetary Time: Hour of the Sun 

Position cif Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lishts: 1 Yellow Light or Star of Six Lights 

Other Requirements: Photograph of Recipient upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances to the West side o f  the Bomos and performs 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 1 .  

3 .  The director proclaims :  

Companions in Lisht, our  purpose in this hour is t o  transmit 

the maaical eneraies C?I the Sun to ' that she I he 

may be encompassed by the benison cif Beauty. 

Al l  respond : 

This is our will! 

The director continues : 

Let us therifore preparefor this SendinB by awakenin9 the 

vibration cif Shemesh in this place and within our selves. 

4. The battery is sounded : 6 .  
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5 .  If desired ,  incense is now activated .  

6 .  The director moves t o  the East side of the Bomos and faces West 
across i t .  With her right hand she traces , above the Bomos, the Pre
sigil lum of Sol . 

Next she traces ,  about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Hepta
gram of the Sun as i l lustrated . 

Meanwhi le  vibrating the appropriate divine name of the 
Sphere of operation : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

7. The director resumes her place in the West of the circle . 

8. The battery is sounded :  1 . 

9 .  All  now say : 

ReckoninB ?[days and years unceasinB he maketh; 

He to all existence Bi veth times, ai veth seasons, 

Sending gloryforth amid the High Lords assembled, 

Givins mind �f knowledae clear to hearts that love wisdom. 

Ther�fore most exalted he, beneath whose burninB aaze the 

rocks are parted. 

1 0 .  All  link hands and vibrate once the appropriate divine name of the 

Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 
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I I .  Hands remaining l inked , a l l  make six complete clockwise cir

cumambulations of the place of working; visualizing as they do so, 

a wall of yellow l ight whirl ing rapidly clockwise about their circ le .  

This done , hands are unl inked and the wall of l ight is a l lowed to 

fade from awareness. 

1 2 .  The battery is sounded : 6 

1 3 . The director proclaims :  

Compan i ons ,  upon ou r  bomos rests t h e  l ikeness cif 

_____ , as wi tness c:f herlhis participation in this rite . 

Let us now employ this likeness to establish a magical link 

between and our selves in the Sphere if Sol. 

1 4 . Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of 

the Bomos and takes up the photograph, holding it before him at 

heart level . The participant gazes upon the photograph for a few 

moments , then closes his eyes and surrounds himself with an aura 

of pale golden yellow l ight . In this l ight he visualizes the photograph,  

saying: 

Unto shall there be blessing upon the fourth 

step if the Ziggurat c:fLight. 

The aura of pale golden yel low l ight is allowed to fade from 
awareness , the photograph is replaced upon the Bomos, and 
the participant returns to his place in the circle .  

I S .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambula

t ion of the place of working. Hands are unlinked .  

1 6 . The battery is sounded : I . 

1 7 .  The director savs :  
-

Let us now formulate the Astral Plasma that will be the 

medium for the transmisison if the magical energies if the Sun 

to ____ _ 

1 8 . Al l  close their eyes and visual ize , standing at the cen-

ter of the place of working, within an auric membrane of pal l id 

white l ight . 
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1 9 . When the director j udges the formulation to be established , she 

utters the sacred vowel of the Sphere : 

I (pronounced as "ee" in meet) 
As she utters the vowe l ,  a l l  visualize the auric membrane 

becoming suffused with yellow l ight ; so that they see it as an 
ovoid of yellow light, within which, and bathed in its radi -

ance , is the image of ____ _ 

20 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims : 

Let there be unto _____ the fullness 1 the benison 

1Beauty. 

Immediately fol lowing the director 's proclamation, al l  raise 
their hands ,  palms towards the ovoid, and vibrate the appro
priate divine name : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

As the name is vibrated, all visualize the yellow ovoid becom

ing intensely bril l iant, so that the image of can 
no longer be perceived therein , and flashing with highlights 
of violet and primrose. 
Arms are lowered when the vibration of the name has been 
accompl ished . 

2 1  . When the director is ready, she proclaims-

Unto be the fullness 1 the benison rf Beauty 

now! 

Immediately, all visualize the scintil l ant yel low l ight of the 
ovoid contracting rapidly and disappearing into its own cen
ter, leaving the original auric membrane empty. The auric 
membrane is then al lowed to fade from awareness. 

2 2 .  The director announces :  

I t  i s  accomplished in power and truth ! 

Al l  respond : 

It is accomplished. 

2 3 .  Al l  open their eyes ,  clap their hands once, cross their arms left 

over right upon their breast , then lower arms to sides. 

24. The battery is sounded : I .  
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2 5 .  The director says :  

In the benison if Beauty, and in the promise if this hour, be 

there unto _____ the attainment if the True Will. 

All  respond : 

Be it so in power and truth! 

2 6 .  All l ink hands and vibrate once the chosen divine name of the 

Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THE IOS NOUS 

Hands are unlinked . 

2 7 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

N . B .  I t  may b e  decided , i n  a n  urgent case o f  physical sickness 
whose nature is not yet known, to send a "first aid" charge of 
beneficent energy. This rite of the Sun can always be so used . 

Rite of Sending in Mars 

Temporal Mode : 1 

Planetary Time: Hour of Mars 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Liahts: I Red Light or Star of Five Lights 

Other Requirements: Photograph of Recipient upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

I .  The director advances t o  the West side o f  the Bomos and performs 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 

3 .  The director proclaims : 

Companions in Liaht, our purpose in this hour is to transmit 

the maaical eneraies if Mars to, that she I he may be encom 

passed by the benison if Strenath . 

Al l  respond : 

This is our will! 

The director continues : 
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Let us thergore prepare for this Sending by awakening the 

vibration if Madim in this place and within our selves. 

4. The battery is sounded : 5 .  

5 .  If desired , incense is now activated . 

6 .  The director moves to the East side of the Bomos and faces West 
across it. With her right hand she traces , above the Bomos , the Pre
sigi l lum of Mars . 

• 

Next she traces ,  about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Hepta
gram of Mars as i l lustrated . 

Meanwhile vibrating the appropriate divine name of the 
Sphere of operation : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

7. The director resumes her place in the West of the circle .  

8 .  The battery is sounded : 1 . 

9 .  Al l now sav : 
j 

Poweifully doth he forge and fashion all beinas; 

His the strenath that makes them strong; his miaht maani 

jles them . Great and terrible is he, and true in each scruple: 

To and fro beneath the sun like sparks run his Watchers. 

Might is his, and his dominion, All-Potent, Li ving! 
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Therifore most exalted he austere, who forms and aoverns 

every creature . 

I 0 .  Al l  l ink hands and vibrate once the appropriate divine name of the 
sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

1 1 .  Hands remaining l inked , all make five complete clockwise cir

cumambulations of the place of working ; visualizing as they do so, 

a wal l of red l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  This 

done, hands are unl inked and the wall of l ight i s  a l lowed to fade 

from awareness . 

1 2 .  The battery is sounded : 5 .  

I 3 .  The director proclaims :  

Compan i ons, upon our  homos rests the  l ikeness of 

_____ , as witness if her I his participation in this rite . 

Let us now employ this likeness to establish a magical link 

between _____ and our selves in the Sphere if the Mars. 

1 4 . Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants ,  each in turn advances to the West side of 

the Bomos and takes up the photograph, holding it before him at 

heart leve l .  The participant gazes upon the photograph for a few 

moments , then closes his eyes and surrounds himself with an aura 

ofjiery red light . In this l ight he visualizes the photograph, saying : 

Unto _____ shall there be blessinB upon the fifth 

step if the Ziagurat of Light. 

The aura of fiery red light is allowed to fade from awareness , 
the photograph is replaced upon the Bomos, and the partici 
pant returns to his place in the circle .  

1 5 .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambula

tion of the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

1 6 . The battery is sounded : I . 

1 7 . The director says : 
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Let us now formulate the Astral Plasma that will be the 

medium for the transmission rif the masical enersies rif Mars 

to ____ _ 

1 8 .  Al l  close their eyes and visualize _____ , standinB at the cen-

ter of the place of working, within an auric membrane of pallid 

white l ight . 

1 9 . When the director j udges the formulation to be established , she 

utters the sacred vowel of the Sphere : 

0 (pronounced as "o" in hot) 

As she utters the vowe l ,  al l  v isualize the auric membrane 
becoming suffused with red l ight ; so that they see i t  as an 
ovoid of red light, within which, and bathed in its radiance , 

is the image of ____ _ 

20 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims :  

Le t  there be  unto _____ the fullness if the ben ison 

if Strensth . 

Immediately fol lowing the director 's proclamation , all raise 

their hands , palms towards the ovoid , and vibrate the appro
priate divine name:  

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

As the name is vibrated , all visualize the red ovoid becom
ing intensely bril l iant, so that the image of can no longer be 
perceived therein, and flashing with highlights of green and 
amber. 

Arms are lowered when the vibration of the name has been 
accomplished . 

2 1 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims :  

Unto ____ _ be the fullness rif the benison rif 

Strenath now! 

Immediately, al l visualize the scintil lant red l ight of the ovoid 
contracting rapidly and disappearing into its own center, 
leaving the original auric membrane empty. The auric mem
brane is then al lowed to fade from awareness. 

2 2 .  The director announces : 
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It is accomplished in power and truth ! 

All respond : 

It is accomplished. 

2 3 .  All  open their eyes , clap their hands once , cross their arms left over 

right upon their breast , then lower arms to sides .  

24 .  The battery is sounded : 1 .  

2 5 .  The director says :  

In the benison f!fStrensth, and in the promise of this hour, 

be there unto the attainment if the True Will. 

All  respond :  

Be i t  so i n  power and truth ! 

26 .  Al l  l ink hands and v ibrate once the chosen divine name of the 

Sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

Hands are unlinked . 

2 7 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite o f  Sending i n  Jupiter 

Temporal Mode : 1 

Planetary Time: Hour of Jupiter 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Lishts: 1 Blue Light or Star of Four Lights 

Other Requirements: Photograph of Recipient upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working: the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances to the West side o f  the Bomos and performs 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The batterv is sounded : 1 . 

3 .  The director proclaims : 

Companions in Lisht, our purpose in this hour is to transmit 

the masical enersies if jupi ter to __ , that she I he may be 

encompassed by the benison of Lo1•inB-kindness. 
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Al l  respond : 

This is our will! 

The director continues : 

Let us therifore prepare for this Sendina by awakeninB the 

vibration ifTzedeq in this place and within our selves. 

4. The battery is sounded : 4.  

5 .  I f  desired , incense is now activated . 

6 .  The director moves to the East side of the Bomos and faces West 

across it. With her right hand she traces ,  above the Bomos , the Pre 

sigi l lum of Jupiter. 

Next she traces , about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Hepta
gram of Jupiter as i l lustrated . 

Meanwhile vibrating the appropriate divine name of the 
Sphere of operation : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

7 .  The director resumes her place in the West of the circle .  

8 .  The battery is sounded : 1 .  

9 .  Al l  now say : 

Kinaly is his throne established,jounded in justice, Riah

teousness, maan!ficence, and wisdom ifjudament. Earth 

and sea are in his hand, the world and the heavens; A ll 
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he doth sustain, and all in equity ruleth . 

Therifore most exalted he, who nurtureth the souls that lana 

for justice. 

1 0 . All link hands and vibrate once the appropriate divine name of the 
sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

1 1 .  Hands remaining l inked , all make four complete clockwise circum

ambulations of the place of working; visualizing a s  they do so ,  a 

wall of blue l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle . This 

done , hands are unl inked and the wall of l ight is al lowed to fade 

from awareness . 

1 2 . The battery is sounded : 4 

1 3 . The director proclaims : 

Compan i ons, upon ou r  bomos rests the l ikeness of 

_____ , as witness if her I his participation in this rite. Let 

us now employ this likeness to establish a maaical link between 

_____ and our sell"es in the Sphere if the jupiter. 

1 4 . Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West s ide of 

the Bomos and takes up the photograph , holding it before him at 

heart level . The participant gazes upon the photograph for a few 

moments , then closes his eyes and surrounds himself with an aura 

of pale royal blue l ight . In this l ight he visualizes the photograph , 

saying: 

Unto shall there be blessin9 upon the sixth 

step if the Ziggurat if Light .  

The aura of pa le  royal blue l ight i s  a l lowed to fade from 
awareness , the photograph is replaced upon the Bomos, and 
the participant returns to his place in the circle .  

1 5 . Al l  l i nk  hands and make one  complete clockwise circumambula

tion of the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

1 6 . The battery is sounded :  1 .  

1 7 . The director savs :  
J 
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Let us now formulate the Astral Plasma that will be the 

medium for the transmission cif the maaical eneraies cif jupi ter 

to ____ _ 

1 8 . Al l  close their eyes and visualize _____ , standing at the cen -

ter of the place of working, within an auric membrane of pal l id 

white l ight . 

1 9 . When the director judges the formulation to be establ ished , she 

utters the sacred vowel of the Sphere : 

Y (pronounced as German ii) 

As she utters the vowe l ,  all visualize the auric membrane 
becoming suffused with blue l ight ; so that they see it as an 
ovoid of blue l ight , within which , and bathed in its radiance, 

is the image of ____ _ 

20 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims :  

Let there be unto _____ , the fullness cif the benison 

C?fLovina-kindness. 

Immediately fol lowing the director's proclamation , a l l  raise 

their hands, palms towards the ovoid , and vibrate the appro
priate divine name :  

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

As the name is vibrated , a l l  visualize the blue ovoid becom
ing intensely bril l iant, so that the image of can no longer be 
perceived therein, and flashing with highlights of orange and 
l i lac . 

Arms are lowered when the vibration of the name has been 
accomplished .  

2 1 . When the director is ready, she proclaims: 

Unto _____ , be the fullness cif the benison cif Lovins-

kindness now! 

Immediate ly, all visual ize the scinti l lant blue l ight of the 
ovoid contracting rapidly and disappearing into its own cen 
ter, l eaving the original auric membrane empty. The auric 
membrane is then al lowed to fade from awareness. 
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2 2 .  The director announces : 

It is accomplished in power and truth ! 

All respond :  

I t  i s  accomplished. 

2 3 .  All open their eyes ,  clap their hands once, cross their arms left over 

right upon their breast , then lower arms to sides. 

24. The batterv is sounded : I .  
J 

2 5 .  The director says : 

In the benison cif Loving-kindness, and in the promise if this 

hour, be there unto _____ the attainment of the True 

Will. 

All respond : 

Be it so in power and truth ! 

2 6 .  Al l  l ink hands and v ibrate once the chosen divine name of the 

Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Hands are unlinked . 

2 7 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

Rite of Sending i n  Saturn 

Temporal Mode : I 

Planetary Time: Hour of Saturn 

Position if Bomos: Center of Place ofWorking 

Ligh ts: I Indigo (or Black) Light or Star ofThree Lights 

Other Requirements: Photograph of Recipient upon the Bomos 

(At the opening of the rite all participants stand in a circle around the place of 

working : the director stationed at the West . )  

1 . The director advances to the West side o f  the Bomos and performs 

the Rite of Preparation . 

2 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

3 .  The director proclaims: 
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Companions in Light, our purpose in this hour is to trans-

mit the magical energies of Saturn to that she I 
he may be encompassed by the benison of Understanding. 

All  respond : 

This is our will! 

The director continues : 

Let us therifore prepare for this Sending by awakening the 

vibration of Shabbathai in this place and within our selves. 

4. The battery is sounded : 3 .  

5 .  I f  desired , incense is now activated . 

6 .  The director moves to the East side of the Bomos and faces West 

across it. With her right hand she traces , above the Bomos , the Pre 

sigi llum of Saturn . 
.. 

Next she traces , about the Presigi l lum , the invoking Hepta
gram of Saturn as i l lustrated . 

Meanwhi le vibrating the appropriate divine name of the 
Sphere of operation : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

7. The director resumes her place in the West of the circle .  
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8 .  The battery is sounded : I . 

9 .  Al l  now sav : 

Therifore throuah the worlds is he acclaimed: he is miahty! 

Therifore is he praised, who has the patience if aaes; 

Anaer passes, times so by, his truth is unchanaina: 

Those who come in trust to him, to new life he brinaeth . 

Ther�fore most exalted he, and throuah the worlds of Life his 

name is alorious! 

I 0. Al l  link hands and vibrate once the appropriate divine name of the 

sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

I I .  Hands remaining l inked , all make three complete clockwise cir

cumambulations of the place of working; visualizing as they do so, 

a wal l of indiao l ight whirling rapidly clockwise about their circle .  

This done , hands arc unl inked and the wal l of l ight is a l lowed to 

fade from awareness. 

1 2 . The battery is sounded : 3 .  

I 3 .  The director proclaims :  

Compani ons, upoll our  bomos rests the  liken ess if 

_____ , as witness �f her I his participation in this rite. 

Let us now employ this likeness to establish a maaical link 

between and our selves in the Sphere if the Saturn . 

1 4 .  Beginning with the director and proceeding clockwise around the 

circle of participants , each in turn advances to the West side of 

the Bomos and takes up the photograph ,  holding it before him at 

heart leve l .  The participant gazes upon the photograph for a few 

moments , then closes his eyes and surrounds himself with an aura 

of sift red-brown l ight . In this l ight he visualizes the photograph, 

saying : 

Unto , shall there be blessin9 upon the seventh 

step if the Ziaaurat �I Liaht . 
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The aura of soft red-brown l ight is a l lowed to fade from 
awareness , the photograph is replaced upon the Bomos , and 
the participant returns to his p lace in the circle .  

I S .  Al l  l ink hands and make one complete clockwise circumambula

tion of the place of working. Hands are unlinked . 

1 6 . The battery is sounded : I .  

I 7 .  The director says :  

Let us now formulate the Astral Plasma that will be the 

medium for the transmisison if the maaical eneraies if Saturn 

to ____ _ 

1 8 .  Al l  close their eyes and visualize _____ standinB at the cen -

ter of the place of working, within an auric membrane of pall id 

white light .  

1 9 . When the director j udges the formulation to be established , she 

utters the sacred vowel of the Sphere : 

Q (pronounced as "o" in only) 
As she utters the vowe l ,  all visualize the auric membrane 
becoming suffused with indiao l ight ; so that they see it as an 
ovoid of indigo l ight , within which , and bathed in its rad i 
ance, is the image of 

2 0 .  When the director is ready, she proclaims : 

Let there be unto _____ the fullness if the benison 

'?f Understandina. 

Immediately fol lowing the director's proclamation , all raise 
their hands , palms towards the ovoid, and vibrate the appro-
priate divine name : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

As the name is vibrated ,  all visualize the indigo ovoid becom
ing intensely brill iant , so that the image of can no longer be 
perceived therein , and flashing with highlights of white and 
dove-grey. 

Arms are lowered when the vibration of the name has been 
accomplished .  

2 1 .  When the director i s  ready, she proclaims : 
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Unto _____ be the fullness if the benison if Under-

standinB now! 

Immediate ly, all visual ize the scinti l lant indigo l ight of the 
ovoid contracting rapidly and disappearing into its own cen
ter, leaving the original auric membrane empty. The auric 
membrane is then al lowed to fade from awareness . 

2 2 .  The director announces : 

It is accomplished in power and truth ! 

All  respond : 

It is accomplished. 

2 3 .  All  open their eyes , clap their hands once , cross their arms left over 

right upon their breast , then lower arms to sides. 

24. The battery is sounded : I .  

2 5 .  The director says : 

In the benison if UnderstandinB· and in the promise if this 

hour, be there unto _____ the attainment if the True 

Will. 

All respond : 

Be it so in power and truth ! 

26 .  A l l  l ink hands and vibrate once the chosen divine name of the 
Sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

Hands are unlinked .  

27 .  The battery is sounded : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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1 o I O LYMPIC Evo cATION OF D REAMS 

These rituals ,  examples of one  form of traditional mirror magick, arc by  their 

nature necessarily designed for individual working. Here the magician condi

tions the astral substance of the mirror so that the glass becomes a suitabl e  

medium for the evocation of the Olympic Planetary Spirit of the Sphere of the 

working. The charge then laid upon the Spirit affords the magician opportu

nity to explore the sphere while in the dream state that night , and to obtain 

personal answers to specific questions on matters governed by the Sphere . 

These rites also present a means of better acquaintance with the noble and 

very powerful Olympic Planetary Spirits themselves . 

A noteworthy feature of the rites is the need for employing a "cheval mir

ror," that is a long mirror which, having its own support ,  can stand in the mid 

area of a room independently of any wal l .  These rites require the Bomos to he 

placed j ust East of center in the place of working, and the magician by sim 

ply turning about must have both Bomos and mirror within reach . The cheval 

mirror is therefore essential . 

A mirror util ized ritually in this way ought to be reserved for magical 

purposes thereafter, even if it was not so reserved previously. It should when 

not in use be kept careful ly covered , preferably with black fabric ;  as a piece of 

magical equipment it can be valuable on varied occasions .  

Apart from the mirror, the material requirements for these rituals are 

simple .  So are the non-material requirements . The magician should  have stud

ied the form of each of the O lympic P lanetary Spirits (See tables of Corre

spondences) ; but, as indicated in the text of these rituals ,  an inner awareness 

of the presence of the invoked Spirit may be preferred to a deliberate visual 

ization of these forms.  Again : the magician is required to perform Section 24 
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of the rite with closed eyes ; but while the text may, certainly, be memorized 

for this purpose , the true need is that the essential points of the text should 

be grasped so as to be covered in the uttering, no matter what the exact 

words employed . 

For each of these rites the operator may, if desired ,  wear a headband 

containing a planetary gemstone (as described in Ascent and Vision in the 

Spheres) . 

The rites of this series represent a form of Art Magick which must be liv

ing if it is to be anything. The action and experience are all : but , with sincere 

working, the action and experience comprise their own high rewards. 

Evocation of Dreams in Luna 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Moon 

Position if Barnas: Just East of Center 

Lights: Star of Nine Lights , plus 1 White Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: The Mirror, West of Center with its reflecting surface fac

ing East . Anointing Oil for Luna, and a l ighting taper, upon the Bomos. 

1 .  Standing at West side of Bomos facing East , perform the Rite of 

Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 5 - 3 - 1 .  

3 .  Visualize yoursel f  encompassed by an ovoid of violet l ight and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 di vine and jruiiful 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

encompass me with the wings if thy protection and jill my 

soul with thy light, that I may securely and poweifully invoke 

thy luminous Spirit Phul: to the end that she shall guide me 

this night in dream Jar the increase if my true knowledge if the 

wonders and beauties �� the First Heaven . 

4 .  Allow the violet ovoid to fade from your awareness. 

5 .  Sound the battery : 1 
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6 .  Visualize yourse lf  encompassed by  an  ovoid o f  red- purple l ight and 

maintaining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 Phul, sustainina andfaithful Spirit! By the power if my 

desire to admnce in Art Maaick, brinfl me to the dream- veiled 

towers if Kasap and open to me this n ight the treasury of the 

sphere if Luna in Yetzirah. 

Thine i t  is 0 Phul to watch over those who ao by land, by 

air or water. Thou canst empower those who travel in the Astral 

Liaht: to the maae who invokes thee in such quests thou showest 

marvels. 

Thou seest secret thin9s, and dost help in recoverin9 that 

which was stolen : thou hidest not truth from the maaician, and 

dost reveal reality in dreams. Repute is thy domain, and thou 

art potent to move the voice of the people. 

0 thou rider upon the Winaed Bull of A ir, thou f!fthe crescent 

blade, Phul the resplendent '--upon thee in the miahcy name 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

do I call, that thy will and thy power help brina to full 

accomplishment this my present workina of Art Maaick. 

7 .  Al low the red -purple ovoid t o  fade from your awareness . 

8 .  Sound the battery : 1 .  Ijjou desire, now acti vate incense. 

9 .  Move t o  the East , and facing East salute with the right hand ;  then 

circumambulate the place of working nine times clockwise , within 

the Star of Lights and encompassing the Bomos and the Mirror. 

Conclude the circumambulations in the East, salute, and return to 

West side of Bomos facing East . 

I 0 .  I magine a continuous spiral of s i lver l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet , whirl ing clockwise around you and disappear

ing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral in 

visual ization , vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

1 1 .  Having completed the vibration of the div ine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness. 
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1 2 .  Turn to face West and , touching the surface of the Mirror with the 

fingers of your right hand , say : 

Awaken, 0 Mirror, to the power if Levanah! 

Still touching the Mirror, now utter the sacred vowel of the 
Sphere : 

A (pronounced as "a" in father) 

1 3 . Turn to face East , and light the taper. 

1 4 . Face West, and proclaim : 

Be attenti�·e, 0 Mirror to the vibrations which I awaken . Be 

recepti ve to them, even as it is thy nature to receive the imprint 

cijjorm and color. 

So recei �·e as thine the sacred characters and the name of 

power, that thy substance may be harmonious to the astral 

energies if Levanah and that thou mayest be established in 

truth upon the first step of the Ziaaurat of Liaht. 

With the lighted taper, describe a clockwise circle to at the 
top of the encompass , the mirror in vertical plane,  com 
mencing Mirror and returning to the same point . Next, just 

above the surface of the Mirror, trace with the taper the Pre 
sigi l lum of Luna .  

·:n 
Then , with the taper, trace about the Presigillum the invok
ing Heptagram of Luna .  
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Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

1 5 . Turn to face East . Extinguish and replace the taper and take up the 

anointing oil . 

1 6 . Turn to face West . With the anointing o i l ,  trace the Sigil of Phul 

upon the surface of the Mirror, then proclaim : 

Bear this miahty SiBil, 0 Mirror, and know thyself to be the 

destined vehicle for the presence if Phul, luminous Spirit if the 

Moon ! 

1 7 .  Face East and replace the anointing oil . 

1 8 .  Sound the battery : 1 . 

1 9 . Face West . With the fingers of both hands, touch the surface of the 

Mirror and proclaim : 

I touch thee, 0 Mirror, now token and representati ve if the 

Astral Liaht c!f Luna, in ciffirmation of the maaical link which 

exists between that Liaht and myself. 

20 .  Facing East, sound the battery : 5 - 3 - 1 .  

2 1 .  Sal ute the East with your right hand , then visual ize yourse l f  

encompassed by  an  ovoid of red-purple l ight . In this l ight , vibrate 

the divine name : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

2 2 .  Al low the red -purple ovoid to fade from your awarenes ,  then turn 

to face West . 
Take care not to touch the suiface if the Mirror until cifter Section 

25 c:fthis rite has been completed. 

2 3 .  Raise your right hand,  palm towards the Mirror, and make invoca

tion as fol lows : 

Come into this Mirror, 0 luminous Phul, Spir i t  of the 

Moon !-jor i ts vibration is in harmony with thine own, and 

it u·elcomes thee! 
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Come, 0 thou rider upon the Winged Bull rj Air, thou rj the 

crescent blade, Phul the resplendent! 

Come into this Mirror, 0 susta ining and jaitliful Spir i t :  

and in the most sacred name 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

be astrally present to my inner perception . 

24 .  Standing with arms at sides and eyes closed, visual ize before you 

a portal of soft blue-grey luminescence , co-extensive with the 

dimensions of the Mirror. 

a .  In that luminescence, visualize Phul manifesting before you ; or, 

if you have a spontaneous intimation of the presence of Phul , 

then without visual ization allow this presence to imprint itsel f  

upon your awareness . 

b. When you are strongly aware of the manifestation , declare the 

Charge to the Spirit , as fol lows: 

Thou are welcome, 0 Phul, illustrious Spirit rj the Moon ! I 

give thee salutation in the most sacred name 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

that name whereby increase rj blessing is extended to thee 

and to me; and I charge thee in that same most sacred name 

that thou come to me this night as I sleep and lead me forth, 

guiding me scifely and securely to experience the wonders and 

beaut ies cif the First Heaven cif Yetzirah wherein thou art 

mighty. 

I f  you seek any special knowledge or experience 

relevant to the Sphere , conclude the above Charge by 

stating i t ,  beginning:  

And do thou thus rereal unto me . . .  

c.  With awareness of the presence of the Spirit, reflect for a few 

moments upon the potential of the forthcoming dream voyage ; 

then make the fol lowing declaration : 

I g ive thee the most sacred name 
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SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

as bond and token between us, 0 Phul! And in that same 

most sacred name I 9ive thee thanks, and bid thee withdraw in 

peace from manifestation until we meet aaain this niahtfor the 

furtherance r:fthe Great Work . 

d .  Now visualize the mirror-portal blazing with a violet radiance , 

wherein the form of Phul can no longer be seen .  Then open 

your eyes .  

2 5 .  Now deacti vate the m irror-portal by the fol low ing procedure :  

With your right hand , trace j ust above the surface of the Mirror the 

Presigillum of Luna . 

·:n 
Then , with your right hand ,  trace about the Presigi l lum the 
banishing Heptagram of Luna . 

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

2 6 .  Turn to face East ,  and sound the battery : 1 .  

2 7 .  Salute the East with your right hand,  then proclaim : 

0 dh·ine and fruitful 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLE TRISAGIA 

salutation and thanks unto thee for the power wi th whi ch 

thou hast endowed me to accomplish this work if Holy Maaick . 
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May thy blessing remain with me, 0 Most Mighty, that on this 

night, through the guidance ?J thy Spirit Phul, I shall attain 

true knowledge ?J the wonders and beauties of the First Heaven . 

2 8 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

When you have performed this ritual , one further thing 

remains to be done .  At night when going to bed , anoint your 

forehead with the oil which you used in the working. Then 

say : 

In dream this night, wi th the aid ?J Phul, I will accom

plish what today through Art I began; and when I wake I will 

truly remember this night �� showings. So shall it be, in the most 

sacred name: 

SHADDAI EL CHAI I lAO I AIGLETRISAGIA 

Evocation of Dreams in Mercury 
Temporal Mode: 2 
Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mercury 

Position 1 Bomos: Just East of Center 

Lights: Star of Eight Lights , plus I White Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements :  The Mirror, West of Center with its reflecting surface fac

ing East . Anointing Oil for Mercury, and a l ighting taper, upon the Bomos . 

I . Standing at West side of Bomos facing East , perform the Rite of 

Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the batterv : 2 - 2 - 3 - l . 
j 

3 .  V isua l ize yourse lf  encompassed by an ovoid of oranae l ight and 

Maintaining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 di vine and fruitful 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

encompass me with the wings of thy protection andfi/1 my 

soul with thy light, that I may securely and poweifully invoke 

thy luminous Spirit Ophiel: to the end that he shall guide me 

this n ight in dream for the increase ?J my true knowledge ?J the 

wonders and beauties ?J the Second Heaven . 
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4 .  Allow the orange omid to  fade from your awareness. 

5 .  Sound the batterv : 1 J 

6 .  Visualize yourself encompassed hy an ovoid ofyellow ochre l ight and 

maintaining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 Ophiel, scintillant Spirit ' By reason if the maaicalfacul

ties cif my soul, brinB me to the lustrous ri ver cif Utharud and 

open to me this night the powers cif the Sphere cif Mercury in 

Yetzirah . 

Powers c:feloquence and c:f rapid thouaht are thine to aranc, 

with the arts of persuasion and c:f the written word. Thine too 

it is to bring to mind right speech and action, when one amid 

strange chances looks to thy guidance. 

To the maaician thou brinaest the aood and swift conclusion 

of matters lenathy or intricate; thou brinaest the means to win 

obscure knowledae, thou Bi rest the power to walk invisible, and 

to pass through doors sealed or jorbidden . 

0 thou Spir i t c:f the shining rod, Ophiel cif the winas cif 

music-upon thee in the miahty name 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

do I call, that thy will and thy power help brinB to full 

accomplishment this my present workinB c:f Art Maaick. 

7 .  Allow the yellow ochre ovoid to  fade from your awareness. 

8 .  Sound the battery : I .  

9 .  I f  you desire, now activate incense . Move t o  the East , and facing 

East salute with the right hand ; then circumambulate the place 

of working eight times clockwise , within the Star of Lights and 

encompassing the Bomos and the Mirror. Conclude the circum

ambulations in the East , sa lute ,  and return to West side of Bomos 

facing East . 

1 0 .  Imagine a continuous spiral of sh immering opalescence l ight ascend

ing from the ground at your feet , whirl ing clockwise around you 

and disappearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling 

spiral in visualization , vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 
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ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

1 1 .  Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 2 .  Turn to face West and , touching the surface of the Mirror with the 

fingers of your right hand , say : 

Awaken, 0 Mirror, to the power if Kokab! 

Stil l touching the Mirror, now utter the sacred vowel of the 
Sphere : 

E (pronounced as "e" in set) 

1 3 . Turn to face East , and l ight the taper. 

1 4 . Face West , and proclaim : 

Be attenti ve, 0 Mirror to the vibrations which I awaken . Be 

recepti ve to them, even as it is thy nature to receive the imprint 

of form and color. So recei ve as thine the sacred characters and 

the name if power, that thy substance may be harmonious to 

the astral eneraies if Kokab and that thou mayest be estab

lished in truth upon the second step if the Ziaaurat C!fLiaht . 

With the l ighted taper, describe a c lockwise circle to 

encompass the mirror in vertical plane ,  commencing at the 

top of the Mirror and returning to the same point . Next ,  

j ust above the surface of the Mirror, trace with the taper the 

Presigil lum of Mercury. 

Then , with the taper, trace about the Presigil lum the invok
ing Heptagram of Mercury. 
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Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

I S . Turn to face East . Extinguish and replace the taper and take up the 

anointing oil . 

1 6 .  Turn to face West .  With the anointing oil , trace the Sigil of Ophiel 

upon the surface of the Mirror, then proclaim.  

Bear this mighty Sigil , 0 Mirror, and know thyse!f to  be  the 

dest ined vehicle for the presence of Ophiel, luminous Spirit of 

Mercury! 

1 7 . Face East and replace the anointing oil . 

1 8 .  Sound the battery : 1 . 

I 9 .  Face West . With the fingers of both hands ,  touch the surface of the 

Mirror and proclaim : 

1 touch thee, 0 Mirror, now token and representati ve if the 

Astral Light of Mercury, in cifjirmation of the magical link 

which exists between that Light and myse!f 

20 .  Facing East , sound the battery : 2 - 2 - 3 - 1 . 

2 1 . Salute the East w ith your right hand ,  then visual ize yourse l f  

encompassed by an  ovoid o f  yellow ochre l ight . In this l ight , vibrate 

the divine name: 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 
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2 2 .  Allow the yellow ochre ovoid to fade from your awareness , then 

turn to face West . 
Take care not to touch the swjace if the Mirror until cifter Sec
tion 2 5 if this rite has been completed. 

2 3 .  Raise your right hand, palm towards the Mirror, and make invoca

tion as follows : 

Come into this Mirror, 0 luminous Ophiel, Spirit if Mer

cury!-jor i ts •·ibration is in harmony with thine own, and it 

welcomes thee! Come, 0 thou Spirit ?f the shining rod, Ophiel 

?J the wings if music! 

Come into this Mirror, 0 scintillant Spirit : and in the most 

sacred name 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

be astrally present to my inner perception . 

24 .  Standing with arms at sides and eyes closed, visualize before you 

a portal of soft blue-grey luminescence, co-extensive with the 

dimensions of the Mirror. 

a. In that luminescence , visual ize Ophie l  manifesting before 

you ; or, if you have a spontaneous intimation of the presence 

of Ophie l ,  then without visual ization al low this presence to 

imprint itself upon your awareness. 

b. When you are strongly aware of the manifestation , declare the 

Charge to the Spirit, as fol lows : 

Thou are welcome, 0 Ophiel, i llustrious Spirit if Mercury! 

l gi ve thee salutation in the most sacred name 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

that name whereby increase if blessing is extended to thee 

and to me; and I charge thee in that same most sacred name that 

thou come to me this night as I sleep and lead me forth, guiding 

me sqfely and securely to experience the wonders and beauties if 

the Second Hea•·en oJYetzirah wherein thou art mighty. 
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If you seek any special knowledge or experience relevant to 

the Sphere, conclude the above Charge by stating it, beginning: 

And do thou thus reveal unto me. 

c .  With awareness of the presence of the Spirit, reflect for a few 

moments upon the potential of the forthcoming dream voyage ; 

then make the following declaration : 

1 9ive thee the most sacred name 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

as bond and token between us, 0 Ophiel! And in that same 

most sacred name I gi ve thee thanks, and bid thee withdraw in 

peace };om manifestation until we meet aaain this niaht for the 

furtherance if the Great Work. 

d .  Now visualize the mirror-portal blazing with an orange radiance , 

wherein the form of Ophiel can no longer be seen . Then open 

your eyes . 

2 5 .  Now deactivate the mirror-portal by the fol lowing procedure : 

With your r ight hand , trace just above the surface of the Mirror the 

Presigil lum of Mercury. 

Then ,  with your right hand , trace about the Presigil lurn the 

banishing Heptagram of Mercury 

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 
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ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

26 .  Turn to face East, and sound the battery : 1 .  

2 7 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim : 

0 di vine and jruiiful 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

salutation and thanks unto thee for the power with which 

thou hast endowed me to accomplish this work if Holy Magick. 

May thy blessing remain with me, 0 Most Mighty. that on this 

night, through the guidance of thy Spirit Ophiel, I shall attain 

true knowledge if the wonders and beauties if the Second Heaven. 

2 8 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

When you have performed this ritual , one fur ther thing 

remains to be done . At night when going to bed , anoint your 

forehead with the oil which you used in the working. Then say : 

In dream this night, with the aid if Oph iel, I will accom

plish what today through Art I began; and when I wake I will 

truly remember this night 's showings. So shall i t  be, in the most 

sacred name: 

ELOHIM TZABAOTH I AZOTH I ALETHES LOGOS 

Evocation of Dreams in Venus 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour ofVenus 

Position ofBomos: Just East of Center 

Lights: Star of Seven Lights , plus 1 White Light upon the Bomos 

Ocher Requirements: The Mirror, West of Center with its reflecting surface fac

ing East . Anointing Oil for Venus , and a l ighting taper, upon the Bomos . 

1 . Standing at West side of Bomos facing East, perform the Rite of 

Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 2 - 2 - 2 - 1 .  

3 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of green l ight and main

taining this in awareness proclaim:  
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0 di vine and frui�ful 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

encompass me ll·· ith the 11·inas r:f thy protect ion andJill my 

soul with thy liaht, that I may securely and powerfully invoke 

thy luminous Spirit Haaith: to the end that she shall auide me 

this niaht in dream for the increase if my true knowledae if the 

wonders and beauties of the Third Heaven . 

4. Allow the green ovoid to fade from your awareness . 

5 .  Sound the battery : 1 

6 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of greenish blue l ight and 

maintaining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 Haaith, wondeiful Spirit! For love r:f the limitless beauty 

?f Art Maaick, brina me to the roseate grotto ?[ Nechsheth and 

open to me this niaht the potencies of the sphere r:fVenus in 

Yetzirah. 

Thine it is to accord joyous &ifts ?[ lo1•e and friendship, 

thine to a race the li l·es ?f those "·ho seek thee with wonder, 

gladness andfestal lauahter. 

Thine it is, 0 Haaith, to brinafamr where skill alone could 

not promise success: in the fall of dice, in the sweepstakes ?[ 

advancement, in the unexpected alance ?f an eye .  Those who 

inmke thee in the workinas r:fArt Maaick thou dost endow with 

the grace and power ?}. the sacred dance, with the art to unite 

purpose to jlowina aesture and captivatina chant. 

0 thou Spirit ?[ l!fe-renewinB lo1·eliness, Haaith movinB in 

radiance!-upon thee in the miahty name 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

do I call, that thy will and thy pou·er help brin9 to full 

accomplishment this my present workinB r:fArt Maaick. 

7. Allow the greenish blue ovoid to fade from your awareness. 

8. Sound the battery : 1 .  If you desire, now activate incense . 

9 .  Move to the East , and facing East salute with the right hand ; then 

circumambulate the place of working seven times clockwise , within 
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the Star of Lights and ncompassing the Bomos and the Mirror. 

Conclude the circumambulations in the East , salute , and return to 

West side of Bomos facing East . 

I 0 .  Imagine a continuous spiral of sciffron l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet ,  whirl ing clockwise around you and disap 

pearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral 

in visualization, vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

I I .  Having completed the vibration of the divine name,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 2 .  Turn to face West and , touching the surface of the Mirror with the 

fingers of your right hand , say : 

Awaken, 0 Mirror, to the power if Nogah ! 
Stil l  touching the Mirror, now utter the sacred vowel of the 
Sphere : 

H (pronounced as "a" in care) 

1 3 . Turn to face East , and l ight the taper. 

1 4 .  Face West , and proclaim : 

Be attenti ve, 0 Mirror to the vibrations which I awaken . Be 

recepti 1•e to them, e1·en as it is thy nature to recei ve the imprint 

ifform and color. So recei ve as thine the sacred characters and 

the name if power, that thy substance may be harmonious to 

the astral energies if Nogah and that thou mayest be estab

lished in truth upon the third step ?J the Ziggurat ?J Light . 

With the l ighted taper, describe a c lockwise circle to 
encompass the mirror in vertical plane, commencing at the 
top of the Mirror and returning to the same point . Next, 
j ust above the surface of the Mirror, trace with the taper the 
Presigil lum ofVenus . 

• 
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Then , with the taper, trace about the Presigi l lum the invok
ing Heptagram ofVenus . 

Meanwhi le vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

1 5. Turn to face East . Extinguish and replace the taper and take up the 
anointing oil . 

1 5. Turn to face West .  With the anointing oil , trace the Sigil 
of Hagith 

[ij ti]  
upon the surface of the Mirror, then proclaim : 

Bear this mighty Sigil, 0 Mirror, and know thyself to be the 
destined vehicle for the presence ?[ Haaith, luminous Spirit ?[ 
Venus! 

1 5 . Face East and replace the anointing oil . 

1 6 . Sound the battery : I .  

1 7 . Face West . With the fingers of both hands ,  touch the surface of the 

Mirror and proclaim : 

I touch thee, 0 Mirror, now token and representati ve ?[ the 

Astral Liaht ?[Venus, in affirmation ?[the magical link which 

exists between that l. iaht and myself 

1 8 . Facing East , sound the battery : 2 - 2 - 2 - 1 .  

1 9 . Salute the East with your right hand , then visual ize yourself 

encompassed by an ovoid of areenish blue l ight . In this l ight , vibrate 

the divine name : 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 
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20 .  Allow the greenish blue ovoid to fade from your awarenes , then 

turn to face West . 

Take care not to touch the suiface if the Mirror unt i l  

cifter Section 2 5 if this r i te has been completed. 

2 1 .  Raise your right hand , palm towards the Mirror, and make invoca

tion as fol lows : 

Come into this Mi rror, 0 luminous Hagith ,  Spir i t  if 

Venus!-jor its vibration is in harmony with thine own, and 

it welcomes thee! 

Come, 0 thou Spirit '?f life-renewing loveliness, Haaith 

moving in radiance ! 

Come into this Mirror, 0 wondeiful Spirit: and in the most 

sacred name 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

be astrally present to my inner perception. 

2 2 .  Standing with arms at sides and eyes closed, visualize before you 

a portal of soft blue-grey luminescence , co-extensive with the 

dimensions of the Mirror. 

a. In that luminescence , v isual ize Hagith manifesting before 

you ; or, if you have a spontaneous intimation of the presence of 

Hagith , then without v isua l ization a l low this presence to 

imprint itself upon your awareness . 

b. When you are strongly aware of the manifestation , declare the 

Charge to the Spirit , as fol lows : 

Thou are welcome, 0 Hagith, illustrious Spirit '?fVenus! I 

Bive thee salutation in the most sacred name 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

that name whereby increase if blessing is extended to thee 

and to me; and I charge thee in that same most sacred name 

that thou come to me this night as I sleep and lead me forth, 

auidinB me s'?fely and securely to experience the wonders and 

beaut ies if the Third Heaven ofYetzirah wherein thou art 

mighty. 
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If you seek any special knowledge or experience relevant to 

the Sphere, conclude the above Charge by stating it, beginning: 

And do thou thus reveal unto me . . .  

c .  With awareness of the presence of the Spirit ,  reflect for a few 

moments upon the potential of the forthcoming dream voyage ; 

then make the fol lowing declaration : 

I 9ive thee the most sacred name 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

as bond and token between us , 0 Hagith! And in that same 

most sacred name I 9ive thee thanks, and bid thee withdraw in 

peace from manifestation until we meet aaain this niaht for the 

furtherance ?f the Great Work. 

d. Now visualize the mirror-portal blazing with a green radiance, 

wherein the form of Hagith can no longer be seen . Then open 

your eyes .  

2 3 .  Now deactivate the mirror-portal by the fol lowing procedure : 

With your right hand , trace just above the surface of the Mirror the 

Presigi l lum ofVenus . 
• 

Then , with your right hand , trace about the Presigi l lum the 
banishing Heptagram ofVenus. 

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 
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YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

24 .  Turn to face East , and sound . the battery : I .  

2 5 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim : 

0 divine and Iovins 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

salutation and thanks unto thee for the power with which 

thou hast endowed me to accomplish this work cif Holy Maaick. 

May thy blessinB remain with me, 0 Most Miahty, that on 

this n ight, through the guidance cif thy Spirit Hagith, I shall 

attain true knowledge cj" the wonders and beauties cj" the Third 

Heaven . 

26 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

When you have performed this ritual , one further thing 

remains to be done. At night when going to bed , anoint your 

forehead with the oil which you used in the working. Then say : 

In dream this night, with the aid cj" Hagith, I will accom

plish what today throuah Art I beaan; and when I wake I will 

truly remember this night 's showinas. So shall i t  be, in the most 

sacred name: 

YHVH TZABAOTH I ALBAPHALANA I CHARIS 

Evocation of Dreams in Sol 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of the Sun 

Position cj" Bomos: Just East of Center 

Liahts: Star of Six Lights , plus I White Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: The Mirror, West of Center with its reflecting surface fac

ing East . Anointing Oil for Sol , and a l ighting taper, upon the Bomos . 

I .  Standing at West side of Bomos facing East , perform the Rite of 

Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 2 - 1 . 
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3 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid ofyellow light and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 di vine and jubilant 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

encompass me with the wings ?J thy protection and jill my 

soul with thy light, that 1 may securely and powerfully invoke 

thy luminous Spirit Och : to the end that he shall guide me this 

night in dream for the increase C!f my true knowledge ?J the 

wonders and beauties C!fthe Fourth Heaven . 

4 .  Allow the yel low ovoid to fade from your awareness . 

5 .  Sound the battery : I 

6 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of pale greenish -yellow 

light and maintaining this in awareness proclaim:  

0 Och, tri umphant and noble Spirit! By the  truth ?J my 
heart and the stea4fastness C?f my purpose, bring me to the radi 

ant pavillion ?J Zahab and open to me this night the glories ?J 

the Sphere ?J Sol in Yetzirah. 

Gifts in pr?Jusion, 0 Och, whether earthly or other are 

thine to co'!fer, and the gen ial warmth C?f friendship wherein 

the talents if humankind jlourish and increase. Thou givest the 

soul 's clear vision, and that inner comprehension there?J which 

is called prophetic . Thou dost inspire and prosper undertakings 

if discovery and adventure, and the questing mind which would 

ever illumine what has been dark or unknown :  those who haz

ard new paths, those who love rare knowledge, thou dost bless. 

0 thou who dost control the red lion C?f enerBJ most acti ve, 

incomparable Och ! upon thee now in the mighty name 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPH IS I THEIOS NOUS 

do I call, that thy will and thy power help bring to full 

accomplishment this my present working if Art Magick. 

7. Allow the pale greenish-yellow ovoid to fade from your awareness . 

8 .  Sound the battery : I .  ![you desire, now activate incense . 
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9 .  Move t o  the East , and facing East salute with the right hand ; then 

circumambulate the place of working six times clockwise , within 

the Star of Lights and encompassing the Bomos and the Mirror. 

Conclude the circumambulations in the East, salute , and return to 

West side of Bomos facing East . 

1 0 . Imagine a continuous spiral of gold l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet, whirling clockwise around you and disappear

ing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral in 

visual ization , vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere-

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

1 1 . Having completed the vibration of the divine name, a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness. 

1 2 .  Turn to face West and , touching the surface of the Mirror with the 

fingers of your right hand,  say : 

Awaken, 0 Mirror, to the power of Shemesh ! 
Stil l  touching the Mirror, now utter the sacred vowel of the 
Sphere : 

I (pronounced as "ee" in meet) 

1 3 . Turn to face East , and l ight the taper. 

1 4 . Face West, and proclaim : 

Be attentive, 0 Mirror to the vibrations which I awaken . Be 

recepti ve to them, even as it is thy nature to recei ve the imprint 

if form and color. 

So rece ive as thine the sacred characters and the name if 

power, that thy substance may be harmonious to the astral 

energies if Shemesh and that thou mayest be established in 

truth upon the fourth step if the Ziggurat if Light. 

With the l ighted taper, describe a c lockwise circle to 

encompass the mirror in vertical plane, commencing at the 

top of the Mirror and returning to the same point .  Next ,  

just above the surface of the Mirror, trace with the taper the 

Presigil lum of Sol . 
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Then , with the taper, trace about the Presigi l lum the invok
ing Heptagram of Sol , 

Meanwhile Yibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

1 5 .  Turn to face East . Extinguish and replace the taper and take up the 

anointing oil . 

1 6 . Turn to face West . With the anointing oi l , trace the Sigil of Och 

upon the surface of the Mirror, then proclaim : 

Bear this mighty SiBil, 0 Mirror, and know thyself to be the 

destined rehicle.for the presence of Och, luminous Spirit rj. the 

Sun ! 

I 7 .  Face East and replace the anointing oil . 

I 8 .  Sound the battery : I . 

1 9 . Face West . With the fingers of both hands , touch the surface of the 

Mirror and proclaim : 

I touch thee, 0 Mirror, now token and representati ve if the 

Astral l. ight if Sol, in affirmation of the magical link which 

exists between that Light and myself.' 

20 .  Facing East , sound the battery : 3 - 2 - 1 .  
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2 1 .  Salute the East with your r ight hand , then visual ize yourse lf  

encompassed by an ovoid of pale greenish yellow l ight . In this l ight , 

vibrate the divine name : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

2 2 .  Allow the pale greenish-yellow ovoid to fade from your awareness , 

then turn to face West . 

Take care not to touch the surface of the Mirror until after 

Section 2 5  of this rite has been completed . 

2 3 .  Raise your right hand , palm towards the Mirror, and make invoca

tion as fol lows : 

Come into this Mirror, 0 luminous Och, Spir i t  cf the 

Sun!-jor its vibration is in harmony with thine own, and i t  

welcomes thee! 

Come, 0 thou who dost control the red lion of enerB.Y most 

acti ve, incomparable Och ! 

Come into this Mirror, 0 triumphant and noble Spirit : and 

in the most sacred name 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

be astrally present to my inner perception . 

24 .  Standing with arms at s ides and eyes closed, visualize before you 

a portal of soft blue-grey luminescence, co-extensive with the 

dimensions of the Mirror. 

a. In that luminescence, visualize Och manifesting before you ; or, 

if you have a spontaneous intimation of the presence of Och,  

then without visualization al low this presence to imprint itself  

upon your awareness . 

b. When you are strongly aware of the manifestation , declare the 

Charge to the Spirit ,  as fol lows : 

Thou are welcome, 0 Och, illustrious Spirit of the Sun! 1 
give thee salutation in the most sacred name 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 
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that name whereby increase if blessinB is extended to thee 

and to me; and I charae thee in that same most sacred name 

that thou come to me this niaht as I sleep and lead me forth, 

suiding me sqfely and securely to experience the wonders and 

beaut ies of the Fourth Heaven rif'Yetzirah wherein thou art 

miahty. 

If you seek any special knowledge or experience relevant to 

the Sphere , conclude the above Charge by stating it, begin

ning: 

And do thou thus reveal unto me . . .  

c .  With awareness of the presence of the Spir it ,  reflect for a few 

moments upon the potential of the forthcoming dream voyage ; 

then make the following declaration : 

I sive thee the most sacred name 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

as bond and token between us, 0 Och ! And in that same 

most sacred name I 9ive thee thanks, and bid thee withdraw in 

peace from man!festation until we meet again this niahtjor the 

furtherance rif the Great Work. 

d .  Now visualize the mirror-portal blazing with a yellow radiance, 

wherein the form of Och can no longer be seen . Then open 

your eyes . 

2 5 .  Now deactivate the mirror-porta l  by the fol lowing procedure : 

With your right hand , trace just above the surface of the Mirror the 

Presigill urn of Sol . 

�. 
Then , with your right hand , trace about the Presigi l lum the 

banishing Heptagram of Sol . 
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Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

2 6 .  Turn to face East , and sound the battery : 1 .  

2 7 .  Salute the East with your right hand,  then proclaim : 

0 di vine and jubilant 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPHIS I THEIOS NOUS 

salutation and thanks unto thee for the power with which 

thou hast endowed me to accomplish this work ?[Holy Magick. 

May thy blessing remain with me, 0 Most Mighty, that on this 

n ight, throuah the sui dance if thy Spirit Och, 1 shall attain 

true knowledae ?J the wonders and beaut ies ?J the Fourth 

Heaven . 

2 8 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

When you have performed this ritual , one further thing 

remains to be done. At night when going to bed , anoint your 

forehead with the oil which you used in the working. Then 

sav : 

In dream this niaht, with the aid ?[ Och, I will accomplish 

what today throuah Art I beaan; and when I wake I will truly 

remember this n iah t 's showinas. So shall i t  be, in the most 

sacred name: 

YHVH ELOAH V'DAATH I ONOPH IS I THEIOS NOUS 
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Evocation of Dreams in Mars 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Mars 

Position cif Bomos: Just East of Center 

L ights: Star of Five Lights , plus I White Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: The Mirror, West of Center with its reflecting surface fac

ing East . Anointing Oil for Mars ,  and a l ighting taper, upon the Bomos. 

I .  Standing at West side of Bomos facing East , perform the Rite of 

Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 2 - 2 - 1 . 

3 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of red l ight and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 di vine and impelling 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

encompass me with the wings rj" thy protection and fill my 

soul with thy light, that I may securely and poweifully invoke 

thy luminous Spirit Phalegh : to the end that he shall euide me 

this night in dream for the increase cif my true knowledge cif the 

wonders and beauties cif the Fifth Heaven . 

4 .  Allow the red ovoid to fade from your awareness .  

5 .  Sound the battery : I 

6 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of amber light and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 Phalegh, mighty Spir i t !  For the Ju!JWment I![ my true 

will and by the strength cif my magical resolve, bring me to the 

sable fortress cifBarzel and open to me this night the enereies l!f 
the Sphere cif Mars in Yetzirah. 

Courage and corifidence abounding, 0 Phalegh, thou dost 

bestow, and thou art the tutelary champion cif those that seek 

j ustice. For the maeician thou flndest allies unfaltering and 

loyal to aid in works which require a dauntless heart; in every 

crcift also thou dost joree a bond cif unity between hand and 
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instrument, that the will cif the wielder work throuah them 

unhindered. 

0 thou cif the all-prevailinB sword, thou Spirit cif the invin

cible protectinB shield,jiery and viaorous Phaleahf-upon 

thee in the miahty name 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO l •scHYROS 

do I call, that thy will and thy power help brinB to full 

accomplishment this my present workinB cif Art Maaick. 

7 .  Allow the amber ovoid t o  fade from your awareness. 

8 .  Sound the battery : I f  you desire , now activate incense . 

9 .  Move t o  the East , and facing East salute with the right hand ; then 

circumambulate the place of working five times clockwise, within 

the Star of Lights and encompassing the Bomos and the Mirror. 

Conclude the circumambulations in the East , salute, and return to 

West-side of Bomos facing East . 

1 0 . Imagine a continuous spiral of fiery red l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet, whirling clockwise around you and disappear

ing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral in 

visualization , vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

1 1  . Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  al low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 2 .  Turn to face West and , touching the surface of the Mirror with the 

fingers of your right hand , say : 

Awaken, 0 Mirror, to the power cif Madim! 

Still touching the Mirror, now utter the sacred vowel of the 
Sphere : 

0 (pronounced as "o" in hot) 

1 3 .  Turn to face East , and l ight the taper. 

1 4 .  Face West, and proclaim : 

Be attenti ve, 0 Mirror to the vibrations which I awaken . Be 

recepti ve to them, even as it is thy nature to receive the imprint 
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if form and color. So recei ve as thine the sacred characters and 

the name if power, that thy substance may be harmonious to the 

astral energies if Madim and that thou mayest be established in 

truth upon the fifth step C?fthe Ziggurat if Light. 

With the l ighted taper, describe a clockwise circle to encom

pass the mirror in vertical plane , commencing at the top of 

the Mirror and returning to the same point . Next, just above 

the surface of the Mirror, trace with the taper the Presig i l 

lum of Mars . 
• 

Then , with the taper, trace about the Presigil lum the invok

ing Heptagram of Mars . 

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

1 5 .  Turn to face East . Extinguish and replace the taper and take up the 

anointing oil . 

1 6 . Turn to face West . With the anointing oil , trace the Sigil of Phalegh 

upon the surface of the Mirror, then proclaim . 
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Bear this mi9hty Si9il, 0 Mirror, and know thyse!J to be the 

destined veh icle for the presence cif Phale9h, luminous Spirit 

cif Mars! 

1 7 .  Face East and replace the anointing oil .  

1 8 .  Sound the battery : 1 .  

1 9 . Face West. With the fingers of both hands, touch the surface of the 

Mirror and proclaim : 

I touch thee, 0 Mirror, now token and representati ve cif the 

Astral Lisht cif Mars, in cdfirmation cif the masical link which 

exists between that Lisht and myself. 

20 .  Facing East , sound the battery : 2 - 2 - 1 .  

2 1 .  Salute the East with your r ight hand , then visual ize yourself 

encompassed by an ovoid of amber light . In this l ight , vibrate the 

divine name : 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

2 2 .  Allow the amber ovoid to fade from your awareness , then turn to 

face West. 

Take care not to touch the surface of the Mirror until after 

Section 2 5  of this rite has been completed .  

2 3 .  Raise your right hand , pa lm towards the Mirror, and make invoca

tion as fol lows : 

Come into this Mirror, 0 luminous Phale9h, Spir i t  cif 

Mars!-Jor i ts vibration is in harmony with thine own, and i t 

welcomes thee! 

Come, 0 thou C!f the all-prevailin9 sword, thou Spirit cif the 

invincible protectins shield,flery and visorous Phaleah! 

Come into this Mirror, 0 mi9hty Spir i t and in the most 

sacred name 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

be astrally present to my inner perception . 
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24 .  Standing with arms at sides and eyes closed, visualize before you 

a portal of soft blue -grey luminescence , co-extensive with the 

dimensions of the Mirror. 

a. In that l um inescence, v i sua l ize Phalegh manifesting before 

you ; or, if you have a spontaneous intimation of the presence 

of Phalegh , then without visualization al low this presence to 

imprint itself upon your awareness . 

b. When you are strongly aware of the manifestation , declare the 

Charge to the Spirit ,  as follow s :  
Thou are welcome, 0 Phaleah. illustrious Spirit ?[Mars! I 

9ive thee salutation in the most sacred name 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

that name whereby increase ?[ blessin9 is extended to thee 

and to me; and I charse thee in that same most sacred name that 

thou come to me this ni9ht as I sleep and lead meforth, 9uidin9 

me scifely and securely to experience the wonders and beauties cif 

the Fifth Heaven ?JYetzirah wherein thou art mishty. 

If you seek any special knowledge or experience relevant to 
the Sphere , conclude the above Charge by stating it, beginning : 

And do thou thus reveal unto me . . .  

c .  With awareness of the presence of the Spirit ,  reflect for a few 

moments upon the potential of the forthcoming dream voyage ; 

then make the fol lowing declaration : 

I 9ive thee the most sacred name 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

as bond and token between us, 0 Phalesh! And in that same 

most sacred name I 9i ve thee thanks, and bid thee wi thdraw in 

peacefrom man!festation until we meet aaain this niaht for the 

furtherance if the Great Work. 

d .  Now visualize the mirror-portal blazing with a red radiance, 

wherein the form of Phalegh can no longer be seen . Then open 

your eyes .  
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2 5 .  Now deactivate the mirror-portal by the fol lowing procedure : 

With your r ight hand,  trace j ust above the surface of the Mirror 
the Presigi llum of Mars . 

• 

Then , with your right hand , trace about the Presigil lum the 

banishing Heptagram of Mars .  

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

2 6 .  Turn to face East , and sound the battery : I .  
2 7 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim : 

0 di vine and impelling 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

salutation and thanks unto thee for the power with which 

thou hast endowed me to accomplish this work cj"Holy Magick. 

May thy blessing remain with me, 0 Most Mighty, that on 

this night, through the guidance if thy Spirit Phalegh, 1 shall 

attain true knowledge if the wonders and beauties if the F!fth 

Heaven . 

2 8 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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When you have performed this ritua l ,  one further thing 

remains to be done . At night when going to bed , anoint your 

forehead with the oil which you used in the working. Then say : 

In dream this n ight, with the aid of Phalegh, I will accom

plish what today through Art I began; and when I wake I will 

truly remember this night 's showings. So shall it be, in the most 

sacred name 

ELOHIM GEBOR I SABAO I ISCHYROS 

Evocation of Dreams in jupiter 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Plan etary Time: Day and Hour of Jupiter 

Position if Bomos: Just East of Center 

L ights: Star of Four Lights , plus 1 White Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: The Mirror, West of Center with its reflecting surface fac

ing East . Anointing Oi l  for Jupiter, and a l ighting taper, upon the Bomos . 

1 .  Standing at West side of Bomos facing East , perform the Rite of 

Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 1 . 

3 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of blue l ight and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 divine and clement 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

encompass me with the wings rif thy protection and jill my 

soul with thy light, that I may securely and poweifully invoke 

thy luminous Spirit Bethor: to the end that he shall guide me 

this night in dream for the increase <?fmy true knowledge <?fthe 

wonders and beauties of the Sixth Hem·en . 

4 .  Allow the blue ovoid to fade from your awareness. 

5 .  Sound the battery : 1 

6 .  Visualize yourself encompassed 1-y an ovoid of lilac l ight and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 
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0 Bethor, majestic Spirit! By the areatness if my spiritual 

heritaae and the force if my aspiration, brin9 me to the shinin9 

portals if Bedil and open to me this niaht the abundance if 

the sphere if jupiter in Yetzirah . 

0 Bethor, amana thy sifts are honor and success, convi v

ial rejoicinB and the power f!fpeaciful leadership. Thou dost 

inspire the maae to frame r.llis. if maaical worship, thereby 

to ascend to areater renown, to increased acuity if mind and 

areater earthly well-beina. 

0 thou reaal Spirit , thou who bearest the vase if smokin9 

incense, thou who carriest upon thy brow the sapphire if celes

tial maanificence, most splendid Bethorf-upon thee in the 

miahry name 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

do I call, that thy will and thy power help brin9 to full 

accomplishment this my present workin9 if Art Maaick .  

7. Allow the lilac ovoid to fade from your awareness, 

8 .  Sound the battery : 1 .  if you desire, now activate incense. 

9 .  Move t o  the East , and facing East salute with the right hand;  then 

circumambulate the place of working four times clockwise , within 

the Star of Lights and encompassing the Bomos and the Mirror. 

Conclude the circumambulations in the East , salute , and return to 

West side of Bomos facing East . 

1 0 . Imagine a continuous spiral of brilliant white l ight ascending from 

the ground at your feet, whirling clockwise around you and dis

appearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spi

ral in visualization, vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

1 1 .  Having completed the vibration of the divine name, allow the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness . 

1 2 . Turn to face West and , touching the surface of the Mirror with the 

fingers of your right hand , say : 

Awaken, 0 Mirror, to the power ifTzedeqf 
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Stil l touching the Mirror, now utter the sacred vowel of the 
Sphere : 

Y (pronounced as German ii) 

1 3 . Turn to face East, and l ight the taper. 

1 4 .  Face West , and proclaim : 

Be attenti ve, 0 Mirror to the vibrations which I awaken . Be 

recepti ve to them, even as it is thy nature to recei ve the imprint 

?Jform and color. So recei re as thine the sacred characters and 

the name ?J power, that thy substance may be harmonious to the 

astral eneraies ofTzedeq and that thou mayest be established in 

truth upon the sixth step rif the Zi99urat rif Liaht. 

With the lighted taper, describe a clockwise circle to encom

pass the mirror in vertical plane, commencing at the top of 

the Mirror and returning to the same point . Next, just above 

the surface of the Mirror, trace with the taper the Presigi l 

lum of Jupiter. 

Then ,  with the taper, trace about the Presigillum the invok
ing Heptagram of Jupiter. 

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

I 5 .  Turn to face East . Extinguish and replace the taper and take up the 

anointing oil . 
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1 6 . Turn to face West . With the anointing oil , trace the Sigil of Bethor 

upon the surface of the Mirror, then proclaim : 

Bear this mighty Sigil, 0 Mirror, and know thyself to be the 
destined vehicle for the presence rif Bethor, luminous Spirit rif 
jupiter! 

1 7 .  Face East and replace the anointing oi l . 

I 8 .  Sound the battery : I . 

1 9 . Face West . With the fingers of both hands ,  touch the surface of the 

Mirror and proclaim : 

I touch thee, 0 Mirror, now token and representati ve rif 

the Astral Light rif jupiter, in cifJirmation rif the magical link 

which exists between that Light and myself 

2 0 .  Facing East , sound the battery : 3 - 1 .  

2 1 .  Salute the East with your r ight hand , then visual ize yourself 

encompassed by an ovoid of l i lac l ight . In this l ight , vibrate the 

divine name : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

2 2 .  Al low the l i lac ovoid to fade from your awareness , then turn to 

face West . 

Take care not to touch the surface of the Mirror until after 

Section 2 5  of this rite has been completed . 

2 3 .  Raise your right hand,  palm towards the Mirror, and make invoca

tion as fol lows : 

Come into this Mirror, 0 luminous Bethor, Spirit rif jupi

ter!-jor its vibration • ;  in harmony with thine own, and i t  

welcomes thee! Come, 0 thou regal Spirit, thou who bearest the 

vase rif smoking incense, thou who carriest upon thy brow the 

sapphire rif celestial magnificence, most splendid Bethor! 

Come into this Mirror, 0 majestic Spirit : and in the most 

sacred name 
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EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

be astrally present to my inner perception . 

24 .  Standing with arms at sides and eyes closed, visualize before you 

a portal of soft blue-grey luminescence , co -extensive with the 

dimensions of the Mirror. 

a .  In that luminescence , visualize Bethor manifesting before you ; 

or, if you have a spontaneous intimation of the presence of 

Bcthor, then without visual ization allow this presence to imprint 

itself upon your awareness . 

b. When you are strongly aware of the manifestation , declare the 

Charge to the Spirit , as follows : 

Thou are welcome, 0 Bethor, illustrious Spirit cj}upiter! I 

give thee salutation in the most sacred name 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

that name whereby increase �f blessing is extended to thee 

and to me; and I charge thee in that same most sacred name that 

thou come to me this night as I sleep and lead me forth, guiding 

me scifely and securely to experience the wonders and beauties if 

the Sixth Heaven ofYetzirah wherein thou art mighty. 

If you seek any special knowledge or experience relevant to 

the Sphere, conclude the above Charge by stating it , beginning: 

And do thou thus reveal unto me . . .  

c .  With awareness of the presence of the Spirit , reflect for a few 

moments upon the potential of the forthcoming dream voyage ; 

then make the fol lowing declaration : 

I give thee the most sacred name 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

as bond and token between us, 0 Bethor! And in that same 

most sacred name I gi ve thee thanks, and bid thee wi thdraw in 

peace from manifestation unti l we meet again this night.for the 

furtherance of the Great Work. 
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d .  Now visualize the mirror-portal blazing with a blue radiance , 

wherein the form of Bethor can no longer be seen . Then open 

your eyes . 

2 5 .  Now deactivate the mirror-portal by the fol l owing procedure : 

With your right hand , trace j ust above the surface of the Mirror 

the Presigillum of Jupiter. 

Then , with your r ight hand, trace about the Presig i l lum the 

banishing Heptagram of Jupiter 

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

2 6 .  Turn to face East , and sound the battery : 1 .  

2 7 .  Salute the East with your right hand, then proclaim : 

0 di vine and clement 

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

salutation and thanks unto thee for the power with which 

thou hast endowed me to accomplish this work qfHoly Magick. 

May thy blessing remain with me, 0 Most Mighty, that on this 

night, through the guidance cif thy Spirit Bethor, I shall attain 

true knowledge <?f"the wonders and beauties cif the Sixth Heaven . 

2 8 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  
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When you have performed this ritual , one further thing 

remains to be done .  At night when going to bed , anoint your 

forehead with the oil which you used in the working. Then say : 

In dream this night, wi th the aid C?f Bethor, I will accom

plish what today through Art I began ;  and when I wake I wi ll 

truly remember this night 's showings. So shall it be, in the most 

sacred name . . .  

EL I ZARAIETOS I PANTOKRATOR 

Evocation of Dreams in Saturn 

Temporal Mode: 2 

Planetary Time: Day and Hour of Saturn 

Position if Bomos: Just East of Center 

Lights: Star ofThrec Lights , plus 1 White Light upon the Bomos 

Other Requirements: The Mirror, West of Center with its reflecting surface fac

ing East . Anointing Oil for Saturn , and a l ighting taper, upon the Bomos . 

1 .  Standing at West side of Bomos facing East , perform the Rite of 

Preparation . 

2 .  Sound the battery : 2 - 1 . 

3 .  Visualize yourself encompassed by an ovoid of i ndigo l ight and main

taining this in awareness proclaim : 

0 di vine and inscrutable 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

encompass me with the wings if thy protection and jill my 

soul with thy light, that I may securely and powerfully invoke 

thy luminous Spirit Aratron : to the end that he shall guide me 

this night in dream for the increase rf my true knowledge rf the 

wonders and beauties rf the Seventh Heaven . 

4 .  Allow the indigo ovoid to fade from your awareness . 

5 .  Sound the battery : 1 

6 .  Visualize yoursel f  encompassed by an ovoid of dove grey l ight and 

maintaining this in awareness proclaim :  
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0 Aratron, august and lcifty Spirit! By my soul 's quest for 

wisdom and the deep intimations cif destiny, bring me to the 

grey mountains cif Abar and open to me this night the grandeur 

cif the Sphere cif Saturn in Yetzirah. 

Thine to bestow are endurance and sublime perseverance, 

the clear light cif remembered experience, the happiness cif sta

bility and cif long continuance in serenity. Thou dost enable the 

mage to seal threifold with adamantine locks that which is to 

be kept secret, and thou gi vest the sleep in which works cif the 

Art may be peiformed or learning and skill gained. 

0 thou Spirit of most venerable aspect, exalted A ratron ! 

upon thee in the mighty name 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

do I call, that thy will and thy power help bring to full 

accomplishment this my present working of Art Magick. 

7 .  Allow the dove grey ovoid t o  fade from your awareness. 

8 . Sound the battery : 1 . 

9 .  I f  you desire , now activate incense. 

1 0 . Move to the East , and facing East salute with the right hand ; then 

circumambulate the p lace of working three t imes clockwise ,  

within the Star of Lights and encompassing the Bomos and the 

Mirror. Conclude the circumambulations in the East, salute, and 

return to West side of Bomos facing East . 

1 1  . Imagine a continuous spiral of grey l ight ascending from the 

ground at your feet ,  whirling clockwise around you and disap 

pearing above your head . As you hold this upward whirling spiral 

in visualization ,  vibrate the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

1 2 . Having completed the vibration of the divine name ,  a l low the 

whirling spiral to fade from your consciousness. 

1 3 . Turn to face West and , touching the surface of the Mirror with the 

fingers of your right hand, say : 
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Awaken, 0 Mirror, to the power of Shabbathai ! 

Sti l l  touching the Mirror, now utter the sacred vowel of the 
Sphere : 

Q (pronounced as "o" in only) 

1 4 .  Turn to face East, and light the taper. 

1 5 . Face West , and proclaim :  

Be attent ive, 0 Mirror to  the  vibrations which I awaken . Be 

recepti ve to them, even as it is thy nature to recei ve the imprint 

if form and color. So recei ve as thine the sacred characters and 

the name if power, that thy substance may be harmonious to the 

astral energies cif Shabbathai and that thou mayest be estab

lished in truth upon the seventh step cif the Ziggurat cif Light. 

With the lighted taper, describe a clockwise circle to encom

pass the mirror in vertical plane , commencing at the top of 

the Mirror and returning to the same point. Next, j ust above 

the surface of the Mirror, trace with the taper the Presigil

lum of Saturn .  
* 

Then , with the taper, trace about the Presigi l lum the invok-

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 
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1 6 . Turn to face East . Extinguish and replace the taper and take up the 

anointing oil . 

1 7 . Turn to face West . With the anointing oil , trace the Sigil of Aratron 

upon the surface of the Mirror, 

then proclaim : 

Bear this mighty Sigil, 0 Mirror, and know thyse!f to be the 

destined vehicle for the presence rif Aratron, luminous Spirit rif 

Saturn ! 

1 8 .  Face East and replace the anointing oil . 

1 9 .  Sound the battery : I . 
20 .  Face West . With the fingers of both hands , touch the surface of the 

Mirror and proclaim:  

I touch thee, 0 Mirror, now token and representati ve f!f 

the Astral L ight cif Saturn, in cifJirmation cif the magical /ink 

which exists between that Light and myse!f 

2 1 .  Facing East , sound the battery : 2 - 1 . 

2 2 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then visual ize yourse lf  

encompassed by an ovoid of dare grey light . In this light, vibrate the 

divine name . . .  

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

2 3 .  Al low the dove grey ovoid to fade from your awareness , then turn 

to face West . 

Take care not to touch the surface of the Mirror until after 

Section 2 5  of this rite has been completed . 

24 .  Raise your right hand, palm towards the Mirror, and make invoca

tion as fol lows : 

Come into this Mirror, 0 luminous Aratron, Spirit cif Sat

urn!--:for its 1·ibration is in harmony with thine own, and i t 

welcomes thee! Come, 0 thou Spirit rif most venerable aspect, 
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exalted Aratron ! Come into this Mirror, 0 august and Icifiy 

Spirit: and in the most sacred name 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

be astrally present to my inner perception . 

2 5 .  Standing with arms at sides and eyes closed, visualize before you 

a portal of soft blue-grey luminescence , co-extensive with the 

dimensions of the Mirror. 

a. In that luminescence , visualize Aratron manifesting before you ; 

or, if you ha\"e a spontaneous intimation of the presence of Ara

tron , then without visualization al low this presence to imprint 

itself  upon your awareness. 

b. When you are strongly aware of the manifestation ,  declare the 

Charge to the Spirit , as fol lows :  

Thou are welcome, 0 Aratron, illustrious Spirit !if"  Saturn ! I 

give thee salutation in the most sacred name 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

that name whereby increase of blessing is extended to thee 

and to me; and I charge thee in that same most sacred name that 

thou come to me this night as I sleep and lead me forth, guiding 

me safely and securely to experience the wonders and beauties if 

the Seventh Heaven �� Yetzirah wherein thou art mighty. 

If you seek any special knowledge or experience relevant to 

the Sphere , conclude the above Charge by stating it, beginning: 

And do thou thus re;·eal unto me . . .  

c .  With awareness o f  the presence of the Spirit , reflect for a few 

moments upon the potential of the forthcoming dream voyage ; 

then make the fol lowing declaration : 

I give thee the most sacred name 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

as bond and token between us, 0 Aratron ! And in that same 

most sacred name I gi •·e thee thanks, and bid thee withdraw in 
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peace from manifestation until we meet again this night for the 

furtherance if the Great Work. 

d .  Now visualize the mirror-portal blazing with a indigo radiance , 

wherein the form of Aratron can no longer be seen . Then open 

your eyes . 

26. Now deactivate the mirror-portal by the fol lowing procedure : 

With your right hand , trace j ust above the surface of the Mirror 

the Presigil lum of Saturn . 
* 

Then , with your right hand,  trace about the Presigillum the 

banishing Heptagram of Saturn . 

Meanwhile vibrating the chosen divine name of the Sphere : 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

2 7 .  Turn to face East, and sound the battery : I .  

2 8 .  Salute the East with your right hand , then proclaim:  

0 di vine and inscrutable 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 

salutation and thanks unto thee for the power with which 

thou hast endowed me to accomplish this work if Holy Magick. 
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May thy blessing remain with me, 0 Most Mighty, that on this 

night, through the guidance cif thy Spirit Aratron, I shall attain 

true knowledae t?f the wonders and beaut ies rif the Seventh 

Heaven . 

2 9 .  Sound the battery : 3 - 5 - 3 .  

When you have performed this ritual , one further thing 

remains to be done . At night when going to bed , anoint your 

forehead with the oil wh ich you used in the working. Then say : 

In dream this niaht, with the aid rif Aratron , I will accom

plish what today through Art I began; and when I wake I will 

truly remember this night 's showings. So shall it be, in the most 

sacred name: 

YHVH ELOHIM I IALDABAOTH I AIONOS KYRIOS 
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I APPENDIX A 

THE PLANETARY SEPHI ROTH IN "THE THIRTY-TWO PATHS OF 

WISDOM" OF JOANNES STEPHANUS RITTANGELIUS 

"The Thirty-two Paths of Wisdom" is a Qabalistic work of considerable 

interest , whose paragraphs relating to the planetary Sephiroth are given in 

translation in Section 9 of our Tables of Correspondence . 

Valuable for ritual or meditative use, this work has , nonetheless , fre

quently been considered altogether obscure , or even spurious , by critics who 

have not possessed the keys to its interpretation . At a cursory reading, many 

of its statements seem l imited in thought , arbitrary in j udgment ; but , as is 

often the case with Qabalistic l iterature, the immediate sense of the words 

is by no means their entire message or even , in some instances ,  their main 

import .  

Gematria ,  the art  of associating or interpreting letters ,  words or even 

whole passages according to their accepted numerical values ,  is a feature of 

considerable antiquity in Hebrew mystical texts . It can be employed in various 

ways, some very complex : the simplest is to "reduce" a number by adding its 

digits , then to explore the affinities of the reduced number. 

For instance, the number 996 can be reduced , first to 24 ,  then to 6 .  

Among words o r  phrases which are considered relevant ,  a closer kinship of 

numeration is general ly held to be more notable than a lesser one . The word 

8Th (40 2 ) ,  "a daughter," might be associated in a particular context with 

RTzVN (996) "del ight ," since both reduce to 6 ;  but 8Th would be accorded 

a closer affinity with DR ( 204) , "a pearl ," because the numerical value of the 

one word mirrors that of the other. However, the single -digit association , 



although scorned by some authorities , is used by many learned Qabal ists ; 

particularly, and of necessity, when words are to be l inked to one of the ten 

Sephiroth . Here Rittangelius is no exception . 

Gematria provides only one of the sources of ideas for the present com 

ments : we include references to both Hebrew and general philosophic think

ing of medieval and Renaissance t imes, to show the particular mental and 

imaginative environment in which "The Thirty-two Paths" is to be under 

stood . These notes do not by any means exhaust the numerical and other 

associations which can be found , sti l l  less the implications which may be med

itati vely drawn from them ; it is sufficient here to show the method and the 

main lines of Rittangel ius ' thinking, with regard to the planetary Spheres ;  to 

point the way for the student 's personal researches on these passages. 

The Thirty-two Paths al luded to comprise the ten Sephiroth fol lowed 

by the Twenty- two Paths properly so called : thus the "First Path" is the first 

Sephirah , Kether. As we are concerned here only with the seven Planetary 

Sephiroth we begin with the Third Path which is the Third Sephirah , Binah , 

and which is also the Sphere of Saturn . 

The Third Path is the Consecrating Intelligence: it is the underly

ing principle of the Wisdom of the Beginning, which is named the 

Pattern of Faith and is its root, Affirmation (Amen).  It is the par

ent of faith, for from its essential nature faith proceeds. 

Thomas Aquinas , who was (besides much else)  a pupil of Albertus Mag

nus, defined fairh as "the substance of things hoped for." In medieval philoso

phy "substance" is always that which "underlies" material being : it is the reality 

in the Causal Worlds which can result in material manifestation .  Above, Rit

tangelius is tel l ing us that faith properly understood is a creative act , bringing 

the l ight of divine causality (of Kether and Chokmah) into form by the power 

of affirmation ; he is also saying that this creative affirmation , which in human 

mind-processes is active in fai th ,  is in essence one with the power of that 

holy Understanding, the feminine Wisdom , the divine Sophia ,  through whose 

agency the lower Spheres have their genesi s .  (See Proverbs 8 : 1 4 , 2 2 - 2 3 . )  

Amen, AMN, the word of affirmation , is a title of Kether, the Supreme Source ; 

but its numeration (74 1 ) is also linked , by reduction, to the 3rd Sephirah . In 
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planetary terms that Sephirah is the Sphere of Saturn, which planet indicates 

condensation, crystall ization , materialization . 

The Fourth Path is the Measuring, Collecting or Receptive Intel

ligence: so named because it holds within it all the high poten

cies, and from it issue forth all the successive modalities of spirit 

in their highest being, each emanated from another through the 

power of the First Emanation, Kether. 

The 4th Sephirah is Chesed , the Sphere of Jupiter: the corresponding let

ter of the Hebrew alphabet is Kaph , whose two forms represent the cupped 

(receptive) and the open (giving) palm respectively. This Sphere has a strong 

association with water, whether contained in a cup, well or sea , or fal l ing, as 

rain or dew : likewise with such heavenly phenomena as thunder and lightning 

(Zeus ,  Thor, Jupiter Pluvius etc . ) .  

The Measurin9, Collecting o r  Recept ive lntelli&ence Some interesting words 

have numerations which reduce to 1 3  and thence to 4: MAZNYM ( 1 48 , tak

ing final M as 40) , "a pair of scales"; MDH (49 ) ,  "measuring"; TzNVR ( 346) , 

"a water channel" ;  PK ( 5 80) , "a flask , container for l iquid ." Another group 

has digits adding directly to 4 :  ShY ( 3 I 0) ,  "tribute" ; RB ( 202 ) ,  "abundance"; 

NVLA ( 1 2 1  ), "it is fi l led"; and YA R ( 2 1 1 ) "  a flood ." 

It holds within it all the h igh potencies Reference here is to the Sephiroth 

above Chesed , that is, the three Supernal s :  KThR, ChKMH and BYNH .  Add

ing their numerations , 620 + 73  + 67, the total is 760 which reduces to 1 3  

and thus to 4 ,  so that they are "held within" the domain of the 4th Sephirah . 

And from it issue forth all the successive modalit ies Descending through the 

subsequent Sephiroth , and giving to Malkuth its mystical title of Shar, "the 

Gate ," we have GBVRH , 2 1 6 ; ThPARTh, 1 08 1 ;  NTzCh, 1 48 ;  HVD, 1 5 ; YSVD, 

80 ;  ShOR,  570 .  The total of these is 2 1 1 0 , reducing to 4 .  Again , all these sub

sequent Sephiroth arc a progressive LYDH (49 ) ,  "a bringing forth" from the 

4th Sephirah . It is said of al l the Sephiroth that they are MQBYL V-MThQBL 

(760) , "both active and passive ." This is here exempl ified by Chesed , which 

in receiving and giving forth may be said to act as intermediary. HGH ( 1 3 ) 

"to mediate" in the course of H A RH ( 2 1 1 ) "the Lightning Flash" which is 

the whole range of the Sephiroth . One sometimes sees a traditional diagram 

which shows the ten Spheres, in their proper positions united within a zigzag 
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flash of lightning, which in turn is ATzL ( 1 2 1 )  "emanated from," PH ( 8 5 )  "the 

mouth ," of a venerable figure representing Kether. 

In their highest being. That i s ,  in the Atziluthic purity of their YSh ( 3 1  0) , 

their "essential nature ." 

Through the power if the First Emanation, Kether-Tills is indicated above 

in the matter of the Lightning Flash, a symbol closely associated with the 

skyey forces of Chesed . Titles of Kether which reduce to 1 3  include OLVYN 

( 1 66) , "Most High ," and RVM MOLH , "Inscrutable Height ." 

The Fifth Path is the Root Intel l igence , so named because it is itself the 

essence equaling the Unity. It is l inked with Binah , the Intell igence which 

emanates from the unfathomed deeps ofWisdom , Chokmah . 

The 5th Path or Sephirah is Geburah, signifying "Strength ." This 

title, GBVRH, has the numeration 2 1 6; it thus has a great gemat

ric affinity with BRYTh (6 1 2) "covenant;• and an affinity also with 

ShBTh (702), "Sabbath." 

The 5th Path is the Root lntelligence-ShRSh (800) , "root ," has the identi

cal numeration of QShTh, "a bow," the meaning of the latter word including 

the rainbow, the celestial sign of the covenant . (Genesis 9: 1 3 - 1 4 . )  

I t  i s  itself the essence equalling the Uni ty-MZL (77) i s  "the force o f  des

tiny," a mysterious influence from Kether which , by reason of its numeration , 

can be associated with the 5th Sephirah . Again , AChD ( 1 3 ) is "Unity," a title 

of Kether, while MDYM (94, taking each M as 40) is "Madim ," the Hebrew 

name of Mars the planet of Geburah . The 5th Path is the Root Intelligence . . .  

because . . .  equalling the Unity can also be interpreted by the affinity between 

the numeration of ShRSh (800) , "root ," and that of KThR (620) , "Kether." 

It is linked with B inah-Apart from the position of Geburah below Binah 

on the column of Severity, there are some noteworthy gematric links between 

these two Sephiroth . BYNH (67) , "Binah ," reduces to 1 3  as does MDYM (94) , 

but this is not the most significant affinity. The relationship of the "root" i . e . , 

Geburah , with "Covenant" and "Sabbath" is indicated above ; now the direct 

relationship of each of these concepts with Binah is to be shown . From the 

Zohar, 1 , 7 1 b : "And the rainbow is therefore called ' covenant ' because they 

[rainbow and covenant] embrace one another. Like the firmament it is a 

supernal resplendent glory, a sight of al l sights , resembling the hidden one 
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(the Shekinah) , containing colors undisclosed and impossible to reveal . Hence 

it is not permitted to gaze at the rainbow . . .  " 

The title shekinah refers to the outward manifestation of the invisible 

glory of the Divine Presence . Sometimes it refers to the Tenth Sephirah , Mal 

kuth ; but most often , as in this passage , it refers to a manifestation which is 

itself supernal ; that is ,  of the formative and coalescing power of Binah . 

Somewhat less abstrusely Geburah , in being l inked with the Sabbath, 

is again l inked with Binah . The Hebrew name of the planet Saturn ,  whose 

Sphere is the 3rd Sephirah , is Shabbathai , attesting to the close association of 

Binah with the Sabbath . Again , however, we look to the Zohar for a mystical 

and poetic expression of their relationship : 

Zohar I ,  48a :  "But on the Sabbath a tabernacle of peace is spread over the 

world . . .  " And (48b) : "This tabernacle of peace is the Matron [ i . e . , the super

nal Mother) of the World , and the souls which are the celestial lamp abide in 

her . . .  " 

Of words which relate the sephirothic number of Geburah , 5 ,  to Binah , 

some are particularly notable :  AChLB (4 1 ) ,  "fecundity"; AM (4 1 ) ,  "mother"; 

while MShKN (4 1 0 , taking N as SO) is "tabernacle ," recall ing the passage just 

quoted from the Zohar wherein the tabernacle of peace "is" the Mother. 86 ,  a 

number of a different group which reduces through 1 4  to 5 ,  is the numeration 

of KVM .  This word means "cup ," but in particular the Cup in the sense of the 

supreme female symbol , the Grail of Binah which is often seen as contrasted 

to the Spear of Chokmah . Ch YM,  "l ife ," mirrors it with the numeration 68 

if-as Qabalistic numerations often require-the final M is given the value 

40 . 

From the unfathomed deeps ifWisdom, Chokmah-ChKM ,  "to be wise," has 

also the numeration 68 . ThHMVh ( 8 5 1 )  is "the deeps"; the singular form of 

the word , ThVM , is both by meaning and by numeration a unique attribu

tion of the 3rd Sephirah . But Chokmah, ChKMH (73 )  both suggests the 1 Oth 

Sephirah and resolves back numerically to the Unity of Kether, and therefore 

is indeed urifathomable. 

The Sixth Path is the Intelligence of the Mediatory Influence: it is 

so named because therein is gathered the influx from all the Ema

nations, so that it in turn causes the mediatory influence to flow 
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into the founts of each of the benign Powers, with which they are 

linked. 

On a simple reading, this paragraph might seem a summary interpreta

tion of the position of the 6th Sephirah upon the Tree of Life .  Gematria how

ever shows there is more cause than might appear for the choice of imagery. 

The principal title of the 6th Sephirah, Tiphareth , ThPARTh ( 1 08 1  ), "Beauty," 

reduces numerically to 1 0 ;  the numbers 6 and 1 0  thus give us keys to the 

main underlying ideas of the text . In this instance the celestial body associated 

with the Sphere does not give us an additional key number, for it is the Sun , 

whose Hebrew name is ShMSh (640) ,  the numeration of this reducing to 1 0  

also. 

The Mediatory /�uence-Reducing to 6 are : RBK ( 2 2 2 ) ,  taking K as 

20) , "to be mingled"; YShR ( 5 1 0) ,  "just measure"; MAZNYM (708 ) ,  "scales 

for measuring." Reducing to 1 0 : DYN (64) , "justice"; ChLP ( 8 3 8 ) ,  "to renew 

or change" ; and , very notably, MChY TBAL ( 1 00) ,  "Mitigation of one by the 

other." 

Therein is aathered the influx- Reduc ing to 6 are : GBA (6 ) ,  "to col 

lect'' ; or ASP (86 1 ) ,  "col lected"; QBL ( 1 3 2 )  "to receive" (whence �balah); 

ChYBTh (420) , "a receptacle for new wine"; LG ( 3 3 ) ,  "a basin ." Reducing to 

1 0 , BVR (208)  is "a cistern ." Since this influx is gathered into the sphere of 

the sun , it may be termed MY ZHB (64) , "Golden Water." 

From all the emanations-This totality might be deduced in principle ,  

since the t i t le  ofTiphareth reduces to 1 0  which i s  the total number of the 

Sephiroth . Proceeding according to our plan , however, we have , reducing to 

6: ShBYLYN (402 , taking N as 50) , "paths"; OVLM ( 1 4 1 , with M as 40) , 

"world , universe"; ATzYLVTh ( 5 37 ) ,  literally meaning "nobility," the name of 

the highest spiritual World which comprises the ten Sephiroth in their ful l  

divine perfection . Reducing to 10 are OTz-H-ChYM ( 1 603 ) ,  "Tree of Life" :  

ThM ( 1 000) ,  "whole ,  perfect"; while 1 495 is the sum of the numeration of all 

22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet and hence , by ascription of the letters, the 

Paths encompassing every part of the Tree of Life .  

Causes . . .  t o  flow in to  the  founts-Reduci ng to  6 are : GL ( 3 3 ) ,  "a  spring, 

fountain"; ChDSh ( 3 1 2 ) ,  "to renew"; KBR ( 2 2 2 ) ,  "to increase"; ZVB ( 1 5 ) 

"copious, plentifu l ." Reducing to 1 0  is KP (820) ,  "palm of the hand ," whose 
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two functions of receiving and giving have been noted above in connection 

with the 4th Path ; there is also ZKVTh (43 3 ) ,  "a due portion ." 

Each cj the benign Powers -ChH ChSYDH ( I  00) , "A benign , j ust, holy, l iv

ing force ."This phrase has the same numeration as MChY TBAL,  "Mitigation 

of one by the other" ; and so has KP, "palm of the hand" if P is taken as 80. The 

ideas of balance , of gi\·ing and receivi ng, of compensation , are thus carried 

throughout this paragraph . 

The Seventh Path is the concealed Intelligence, so named because 

it is the dazzling resplendence of all the qualities of Mind, which 

are discerned by intellectual vision and by the gaze of faith. 

The 7th Sephirah is the Sphere ofVenus and of the forces of Nature . The 

familiar image of the Goddess with her mirror calls to mind hO\v the mystics 

have unanimously attested the \"ivid reflection in the lower Worlds of the pow

ers and wonders of the higher. A supplementary interpretation of the pres

ent text is provided by current research which is discovering, in the human 

psyche as in the natural world at large , numberless examples of the subtle 

directive power of Mind in the organ ization of the subrationa l .  

This Sephirah is titled Netzach, NTzCh ( 1 48 ) ,  "Victory" : the numeration 

reducing through 1 3  to 4. The planet Venus is associated with the 4th letter, 

Dalcth : this strengthens the importance of the 4. The planet's Hebrew name is 

Nogah , NVGH (64) , the numeration reducing to 1 0 , again significantly. 

The concealed Intelligence - O f  words whose numeration reduces to 1 3 , 

ChMQ ( 1 48 ) ,  "to retire , retreat" is remarkable here because it has exactly 

the same numeration as NTzCh . The word ChN, "love , graciousness , grace" 

(pre-eminent Venusian qualities) is composed of the initials of the words ChK

MH�SThRH ,  "Secret Wisdom"; this use of initial l etters ,  Notariqon , being 

another important Qabalistic device, the sense of the longer phrase being car

ried by the shorter one . DBVB (76) is "a hiding place ; while AVR MVPLA 

( 364 ) ,  "Concealed Light ," is a title of Kether. 

It is the dazzling resplendence- -Y H Y  AVR ( 2 3 2 ) ,  "Let there be l ight ," 

and ADR ," resp lendent ," both relate by numeration to the 7th Sephirah . 

BVTzYNA DQRDYNVThA ( 9 34) , "a most bri l l iant shining," reduces to 7 

through 1 6  which is 4 X 4 .  GBVH ( 1 6 ) ,  ZQP (907 ) ,  and MRVM ( 2 86 ,  with 

each M as 40) ,  a l l  meaning "exalted ,  raised up," reduce similarly. So does 
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MNRH ( 2 9 5 ) ,  "a candlestick"; the original Menorah had seven branches . The 

numeration 1 0  gives us NH ( 5 5 ) ,  which is both "splendor" and "eminence ." 

The numeration 2 1 1 ,  which l inks with NTzCh by reducing simply to 4, i s  

shared by two interesting words : HARH, "a Hash" as of l ightning, and YRA , 

which signifies that "wonder or awe" towards Deity which we are told is the 

beginning of wisdom . 

Of all the qualities of Mind- Relating to the sephirothic 7 ,  NR (2 50) means 

both "a lamp" and "instruction ." RVCh ( 2 1 4) signifies "air," "the breath of l ife ," 

or "Mind" itse l f: that part of the psyche whose high destiny it is to receive 

intuit ions from the Supernals ,  thereby (as wel l  as by its own reason) to gov
ern the emotional and physical levels of the person . 

!ntellectual ,·ision and the gaze ?[faith -OYN ( I  30 ,  with N as 50) , "an eye" 

is the literal and the pictographic significance of the letter A yin : and since that 

letter has the numerical value of 70, the 7 is represented here as well as the 4 

to which I 30 reduces .  The 1 6  is represented here too, because A yin is the six 

teenth letter. Since RVCh ,  "mind ," also reduces to  7 ,  this Eye sees with inte l 

lectual vision . Reducing to I 0 ,  AVR PNYMY ( 397) , "Inward Light , I l lumina

tion ," is a title of Kether ;  so l ikewise is AMN (9 1 ) , "Amen"; and this word , 

as has been indicated earlier, has a special significance of "affirmation, faith ." 

The Eighth Path is called the Absolute or Perfect Intell igence, 

because it is the Instrument of the Primordial, which has no root 

by which it can hold fast or abide save in the hidden regions of 

Gedulah, Magnificence, which emanate from its own nature. 

The Absolute or Perfect Intelligence-The 8 th Path i s  the Sephirah Hod ,  

HVD, this title having the numeration 1 5 , reducing to  6 .  The planet Mercury, 

the luminary of the Sphere , has the Hebrew name Kokab, KVKB; the numer

ation of this name is 48 , which is 6 X 8. The importance here of the numbers 

6 and 8 is emphasized . This path HVD is called peifect because by ancient tra

dition 6 is a "perfect number"; the term absolute relates to the 8 .  This Path 

is cal led absolute, of supreme and universal authority, because Th VRH (6 1 1 ) ,  

"Law," i s  thus absolute . According t o  tradition , the entire text o f  the Torah 

(i . e . , the Pentateuch) is composed of the letters of the supreme Divine Name . 
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It is the instrument of the Primordial - KLY (60) is "instrument ." OYLAH ,  

"Primordial ," a title of Kether, has the numeration 1 1 6 which mirrors the 6 1 1 

ofThVRH and , of course , reduces to 8 .  

Which has no root by which i t  can hold fast or abide-ShRSh (800) i s  "root" ; 

MKVN, which l ike OYLAH has the numeration 1 1 6 , means "emplacement" or 

"prepared resting place." 

Save in the h idden reaions if Gedulah, Maanificence-MKVN, "prepared 

resting place ," is the title of the "Heaven" or hidden rea ion of Chesed (Gedulah) 

It is in Makun the Heaven of Chesed , that the 8th Path finds its "Root ." 

Which emanates from its own nature-That i s ,  from the nature of the 8th 

Path . Chesed is in the text given its alternative title of Gedulah because the 

numeration of that t it le , GDVLH (48 ) is identical with that of KVKB,  the 

p lanet Mercury, and is made up of 6 X 8 .  The affinity of the 8th Path with 

MKVN is said to emanate from its nature , because 8 is the number to which , as 

we have seen ,  OYLAH ( 1 1 6) "the Primordial ," also reduces ; and this is a title 

of Kether the source of all emanation . 

A further point relevant to 6 X 8 is that , as indicated by their positions 

on the Tree ,  the 6th Sephirah is the necessary intermediary between the 8th 

Sephirah and its "Root." 

The Ninth Path is called the Pure Intelligence, because it puri

fies the manifestations of the Sephiroth: it proves and governs the 

formation of their similitude, and disposes in exact measure the 

unity which is intrinsic to them, not lessened nor divided. 

The Ninth Path is the Sephirah Yesod , Sphere of the Moon, ruler of the 

World ofYetzirah , the Astral Light . 

The number 9 ,  from ancient times preeminently associated with the 

number of lunar months of human gestation , is thereby l inked also with the 

idea of the soul 's descent into earthly manifestation : whence the same number 

comes to represent also the descent through the Worlds of the creative sephi 

rothic impulses , to find astral manifestation in Yetzirah and in many cases also 

a further concretion of that manifestation in Assiah . 

Besides these associations , the ideas of justice , purification and renewal 

are conveyed by the Moon 's own psychic and physical associations, notably by 

the cyclic progress of the phases . The Hebrew numerations ref1ect all these 
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factors :  to cite many would be a digression but ,  as examples , ShPTYM (999) 

is the Hebrew title of the Book of Judges ,  while the text of the "Ten Com

mandments" gives a numerical value of 1 60 I I  . 

LBNH (87) , the Hebrew name of the Moon , reduces to 6 and thus looks 

to the 6th Sephirah, the Sun Sphere , which has its numerical connotations of 

times and chronicles , glory, abjection and exaltation . The Pure lntelliaence

ZK ( 27  when K is reckoned as 20) is "pure , innocent" 

It purifies the man!festations cif the Sephiroth-BRK (70 2 )  is "tried , refined"; 

while PZ ( 87 ) , "pure gold ," has the identical numeration of LBN H ,  "the 

Moon ." SPYRVTh (756)  is here translated "the manifestations of the Sephi 

roth" because this word can equally be rendered (besides "Spheres") as 

"Numerations" or "Emanations," and in the present context evidently signifies 

the varied manifestations of the Sephiroth in the lower Worlds , not the pure 

perfection of their essential natures in Atziluth . 

It proves and aoverns the formation cif their similitudes-DN ( 54 ,  with N as 

50)  is both "prove" and "govern ," while BChN (60) , similarly, is "tried by 

fire" and , reducing to 6 ,  carries on the idea of PZ ( 87 ) ,  "pure gold ."YTzYRH 

( 3 1  5 ) ,  "Formation ," is the Hebrew name of the Astral World , amid whose 

shifting il lusions the archetypal images can become distorted and corrupt ; its 

numeration is identical with that of OMRH , the true name of Gomorrah . 45 , 

the "mystic number" ofYesod , mirrors the 54 of ON ;  45 is also the numera

tion of MH ,  the syllable which not only asks "How?" "What?" "Why?" but is 

also the Secret Name of the World of Yetzirah . DMVTh (450) is "similitude." 

Disposes in exact measure-YShR ( 5 1 0) is "just measure" ; MAZNYM (708) 

is "scales" ; MN (90, with N as 50) is "a portion ." 

The Unity which is intrinsic to them, neither lessened nor divided-Phi losophi 

cal ly, the Unity in which the manifestations participate when restored to their 

pure sephirothic nature can by no means be lessened or divided;  for it is the 

divine and primal unity of Kether, NQDH PShVTh (945 ) ,  "The Small Point ," 

which subsists whole and entire in each of its emanations. ( 2  = 2 X I ,  3 = 3 

X I ,  etc . ] 

AChD, "unity," can normally have the numeration 1 3 ; but in the Sepher 

Sephiroth a numeration for AChD is given as 96 3 ,  this being achieved by spel l 

ing out  the names of each of the three letters ,  thus : ALP = 1 1 1 , Ch YTh = 

4 1 8 ,  DLTh = 434;  1 1 1  + 4 1 8  + 434 = 963 if the P in ALP is taken as 80 .  I f  
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final P is used , the total is 1 68 3 ;  this or 963 alike reduces to 1 8 , and thence 

to 9 .  

However, upon this theme the numeration o f  the title o f  the 9th Sephi

rah , YSVD ( 8 0) , "Yesod , the Foundation" comes into its own . VOR ( 8 0 )  is 

"unity" in the sense of "union , unitcdness" ; ThM ( 440) is "wholeness , com

pleteness , perfection"; TzMTzM ( 2 60) is "to gather together" ; and MLA (7 1 )  

is "plenitude ." 





I APPENDIX B 

Additional Notes on the Planetary Gestures 

Significances of the Seven 

The seven Gestures given in the Tables of Correspondences (Entry 3 6 )  are 

named for the Mithraic degrees of initiation . Each of these Gestures is in its 

own right a mode of evocation of the planetary power to which it i s  harmo

nious , and directly involves the body, the emotional - instinctual nature , the 

rational mind and the will in the dramatic action . 

KORAX ,  THE GESTURE OF LUNA 

The curve of the arms and hands when they arc raised above the head , then 

lowered and raised again , is indicative of the waxing and waning of the Moon . 

These movements therefore need unhurried , steady and even timing. 

KRYPHIOS ,  THE GESTURE OF MERCURY 

The "Priest of Babylon" is visibly a Yin Yang sign ; as such, indicating the union 

of opposites ,  it is particularly significant in this Mercurial evocation . The use 

of the hood represents ( 1 )  the concealment of the Mithraic Kryphios , ( 2 )  the 

"helmet of invisibility" of myth , and ( 3 )  the astronomical phases of invisibility 

of the planet Mercury. 

MILES ,  THE GESTURE OF VENUS  

This Gesture i s  associated with Netzach -Victory, and also with the relation 

ship of the Morning Star to the Sun . The initial actions of the two arms mime 

Mithraic ritual : the right arm sweeps aside a sword upon which a crown is 



offered , the left arm indicates the higher glory which is preferred : "I aspire 

to the l ight of a spiritual crown ," or "Crown not the herald of day, for behold ,  

the glorious Sun is rising ! "The signing of the Tau on the brow also follows the 

significance of the Mithraic rite . The gesture Psi accompanied by the stamping 

foot indicates the Victory over the lower nature . 

LEO, THE GESTURE OF SOL 

The spiritual action represented is a s  fol lows . The Cup Formulation indicates 

the operator as initial ly receptive . The Fire Triangle overhead denotes the 

divine Fire ; the passive backwards movement indicates the reception thereof. 

The Divine Fire is thereafter indicated as having been received in the heart of 

the operator, whose next act is to transmit this spiritual force , by touch, to 

the earth ; thus becoming a participant in the Solar Work. 

PERSIS ,  THE GESTURE OF MARS 

The total action of this evocation formulates the Mars , Persis or Arthur ges 

ture , representing the poising of  a spear for throwing. The force of Mars i s  

here directed to  the eradication of adverse influences , from a stance of  posi

tive dvnamism . J 

HELIODROMOS,  THE GESTURE OF JUPITER 

The Mithraic degree associated with Jupiter sees the cosmic Jupiterian pow

ers as related to those of the Sun . "The Thunderer" formulates the violent 

aspect of the Skyfather. "Chesed" betokens the correspondence of Jupiter to 

the left shoulder and acknowledges the beneficent aspect of the Skyfather. 

"Kaph" formulates the "generous palm garnering, scattering" and proclaims 

the normal form of the letter (the cupped hand) and the final form of the let

ter (the open hand) .  

PATER, T H E  GESTURE OF SATURN 

Despite the Mithraic title ,  the div ine force signified is not l imited as to sex . 

The Sephirah in question is both the Sphere of Saturn and that of the Supernal 

Mother. In Qabalistic psychology the corresponding function , the Neshamah, 

in some contexts is "triune," carrying the powers of all three Supernals .  After 

"Orante," the operative sign here is triune : a traditional Attis gesture indicat

ing the glory and ecstasy of Power Divine, a traditional Cybele gesture of 

bless ing, and the Upl ifting of the World-or of the Universe -in offering 
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to its Original Source which is also its supreme destiny. Cybele ,  the Great 

Mother, is a deity typical of this Sphere , and her son Attis was always regarded 

as the manifestation of her power; their mysteries were harmonious to those 

of Mithras and existed in al l iance therewith in Rome. 

Further Applications in the Planetary Rites 

These Planetary Gestures are employed in Section 9 of the Rites of Ascent and 

Vision ; but they may be incorporated into other of the rites , as fol lows :  

In each of the Rites of Contact , the appropriate Planetary Gesture may be 

performed following Section 7 and preceding Section 8 .  

I n  each o f  the Rites o f  Attunement, the appropriate Planetary Gesture 

may be performed fol lowing Section 3 and preceding Section 4 .  

In each of the Rites ofTarot Divination , the appropriate Planetary Ges

ture may be performed fol lowing Section 1 2  and preceding Section 1 3 . 

In each of the Rites of Evocation of Dreams ,  the appropriate Planetary 

Gesture may be incorporated into Section 9, adapting the text thus : 

9 .  Move to the East, and facing East salute with the r ight hand . Perform 

the P lanetary Gesture ; then circumambulate the place of working (planetary 

number rifJ times clockwise, within the Star of Lights and encompassing the 

Bomos and the Mirror. Conclude the circumambulations in the East , salute , 

and return to West side of Bomos facing East . 





I G LOSSARY 

(Words which have their own entry in this G lossary are indicated by italics 

when they occur in the text of another entry. ) 

ABAR Hebrew name of lead (ABR) ,  alchemical metal of Saturn . AEGIS In 

general , a piece of armor made according to ancient custom of hardened 

goatskin .  Term used for the shield of Zeus, but most often for the breast

plate ofAthene .  The Gorgon head thereon (represented also on the robes 

of priestesses) is meant as a caution to the overbold . 

ANCILLARY Noun or adjective , used of a person or thing which gives assis

tance as a subordinate factor. 

ARCHETYPAL IMAGE The form in which an archetype is clothed by a par

ticular culture , mythology, religion or individua l .  

ARCHETYPE A universal and , in itself, imageless concept . In the philoso

phies of Philo of A lexandria and Augustine of Hippo, the archetypes are 

discerned as subsisting within the Divine Mind ; in the psychology of C. G.  

Jung they are discerned as  within the Collective Unconscious of humanity. 

These insights do not exclude each other, and can be taken as mutually 

complementary. 

ASTRAL Relating or belonging to the level of being which is "beyond" and 

causal to the material world but is denser than the mental leve l . The 

"Astral Plane" is equivalent to the Qgbalistic World of Yetzirah .  

ASTRAL PLASMA,  see PLASMA .  

ASTRO-PHYSICAL Relating to ,  o r  affecting, existence a t  both astral and 

material levels , particularly in the experience of a human being. 
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ATZILUTH The highest of the Fcur Worlds of Qgbalah, the World of Spirit, 

of the divine Mind wherein the pure Archetypes subsist . 

BARZEL Hebrew name of iron (BRZL) ,  alchemical metal of Mars . 

BEDIL Hebrew name of tin (BDYL) , alchemical metal of J upiter ; probably 

connected with the word "bdel lium" which has been applied to various 

crystall ine substances . 

BENISON A beneficent conveying of divine influence , either as a "bless

ing" bestowed by a person or as a spontaneous action of divine force for 

which a suitable channel has been opened . 

BRIAH The second of the Four Worlds of Qgbalah, the World of Mind which 

is next below Atziluth . 

CADUCEUS The staff of Hermes. In early times wreathed with ribbons as 

a herald 's wand of office , the Caduceus became stylized with crowning 

wings and entwining serpents as the unique insignia of the Divine Mes

senger. 

CHARITES The Graces ,  attendants of Aphrodite . The three are Aglaia 

("Brightness") , Euphrosyne ("Joy") and Thalia ("Blossom") . Since Cha

ris--grace or charm-is a tit le of Aphrodite herself, the Charites can be 

considered as minor manifestations of the Goddess of Love and Beauty. 

COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS , see UNCONSCIOUS COUNTERPART 

In general , the counterpart is the astral component or reflection of any 

object or entity which exists , has existed or will exist . In Planetary Magick 

it is the potent reflection in the Deep Mind of any one of the planetary 

archetypes. 

CRUCI BLE A laboratory pot of iron , clay etc . , to contain material for 

treatment by dry heat . Probably so named for the cross-shaped support 

within the pot, to keep the contents (if necessary) from touching the 

sides . In medieval alchemy the crucible is important symbolically as well 

as for practical work : the vessel represents the outer nature of the alche

mist , and the contents the inner nature standing upon the cross of the 

Four Elements . 

DARK NIGHT OFTHE SOUL Term now familiar in Western mystical psy

chology : 1 6th-century Spanish Carmelite St . John of the Cross (whose 
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writings reveal much Qgbalistic understanding) used it to describe the 

intense desolation which characterizes the eighth of his ten stages of spir

itual ascent, corresponding to the experience of Binah, the Third Sephirah. 

DEEP MIND The Unconscious area of emotional and instinctual nature in the 

psyche of each indi\· idual . I t  is the source of a l l  psychic powers ,  the ful l  

extent of which is a s  yet unmeasured and perhaps immeasurable .  I t  com

prises also for each person the counterparts of the planetary archetypes. 

DEOSIL  In a sunwise and clockwise direction . (Celtic word : rhymes with 

"facial") 

DIVINATION Any method of bringing conditions in the Astral Light into 

manifestation in the material world , so as to trace past ,  future or ter

restrially distant happenings , or the emotional trend of persons ,  etc . The 

Deep Mind of the operator registers these astral conditions and transmits 

some part of their significance, through material symbols (as in Tarot , 

Geomancy, etc . ) ,  or conveys it directly to the conscious personality (as in 

Psychometry, Scrying, etc . ) .  

EGREGORE An  energized astral form produced consciously o r  unconsciously 

by human agency. In particular, (a) a strongly characterized form, usually 

an archetypal image, produced by the imaginative and emotional energies 

of a religious or magical group collective ly, or (b) an astral shape of any 

kind , deliberately formulated by a magician to carry a specific force . 

EIDOLON An image , whether existing in the material world or formulated 

in the astral, designed to represent the character of a deity or other spi ri 

tual being. An eidolon is a representation simply, and should not be con

fused with an egregore . 

ENGRAM An effect in the Deep Mind, caused by an exceptional stimulus pro

ducing an indelible recol lection . 

EVOKE To call forth [a force or influence ] from within the psyche. Com

pare with INVOKE ,  which means "to call [ the power or presence of, for 

instance, a deity ] in from outside the psyche ." 

EVOLUTION A progressive development; an improvement is implied in the 

word . One 's "spiritual evolution" is one 's progress on the Way of Return , 

after the initial "involution" of the spiritual self into earthly l ife .  
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INHIBIT To forbid or prevent by a psychic process . Inhibition may be uncon

scious ,  or a person may cultivate an inhibition by self- training against 

undesired actions, thoughts , etc . 

INVOKE see EVOKE .  

KASEP Hebrew name of  si lver (KSP) , alchemical metal of the Moon . 

KATHARSIS Purification , cleansing. The word is most often associated with 

an "empty ing" of the emotional nature by experience of an overwhelm

ing emotion . This association comes from Aristotle 's description of the 

effect of tragic drama, "a katharsis of pity and terror." 

NACREOUS Iridescent , l ike mother-of-pearl . The term is used not simply 

to indicate a lustrous quality in the many-colored surface, but preemi

nently to denote the living, vibrant ,  changeful play of hues therein . 

NECHSHETH Hebrew name of copper (NChShTh ) ,  alchemical metal of 

Venus. (Compare the Arabic word "Nuhas ," copper) . 

NEOPLATONIST Of or relating to one of the philosophies developed from 

Platonism , which in turn l ike much other Greek philosophy, adapted 

certain Oriental material to Western modes of thinking. Neoplatonism , 

being "emanationist" in its theories (as against "creationist") , became 

strongly integrated with the growing Qgbalistic structures . 

PLANETARY MAGICK The art of invokina and emkina, directing and expe

riencing, the forces related to the luminaries of our Solar System : a mag

ical art developed though more than two millennia . 

PLASMA In the physical sciences ,  a primal fluidic substance . An ASTRAL 

PLASMA is a simple uncharacterized astral substance, formed into a 

"shell" for reception of a force which is to be directed into i t .  

PSYCHE The non-material part of a psycho-physical being. The psyche 

includes rational and non-rational , conscious and unconscious functions .  

The Deep Mind is comprised within the individual psyche ; the Collective 

Unconscious, as its name implies , lies beyond the bounds of individuality. 

PSYCH IC (Adjective . )  This word has two meanings , and must be inter

preted according to context . I t  signifies :  ( 1 )  relating to the psyche , as 

when we say "The cause of a malady may be physical or psychic"; or ( 2 )  
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relating to a special use of the faculties of the psyche , as in "a psychic 

communication ," "a psychic healer." 

PSYCHOSOMATIC Adjective describing a bodily disorder which is caused 

or intensified by a disorder (conscious or not) within the psyche . Fre 

quently such a bodily disorder wi l l  in turn intensify the condition in the 

psyche . Treatment is necessarily addressed to the whole person : hence 

"psychosomatic treatment ." 

PSYCHOPOMPOS "Guide of Souls ." Greek title given to several deities

but particularly to-Hermes--to-signify the function-of- leading the souls 

of the departed to their appointed place . 

QABALAH, QABALISTIC The adjective "qabalistic ," often used with vari 

ous spell ings by non-occult writers to mean s imply "mystical" or "mys

terious," properly relates to the Qabalah , a specific and venerable Wis

dom Tradition formulated chief1y in Mediterranean regions . Hebrew and 

Greek are its principal languages :  one of its primal tenets is the descent 

of Divine power (as knowable to us) in ten successive emanations-the 

Sephiroth -which exist in all four Worlds or levels of being, but in their 

primal perfection in Atziluth .  

SEPHIRAH (plural , SEPHIROTH)  The ten Sephiroth are modal it ies of 

being, as experienced by the human investigator of states of conscious

ness . The Sephiroth are diagrammatically represented as ten spheres or 

circles upon the Qqbalistic "Tree of Life": and of the ten , seven relate to 

the traditional Seven Planets . 

SISTRUM An instrument used in sacred rites and dances, usually in honor of 

a Goddess ( Is is , Hathor, Ishtar, Cybele) , but also of Dionysos .  I t  consists 

of a frame or loop of rigid metal which runs through perforated metal 

rods or disks. The whole is fitted with a handle, so the rods or disks can 

rattle sharply together when the sistrum is shaken . 

STERNUM The breastbone , the Hat blade of bone and cart i lage which 

extends from below the col larbone vertically to the pit of the stomach, 

where it ends in a narrow rounded tip . The upper seven pairs of ribs are 

attached along its course. Occultly, the sternum bridges the area between 

Heart Chakra and Throat Chakra . 
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SUBLIMINAL "Below the threshold"-a psychological term used of mate 

rial which is in ,  or which enters , the psyche without the conscious mind 

being aware of it; as examples ,  an impression unconsciously retained 

from infancy, or an image flashed upon a screen which a person is watch

ing, but lasting for too brief an interval for the conscious mind to grasp 

i t .  The impressions from both examples can however influence feeling 

and action through their presence in the unconscious. 

S UPERNAL "Of the higher regions" ; in particular in Qgbalistic language , 

pertaining to any one of the three highest Sephiroth : Kether, Chokmah 

and Binah . The two first-mentioned , and Binah apart from its planetary 

(Saturnian) aspect , are accessible only to mystical experience beyond the 

range of ordinary earthly l ife .  Nevertheless their powers and influences 

flow through all levels of being. 

SYNTHESIS A combining of previously existing phenomena or concepts to 

produce a phenomenon or concept with a new identity, which may have 

characteristics differing from those of the phenomena or concepts which 

produced it .  

TEMPORAL MODE The classification as to lunar phases and Seasonal 

Tides ,  which identifies the requirements for performing specific magical 

rites . Three Temporal Modes cover the requirements for all rituals given 

in this book . 

UNCONSCIOUS Those great areas of the psyche which are not within the 

knowledge , and so not within the direct contro l ,  of the conscious and 

rational mind . This term is used to comprise : (a) the H igher Uncon 

scious , Higher Self or "Supermind"; (b) the Lower Unconscious, the Deep 

MinJ, the unconscious region of the emotional and instinctual nature ; 

(c) the Personal Unconscious , an individual 's personal deposit of forgot

ten and , often , repressed material , therefore to that extent an abnormal 

development in the psyche ; (d) the Collective Unconscious , the reposi 

tory of the totality of al l  human experience, beyond the domain of the 

individual psyche ; and, beyond the Collective Unconscious of humanity, 

the Collective Unconscious of al l l i fe .  Any part of these depths may in 

certain circumstances become accessible to the individual psyche . 
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URAEUS (Plura l ,  URAEI )  The sacred cobra of Ancient Egypt ,  emblem of 

divine energy and royal authority. 

UTHARUD Hebrew name of quicksi l ver ( VThRVD) ,  alchemical metal of 

Mercury. (Compare the angelic name "Uthrodiel ," and one of the Arabic 

alchemical names for quicksilver, "Utarit .") 

YETZIRAH The third of the Four Worlds of the QEbalah: the Astral World ,  

less dense than the material World but less subtle and e levated than Briah, 

the World of Mind . 

ZAHAB Hebrew name of gold (ZH B) ,  alchemical metal of the Sun . 

ZIGGURAT OF LIGHT An occult term which incorporates the imagery of 

the Mesopotamian Tower-temple, the Ziggurat , to represent the ascend

ing order, Moon through Saturn , of the seven planetary Spheres .  
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